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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

1. This report presents the main findings of three major studies carried out as part of
the Republic of Korea (hereafter 'Korea) and World Bank 'Knowledge Partnership'. It is
divided into three main sections: (a) a Strategic Review which integrates and summarizes
the most important findings and policy recommendations for the Korean Government to

consider; and (b) the three in depth studies (referred to as Parts A, B, and C) concerning
Korea's transition towards a knowledge-based economy, (c) detailed annexes (referred to
as Part D).

Objectives of the Three Studies

2. Korea faces complex challenges in moving toward a knowledge-based economy.
Meeting these challenges will require inspired corporate strategies and government
policies. -The three studies represent an important 'triad' of issues which constitute a core
part of the foundation of Korea's knowledge economy: the deepening of technological
knowledge at the firm-level (dealt within Part A); the intensification of the use of
internet enabled services by firms (Part B); and the educational implications for the
upgrading of the workforce (Part C).

Key Findings

3. At the firm-level, further mastery of technological knowledge is essential for
firms wishing to move further 'upstream' from their base in manufacturing towards
higher. value added activities based on- research, development and new product
innovation. Equally, moves 'downstream' to knowledge-based services will require the
increasing use of the Internet by Korean firms. Both of these 'upstream' and
'downstream' moves towards more knowledge-intensive, higher value economic
activities depend on the upgrading of the skills of the workforce which in turn will
require educational reform.

4. For each of these three themes (firm-level innovation, Internet enabled services
and educational reform), new empirical data are presented for understanding and
promoting knowledge-intensive economic progress. These tools and the associated
research findings are presented in detail in Parts A, B and C of the main report and
summarized in the Strategic Review (in Sections A, B and C respectively).
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5. The Strategic Review summarizes several- cnfronting _1

policy makers in Korea wishing to promote advancos '.cvj,-ds knowiledg intensive
activities. These include the need to ensure: (a) that any niew --,:,I .: are consistent with
existing policies designed to ensure good cora., gzemCce, cOinpwit2on and
transparency; (b) that private sector, market-based nacc iz,-gm.s eiay tei,r ,: a-rt in
any upgrading efforts (e.g. via training and consultaucy providers); ard (c) that futher
evaluation of the scope and effectiveness of existing policies in. the thrDe areas in Korea is
carried out.

6. Given these caveats, the policy reconlmend4pioi rc are * 21c a. s stage as
suggestions for the Korean Government to consider. TU y c3'od aiso form the basis of
further collaborations in the Knowledge Partnership.

7. The Strategic Review and the three lVain -,,. resen5., in de;alCZ, wmajor new
policy initiatives based on the data gathered during t,he rsesrch, the cxpeiAences of other
OECD countries and various workshops with :'c-.i CvcrPnenz officials, academics
and industrial representatives.

1Pazu A: ironmotig IP iirmnnEaveDl LtuiovnVom

8. In this area, five policy suggestions are prcmcsed. These are designed to
encourage high perfomiing firms to become mo,re c--Meaivo and !cniowiedge-intensive
through increased competition, collaboration and netwovvi&ng:

z Suggests large finr research consortia to develop aFdvarccd now technology
fields, share research and development (RC&D) c3s-s, and increase the supply of
human resources for advanced R&D;

a Argues for measures to increase inbound '- technology foieign direct
investment (1FD);

z Proposes support for promoting overseas science and technsoogy (S&`1') networks
by Korean firms;

Recommends measures to increase the pre,sence of fre,ign capital gOod7s' malkers
in Korea to compensate for weaknesses in do estic capital gcc's' su:ply;
suggests support for 'clusters' of locally ownved canilal goois ploducers to
upgrade existing capabilities.

DFt¢ IBb ES- etwo1r] t=E;--', rn,-- $ssMcl<e$

9. Here, two related policy suggestions are put fonwiax6 to help fo-cT2s and lead
current policy efforts to encourage the business conteLunity to use the intentot:

1v



recommends improving business information services for small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) among whom domestic deployment of ICT is weak, suggest a

focus on promotion of domestic logistics portals.

Part C: New Skills and Educational Reform

10. In this area, four educational policy recommendations are proposed based on a

survey of changing skill needs in high performing Korea firms. Each is tailored to ensure
that the educational system is better equipped to meet the long-term demands of the

knowledge economy:

* Suggests reform in K-12 curriculum, pedagogy and assessment to improve the

match between what pupils learn in schools and what they need in the workplace;

* Presents ways to ensure a better alignment between high school vocational and

technical education and changing business demands;

* Argues for increased public investments in higher education to make continuous
learning by workers more affordable to both workers and employers;

• Proposes that the government should consider strengthening its role in the

organization of lifelong learning to ensure leadership in this important area of the
knowledge economy.

Next Steps

11. As noted above, the policy recommendations are suggestions for the Korean

Government to consider. Although they are based on newly gathered empirical data,

further discussions may well be needed to test the viability of the recommendations and
to ensure they are consistent with other goals not addressed in this report (e.g. the need to

ensure reforms in corporate governance). Also, while some evidence on the effectiveness
of existing policies was assessed in the three studies, more analysis of existing programs
would be necessary before embarking on major new policies. Nevertheless, we hope that

both the empirical analysis and the policy suggestions will prove useful to the Korean
Government and lead to further collaborations within the Knowledge Partnership.
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STRATEGIC REVIEW

GUIDE TO THE REPORT

12. The purpose of this Strategic Review is to provide a summary of the main
findings of three major studies carried out as part of the Republic of Korea (hereafter
'Korea') and World Bank 'Knowledge Partnership' (see below for details). The Strategic
Review integrates the findings of the three studies and summarizes the most important
policy recommendations for the Korean Government to consider. It also provides a
review of the objectives, methods and justifications for the three main Reports (called
Parts A, B, and C respectively) within the context of Korea's transition towards a
knowledge-based economy and society. The strategic review is divided into three
sections (Section A, B and C) which deal with the main Reports A, B and C in turn. Part
D presents Annexes.

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDIES

13. In the summer of 2000, the Government of Korea and the World Bank signed a
Memorandum of Understanding to promote a Knowledge Partnership. The partnership
rests on two pillars. One facilitates the use of Korean development expertise in other
countries in the region. The other partners with the government for further deepening the
understanding of the knowledge economy in the Korean context to devise appropriate
policy.

14. The three Reports respond to the second objective of the Knowledge Partnership,
building upon 'Transition to a Knowledge-Based Economy' (World Bank, 2000, Report
No. 20346-KO, June 29)1 which took a macro/sectoral perspective on the knowledge
economy to arrive at sector-wide policy recommendations. The World Bank (2000)
report was well-received and stimulated interest among Korean policy makers in a follow
up study that focused on knowledge at the firm level. In response to that interest, the
three Reports summarized here bring into sharper relief firrn-level challenges aimed at
deepening the generation and use of knowledge. It also identifies opportunities for public
policy to promote the move towards more knowledge intensive activities. The mission
and field work for the three studies took place between April 2001- 2002.

RATIONALE

15. Korea faces complex but not insurmountable challenges in moving toward a
knowledge-based economy. Meeting those challenges will require understanding and
insight at both the firm strategy and govemment policy levels. The core knowledge
economy themes analyzed in this study are: Part A: the deepening of technological

I World Bank (2000): Korea and the Knowledge-based Economy: Making the Transition, IBRD/World

Bank/OECD, Report No. 20346-KO, June 29, Washington DC.
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capability at the firm-level; Part D3: the intensification of t:he -use of the i.ener!et enabled
services by firms; Part C: the repcrcussions for skilis t';,g..&.; of the workforce.

16. These three firm-ce-ntered themes, represeni, a 't.-4' 9'-. constitutes a central part
of the foundation of the knowledge economy 2. .A' tse firn.-leve1, e mastery of
technological knowledge is essential for firMs wis'Ning '_ raove tfurher 'upst-nam' from
their base in manufacturing towards higher value added activities based on research,
development and new product innovation. Iiqually, mves ' ,Owtistream ' o knowledge-
based services will require the increasing use of the in-temet by Xorem fsms. En turn,
both of these 'upstream' and 'downstream' moves tzwL-ds , e-re mncwledgn-intensive,
higher value economic activity depend crucially on the unpgradng of teh sk.lls of the
workforce. Each of the three themes centers on the irSln as thle prira:-y user and
generator of knowledge for industrial and economic ;0o7.-:_ _'.

Aios AND (DT[V1 s$ i ' 21I TL7 J

17. Each of the three main Reports develops new tools for gathering e-vidence on
Korea's moves towards the knowledge economy and anplies these tools to gather new
data on each of the three subjects, in order to make poiicy suggestions for the Korean
Government to consider. In addition, the main T ~.:~ N viscuss how the ieo.'s minght be
used in the future to cover further importmt issuCes (for eAzrnpe the need for upgrading
of small and medium-sized enterprises) which are not dcait with in detail iE '.the reports,
but are identified as centrally important to the knowledge eco.nomy Lransi-iomn.

18. The overall aim of the three main RepoAts Lh,ere:ore is to contribu.ie to Korean
policies for deepening technological capability, intensivfying the t'se of intr,Xe:et enabled
services and enriching worker slills. The key findings `rome 3ach of the three Rleports are
now presented in detail.

2 There are many other aspects of the knowledge-based econo-my which are outside tii. scope of this
report. These include the provision of a sophisticated inforinatOon and telecommunicpiions infrastructure,
the ability to use the English language to maximum effecz, aLd tle reed for a vibran. local software
industry to facilitate the use of information and communications technologies (JCTs). The triad dealt with
in this study responds to key firm level issues identified by •Korean policy m2kers and policy research
centers on the needs of Korean firms in their efforts to upgradc kcnowledge based activities.
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SECTION A: FIRM LEVEL INNOVATION IN THE KOREAN ECONOMY

A.1 The Role of Innovation in Korea's Knowledge Economy

19. Innovation is the successful introduction of a new or improved product, process or

service to the marketplace. It includes the incremental changes which can lead to large

gains in productivity, quality, process efficiency and structural change (Malerba, 1992)3

and can best be viewed as a process, involving the application of new knowledge and

skills. In Korea, innovation often occurs from 'behind the technology frontier' defined by

leaders in the advanced countries. In order for Korea to catch up, rather than merely

'keep up' with the advances in the knowledge economy, substantial technological

innovation is required. 4

20. Innovation is underpinned by technological capability. Technology can be seen

most importantly as a category of knowledge essential for firm level development and

competitiveness.5 In Korea, advances in innovation are central to firms' strategies

towards more knowledge-intensive activities through: (a) mo.ves 'upstream' towards new

product design and research and development (R&D), the focus of Part A; and (b) moves

'downstream' to distribution, marketing and services, the focus of Part B. These

upstream and downstream moves underpin Korean corporate strategies towards a more

knowledge-intensive economy.

21. There is relatively little research on firm-level innovation in Korea, especially

since the financial crisis of 1997 to 1998. Most recent studies are concerned with

macroeconomic issues, sector-based surveys, the economic impact of the crisis, financial

analyses, overall R&D spending and government policy issues (e.g. MOST, 2000; Woo

and Sul, 2000; World Bank, 2000; Choi and Kang, 2000).6 Therefore the aim of Part A is

to complement these latter studies with an assessment of the technological capabilities of

Korean firms.

22. A tool for understanding technological capabilities is developed and applied to a

sample of leading Korean firms. The objective is to rank firms against nine key

dimensions of technological capability in order to map them onto 'capability clusters',

each cluster requiring a particular set of corporate strategies and, in some cases, policy
interventions to encourage leading firms to move to the next level of capability.

23. The tool is situated within a framework which categorizes firms according to four

capability categories or clusters, ranging from Type A ('passive'), to Type B ('reactive'),

to Type C ('strategic) to Type D ('creative'). Clearly, not all firms aspire to be at the

3Malerba, F. (1992): 'Learning by Firms and Incremental Technical Change', The Economic Journal, Vol.

102, July, pp.8 4 5-85 9.
4 Technological innovation often requires complementary 'organizational' innovation. Although not the

primary subject of Part A, the need for more flexible, innovative organizational structures is touched upon.

Technology is, of course, not the only category of knowledge essential to firm competitiveness. Other

categories include financial, marketing, and managerial knowledge.
6 Annex 1 of Part A shows how the present study builds upon these recent studies by providing an in-

depth micro-level focus.
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leading edge of creativity in any country and there willi -. Ic i:ist 2 distbution of
firms across the four types.7 The tool itself is ana analydical ipstrent for
'benchmarking' Korean firms according to capability leve2is which can, in principle, be
applied to other countries in order to build up a quantiteatve o ;fo-, of firm-level
capabilities.

24. Although not all firms will seek to upgrade from one category to another, the
most developed countries, by definition, will have a o:; n- r,OWcS f oType C and D
firms, and follower countries will usually wish to promrote the , -1 - i-;s of as many
Firms as possible in order to upgrade their capabilities ;n o.der to gain the economic
rewards from innovation. This applies to many 2. ,Xofmeani f,ims which a-, intent on
moving from their stronghold in manufacturing to ?ecoamc kmowiedge-intensive
competitors of the future.

25. The tool helps to achieve one objective of the : wlie.<ge p..hi . '. 1'i . le it is
developed in the Korean context, the tool is deliberately . Y and can be n to
other countries. The tool was prosented at a regional . '-1 -.>; (the Asian Development
Forum in Bangkok, June 2001) and a large numbe9ir of - !' expressed interest in
applying it to their countries. The tool has been posted co the 'Wnd .- 'website and
can be easily fine-tuned for application in different count-ies znd iv. c l- sectors.

A02 The SampRle agnd -. i nch

26. The tool was used to conduct 25 detailed case stiudes of high -9if31! *n,c g Korean
firms, providing a capability audit of Koean cornpdc.s. ) a;enSrfo=. g Ims were
selected because they could potentially provide useful isig-hts into how fa 7s

leading firms are from the technological frontier, and th-I strateies and invesuments they
would need to make to reach the frontier. Given -. <. case study approach
required by the framework, the sample size had to b., kelpt - __ to fit the resources
available for the study. The findings are therefore illustrative and need to be extended to
cover a wider range of firms, both in the 'leading' categoy antd in the less advanced
categories, particularly low performing small and :-.-r sized enterprises (ShEs)
which were not covered in this study, although they -; . considerable upgrading
challenges (Nugent and Yhee, 200I)8.

27. The in-depth case approach also enabled 1.h;-sree hers to gather frm-level
views on Icey innovation issues affecting companies , ' r; the impact of e crisis,
recent organizational restructuring, engineering and tchnicai human resource needs, the
value of interaction with public sector 1R&D investments (e.g. universities and
government funded research institutes) plus Ikey bah,ers facing frms in tser moves
towards knowledge-intensive activities.

7 Since the tool is a device to 'position' or benchmark fii-ms, it camict irv a nornmtive a; prescriptive
statement of what is desirable. Not all firms will progress from oame cLty to another, and some may find
alternative paths to growth and development. However, by providing a banchmark, these aloernative paths
can also be identified and studied using the tool.
s Nugent, J. B. and Yhee, S, J. (2031): South Korea's SMEs: Achiovements, Problems, and Pclicy Issues
of Relevance to Developing Countries, World Bank, Washington DC
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28. Although small in number, the firm sample analyzed covers the 'commanding
heights' of the Korean economy and represents a significant proportion of industrial
output and exports. The firms include telecom service providers (Korea Telecom, SK
Telecom), electronic products and component exporters (Samsung, LG-Philips, LG
Electronics, TriGem Computers), capital goods and input suppliers to the electronics
industry (Dong Yang Semiconductor Equipment, C&S technology, 3M), automobiles and
input suppliers (Hyundai-Kia Motor Corporation, Mando Corporation, Doowon
Precision- Industry, Korloy, Bosch), foodstuff suppliers (Daesang, Bolak Hanil
Feedmill), new high technology start-up enterprises (called 'venture companies' in
Korea), n-Shaper Corporation, Techovalue.com) and a range of other firms from key
sectors (LG Cable, Korea Zinc, LG Chem, Green Cross, Choonwae, Kuk Dong Co).
Detailed interviews (mostly lasting half a day) were conducted in each firm using the
prototype tool which was then refined during the interviews, and later with Korean
colleagues from the Korean Development Institute (KDI) and other research
organizations.

29. Scores were assigned to firms according to nine capability dimensions which
together make up a firms-overall technological capability:

Awareness of the need to improve;
Search ability in relation to external threats and opportunities;
The building of distinctive core capabilities;
The development of a technology strategy to support the business;
The ability to assess and select the appropriate technological solutions;
The acquisition and absorption of the technologies in question;
The implementation and effective use of the technologies;
The ability to learn from experience in order to improve technological change
capabilities;
The ability to form and exploit linkages with a network of suppliers and
collaborating firns.

30. These scores were then mapped onto four 'clusters' or categories of technological
capability ranging from very low (passive) to very high (creative), providing a
technology audit of leading Korean firms. The technology audit shows that most (21 out
of 25) of the firms are grouped in the 'strategic' (Type C) cluster with two crossing over
into the 'creative' (Type D) cluster, with a further two in the 'reactive' (Type B)
category. Put another way, 23 of the 25 firms audited were highly competent and
strategic but not yet capable of contributing to the world technology frontier through
R&D or the generation of radically new high value products. As was to be expected
given the choice of firms audited, none of the sampled firms fell into the 'passive' (Type
A) cluster. The remaining discussion therefore focuses largely on Type C firms.

A.3 Principal Findings: an Innovation Dilemma?

31. Korean industry sees itself in an 'innovation dilemma' as a result of its own
success (although this view has been contested, see below, paragraph 34). The dilemma
can be stated simply. On the one hand, the manufacturing intensive, catch-up model

5



which has served industry well in the past appears to bt reaching limits in some areas,
challenging firms to move beyond process ipnovadon 's e;cw ppoduct creation. En the
area of new product creation, most Korean firns, i:.:. nc5t sectors, have yet to make their
mark, particularly in higher price, more complex prs-.fcis, cC& stal goods ard services.
On the other hand, attempts to move more o, towardts kino !es'.-intnsive
activities, such as new product and service creation, -- -,avy costs and rislcs and may
not be successful. lIn other words, the emphasis on the klowviedge econsomny 'pushes the
stakes higher' because it requires firms to move beyand 'he manufacturm-g centered
strategies of the past.

32. Most firms in the sample highlighted this df'em -Ja c ,ic_. to the old successful
manufacturing approach" vs "adopt risky new kr'c, i:>-irtersive strategies"). Tfhey
also recognized that faster moves towards product creats , -. far greater investment
in fundamental R&D, particularly in thew R&D Ga;-. op oroaucing n$w pro&uct
generations based on new materials, radical designs anti zAvr,ced informastion (especially
software) technology. 9 Unfortunately, as noted in Frst A.& elow, the recent financial
crisis had led to cut-backs in fundamental research an6. z moves toward shorter-term R&D
in support of current and near-term business needls. .- _ _,ny cases, firms had yet to
recover from this re-orientation forced upon them by finarejal circumstances.

33. To move towards product creation, and away from fihe successf ul ';mitate and
improve' strategy will also require greater direct S'i;lis CrOpI ?;r' !7g C_ Ji al goods
producers (including foreign suppliers). However, t my more complex capital goods,
design services, and key components are weakly ' in the Korean economy (as
indicated by both users and producers of capital goods).

34. Xt is important to note that from an econonrrc aind historical perspective this
'innovation dilemma' view could be challenged. '-I;ra, views have been widely
expressed in previous phases of Korean industrial hisKory by academic observers and
industrialists. However, it could well be that, as long as ij'icrnational mar&ets for low
cost, high quality hardware continues to expand (as they are lik-ly to do, for example, in
electronics) Korean firns may well continue their repeatc cycle of 'behind the frontier'
catch up product innovation, with leading US, Jranz aid i3uco msi fir-s remaining
ahead in new product creation, especially in higher pnice, design-intenisive, products,
services and systems.

35. Therefore, in any major strategic attempts to uaove towarcds a knowledge economy
through more knowledge-intensive activities, firmFs fae - genUAIIe fenmma which they
are conscious of and have devised strategies to addmess. .-_t simply, in order to move to
higher value added, more knowledge-intensive acdivites, -- orLan HEMrs need to go beyond
the mass production of relatively simple hardware to nare complex hardwar, as well as
services and software (and 'solutions' comprising ci, ; edge hardware, software and
services).

9 In addition, major investments in brand name awareness (e.g. ac!vzrtising) and distribution would also be
required to establish Korean firms in 'high-end' overseas markets
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36. The Korean Government shares the view of industry and is keen to promote

moves towards the knowledge economy (World Bank,'2000), while acknowledging the

risk involved in moving toward a knowledge-intensive economy (e.g. heavy additional

investments in brand image, advertising, distribution, R&D and human resources). On

the one hand, without these investments Korean firms could well remain within the catch

up, manufacturing mode. On the other hand, there is no guarantee that such investments

would be successful. They could fail and impose a heavy financial cost on Type C

Korean firms. Ultimately, the merits of such major strategic investments can only be

assessed at the corporate level by the companies themselves.

37. However, as discussed below in Section A.6, there are various policy options the

Korean Government may wish to consider to help minimize the risks and costs facing

those firms wishing to move from Type C to the more knowledge-intensive Type D

'creative' category.

A.4 Other Key Findings

38. In telecommunications, regulatory changes have promoted industrial and

technological progress among service providers, pulling forward the capabilities of

major local systems suppliers. Korean mobile service providers (e.g. SKT) underwent

radical restructuring as a result of new regulations that allowed them to exploit digital

technology and the internet. Major investments were made in strengthening their service

capabilities, as service providers moved 'upstream' away from direct involvement in

hardware and systems. As the large service providers moved upstream, they have helped

to build up the systems capacity of Korean hardware suppliers, such as Samsung and LG

in areas such as switches, routers and base stations. In some areas, service providers have

felt that major international suppliers (e.g. Motorola and Lucent) were not sufficiently

responsive to their needs. This increased domestic capability to supply systems and

'solutions', stimiulated by foreign competition, is sometimes called a 'pacing horse

effect', where competition from foreign leaders pulls forward the capabilities of local

firms. In the case of the main line operator KT, regulatory reform affected virtually all

areas of technology search, strategy and competence, leading to a greater involvement of

local technology suppliers and closer working relationships with leading international

vendors such as Lucent, Nortel and Ericsson.

39. Although only a very small number of SMEs were included in our sample, the

firms analyzed were highly competent in most areas of innovative capability including

search, strategy, acquisition, linkage forming and learning. The evidence confirms other

research reports (e.g. Kim and Lee, 2000) which show that the growth of the Kosdaq,

spin outs from the Chaebol and new policies to encourage SME start-ups have led to a

burgeoning of entrepreneurial technology-based firms in Korea. High technology micro-

enterprises grew from a small base in 1998 to more than 6,000 in the 1999 with

employment reaching nearly 200,000, and a contribution to GDP of around 4.8%. The

Kosdaq stock market which includes the so called 'venture companies', as well as other

high technology suppliers, began in 1996. By July 2000 the Kosdaq was valued at Won

45,226 million, equivalent to around 21% of the entire Korean stock exchange. Many of

the new start-.ups have focused on new information and communications technology
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including the internet and web services. Some have proved to be highly profitable, but it
remains to be seen how dynamic and durable this category of firms will. be in Ihe future,
and the contribution they can make in the long-term to th'e enowledge-based economy.
However, the very rapid growth of new e,rr..,ir ^: st2-up technology-inased firms
was inconceivable in Korea even a decade ago and has ccifou7.ded the recent concems of
expert observers (e.g. Nugent and Yhee, 200 )

40. On the negative side, the Korean financial crisis of 1997 to 1998 proved to be a
set back for large exportingfirms (e.g. in electronics, atoinmobiles and chemicals) in their
efforts to move upstream towards more knowledge inte;sive research activities. The
evidence suggests that investments in basic research, in paaticuiar, are highly sensitive to
industrial shocks and business cycles. For a decade o, sc pnior to the crisis, leading
Korean firms had been strengthening their basic researc.h caDabilities while, .educing, to
some extent, their dependence on sub-contracting and licensing. Howeve-, the crisis
forced many firms to retreat from basic research, towards mole a, :m&: in support
of near term business needs. The scientific research in several central corporate labs was
cut back substantially in favor of the needs of busincs;S divisions. Cther lcag-terrn and
'non-essential' operations were also cut back due to fina.ncial pressures. Some firms
were forced to reduce thcir recruitment of doctoral-level researchers and to curtail
investments in new research areas.

41. However, the crisis also created new opportnities jor technological parMering
among major Korean firms. En the past, Korea has remained fairly closed to foreign
direct investment which restricted possible strategic options (e.g. patLnerships for capital
goods production). The crisis, however, forced some firms to rethink the 'go it a!one'
strategy. Post-crisis restructuring has demonstrated the potential advanttages of carefully
planned joint ventures. A case in point is the IC. ,-; 1;P alPiaiwce established in 93
with LG providing Philips with advanced manufactuing klnow-howlo in exchange for
financial capital and access to Philips fundamental research facilities in iSindhoven. In
2000, the joint company achieved number one marklet share in some major product
areas." This example hints at the potential benefits of strategic collaborations with
foreign companies, especially as firms try to mitigate the costs and risks of moving
upstream to knowledge-intensive production.

42. In electronics, automobiles and other export sectors, ou analysis exposed severe
weaknesses in the supply and integration of capital gosds within the 7o economy.
For example, from the point of view of leading mntcT manufacturcrs wishing to move
towards a full service supply chain approach, only 5% of 7sr-.` su, 1 3 firms were
viewed as capable of meeting requirements. A-he rest were considered weak in terms of
quality, technology and service. As large electronics awid auto firms nove further
towards the product design frontier in global markets &tcm, wiil be an increasing need for
domestically based capital goods and components s5. -.7:s within Korea. Giveni the

10 For liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors for PC's and notebeoo:s.
1 The joint venture enabled LG to recover quickly from a one-yea-r delay in investmrent in new production
facilities, and then to forge ahead to a world leadership position. In year 2030 the joint company achieved
a (leading) 15% share in LCD monitors for notebooks. The LC-Philips venture, with sales of US$26
billion, recorded profits of US$0.5 billion in 2000.
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weaknesses of lower technology capital goods suppliers in the domestic market, many

may well be supplanted by international investors with higher technology (e.g. Bosch in

autos). In the capital goods sector, Korean firms continue to rely heavily on Japanese

and, to a lesser extent U.S. suppliers of equipment, expertise and technology.

43. Other firm-level problems illustrated in Part A of the Main Report, include a

shortage of world class engineering, scientific and managerial talent. For firms in the

'strategic (Type C)' cluster wishing to become more flexible, less hierarchical and more

responsive to new markets, firms need a larger supply of the highest quality staff in all

the above categories. The hall mark of 'creative (Type D)' firms is an organizational

structure that is relative low in hierarchy, high in market and technological flexibility and

rapid in the capture and implementation of new ideas. Even though some leading firms

are moving in that direction, the majority of the firms analyzed remain hierarchical and

age-, seniority- and qualifications-conscious. The latter are explicitly or implicitly rated

as more important than the risk-taking, innovation capability of individual staff members.

To move from Type C to Type D, company operations need increasingly to be based on

creative combinations of different resources within and across firms and sectors. This

theme is explored in part C in more detail.

A.5 Limits to Public Policy

44. The technology audit showed that most leading Korean firms were not yet capable

of contributing to the world technology frontier through basic research or the generation

of new high value products. It also identified several major challenges confronting

Korean firms wishing to move from the Type C 'strategic' to the Type D 'creative',

knowledge-intensive category. Key problems included:

* The risks and costs of faster moves towards product creation;
* The impact of the financial crisis, causing a retreat from basic to near-term

applied research;
* A shortage of world class engineering, scientific and managerial talent;

* The need to develop more flexible organizational structures and become less

hierarchical;
* Weaknesses in the supply and integration of capital goods within Korea.

The audit also demonstrated new opportunities, including:

* Crisis-induced, successful technological partnering between Korean and foreign

firms;
* Organizational restructuring leading to improved service capabilities (e.g. in

digital telecom);
* A rapid growth in high technology SMEs in Korea.

45. Furthermore, the audit revealed at least two significant problems with current

public sector support for Type C firms. First, although major firms collaborated

extensively with universities and govemment-funded research institutes, most felt that

publicly-funded research was overly disconnected from the needs of industry. Some
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argued that the policy emphasis on basic research in uv7versifies was mrisp!aced, being
poorly defined and not justified by local needs. ¶ was a simi!ar sense of
'disconnection' with government-funded research labotatories.

46. Second, most firms in the sample believed that government techno!ogy policies
were formed without sufficient consultation and input from major industrial actors.12 Not
surprisingly, when asked, firms argued that govem.^r.en?i shoulde- provide more direct
support for their activities by aligning public sector researh investments mnore closely
with their needs and, in effect, 'back up' comporvte S. . Suggestions included
subsidized, shared research infrastructure, sponsored research Consoftia and an improved
supply of human resources (see below for details). -7; -, also pointed to S&T policies in
OECD countries, asking for similar types of support as r,ceived in the US (e.g. Sematech
in semiconductors) and Europe (e.g. research consortia such as ES$PRHT) and Japan (e.g.
subsidized major collaborative research programs).

47. Before discussing possible policy options, it is important to point to several
limitations and difficulties with government policy in. tis area. For exampe, in several
of the key problem areas above (e.g. overly hierarchical strctures and the need for highly
trained managers), the most appropriate vehicle of >,-o.<I}ni is 1,cbnbi,y the firms
themselves, via in-house training and human resource l lf extemal support is
required, then it is probably best provided by major consultancy companies which all run
tailored programs of improvement and are all re-:siH.J in Korea.'3

48. An overriding aim of current policy is to cur'b te pr'>:ived excesses of major
privately-owned firms, especially the Chiaebols and enhenrc the fundamentals leading to
systemic competitiveness. These firms have sometimes been accused of lacking in good
standards of corporate governance, profiting from imoj;oly and cross-subsidizing
weaker operations from more profitable ones. Under these circumstances, a central aim
of policy, especially since the crisis of 1997, has been to cnsure greater corporate
transparency, a reduction in debt and reforms in the relationships between some major
firns and financial institutions. Understandably, this has been the focus of much recent
competition policy and financial regulation (World Bank, 2G03).

49. Following success in corporate reform objectives which would serve to improve
the incentives for improving competitiveness, the Korea C-overnment m,ay wish to
attempt to assist firms to overcome the innovation obC.- described above and build on
the opportunities identified. At least five policy measures for promoting Type C firms
suggest themselves, based on discussions with the sample of finns and the experiences of
leading OECD countries. These suggestions are offered in the light of the provisos above
and only as a starting point for government to consider.

12 This is surprising given the various consultative exercises conducted (e.g. by MOdCE).
13 Indeed several are regularly hired by major Korean firms.
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A.6 Five Policy Recommendations

Policy Recommendation I - largefirm research consortia

50. Potentially, subsidized large firm research consortia could address: (a) the need

for more experimental and basic research; (b) some of the risk and high cost of faster

moves to upstream R&D activities; and (c) the need to increase the supply of world class

R&D talent.

51. During interviews, several Korean firms expressed interest in government support

for setting up advanced research consortia (e.g. in the area of nano-technology) with

shared technical facilities. Such consortia have been widely promoted by governments in

Europe (e.g. ESPIRIT, JESSI and Eureka), in the U.S. (Sematech) and in Japan in earlier

phases of development (e.g. the VLSI program for DRAMs, and the ICOT 5th Generation

Computing Program). These programs seek to combine the capabilities of member

corporations to develop future technologies. In the case of Korea, the government may

wish to design programmes which include leading foreign corporations, given that many

Korean firms could learn from the most advanced foreign companies. Foreign firms

could be attracted by the local market or the advanced process technologies of the

Chaebol.

52. Government, however, would need to be convinced that the potential benefits (or

'positive externalities') likely to emerge from such consortia could justify any financial

subsidies. The government would also need to be satisfied that: (a) it had the competence

to monitor and evaluate such programs; (b) potential problems of abuse could be

prevented or penalized; (c) any consortia did not undermine policies to promote more

transparency and competition. Furthermore, Korean policy makers might also wish to

look critically at the benefits vs the costs of consortia type programs in other countries, as

these initiatives have not always led to unqualified improvements to innovative or

competitive performance (Hobday, 1997).

Policy Recommendation 2 - promoting inbound FDI

53. As the audit showed, foreign direct investment (FDI) can provide considerable

partnering benefits and a 'pacing horse' (i.e. demonstrator) effect for local competitors.

Foreign TNCs can inject new resources and capabilities into the technological

infrastructure and potentially play a more important role in stimulating innovation in

Korea, as it has done in many other countries. By deliberately targeting certain kinds of

FDI, local Type C firms could be encouraged to climb the innovation 'staircase'

described earlier. For example, in the R&D consortia suggested above, the government

may wish to involve specific foreign participants with strong, complementary

capabilities. This kind of policy has worked well in Singapore. By contrast, several early

European programmes which excluded FDI could well have benefited from non-

European foreign collaborations (Hobday, 1997).

54. In Singapore, Scotland and Ireland, governments have encouraged TNC

subsidiaries to go beyond current production and set up advanced process and product
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research. Foreign firms in some countries (e.g. ;n...) have also begun to set up
R&D facilities naturally as a consequence of their ,: cver the years and their
appreciation of the high quality of the infrastructure (WOig, `99 5). 14

55. Unfortunately, until very recently Kore,a has bccn vicwed as 'closed to :DI' and
this perception has been confirmed by the very low lQcV-s of 7dDH unrtil 198 (Woo and
Sul, 2000; Choi and Kang, 2?000). A process of LuI-..ven tzc'-rolgy iupgrading may
therefore talce several years to take root and a conce.-ted effort to overcome the
perceptions of foreign governments and businesses would be ntrded. Active government
promotion of FDI, along the lines of other countres 'e.g. c Enterpr.se) could
perhaps overcome initial hesitancies in developing Fo. -nasea partnersiiips between
foreign investors and Korean firms.

FONCY Rcd 3 D _}1.' ' ' J °, v, 1'_ 7 -

56. Problems identified during the audit includoe a cis>seonnsec.ion betweesn the needs
of firms and the public sector S&T system and an -u!rcient supply of vjorld class
talent. As well as reforming current public sector reseis ch activities (as described in
World Bank, 2000), the government may also wisn to e oMsike.cr a new type of policy
designed to promote overseas technology networks for, ?ypne C firms. a-- order to
overcome limitations of domestic universities, the govenment co-uld encourage the
Chaebol to invest more intensively in foreign univcral£izSs Kd other overseas public
sector S&T groups. Through its embassies overseas, the government has contacts with
and knowledge of key S&T resources and might be able to facilitate access to these,
helping Korean firms move further away from the currEnt centraiized R&D model,
towards a more collaborative internationally network-ed app-oach, more typical of large
Type D firms. This new class of policy to support outwarwd bound foreign technology
investments could complement the inward bound foreign technology investments into
Korea.

lOEcy Le4oeb @n 4= -DOvag e sanply § -. - -

57. To compensate for wealknesses in domestic capita. goods, the government may
wish to encourage more FDI within the capital goods sector o meet the needs of the large
exporting chaebol. An increased local presence of leadilklg a;p1 goods supplIers would
assist Type C finns to raise the level of their joint workv with fcremign firms on the design
of equipment needed for new pproduct creation, and me1p local fiinns master the use of
advanced capital goods. If successful, this would also wo5er the high import bill for
capital equipment and services.

58. While foreign investment in capital goods l-rf 'ccc-urs to a limtced extent (e.g.
with the location of companies such as Bosch and Sie'eS}, 'ight be accelerated by
the targeting of capable foreign suppliers and the provisisn oE the kinds of incentives to

14 Wong, P.K. (1995): Technology Transfer and Developmexn mduczmcnt by Forcigri MNCs: the
Experience of Singapore, paper presented at the International Confcrence on Industrial Strategy for Global
Competitiveness of Korean Firms, Seoul Korea, 10 January.
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locate often found in other countries (e.g. the UK, Ireland, Malaysia and Singapore). For

this policy to succeed, the image of the past ('closed to FDI') would need to be dispelled

by the Korean Government in collaboration with business leaders. Such policies would

need to go beyond passive acceptance or toleration of FDI, towards a pro-active targeting

of specific firms, supported by political groups, trade associations and regional

governments, as occurs widely in the UK (e.g. via Scottish Enterprise and the DTI's

Invest in Britain Bureau). Such strategic targeting would probably exceed the current

mandate of organizations such as KISC (the Korean Investment Services Corporation)

which was recently set up within KOTRA (Korean Trade Promotion Corporation).

Policy Recommendation 5 - supportfor clusters of local capital goods producers

59. Several weaknesses were identified among locally-owned capital goods' suppliers

including the need to upgrade product development skills and the lack of support

received from the public sector S&T base. These smaller Type C firms also complained

of difficulties in accessing marketing and technological information. In response, the

government might consider supporting networks or regional 'clusters' of machinery firms

by part subsidizing technology networks, consultancy services and improvement 'clubs'

of various kinds (as provided by the U.K. Department of Trade and Industry).

Consultancy services could be provided by private companies, competent government

research institutes and/or talented university groups. 'Benchmarking clubs' could be set

up to assess various new product development processes, compare relevant new

technologies, and evaluate alternative overseas marketing strategies. However, as

stressed above, the government may first wish to undertake a critical assessment of

current support mechanisms within Korea, and gain information on the effectiveness and

value for money of overseas programs of this kind, prior to introducing any new policy.
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IB1 A Key 1?oflicy Cilleimn

60. Many of the principal obstacles that covuntic9g Ceu1r's ofter face in
introducing information and communications technoiogy ("C'Ci have betni laargeiy
overcome in Korea. 15 Korea now aspires to be a now! gs-ased nation p-ered by
creativity and innovation. In early 2000, the govermment of Korea prepared a blueprint
for creating an information society - Cyber K.orea 21. LQ _ *_--r 7 |h -. 7fit it scn-ead Wthite
Paper 2000, The Informatization Vision for Constntcting a Creative, Xiowledge-Based
Society. To further the goals set out in those documenss, the govemrment has followed
with a series of implementation strategies. The most relevant to the cuSrent c: alysis is
the April 2001 e-Business Initiative in KCorea, whicn 12ys out an arbitious and
comprehensive action program to support the "e-Trvnsfo 4z,az

3
,n" of -c.-w bc-sinesses,

including specific target dates for achievable goals. 'he in-titiajive recognizes that the
next step to build on Korea's strong infrastructure is to '-Y . the connecticii between
Korean businesses and the Internet.

61. Current government plans and a high level of - access are not su:f-5cient to
transform Korea into an information services.-based econfnmy. While nhe average Korean
citizen is highly educated about the availability of informaltion technology and aware of
the potential of the networked world, there remains a low level of integration om network-
enabled services into business activities, particularly m sTLaall and mnedium-sized
enterprises (SMEs). A large majority of Korean t >. s that arY areoady co2nnected to the
Internet, do not yet use the computer to manage the.-r bus-siness or maru-acturing
processes. Firms in key competitors such as Japan, Ceriny,-- n y, and the U.S., on the
other hand, are experiencing higher adoption rates. A survey conducted boy the Korean
government in early 2001 concluded that "the extent of the informatization of ~.c. ,
SM[Es was evaluated as only 47.8 out of 100 points."96 Kn its preliminary survey of the
informatization of 25 SMEs conducted in July 2C01, the KZ7 found that cnly five firms
offered order placement and modification through their company web sites, and only one
firm's site facilitated order tracking and the exchange o"` eV1ivcry and payment data.
Eighteen firms were found not to engage in e-commerce s.des at all, cit-ig lack of
integration between network access arrangements and intrnasl information technology
systems., Thus, the government's real challenge lies in rinpoinling .the obsfacles that are
causing the slower than desired adoption of network-enabl.eai services.

IB Network Enabledl ervices T _X:. AtRTi=Ibr•n.

62. Network enabled services are business functions 2nd services that can be
performed remotely and delivered electronically using t ole^-o in-inicztionl and computer

15 Korea's ICT sector has grown swiftly, rising from roughly five pz-ce'i of GDP in 1992 to i percent in
1999. Its contribution to GDP growth is substantial, growing over -i'I same period from 4.5 .o 38 percent
of GDP growth in 1999 (MIC, 2001).
16 Korean Development Institute (KDI), Annex B3.
17 See Annex B3, table B3.4.
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networks. They vary from simple data entry to complex customer interaction, covering a

range of labor-intensive and knowledge-intensive activities. Network enabled services.

are the most important emerging market in the global ICT industry.

63. Examples of network enabled services include call centers, medical transcription,
animation and online games, distance education, telemedicine and back office operations.

Internet sites, such as web portals, which offer a broad array of resources and facilitate

the provision of businesses services, are an emerging example. Each service requires a

different mix of capabilities in firms desiring to provide the services commercially, and

different kinds of national infrastructure to support those firms.

64. A nation's 'E-Readiness' is the baseline from which firms launch their quest to be

competitive in delivering network enabled servicesl8. By measuring E-Readiness at the

national level, governments can take the steps necessary to support firms in the global

network enabled services marketplace. At the national level, there are five key E-

Readiness attributes:

* Connectivity: Are networks (including transportation networks) easy and

affordable to access and use?
* E-Leadership: Is E-Readiness a national priority?
* Information Security: Can the processing and storage of networked information

be trusted?
* Human Capital: Are the right people available to support e-business and to build a

knowledge-based society?
* E-Business Climate: How easy is it to do e-business today?

65. Korea's position on theses attributes can be briefly summarized:

1. Connectivity: as mentioned above, connectivity in Korea is high. Five million

households now have high speed network access. Twenty-five thousand "PC Parlors"

around the country enable almost anyone to enter cyberspace, and Internet access costs at
$12-30 per month are reasonable. Significantly, nearly 85 percent of Korea's SMEs have
internet access. However, as highlighted above, they are not fully e-commerce ready.

That will require the firms to integrate network activities such as online transactions into
their systems. Furthermore, for e-commerce to be fully operational, physical goods must

also move quickly, which will require bringing on-line thousands of unconnected and

fragmented logistics companies.

2. E-Leadership - The E-leadership provided by the Korean government is

among the most comprehensive in the world but many challenges of inter-ministerial
coordination (discussed below) remain in devising cost-effective strategies for promoting

e-commerce.

3. Information security: Information Security in Korea deserves further attention.
Korea is very strong on protecting information systems but somewhat weaker on

18 See Ready? Net. Go! Partnerships Leading the Global Economy, McConnell International, 2001.
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protection of intellectual property - the incidence of p.racy, despite some recent decline,
is still high.

4. Human capital: with 98 percent literacy, a strong industrial base of computer
hardware manufacturing and assembly, and the surge of new internet companies, Korea
has a strong human capital base. However, English profici_ncy is not high, and there is a
growing concem that traditional Korean teaching promotes learning by rote and
repetition which discourages creativity and originality. This broader educational issue is
addressed in Part C below.

5. E-business climate: with promotion of foreign direct investment into ICT,
privatization of Korea Telecom, a strengthened Korea Communications Conmmission and
relatively open wireless markets, the E-business climate is becomiing more transparent
and predictable. The legal infrastructure to promote transparency in c-commerce
business procedures, meanwhile, needs to be strengthened.

Despite the outstanding challenges, Korea performs well in international comparisons on
most E-Readiness attributes (McConnell International, 2C0I1. 19

66. However, in comparison with other leading providers of network enabled
services, Korea requires improvement in two key areas: _mformation Security and E-
Business Climate. Table 1 summarizes Korea's current advantages and challenges in the
network enabled service area.

7&bNe l> X1rea's AdVntMSge5 gaMd C7iX 1- ' hz i eC k 1Vefod Svmaa

Attnilbute Ad_ _i _ _ges _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Connectivity Broadband communications intcgrating SHMEs.
infrastructure widely available. Tzpnnsportation and logistics infrastructure.

E-Leadership Strong top-level leadership. Coo7dination among mninistries.
Need for focus.

Information Public key infrastructure. Valuation of intangible assets
Security Systems security policies. Protection of intellectual property.

SPrivacy policy.
Well-educated population. English language skills.

Human Capital Customer-service attitude. Software programrming skills.
Fostering creativity.

Strong entrepreneurial spirit. Transparency in business and regulatory
E-Business Emerging competition in transacticns.
Climate communications and Internet . Market openness.

services. Legal infastructure still unclear.
Lack of product quality standards.

19 McConnell International. (2001): Ready? Net. Go! Partnerships Leading the Global Economy,
McConnell International, Washington.
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B.3 The Role of Network Enabled Services in Korea's Development

67. Network enabled services can contribute to economic development in two

principle ways: by increasing exports and by improving efficiency in the domestic

economy, including core industries such as heavy manufacturing. The benefits of such

internal, domestic use of network enabled services are three-fold:

* The development of indigenous domestic capacity creates a cadre of skilled
information society professionals, an essential complement to the physical and policy
infrastructure;

* Service-generated increases in productivity can decrease the costs of production for
all goods, including exported goods, thus contributing indirectly to export growth;

* Focused delivery of network enabled services can provide direct benefits to poor and
underserved populations. It can increase these populations' ability to participate as
producers and consumers in the digital economy.'O

68. The main argument of this study is that network enabled services can benefit

Korea both domestically and via increased exports, but that domestic benefits will yield
greater advantages in the near term. Therefore, promoting domestic e-services should be

the principal focus of the Korean Government.

69. This approach is in contrast to countries that have focused primarily on export-led

services. An effort by the Korean government to replicate these countries' export-led
successes would be short-sighted. As described in detail in Part B of the main report, a

variety of factors have led different countries to adopt appropriately different strategies to

network enabled services. India and Ireland, for example, share three important qualities

that favor an export-led strategy:

* Populations with strong English skills that have permitted them to serve the U.S.
market;

* Low labor costs;
* A weak internal market for network enabled services that limits the benefits to

domestic productivity and participation and upgrading of SMEs.

70. Because several of Korea's competitors, offering lower labor costs and other

advantages such as strong English language skills, are better positioned to export key

network-enabled services -- call centers, medical transcription, animation, geographic
information services, back office operations, distance education, telemedicine, and tele-

engineering -- it is essential that Korea focus instead on building domestic capacity.2'

20 For example, a farmer can create or visit a virtual marketplace to learn current price information or to

buy or sell goods directly. This can increase profits by saving travel time and improving his negotiating

position over the 'middlemen' who normally operate on the basis of superior information.
l Call centers and medical transcription, in particular, require high English language proficiency. The

provision of back office operations, distance education, telemedicine and tele-engineering services also

require varying levels of language skill. In addition, Korea's relatively high labor costs present a challenge

to the export of call center, medical transcription, animation, geographic information and back office

operation services.
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Encouraging an environment in which Korean firms -eZily recognize the benefits of
interacting electronically should be a primary goal of the Go ,. aovernment.

71. Korea's high connectivity and 'net-savvy' ;.:4 .W: indicate that strong
potential exists for domestic consumption of network ena'bied services. 2 3y focusing on
encouraging Korean firms to increase domestic service offerings before engaging in a
campaign to market them to the rest of the world, the governr[lent would solidify the
foundation necessary for sustained growth in the glebal :mowiedge economy.

BAH MoVAng 7'FU ir inm EIBuSIMess

72. In April 2001, the Korean Government releascd e-.Bsiness Initiative in Korea,
the results of the Sixth Information Strategy Meecing of scme 16 government
organizations, including the Ministry of Commerce, nindustry, and Energy, the Ministry of
Information and Communication, the Ministry of _Finrace and Iconomy, the Mi\nistry of
Construction and Transportation, and the Mfinistry of Tlhnc ing and Budget. The report
argues that the last ten years have laid a foundatio-ni for -. e-Business by creating an
underlying infrastructure, promoting the ICT industry, and beginning to optimize
manufacturing through the use of digitally controlled rnanufacturing technologies. This
report followed on the heels of the December 2000 'White iPaper, which had included
many provisions to improve Korea's E-lBusiness Climate. WIhile the December 2000
White Paper included relatively fewer target dates for ,ts proposed accomplishments, the
April 2001 strategy sets clear, measurable goals, includ7ng specific time frames for the
completion of initiatives, in many areas.

73. The above report points out that, in order to move to the next stage, all industries
must transform the way they work, and that the bounda5ies between tradition;al and ICT
industries must be removed, thus permitting mome e>'ici- logistics management and
increased value from network enabled services. Et lays out five areas of work for
stimulating these changes:

I Increasing security and reliability by reforming the legal and policy infrastructure;
Improving e-business communications networks, teclho!ogy, and human capital;

a Promoting the computerization of the public sector (e-goverrment);
Promoting business-to-business (B2B) services, esjpeciElly amiong small and medium
businesses and in technology parks;

D Promoting the electronic trading of imports and exports.

74. In addition, the report raises the concern that without significant progress by 2003
Korea could begin to lose competitiveness in the area of network enabled services. To
oversee implementation of the work, a committee of ministries will continue to meet. In
addition, an e-Business Roundtable, chaired by the h~e2d of the 1ederation of Korean

22 The domestic marketplace for back office operations is already burgeoning. Table B3.6 in Appendix B
indicates, for example, that web page development and web page hosting are services commonly
outsourced by Korean SMBs.
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Industries, will work with the government, drawing on the examples of Japan and
Canada.

75. The above report also identifies four principal challenges in promoting e-business:

* Lack of a cooperative culture among firms;
* Lack of confidence in e-business and low investment capacity among SMEs;
* Slow progress in management innovation and in increasing transparency of

business practices;
* Need for more progress on standardization, human resource development, and

electronic payment systems.

B.5 Many Challenges, But Is the Focus Right?

76. The Korean Government's ambitious strategy misses none of the major areas that
need to be addressed. All aspects of E-Readiness are examined and the emphasis on e-
business is appropriate. Yet the strategy's breadth and, paradoxically, its business focus,
are also two sources of weakness. First, an even clearer focus and set of priorities would
be helpful if the intended results are to be achieved in a timely manner; Second, a more
inclusive view of the affected population is critical to support the overall move towards a
knowledge-based economy.

77. With respect to focus and priorities, broad, comprehensive program have three
major drawbacks.

* Breadth can mean that there is too much to monitor. In some cases the committee
that oversees the effort is burdened with complex tracking systems that require
and deliver more information than can be digested;

* When the task list is long, often the easier or more glamorous projects are given
undue attention, regardless of stated priorities and real needs;

* Breadth can create overly high expectations. Because some goals will not be met,
important stakeholders could become disappointed and disenfranchised. It is
prudent to manage expectations early in the process.

78. With respect to inclusion, the strategy makes a brief mention of the 'digital
divide' that affects small businesses, but does not give strong emphasis to involving
underserved populations. The strategy's business emphasis, while it is absolutely
essential, should perhaps be tempered with a vision that reaches more broadly and deeply
into Korean society.

79. These shortcomings can be overcome by giving strong emphasis to a few key
areas. Once those areas are selected, setting out a clear sequence of actions and
establishing sound processes to accomplish them, will greatly increase the likelihood of
successful outcomes. Industry and government must look for new ways to forge
relationships that are mutually beneficial and that promote sustained e-business growth.
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BI6 Lead&ng Edge Seirvces

80. While action is needed across a broad front, it is tie core rccommendation of this
report that initial efforts towards the e-transformation oef `'3usixwss in Xoreia shs-uld be led
by leading-edge network enabled services focusing on business information services for
ShEs, with particular emphasis on domestic logistics infcrmation services portals. rt
should be emphasized (as in Section A above) that the p±r2ary engine of change will be
private sector rather than government. However, govemnment can play an irLiportant role
in facilitating and encouraging action by the pnivate sector.

Forgicy lleOZel Ba ° gpgaes aaaU SeM;s gn $fo? E ST/J27 i C co$
abmsse$d Ogas$ gaZs infvaeymagdon$

81. This recommendation concerns market information. The Government of Korea
through the Ministry of Commerce, Industry, and Eilergy and the Small and Medium
Business Administration should benchmark the business info-mation services needs of
SMVEs, identify SRvEs that have successfully utilized IC'1s to grow, and encourage the
development of business information services po,rtals to propagate these successes across
Korean S$Ms. Within this context, encouraging tCe c7.Jtion and promotion of domestic
logistics information services portals should be the Prsz priority.

82. Why choose these services as the leading edge? increasing access to market
information provides a badly needed focus for Xorean policy making in this area, and
will assist in overcoming the problems described in 13.5 above. Furthermore, it satisfies
the following important criteria:

C Builds on Korea's core strengths in Connectivity, E-Leadership, and Human
Capital;

ID Addresses some of the principal challenges (discussed below) facing Korea
in its advance toward the knowledge-based economy;

o Involves a key segment of Korean society -- the small businesses
corrmunity;

D Can be implemented relatively quickly because there is likely to be a
positive appetite for and sense of ownership of these services an,zong private
sector stakeholders.

lB.7 FHcocezs anid ordi&nat%ion

83. Recently the IKorean Government esta'olisheda an e-Business Roundtable of
Korean business leaders in order to encourage 'buy-inW from opinion leaders in the most
affected sectors. A coordinated public information straiegy to promote any new initiatives
will be essential to success, as will be the building of -' . lipS with the private sector.
It is for this reason that we recommend that private s-ect-r participation and consultation
is emphasized in early discussions of the two recommendations.
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84. The Korean Government's commitment to helping SMEs is evident through its
outreach via such portals as Inno-NET (www.innonet.net) which is jointly managed and
operated by the Srmall and Medium Business Administration (SMBA), The Korean
Institute of Science, Technology, and Information, and the Ministry of Commerce,
Industry, and Energy. In addition, the SMBA and its related institutes and public
corporations operate numerous informnation services for SMEs, including Venture Net,
Techno Net, Start-up Net, Small Business Net, Consulting Net, Export Support Net,
Foreign Exchange Net, and Regional Specialization Net,

85. Most small Korean firms, however, remain unaware of constantly changing
market information, are dependent on large suppliers of raw materials, and are engaged in
passive relationships with their large customers. As one researcher notes: "Most Korean
SMEs are in great peril indeed. Their ultimate competitiveness bases-sheltered
markets, subcontracts with leading domestic companies, and low-cost production-will
erode fast, facing a set of adverse forces such as market liberalization, globalization of
parent companies, and relentless catching-up of the newly-industrialized economies,
especially China. Surely, there are some favorable changes for SMEs such as increased
demand for differentiated products and availability of new low-cost information
technologies. But most Korean SMEs simply lack the abilities to capitalize on them"
(Woo, 2001).23

86. While the internet cannot provide a 'panacea' for such problems, if used wisely
and selectively it can be one useful tool for helping small firms gain data, discover new
market channels and gather useful information on the strategies of other SMEs attempting
to overcome similar challenges.

Business information services

87. This recommendation has two parts: business information services and domestic
logistics portals. Regarding business information services, access to market information
is essential for SMEs to make sound investment, production, pricing, and other business
decisions. While market information is available in Korea through a variety of media,
perhaps due to the myriad of channels of information distribution, SMEs generally suffer
from limited uptake of such market information.2 4

88. So far, government-initiated campaigns to raise SME awareness of the potential
benefits of the Internet have been successful to a degree. While more than 85 percent of
Korean SMEs have an online presence few use on-line business information services. It is

23 Woo, C. (2001): 'Innovation Challenges to SMEs in Korea', Paper delivered at the Policy Seminar on
Technology Readiness and Innovation, the 3'd Asian Development Forum, June 2001. The paper-notes
further that SMEs are falling further behind. In the machinery and equipment sector, total share of value-
added increased between 1985 and 1995 from 30.6 percent to 45 percent, while among SMEs, the share
went from 25.4 to 35.7 percent.
24 An exception is. information about agricultural commodities, where, like many national governments,
Korea provides free wholesale pricing and sales information which is widely used by farmers.
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not sufficient to simply encourage business owners to go onlinMe and assume Nhat they will
navigate for themselves among the wealth of informational s.les available to help them
improve their businesses.

89. Indeed, without concrete examples of what they stand to gain, and
acknowledgement of the costs involved (e.g. finance, lcan;iig and human resource costs)
busy small business owners will not take the time to assess the potential va'ue of the
l[ntemet. Therefore, the launching of a promotional campaign centered o-n testimonials
from SMlEs themselves, regarding the specific areas in which 'bottom line' ben-afits have
clearly arisen from Internet use may be helpful. Testimonials could show how successful
users have managed the process of integrating the Intem2 t into their daily business
practices, giving an appreciation of how costs can b13 understood and managed and
minimized in order to maximize value.

90. We suggest that the Ministry of Commerco, J1ndtry, and Energy (MOCCE)
should lead this initiative, in cooperation with the Korean Dcvelopment Enstitute and the
SMA. It can bolster its current campaign to raise awarenoss of the benefits of lCTs and
promote business information services portals for ShEIs by:

o Benchmarking the current E-Readiness of Korean i i-s by expanding the recent
survey conducted by the IKDI. 25 An expanded survey could serve three purposes:

o To pinpoint key market information services that are needed and could be
consumed online by SMEs;

To identify success stories and acquire testiirsonials of' SMEs that have
experienced growth due to the use of online business information services;

T To illustrate the circumstances under which ehe benefits of using the internet
outweigh costs through selective, focused usage and in-house skills development;

Encouraging the growth of portals, targeted to _i L_s, offering priority business
information services, as determined by the results of the survey;

o Creating a marketing campaign based around these S$IE success stories
(testimonials) as best practices and lessons-lea,rnecl for less network-integrated
SMEs, offering examples of how, why and where specific ICTs should be
integrated into business activities.

91. As emphasized above, it is import.ant that govcrnment involvement be held to a
minimum. The government's 'market-making' activity shlould bo designed to remove
information barriers and marlcet inefficiencies as opposed to displacing activity more
appropriately conducted by the private sector. For th,is strategy to be successful, the
government needs to take action on multiple frcnis simultanecously, incorporate
evaluation sessions into each phase, and re-focus efforts based on uptake as it proceeds.

25 A summary of which is found in Annex B3.
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By engaging the private sector, and demonstrating that the needs of multiple stakeholders
are addressed, the Government of Korea may well be able to foster a sense of ownership
of market information portals among firms, thus leading to greater sustainability and
improved E-Readiness.

Domestic Logistics

92. The creation of a domestic logistics information services portal is the second part
of the Market Information recommendation. Currently, a large impediment to cost-
effective e-commerce in Korea is the slow and expensive domestic logistics system. 26

93. Many of Korea's problems in this area have been caused by rapid urbanization.
As the Fourth Comprehensive National Territorial Plan 2000-2020 notes, the population
share along the Seoul-Busan axis has grown from 44 percent in 1960 to 74 percent in
1995. Manufacturing firms have seen parallel urbanization, with the percentage of
companies located in the same region rising from 56 percent in 1960 to 80 percent in
1995. The Korean Government has already recognized that "distribution systems are
inadequate ... [as] is the linkage among transportation networks." In addition, the report
estimates that the cost incurred by traffic congestion has already topped 18 trillion won
(4.4 percent of GDP) with expected growth of as much as 22.4 percent per year.
According to the report, "The shortage of transportation facilities not only makes the
daily life of citizens inconvenient but also hinders the nation's economic progress by
causing staggering socio-economic costs.... All this points to a greater need to create
conditions in the nation's territory that could accommodate future growth industries in
the 21 st Century." 27

94. Creating such conditions presents a challenge, as Korea's transportation sector is
currently dominated by numerous independently-operated SNEs. In total there are more
than 188,000 firms in the transportation sector of which nearly 98 percent are SMEs, and
181,000 tiny firms employing between 1 and 4 staff. 2

95. Korea's logistics infrastructure problem is exemplified by the experiences of a
popular Seoul department store during a recent lunar holiday. Because so many
customers took advantage of new online purchasing service offerings, the store was
inundated with orders requiring timely delivery. Due to lack of adequate delivery
infrastructure, the store was forced to pull hundreds of employees from the store floors to
hand deliver goods at the last moment. The resulting transportation costs negated any
efficiency gains from e-commerce. This is just one example of how Korea's
disaggregated logistics industry is negatively affecting future e-commerce growth.
Numerous interviews conducted with both private and public sectors suggested that

26 Here logistics refers to the domestic cargo transportation infrastructure (primarily trucking), and the
institutions and information systems that support that infrastructure.
27 Fourth Comprehensive National Territorial Plan 2000-2020; p. 20, 23.
28 For comparison, in the U.S., 76 percent of firms employ between one and nine staff and 62 percent
employ between one and four. Data extracted from "Statistics on Korean Firms",
http://wwwl .smba.go.kr/human/english/introduction.htm.
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difficulty in getting goods to purchasers is one of the most significant barriers to
successful implementation of e-commerce in K-orea.

96. Currently, a number of Korea's large trucking and logistics comp-anies off'er
information services to facilitate export and import trapsactions, yet few companies offer
logistics information services over the Internet to assist domnestic transactions. Where
information services are offered to domestic shippers, they are generally limited to rate
information. By contrast, larger firms, which do-iminate the U.S. market, offer online
services such as order placement and door-to-door tracking, and industry-wide portals
have featured load matching and sharing.

97. The Fourth National Territorial P?lan acknowleages that Korea suffers from
"weakening competitiveness due to inadequate infrast-ructure". lft proposes numerous
measures to alleviate the problem, for example, by "Entce-isifying investment in facilities
for high-efficiency transportation". However, the plan does not elaborate on what form
these facilities might take. Furthermore, "heighten[ingl the efficiency of logistics
facilities through informatization and standardizaticn" has been presented as an idea.
The suggested method is to "build a database that includes electronic document
exchange, facilities, and intermediary information pl!,s z cargo transport information
system to materialize vehicle tracking and remote control using wireless
communication." 29 This data base could be made accessible to the logistics community
at large through the creation and promotion of a domestc logistics services portal.

98. Such a portal should cater especially for 2 1 7_1s from the trucking and
warehousing industries. Delivering goods efficiently is particularly challenging in Korea
because of the vast number of SREis in this sector. Inrrceasing the efficiency of Korean
trucking firms could be of major benefit to domestic e-business in Korea, particularly for
other SMEs in the agriculture and garment sectors.

straFegy aDad impleenkfatian

99. This report recommends that the government follows a comboined strategy of
encouraging the commercial provision of the service and promoting the service to the
trucking community with the goal of stimulating collective action among firms. We
recommend:

100. First, within three months, the government should speci-fy the functionality for the
service using a Request for Information (REI) precess to gauge industry interest. The
RFI should:

0 Specify that the service must provide an easy moans for buyers, shippers, and truckers
to collaborate on deliveries;

o Stipulate that the government will support the initiative by assisting the winning
offeror in acquiring start-up capital, and by assisting in reaching out to the truckers
(see below).

29 Fourth Comprehensive National Territorial Plan 2000-2020; p.l i, i13, 129-130.
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101. Based on the responses to the RFI, the government should craft a Request for
Proposals (RFP) that requires responses in three areas:

* A technology and management plan describing the functionality and operation of
the proposed solution and how the offeror will assure success;

* A deployment and marketing plan to connect with the communities of interest
(buyers, shippers, and truckers);

* A business plan to make the operation economically viable within three years;

* Selection of the service provider should be completed within nine months and
should be based on a balanced evaluation of the three areas.

102. Second, the government should promote the project through the 50 SMBA
support centers nationwide and MOCIE's Electronic Commerce Resource Centers.
Outreach to Korean trucking associations will also be critical as will coordination with
other, ongoing initiatives. This outreach should be coordinated with the publicity
campaign recommended as part of the Business Information Services strategy.

103. As mentioned above, Korea stands to gain important lessons learned from the
failure of many U.S. logistics information services, as well as from U.S. best practices. A
useful avenue to gain key insights from the U.S. experience would be for Korean officials
to visit American logistics enterprises, as well as major trucking companies, trucking and
shipping associations, and universities such as the University of Maryland's Supply
Chain Management Program offered through its business school, in order to formulate
more concrete ideas of how the U.S. system could be best adapted to suit the Korean
market.30 Although the domestic logistics information services recommended above
cannot and should not be offered by the government, knowledgeable government
representatives could certainly act as catalysts.

B.8 Addressing the Principal Challenges

104. The recommendations above address, either directly or indirectly, the principal
challenges that Korea faces in creating a knowledge-based economy. These challenges
are of two kinds, those specific to e-business/e-transformation, and more general E-
Readiness challenges. Both business information services and logistics services may
serve to foster a more cooperative culture among firms, boost confidence in e-business,
improve management in business processes, and promote transparency in business
transactions. Ultimately, the promotional campaign designed to heighten awareness of
the benefits of ICTs may serve to bolster technology investment among SMEs.

30 See http:/iwww.rhsmith.umd.edu/scmc/. Should representatives of the Government of Korea express
interest, McConnell International would be willing to assist in the organization of the trip.
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105. Possible benefits may come from several areas, the most important being the
potential for higher domestic productivity in core industries served by business
information services, benefiting from streamlined logistics services and the strategic
leverage from increased participation in the knowledgc-based economy by underserved
portions of Korean society such as SMEs in rural commun1ties.

106. However, these recommendations are not, by themselves, enough. Areas such as
increasing market openness and clarifying the legal infrastructure are preceeding on
separate tracks. Strong links between the people who direct this program and those with
primary responsibility for other relevant areas are essential. Tlhe absence of such links
could lead to duplication of effort or working at cross-pu-poses, detracting from the
effectiveness of the focused approach.

107. It is worth noting that the implications of these proposals for market structure in
Korea. Notwithstanding the Framework Act on Small and lvediera-Sized Enterprises,
which limits the activities of large firms in order to protect SMEs, competition in
domestic markets remains restricted.3" Thus, there is a continuing possibility that the
exercise of market power by large conglomerates could inhibit the development of a
flourishing domestic network enabled services sector. The Mariet Information services
recommended here are designed to give immediate and direct support to SMEs in the
most critical sectors.

108. Collaboration among ministries will be an equally important parL of this strategy.
A large number of programs already exist to assist S1MDEs. These programs need to be
evaluated for their effectiveness and consolidated (or eliminated) where necessary. A
streamlined program should be established that responds to markcet needs, targets specific
industries, and creates synergies rather than wasteful duplication and overlap.

31 In the longer term, the Act may need to be amended to cover network enabled services activities
explicitly. However, that legislative effort is not recommended as a priority here for two reasons. First,
efforts to legislate in the early stages of an emerging industry usually wind up creating unintended rigidities
and can even distort the normal growth of the market. Second, such legislation would likely take several
years to enact and longer to have its effects, considerably slower than the currently adopted time frame.
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SECTION C: SKILLS THAT MATTER IN THE WORKPLACE

C.1 Educational Advances in Korea

109. Korea has attained remarkable achievements in education over the past three
decades and the quality of its basic education has been internationally acclaimed. Total
education expenditure has increased from 8.8% of GDP in 1966 to 13.3% in 1998, the
highest share for any country at this level of development. Illiteracy reached near zero in
1997, primary school enrollment has been 100% and secondary school enrollment is
almost universal.

110. At the tertiary level, Korea ranks third among OECD countries in the educational
attainment of its population with 84% of its high school graduates entering a university or
college in 1998. Although countries like the United States, Australia, and Finland are
ahead of Korea in terms of enrollment rates, it is noteworthy that Korea has overtaken
Japan and the UK. Female tertiary enrollment has also surpassed Japan and Singapore.
Korea also boasts the highest growth rate in scientific publications among the OECD
countries.

111. Student performance has consequently improved. Korean students at the 4th and
8th grades performed significantly better than the OECD average. In mathematics in
particular, Korean students obtained the highest scores among all participating countries,
followed by Japan.

C.2 Issues of Concern

112. There are however some issues of concern for Korean policy makers and business
alike. While public expenditure per student as a percentage of GNP per capita in Korea
has increased for primary and secondary education it has been stagnant for tertiary
education. It is only recently that the government has launched an ambitious project,
known as Brain Korea 21, which provides competitive grants to tertiary institutions.
Slower population growth rates have resulted in a decline in the population aged 15-24,
forcing attention onto the quality as well as the quantity of labor.

113. In addition, following the economic crisis of 1997, the government urged
corporations to liquidate unprofitable businesses and to proceed with mergers and
acquisitions to accelerate corporate restructuring. As a result, many workers were laid
off and Koreas long-practiced life-long employment customs came to an end.

114. Since then, the economy has recovered quickly, and the unemployment rate which
now stands at 3.6 percent (pre-crisis level) has again been on the rise with ongoing
restructuring. Currently, South Korea's labor market is relatively rich in human
resources with a higher selection standard due to the economic recession and corporate
restructuring.
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115. Finally, the demands of a knowledge-based economy have placed special
emphasis on the ability of Korea's workforce to bring about industrial and organizational
innovation which are becoming central to compe6tiveness. Evidence from other
countries suggests that the new knowledge-based K;'-ci y requires a different type of
organization of production, which calls for changes in the relationship of worker to work,
worker to worker, and worker to consumer, aend seeks to stimulate continuous
improvements through sustained skill investments and erhancements. To maintain
relevance, education and training institutions, in turn, need to become more market
orientated in the sense of planning for and responding to the needs of employers and
students alike.

C.3 scope End ObhecU fs OT C

116. Section A above has shown that Korean firms zme still lacking both upstream and
downstream capabilities and, as such remain, in a crt-'--7-uT mode of development. To
overcome these weaknesses would require, among other things, good quality
scientists/engineers and better communications between academia, ind-ustry and policy
groups. Leveraging business creativity would also aliow the development of novel
solutions involving NES discussed in Section B, hence transforming the Korean economy
into a knowledge-based one.

117. In essence, recommendations from both Sections A and B could be buttressed by
educational reform. The next logical step towards tailoring and speeding up educational
reform is to understand the direction and magnitude of change that has already taken
place in the workplace. The purpose of this section is to take some initia' steps towards
this goal, by investigating the hiring, retention, training and reward practices of high
performing firms. In doing so, this section puts forward the views of the piivate sector,
often absent from policy discussions on educaticnal reform efforts at the secondary and
tertiary levels.

CA Metbodoloagy

118. The method applied is to 'backward map' from what employers say are important
skills and attributes for workers across a variety of positions. The establishments in the
sample come from the both the manufacturing and service sectors. While there continue
to be many low skill, low wage jobs in the Korean cconomy, this section, like Section A,
focuses on the frontier by selecting firms that are characterized by high performing work
practices.

119. For the purpose of this study, a firm is considered a high perform=ing workplace if
it is ISO certified or it can clearly articulate the process by which it selects workers using
a formal test instrument, and continues to invest in worker development through formal
training (in-house and outside); or it has a structured quality program and continues to
invest in worker development through formal training (in-nhouse and outside).

120. The sample includes major establishments with more than 300 workers. Sectors
represented include telecommunication, automotive, electronics, distribution, tourism,
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and banking. The instrument was designed to include both open-ended questions with
follow-up probes as well as a number of more structured questions that required the
respondent to rank their response to certain questions using a Likert scale ranging from a
response of 1 (not important) to a response of 5 (very important).

121. In depth interviews were held with the general manager, a supervisor, the director
of human resources, and the training manager at relevant establishments. In some
(smaller) firms, often the general manager and a supervisor responded to all questions as
there was no formal head of human resources or training. Most questions focused on
recruitment, selection, worker qualities and training. Employers were also asked to
discuss the characteristics of outstanding workers.

C.5 Organizational Change Within Firms

122. There is some evidence that high performing firms in Korea are rapidly changing
the way they organize work, make decisions, carry out functions, and produce goods and
services. Some of these firms are moving towards a more decentralized 'flatter'
organization, with less hierarchy, more team work and faster decentralized decision
making. Since the economic crisis of 1997, leading Korean companies have been forced
to change and restructure their business practices. Some companies surveyed have
systematized and restructured their internal organization in order to cope with rapid
changes in industries and new macroeconomic instabilities.

123. One common trend is that traditional hierarchy is being replaced by task/project
teams through delegation of authority and networking. Korea's major companies have
traditionally been organized around a pyramid management structure with multi-level
decision-making. Today, more companies have introduced a team system, eliminating
many middle-management positions. Smaller companies, service firms and newer
companies are quicker to adopt new management structures.

124. Increasingly, for production workers, the teams involves: (a) worker-technician-
team leader-head-director; and (b) for clerical workers, worker-deputy manager-head-
vice chief-chief-director-CEO. In some companies four to five layers replaces a
previous system of eight to nine layers between worker and head of the organization.
Another important trend is that computerization has reduced the time gap between
decision-making and implementation, and as a result new methods are more quickly
adopted at work sites. This has involved the adoption of on-line approval systems in
some companies to eliminate much 'excess' paperwork.

125. Some work processes have been computerized to the extent that notices,
communication between workers, complaints, suggestions and grievance procedures are
processed on-line for horizontal information sharing. In addition, there are several
examples of innovative activities within manufacturing with leading firms making efforts
to 'flexibly control' the work process. Increasingly, workers are expected to have more
comprehensive knowledge relevant to their job function. High performing firms expect
their new workers to be familiar with electronics and computers because production lines
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are being automated. One bank noted that calculating and accounting skills aze today far
less important than consulting skills, customer relations and various service skills.

C.6 C gziagse In Humzn Renource L' -I -,

126. High performing firms are attempting to shift away from traditional human
resource management practices. This emerging trend is seen at every stage of human
resource management from recruitment to the reward system, the main focus being on
reinforcing competence and performance.

Fleexble and decenv-aglzed r e¢mveng

127. The patterns of employment and recruitment have rapidly changed in major
enterprises in Korea, since the economic crises of 1997. iin the past, firms recruited a
large number of workers through once-a-year regular employment season. The economic
crisis has forced firrns to turn to a 'quality approach' to human resource management
where the efficient use of the existing workforce is seen as more important than large
scale new recruitment. Firms now tend to prefer to fill vacancies whenever necessary,
instead of having fixed recruitment seasons as in the past. TIhey also tend to prefer more
experienced workers who are ready to be assigned to worck immediately.

128. One important new trend is that human resource management has moved towards
shop/front-line managers and away from personnel departments. While the personnel
department is still responsible for overall recruitment processes, the actual recruitment is
determined by shop floor managers. Another trend is that the terms of employment are
changing, new entrants should increasingly expect to be offered contractual employment
instead of tenure-track positions. This is a feature of post-economic crisis which placed
emphasis on promoting flexible employment and lowering labor costs.

UPsIdIaaing, and pMrSnik of cof peRe esIworf1er aiange

129. The survey conducted in Part C shows that high performing firms with the
exception of production workers are no longer hiring so mnany high school graduates, and
instead they prefer workers with college or above level education. Managers of high
performing firms insist that education level and occupational skills were not viewed as
the sole criteria for recruitment decisions. Most notably, desirable competences and
quality attributes are examined and assessed through in-depth interviews and aptitude
tests to assess traits such as creativity, problem-solving and teamwork abilities.

Lessjolb rogsan and bever Fewayds for new iEid, naair , inin d ozyrtne 

130. Most companies surveyed do not enforce job rotation but make efforts to train and
encourage workers to acquire core skills and competences. The survey confirms that
companies normnally do not conduct job rotations except for some particular cases.
Instead, they attempt to equip workers with specified yet multi-faceted skills.
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131. In addition, training and the resulting increase in competence are well rewarded
by the high performing firms. Most employees can expect to be continuously evaluated
rather than the old practice of once a year evaluations. Also, increasingly employees are
rewarded for undertaking proactive measures to improving their skills.

Increasing investment in on-the-job training (OJT)

132. For high performing firms, training costs has risen enormously compared to past
standards. Most companies surveyed have created, in addition to personnel departments,
separate divisions and officers for education and training to develop a variety of training
programs for their workers. Companies with multiple business units and factories also
have independent education programs on site. Mostly head offices provide the guidelines
for education and training, but when necessary, delivers training programs directly.

133. OJT is provided to all employees: office workers, production and sales workers
and executives and managers. In the past, managerial workers were excused from these
sessions, but nowadays, they too are attending courses. Training programs for leadership
skills, counseling skills, managerial skills and motivating skills are increasingly offered
to managerial workers. The skill areas covered by OJT for workers is very diverse: job
and skill training, service skills training, language or IT training, attitude training and
management training. There is also retraining and improvement training in various job
areas.

134. OJT is delivered through various modalities including on-line lectures, traditional
training programs and courses at external institutes. Occasional OJT sessions are also
offered by senior workers and visiting instructors. Most importantly, however, firms
have started to provide e-learning. High performing firms use internal intranets to deliver
online lectures to employees of all ages and even to production line workers. In the
service-oriented companies surveyed, in-house instructors (senior managers or
experienced trainers on the payroll of the firm) play an important role in the education
department. In-house instructors have been proven to motivate workers and are able to
effectively introduce new tactics and knowledge.

C.7 The Demand for New Skills

Skills for entry level workers

135. Changes in workplaces have created demands for new sets of skills for labor
market entrants. Rapidly changing technologies require workers to possess strong work-
related specialized knowledge including IT related skills. However, it is nearly
impossible for workers' inherent skills to match up with the changing needs of the
workplace, hence the 'trainability' of workers by the firm has become important. Firms
believe that much of the knowledge an employee applies during a task is leamt on-the-.
job, hence they try to gauge the level of trainability of prospective workers.

136. In order to foster an innovation prone work environment, the ability of workers to
get along, communicate with other team members, and cooperate in the face of radical
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organizational and technological changes is key. Managers in high performing firms tend
to select workers with a sound character because it translates into a good work attitude
and performance. Managers argue that workers with good attitudes are more 'trainable'
even when they lack professional skills.

Skills for exis7iag workers

137. At the same time, existing employees are seeing changes in the way their
performance is measured and rewarded. This places an even greater emphasis on
continuous upskilling or lifelong learning, and also on teamwork, knowledge sharing and
learning from each others mistakes. While general clerical, problem solving,
computer/information processing skills, and teamwcrk skills are widely required, there
are some variations by occupational type (e.g. production. line, clerical, and sales
workers).

138. In manufacturing, the trend in Korea is consistent with modern management
practices in other countries which focus on quality control and error detection and
avoidance. This places new demands on employees. Whereas previously an employee
did his/her job and passed it on to the worker at the next stage, now each worker is
expected to participate in the full process by learning the mechanics as well as the
business consequences of manufacturing decisions.

C.0 Reevaence OS MEfDs Acquired TUrl-ur 1- LI 'efScool Ud v=nity EducmtiOn

139. Regarding the usefulness of schooling, thc survey results indicate that many
workers feel what they learned in schools is only partially utilized in th.e workplace.
Workers felt that computer and ICT skills were 'inadequately' taught at school; English
and foreign language at 'medium to low'; basic knowledge and skills including
mathematics, logical skills, composition and problem solving at 'medium to low'.
Interviewees said that they were sometimes unable to apply their Inowledge of foreign
language or mathematical skills, because of inadequate school training and practice.

Table 2: IRersommeZ msnanagers aEnd wolrers ramltiin o,? tLe dSiirewoe takweem
skill/con eternes alequnired inm Un2iversiOis an1 nn oel S a . t worksites

(Reirceiot of 'L- 
I indicates no mismatch, 5 indicates highest mismatch

1 2 3 4 | 5 Total Number of
__ __ _ ___I. jrespondents

Personnel 2.2 13.4 43.6 34.5 6.2 100% (417)
managers l

College graduated 1.6 9.5 23.5 53.4 12.0 100% (442)
workers

Source: Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training (KRIVET), 2000. A study on the
business firms' satisfaction of university education (in Korean). p. 105.
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140. Managers also warn that as the demands for education become greater, the
existing university curricular are becoming less relevant to the world of work. In a
separate survey, managers and workers were asked to rank the level of mismatch between
skills acquired at university and those required in the workplace. Table 1 presents the
results which show that a majority of workers and managers perceiving the discrepancy
to be quite high.

C.9 Four Policy Recommendations

141. Among the important trends which emerge from Report C's survey of high
performing firms are that:

* Leading firms are attempting to change their organizational arrangements towards
less hierarchical, more team work, quicker decentralized decision making, more
knowledge-intense production and quality product oriented management;

* Human resource management is moving towards: (a) flexible and decentralized
recruitment; (b) upskilling and pursuit of competences rather than academic
credentials; (c) better rewards for ideas, training and performance; and (d) increasing
investment in OJT for competences;

* Increasingly the most needed skills include basic training in ICT skills, the ability to
work in groups, adaptability to the changing work environment and 'trainability' on
the part of workers;

• Traditional subjects learned at school and university are becoming less relevant as
newly required skills are learned through OJT.

These trends lead on to our four policy recommendations.

Policy recommendation I - Reform to the K-12 curriculum, pedagogy and assessment

142. While basic conceptual and technical subjects need to form a cornerstone of any
good education, Korean schools could benefit from shifting the focus away from the
rediscovery of facts towards the application of analytical concepts and technical
knowledge. For instance, national curriculum could focus on a few core subject areas
while local education authorities and schools could have more discretion in the teaching
of other work related subject matters. This would require a substantial deregulation and
decentralization of curriculum policy.

143. Also required are changes in the practice of pedagogy and student assessment. To
perform well in a knowledge-intensive environment, individuals need to possess
problem-solving skills, team working abilities skills as well as communication and
behavioral skills. Desirable pedagogy should encourage experimental learning, group
learning and team work, while methods of student assessment need to move towards
ongoing evaluation of performance. Policies should provide incentive mechanisms for
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teachers to boost desirable practices including the acquisition of group learning skills.
These measures would entail an overhaul of teacher training practices and teacher
incentives, as well as changes to college admission policies which traditionally
emphasized cognitive achievement over behavioral development.

Folicy recowmenda?ion 2 - Allign #hsiglh¢d scoo ve
closely wiu indesgy naeeds

144. Managers from high performing firms are seeking workers who are more
amenable to training and learning. Broad-based general knowledge is now a central
requirement for high paying professions. Policies are required to restructure upper
secondary education to become more responsive to industry demand shifts. It may be
time for traditional vocational high and technical high schools to add to their
specialization new skills including ICT and languages. More could also be done to
provide support and incentives to vocational schools in the re-training and redeployment
of teachers.

Policy recommendaton 3 - ereaaso .7 M&avestin ake ag
more affordable to worzkers anad empgoyers

145. The survey results show a strong demand for continuous learning by workers and
for training by employers. Workers are willing to undertake further education and
training as they are increasingly recruited and evaluated by competence and performance.
While Korea has been successful in privatizing higher education, alternative means of
financing such as student loans could be considered to increase the participation of adult
workers in various learning opportunities offered by universities and colleges. To make
the system more responsive to market, performance-based funding and/or competitive
financing schemes could be considered.

Policy recomendaion 4 - eSL env e geo a Fo§C 1ia lCajs g e Ihle lifelonag
learnang process

147. New skills that matter at workplace cannot be acquired unless the government and
other key actors work together to meet the challenges and opportunities set by a
knowledge economy. Under the present scenario, Korean firms need to undertake
training for their workers, almost on a continuous basis. This will entail a major
investment over and above formal schooling. In addition, schools and colleges should be
more attuned to industry needs to prepare individuals for the specific slklls they will
eventually need in their careers. Obviously, a balance needs to be struck between general
vs specific education/training in a formal education system and new learning
opportunities of all kinds (including distance education and e-learning by network
enables services) need to be considered by the educat.onal sector. In order to build
partnerships and create more intensive 'stakeholder dialogue' between teachers, trade
unions, non governmental organizations and business firms, the government could act as
a proactive convener (or facilitator) as well as a regulator of the education and leaming
system.
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PART A: FIRM-LEVEL INNOVATION IN THE KOREAN
ECONOMY

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Most studies of Korean industry focus on policy issues, sector and industrial

surveys or macroeconomic analyses. There are relatively few studies of firm-level

innovation management, especially since the financial crisis of 1997 and 1998. This

study complements existing policy, sector, macro and financial studies with an

assessment of the technological strategies and capabilities of Korean firms, including

World Bank (2000), MOST (2000), Woo and Sul (2000) and Choi and Kang (2000)'.

1.2 At the firm-level, further mastery of technological knowledge is essential for

firms wishing to move further 'upstream' from their base in manufacturing towards

higher value added, knowledge-intensive activities based on research, development and

new product innovation (World Bank, 2000). These are essentially 'innovative'

activities, defined here as the successful introduction of a new or improved product,

process or service to the marketplace.

1.3 Data on firm-level- innovation are needed to inform government policy-making to

enable government to respond to the changing needs of industry. However, there is little

micro-level research on operational restructuring in Korea and very few methods for

generating the firm-level information needed for policy-making. This study therefore

develops and applies a new method for acquiring data on the capabilities of firms

(Bessant et al., 2001)2 to a sample of 25 firms operating within Korea. The data from this

sample show that the crisis, policy responses. to the crisis, and several other factors, have

together induced considerable technological restructuring among firms in Korea and

brought about changes in corporate strategy, foreign collaboration, R&D organization

and new company start-ups. In designing policies for Korean industry, these changes

need to be understood and responded to.

' World Bank (2000): Korea and the Knowledge-based Economy: Making the Transition, IBRD/World

Bank/OECD, Washington DC.; Woo, C. and Sul, K. (2000): Industrial Upgrading in Korea: Process and

Prospect, Korea Development Institute (KDI), Seoul, Korea.; MOST (2000): Ministry of Science and

Technology (Korea); 'R&D Budget Statistics, MOST, Seoul, Korea.; Choi, N. and Kang, D-Y. (2000): A

Study on the Crisis, Recovery, and Industrial Upgrading in the Republic of Korea, Chapter 11 in Asian

Corporate Recovery: Findings from Firm-level Surveys in Five Countries, World Bank; Washington DC.

2 Bessant, J., Rush, H. and Hobday, M. (2000): Assessing Technological Capabilities: An Audit Tool,

Report to World Bank; Project on Korea and the Knowledge-Based Economy; Also CD-RoM version and

internet: wwwjohnbessantOcatch.com
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1.4 Chapter 2 summarizes the approach and method of the study as e6,tailed in
Bessant et al (2001) and presents a simple framework for msessing firms according to
their level of technological capability. From this framework an audit tool is developed
which enables an assessment of individual firms accordinig to nine key dimensions of
technological activity. Although Korea remains a maanufacituing-led economy, Lirms
have attempted to move 'upstream' (towards research and development, Y.&D) and
'downstream' towards distribution, marketing and brand value development. These
moves support the transition towards a more knowledge-intensive economy, as described
in World Bank (2000). Korea is an economy in a 'catch up' mode of industrial
development which has moved progressively towards higher technology exports and own
brand products.

1.5 However, the new government policies and co-,-:ie strategies towards
knowledge-intensive business activities 'pushes the stakes higher' b$cause they implicitly
argue for a break with the manufacturing-centered approach of the past. Lni this sense,
moves towards a knowledge economy introduces a 'dilerm~xa' for firms: do they stick to
the successful strategies of the past and continue their g-adual process of technological
upgrading? or do they take on the considerable risks and costs of moving away from
manufacturing-centered innovation towards new product creation, services and software,
based on far greater investments in R&D.

1.6 Chapter 2 goes on to present the sample of 25 firrms chosen for the application of
the audit tool, describing the sample's rationale and limitations. The sample deliberately
focused on high performing firms across a range of sectois, in order to confront issues
facing firms at the 'highest' stages of development in KCorea. These are important
companies because they are the types of firms leading growth and innovation in Korea.
However, further study is required to generate policy iessons for lagging companies
especially in the various categories of small- and medium-sized enterpiise (SDVFs).3
Chapter 3 presents the results of the application of the audit tool in order of sector group,
highlighting the capabilities, strengths and weaknesses of inividual companies. This
chapter shows how leading firms have continued to innovate in the recent past and how
they have responded to the crisis and other major events.4 The results show the
continuing impact, both negative and positive, of the crisis, on companies in Korea.
Firm-level interviews also reveal the strategies by which firms have attempted to move
beyond their current advantages in manufacturing process innovation, towards new
product creation, a major transition which requires a greater depth of D&D capability, as
well as a more sophisticated and dynamic capital goods sector.

1.7 Chapter 4 discusses the wider company strategy and government policy
implications arising from the evidence, focusing on proeuct creation challenge, the role
of capital goods and the need for increased participation of foreign firms within the
Korean economy. This chapter also touches on the importance of the burgeoning of new

3 However, some suggestions based on apparent 'best practice' OECD policies are suggested in Part 5.
4The report avoids the term 'restructuring', as this often refers to financial restructuring and, in particular,
the exit (or not) of non-viable firms. These issues are not assessed in this report although individual
company takeovers and the expansion of foreign direct investment are touched upon. See World Bankc
(2000a) and Woo and Sul (2000) for an analysis of crisis-induced restructuring and policy responses.
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entrepreneurial start-up technology-based firms, inconceivable in Korea even a decade

ago. It draws conclusions from the 'bottom up' firm-level evidence for the role and

performance of universities and government-funded research institutes, questioning

general calls for more basic research within the economy.

1.8 Because the audit was limited to advanced firms, Chapter 5 touches on some of

the constraints faced by all others types of firms, based on other research. It uses the

basic framework developed in Chapter 2 to comment on the likely needs of lagging firms,

especially SMEs. It also suggests how policy recommendations could be arrived at

through further use of the tool and more information on the effectiveness of existing

innovation support policies and programs in Korea.

1.9 The majority of firms analyzed during the audit fell into the 'Type C', strategic

group. Although highly capable, these firms cannot yet contribute to the technology

frontier due to constraints in their own technological .and organizational capabilities.

Chapter 6 identifies corporate strategy and government policy measures that could assist

these firms in making a transition to leading edge 'Type D' creative firms. Although

these firms made many suggestions in relation to government support, many of the

upgrading actions which need to be taken can only be taken by the firms themselves in

the market place. In addition, Chapter 6 suggests that the corporate reform aims of policy

should normally take priority over technological support. As and when the government is

satisfied that Korean firms have restructured sufficiently (e.g. in terms of financial debt),

then they may wish to consider the five new policy suggestions put forward for

consideration, as many other countries (e.g. the U.S., Japan and in Europe) have adopted

similar support measures.5

5 It would also be wise for government to look critically at the real outcomes and costs of these support
policies (e.g. subsidies for collaborative R&D) before embarking on any new ventures in Korea.
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Lo~~~~~~~A iEEDOOE US I -: .- :; IF,C©NrIFEXF9 AXD Yih § AMIFL1

2.1 In order to place the study in context, this chapter presents the simple innovation
capability model and describes the arena in which many Korean firms operate. Section
2.1 of this chapter presents the basic technological capability framework, while section
2.2 discusses the audit tool, derived from the framework, which has eight dimensions of
technological capability against which to assess firms. Section 2.3 briefly examines the
challenge facing Korean firms within the knowledgc-based economy approach (World
Bank, 2000). Section 2.4 presents the sample of firms chosen for study using the tool
(Annex A2 provides a summary, self-assessment, version of the tool and defines each of
the nine dimensions of capability).

2.: ThE JiNNOvATfoN FIRAmEWo - 1Fou(iDR CA1REiGz ¢DIF s j rj I -.,A 1fDG ;EE;S

2.2 The framework for assessing firm-level innovation in Korea (see Figure 2.1) is
based on studies of technological learning and innovation, in both developed and
developing countries.6 The innovation framework below is reproduced from the
accompanying report (Bessant et al, 2001). As the latter study notes, research has
consistently shown that firms differ widely in their technological capabilities, strategies
and absorptive capacities.7 The simple model in Figure I represents firms on a scale
which differentiates between: (a) the degree to which firns are aware of technological
issues and (b) how well the firm is prepared and able to improve in practice.

2.3 The four categories are represented on a 'staircase' of capability level, from Type
A to Type D (described below). While this model was developed for this particular
study, similar notions can be found in other studies of organizational and technological
capability.8 Firms, of course, are not static. They may well progress over time through
the various stages, depending on how successful they are. They may also move
'backwards' if the management and leadership skills deciine. Also, within each category
there is a fairly wide band of capabilities. In the Koreani results (see section 4.1) most
finns were within Type C 'strategic'. However, within this band there were considerable

6 The present study builds upon recent work by Arnold, E., Bell, M., Bessant, J. and Brimble, P. (2000):
Enhancing Policy and Institutional Support for Industrial Technology Development in Thailand. Vol 1:
The Overall Policy Framework and the Development of the Industrial Innovation System, World
Bank/National Science and Technology Development Agency (NSTDA) of Thailand, Washington DC.
'7 Why this matters for economics and management research is discussed by Nelson (1991).
8 See for example, Baden-Fuller, C. and Stopford, J.M. (1994): TZejuvenating the Mature Business, 2nd Ed.,
Thomson Business Press, London; and Arnold, E. and Thuriaux, B. (1998): Developing Firm's
Technological Capabilities, Mimeo, Brighton, Technopolis.
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difference among firms, ranging from the 'barely strategic' to 'extremely capable' in all

strategic matters.

Figure 2.1: Groups of Firms According to Technological Capability
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2.4 The framework can be applied to an entire firm, or to a division or subsidiary of a

transnational corporation (TNC). TNC subsidiaries often reflect the values, strategies

and capabilities of the parent company and there is likely to be significant differences

among them, depending on overall corporate strategy and the particular abilities of local

management. Taking each of the four types in turn, it is possible to broadly characterize

firms according to their capability levels.

2.1.1 Type A Firms: Unaware/Passive

2.5 Type A firms can be characterized as being 'unconscious' or unaware of the need

for technological improvement. They do not realize or recognize the need for

technological change in what may be a hostile environment and where technological

know-how and ability may be vital to survival. They do not know where or what they

might improve, or how to go about the process of technology upgrading. As such, they

are highly vulnerable to competitive forces. For example, if low cost competitors enter -

or the market demands faster delivery or higher quality - they are often not able to pick

up the relevant signals or respond quickly. Even if they do, they may waste scarce

resources by targeting the wrong kinds of improvement.
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2.2.2 Type B Fiorms: Reacgive

2.6 These finns recognize the challenge of change and the need for continuous
improvements in manufacturing and other technological capabilities. However, they are
unclear about how to go about the process in the most effective fashion. Because their
internal resources are limited - and they often lack key skills and experience in
technology - they tend to react to technological threats and possibilities, but are unable to
shape and exploit events to their advantage. Their extemal networks are usually poorly
developed. Most technological know-how comes friom their suppliers and from
observing the behavior of other firms in their sector. They may well be 'keeping up' with
other firms which have similar weaknesses and limitations in technological capability.
Typically, this group treats symptoms rather than root causes of problems - for example,
dealing with bottleneck operations by replacing machinery only to find that the problem
gets worse because the root cause is, in fact, in production scheduling.

2.7 Overall, these companies have poorly developed capabilities in most areas of
technology strategy, search, acquisition and capability building. However, there are
some strengths upon which to build.

2.1.3 Type C Finrs: S§'P-agegie

2.8 Type C firms have a well-developed sense of the need for technological change.
They are highly capable in implementing new projects and take a strategic approach to
the process of continuous innovation. They have a clear idea of priorities as to what has
to be done, when and by whom, and also have strong internal capabilities in both
technical and managerial areas and can implement changes with skill and speed. These
firms benefit from a consciously developed strategic framework in terms of search,
acquisition, implementation and improvement of technology. However, they tend to lack
the capabilities to re-define markets through new technology, or to create new market
opportunities. They tend to compete within the boundaries of an existing industry and
may become 'trapped' in a mature or slow growth sector, despite having exploited
technology efficiently within the boundaries of the industry. Sometimes, they are limited
in knowing where and how to acquire new technologies beyond the boundaries of their
traditional business.

2.9 Overall these companies have strong in-house capabilities and think strategically
about technology in the medium and long term. In some areas, these firms may be
behind the international technology frontier but they have imporcant foundations upon
which to build.

2.1.4 Type D Firms: Creagve

2.10 Type D firms have fully-developed sets of technological capabilities and are able
to help define the international technology frontier. Ei- many areas, they take a creative
and pro-active approach to exploiting technology for co-mpetitive advantage. They are at
ease with modern strategic frameworks for innovation and takce it upon themselves to 're-
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write' the rules of the competitive game with respect to technology, markets and

organization.

2.11 Strong internal resources are coupled with a high degree of absorptive capacity

which can enable diversification into other sectors, where their own skills and capabilities

bring new advantages and re-define the ways in which firms traditionally compete, or

wish to compete. Their technology and market networks are extensive so that they are

kept informed about new technological opportunities and remain in touch with suppliers

of equipment and ideas.

2.12 There are only a few firms in this category and they are generally seen as 'risk

takers' although, like most businesses, they tend to avoid unnecessary or uncalculated

risks. Some creative firms emerge from traditional and mature sectors to challenge the

way business is conducted. For example, Nokia, the Finnish company, moved from pulp

and paper into electronics and eventually became a world leader in mobile

telecommunications, showing that it was possible to make very high margins in the

production of handsets within the developed countries, when most competitors believed it

was impossible to achieve this goal (e.g. Ericsson and Motorola viewed handsets as low

margin commodity products). Another example is IBM, which transformed itself from

being a 'dinosaur' of the computer industry, to one of the fastest growing, most highly

profitable information technology companies in the world, capable of leading the advance

of 'e-commerce' technology in the late-1990s.

2.2 USING FIRM-LEVEL DATA TO INFORM POLICY MAKING

2.13 Data on the technological capabilities of firms can provide an important input into

policy making. One of the main objectives of policy making in industrializing countries

is to encourage and stimulate firms to 'climb the technology ladder' in order to become

more innovative and competitive. Policies should also seek to remove barriers to

progress. However, policy objectives differ widely according to where groups of firms

are positioned on the technology staircase outlined in Figure 2.1.

2.14 Before commenting on the policy needs of the four groups of firms, it is important

to stress that policy-making needs to take into account at least four other important

factors which impact on firm performance and opportunities:

(a) The impact of indirect or 'implicit' technology policies (e.g. educational, trade,

competition, economic and industrial policies are often more important than

'technology policies' in encouraging or discouraging firms to climb the technology

ladder);
(b) Other non-policy conditions facing firms (e.g. the macroeconomic context, the

business cycle of particular sectors and the strengths and weaknesses of local

entrepreneurial capabilities);
(c) The available modes of support for firms (e.g. private sector, market-led mechanisms,

government direct support, and government indirect self-help support mechanisms);

(d) Evidence of success (or otherwise) of technology policy initiatives in other countries

(e.g. OECD) where relevant.
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2.15 Within these overall parameters it is possible eo target support according to the
specific needs of firms and groups of firms according to the four categories of firm.
Chapter 5 recommends policy initiatives for the Korean case, focusing on leading (mostly
'Type C') firms analyzed during the field research

Type A IFnArms. Un&wawe/?eassve

2.16 These companies are weak and ill-prepared in all major areas of technology
acquisition, use, development, strategy and so on. A thoroughgoing basic improvement
program is usually urgently needed. Help is required in: enabling these firms to
recognize the need for change (the 'wake-up call'); deveioping a strategic framework for
manufacturing and other activities; identifying relevant and appropriate changes;
acquiring and implementing necessary technologies. They also require assistance in
sustaining this process of change over the long-term. Hn lower income countries, in
manufacturing, these firms probably focus on assembly and have yet to move on to
production engineering. The need is therefore to improve assembly capabilities and
begin to develop engineering skills in order to improve efficiency and productivity and to
provide opportunities for moving on later to process innovation and new product
development.

Type B Firms: Reacgive

2.17 The needs of this group center first on the development of a strategic framework
for technological change, so that key priority areas can be addressed. Allied to this, are
needs in searching wider for solutions, in exploring new concepts (for example changing
production layout rather than simply acquiring new machinery), and in acquiring and
implementing new product and process capabilities. In the longer-term, such finns could
be expected to develop an internal capability for strategic upgrading and require less and
less support. In manufacturing, these firms may well have moved on from assembly and
have technician and engineering skills upon which to build. Their next 'stage of
development' could well be to develop the capabilities to innovate with process
technology.

71ype C Firms: Strategic

2.18 The needs of this group are essentially around providing complementary support
to internal capabilities and challenging existing business models. lmproving access to
specialist technical and marketing expertise, enabling access to new networks of
technology providers (for example, overseas sources) can assist them to think 'outside' of
the industrial box they find themselves in, should the need arise. Such firms may also
benefit from occasional, project-based support from consultancy companies or from
specialist research and technology organizations, locally or internationally. They may
benefit from improved access to graduates and from linking up with universities which
offer new ideas, access to advanced technology and new skills. Typically, in
manufacturing, these firms will have acquired process innovation skills and new product
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development capabilities. The next step is to build up the R&D capabilities necessary to
launch challenging new products on the international stage.

Type D Firms: Creative

2.19 The needs of this group are mainly centered on complementing existing internal

capabilities with outside sources, assessing risks and uncertainties and sustaining their

position as market 'rule breakers'. They tend to be open companies which collaborate
and learn from partners in the external environment and invest in developing new

technologies and resources, for example in leading universities around the world. From
time to time projects emerge with threaten to disrupt their existing businesses and they

are often in a strong position to convert such threats into new market opportunities. Such

firms may need to develop new contacts with specialist groups (domestic and overseas)
in order to resolve complex technical problems and generate new opportunities. These

companies can be useful contributors to governments as they try to position and develop

their national systems of innovation for the future (e.g. the Singaporean and UK
Govemments often discuss policy with leading industrialists from such firms).9

Typically, these firms will have strong R&D capabilities in house, or alternatively they
will have the internal skills needed to outsource R&D and new product design (e.g. Dell,

IBM and Cisco Systems).

2.3 THE INNOVATION CAPABILITY AUDIT TOOL

2.20 In order to assess where firms lie on the 'staircase' of capabilities, Bessant et al

(2001) present a tool derived from studies of innovation.'° The term 'technological
capability' refers to those activities which enable firms to choose and use technology to

create competitive advantage. There are at least nine of these activities:

1. Awareness of the need to improve
2. Search ability in relation to external threats and opportunities
3. The building of distinctive core capabilities
4. The development of a technology strategy to support the business
5. The ability to assess and select the appropriate technological solutions
6. The acquisition and absorption of the technologies in question
7. The implementation and effective use of the technologies
8. The ability to learn from experience in order to improve technological change

capabilities
9. The ability to form and exploit linkages with a network of suppliers and

collaborating firms.

2.21 A short, self-assessment version of the tool is presented in Annex A2. Other

versions allow different groups (e.g. highly trained researchers and consultants on the one

hand, and inexperienced and junior researchers/consultants on the other) to rapidly assess

9 For definition and discussion of national systems of innovation, see Lundvall (1988) and Nelson (1993).

10 See footnotes 3 and 5 above.
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the technological capability of firms. The tool provides a mechanism for: (a) rapidly
auditing the capability of individual firms; and (b) identifying the strengths and
weaknesses of individual firms, against a notional 'benchmark' (or 'best practice' model)
of the most advanced firms operating in the West and Japan (Type D firms). The latter
questions concern the links of the firm with external support services sometimes provided
by government as part of the 'national system of innovation'.

iguire 2.2: Nmne meimskim 1 n u 

Awareness

Linka ch

Leore competence Best practice modal

\ Company x profile
Impleenen trategy

Acqui Assess/select

2.22 Figure 2.2 shows how, using the tool, a profile of capabilities can be generated for
each firm and provides an example (company X) which reveals weaknesses in some key
areas (e.g. learning and linkage forming) and strengths in others (e.g. awareness and
selection). The average score of the capabilities against the 9 dimensions, enables one to
categorize the firm according to the four main categories of firn: passive, reactive,
strategic and creative. Section 4.1 presents the results of the Korean study of 25 firms
according to these four broad categories.

2.23 The tool has been designed so that it can be applied to countries at different stages
of development with different industrial structures (e.g. concentrated and dispersed) and
to small and large firms, as well as foreign, local or joint venture companies. The aim of
the tool is to support the gathering of structured information on innovation capabilities
within firms to generate firm-level insights into the development process, in order to
complement the more conventional macro-level, sector and policy studies. IfF applied
widely, it also, potentially, provides the basis for a comparable, quantitative assessment
of firm innovation capability.

2.24 The design of the tool suggests that one might expect to find significant
differences among firms operating under similar policy and macro conditions, resulting
from their choices, strategies, priorities and capabilities. Ifn other words, firm-level
behavior is not entirely a consequence of the macro or policy environment. un the Korean
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case (see Chapter 3) this report provides interesting evidence on firm-level innovation

capabilities and the response to the recent crisis and ensuing policy changes.

Figure 2.3: Korean Firms and the Knowledge-Based Economy

Value Added
Per Employee Firni' Current

Emphasis

A ______ A

R&D Product Manufacture/ Systems Distribution Brand

Design Process Innovation Integration Marketing Exploitation

Upstream Knowledge- Downstream

Krowledge-
Intensive Activities Intensive Activities

AA: Typical Value-Added Curve for World Leader (Level D)
BB: Typical Value-Added Curve for Korean Exporters

Source: Developed from Tyndall and Cheen (2000) ppl5-16: Industrial Policy Experience: the Case of

Malaysia, Malaysian Institute of Economic Research, KL, Malaysia

2.4 A FiRm-LEVEL MICRO PERSPECTIVE ON THE KNOWLEDGE-DRIVEN ECONOMY

2.25 As noted in the introduction, the study can be seen within the broader context of

Korea's policy moves towards a knowledge-driven economy (World Bank, 2000).

Hi-storically, Korean exporters have progressed from basic assembly to technology-

intensive manufacturing. Figure 2.3 shows how firms have attempted to move further

from their core manufacturing advantages in two distinctive knowledge-intensive
directions: (a) upstream towards research and development (R&D); and (b) downstream

towards distribution and marketing and the exploitation of brand awareness. Our study

focuses on (a), especially considering the efforts of the Korean Government to encourage

firmns to move towards more basic research activities.

2.26 There are various strategic reasons for moving towards knowledge-intensive

upstream and downstream activities. According to research on US companies, value-
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added per worker tends to be higher in upstream and downstream activities, as opposed to
manufacturing and assembly operations."

2.27 As a result of the perceived lack of valuc-added in manufacturing operations,
competition and the diffusion of highly efficient process technologies, many leading US
and European firms have attempted to increase their value added per worker, and their
profitability, by shifting both downstream and upstream. In some cases (e.g. MIiEM,
Hewlett Packard and Ericsson), this has involved the extensive outsourcing of
manufacturing to specialized 'contract electronics manufacture (CEM) producers based
in the developed countries (see Hobday, 2001)"2. Zn others, manufacturing is conducted
offshore in lower cost South East Asian operations, or under original equipment
manufacture (OEM) arrangements with Korean and Taiwanese firms.

2.28 For many years, and with mixed success, Korean firms have attempted to break
the cycle of catch up manufacturing, by developing owEn brands, and carrying out new
product development supported by R&D. They have mado strenuous efforts to reduce
the value risk of being confined to the manufacturing-related activities. Ln some notable
cases firms have made considerable progress (e.g. Samsung is a recognized world leader
in DRAM design production). However, in other cases firms remain 13ocked into
manufacturing activities under OEM or license arrangements, and much of their
production remains focused on the manufacturing of hardware of various kinds for
export.

2.29 In terms of Figure 2.3, Korean firms have moved upstream along the value chain
(curve AA) by acquiring and developing technology. At the same time, some have
moved downstream to undertake marlceting and distribution by investing in their brand
image in overseas markets (e.g. Hyundai). However, tle move to own brand products
has proved extremely risky and difficult and many leading firms still produce a
proportion of their output under OEM sub-contract arrangements with Japanese and US
firns, who then market the products under their own brapd name, through their own
distribution channels, gaining the post-production value added. As the evidence in
Chapter 3 indicates, the. move from advantages based on manufacturing process to that
based on product creation, backed up by R&D, still remrains a major challenge to all but
the most advanced Korean producers in the limited range of products where they boast
international leadership capabilities.

" See Wise, R. and Baumgartner, P. (1999): 'Go Downstream: the New Profit Imperative in
Manufacturing, Harvard Business Review, September-October, ppl33-141 for evidence and new business
models incorporating downstream services. Also note, there are various economic and managerial
definitions of value-added. Here value-added refers simply to the value the firm adds to its inputs by
deploying labor, material and capital. See Tyndall, P. S. and Cheen, L.C. (2C00): Industrial Policy
Experience: the Case of Malaysia, Malaysian Institute of Economic Research, XL, Malaysia.

12 Hobday, M. (2001): 'The Electronics Industries of the Asia-Pacific: Exploiting Internationai Production
Networks for Economic Development', Asian-Pacific Economic Literature, Vol. 15, No. 1, May, pp 13-30.
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2.30 Strategies for moving upstream include moving assembly activities into areas
where higher value-added can be earned at the manufacturing stage (e.g. in more
complex, design- and technology-intensive production). Another upstream strategy is to
gain control of product design and development. Regarding downstream strategies, there

are various models of building in services into product offerings (including maintenance,
service, support), depending on the nature of the product or system. Also, by establishing
control over marketing and distribution outlets and by advertising to build up brand

image, manufacturing firms are able to gain more of the post manufacturing value stream.
Productivity improvements via process innovation can also increase the value added per
worker.

2.5 THE SAMPLE AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS

2.31 Table 3.1 presents the sample of 25 firms which were analyzed during the
research. As noted in the introduction, the sample focused on high performing firms in

the context of Korea and was therefore not representative or randomly distributed. The
reasons for focusing on high performing firms are the following:

a) the resources of the study were limited and the work needed to be focused.
b) more innovative firms are likely to be leading the transition towards a more

knowledge-intensive economy (the context in which the study was undertaken).
c) such a sample could help illustrate where leading firms in Korea stand in relation to

the technology frontier (defined as Category D) firms, and help identify the necessary
steps for moving closer to the frontier.

d) leading firms tend to contribute most to overall growth and innovation within the
economy (Harberger, 1998).'3

2.32 The main limitation of this approach is that the sample does not allow conclusions
on the overall position of Korean industry, or the problems and opportunities facing the
many SMEs in Korea. However, the sample was constructed to cover a range of major
industrial sectors, as well as examples of local, foreign owned and joint venture firms.
The aim was to choose industries on the basis of export importance (e.g. electronics and
automobiles), technology-intensity (ranging from high to low-intensity, the latter

including basic capital goods and foodstuffs) and export vs. local market orientation.

2.33 By adding individual examples of firms outside the main groups (see 'other

firms') including zinc production, medical equipment, medicines, cables and chemical
processing, this report hopes to gain a fairly wide spread of firm-level perspectives in
order carry out comparisons and point to general levels of industrial capability. The
sample also included examples of small, medium, large and new micro (or 'venture')
firms, as defined in Table 1 below. Given the small size of the sample, the findings are
indicative rather than conclusive even with respect to leading firms, although as
discussed in Chapter 4, they point to some fairly consistent results regarding the level of

13 Harberger, A.C. (1998): A Vision of the Growth Process, American Economic Review, March, Vol. 88,

No 1, ppl-32 .
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technological capabilities among Korea's leading comnpanics and the challenges facing
them."4

2.34 The sample of 25 included ten large or very large firms, including several of the
major chaebol: Korea Telecom, SK Telecom, Samsung, LO Philips, LG E-lectronics,
Mando Corporation, LG Cable, Korea Zinc, HEyundai-Xia Motor Corporation, and LG
Chemicals. It included a further 6 medium size companies employing between 300 to
3,000 staff: TriGem Computers, Doowon Precision Industry, Korloy, 3M, Green Cross
and Daesang. The seven small firms were: Dong Yang Semiconductor Equipment, C&S
Technology, Bosch, Choonwae Medical, Bolak, Hanil Feedmiill, and Kuk Dong Co.
Finally, two new micro-enterprises were included n-Shaper Corporation and
Techovalue.com.

2.35 Firms from six sector groups were included: (1) telecommunications services
(Korea Telecom and SK Telecom); (2) electronic goods and components (Samsung, LG
Philips, LG Electronics, TriGem Computers, and 3M; (3) capital goods and design
services for electronics (Dong Yang Semiconductor Equipment and C&S Technology);
(4) automobiles and the auto supply chain (e.g. Eyundai-Kia Motor Corporation, Mando
Corporation, Doowon Precision Industry, Korloy and Bosch); (5) foodstuffs (Daesang,
Bolak and Hanil Feedmill) and (6) micro entexprises/venture firms (n-Shaper Corporation
and Techovalue.com). Other firms included LG Cable, !Korea Zinc, LG Chemicals,
Green Cross (medicines), Choonwae (medical equipment) and Kuk Dong Co (loading
equipment).

2.36 Table 3.1 presents the 25 firms according to their sector grouping. The table
includes data on sales, employment, R&D effort, main product lines, ownership, as well
as technology strategy and key sources of technology, from the interviews presented in
Chapter 3.

14 Another limitation is that the evidence is largely 'snapshot', relying on interviewees' memory of recent
history, rather than a thorough analysis of past events using other types of data, such as company
documentation.
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3. FIRM LEVEL INNOVATION-CAPABILITY
ASSESSMENT

3.1 This section presents the results of the interviews in order of sector group,
summarized in Table 3.2, focusing on the capabilities, strengths and weaknesses of
individual companies. The following chapter (Chapter 4), draws out the common themes
and wider implications of the firm-level innovation findings.

3.1 GROUP 1: TELECOM SERVICE PROVIDERS

3.2 Telecommunications service providers are often overlooked in industrial
technology discussions. However, they potentially play an important role in the
technological development of an economy. They can represent an important technology
resource, as well as a major source of supply and demand for systems, software, and
technically- trained staff. Depending on their capability, service providers can assist in
setting the pace of technological change, through infrastructural 'leapfrogging' - the
installing of an advanced information and communications infrastructure capable of
providing advanced services for use in business and the home.

3.3 In the case of Korea, the two cases examined Korea Telecom (KT) and SK
Telecom, (SKT) did indeed play this dynamic role in technology generation and
diffusion. These two large firms (with a turnover of US$7.8 billion and US$6 billion
respectively) represented an important national technological resource and a major source
of training and skill development. Both were dynamic companies which had responded
to, and taken advantage of recent technological advances. Both had been deeply affected
by the changing regulatory environment in South Korea, especially in relation to mobile
telephony.

3.4 In terms of technological awareness and search, both companies scored highly (on
a par with leading service providers worldwide). KT had been through a painful process
of re-structuring over the past three to four years, as the company moved towards
privatization and felt the impact of competition, particularly from mobile phone providers
(a market to which it was excluded as in most countries). Its R&D department of around
800 staff, had been forced to 'open itself up' to the wider world in order to access new
advanced technologies both from sources within Korea and globally, in order to offer
new digital services capable of competing with mobile providers and supporting the
diffusion of internet technology.
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Table 3.1: Company SampRe by H[dusstra ¢Arouping
Firm and Industrial Start Date Size oc firm R&D Domeas ¢:az Main Prsaduct Current Scuce c?

Grouping Sales and Spend/Enpl ic (ID), shipl Lies Techanlogy Tecin2a!gy
Employment oyment (E) Export StTategy

2egal-5 =016 mn het

Group I _

Telecommmunications
services
***Korea Telecom 1984 US$7.8 ba, E=800 D L Land-based Move Internal

1999 US$62 telephone downstream R&D, plus
million services from systems to extensive
(8% of services and national and
revenue) network international

solutions linkages
****SK Telecom 1985 US$6 bn EA400 D L Mobile Downstream to In-house

E=3000 services network service R&D;
R&D projects with

chaebol
Group 2
Electronic goods and
components
eseeSarsung 1938 US$70 billion US$500 X L Electronic Towards strong In-house

E=-150,000 million goods and basic research R&D;
E=900 components extensive

intemational
sourcing

°***LG Philips 1999 US$26 billion E=250 X 3V LCD Monitors Research-based In-house
E=50,000 US$130 m. for PCs and global R&D,

(4.5% of notebook leadership combined
sales); computers with Philips

****LG Electronics 1958 US$54 billion E=700 X L Electronic Business In-house
E=100,000 goods and focused R&D R&D plus

components global
network

***T9riGem Computers 1980 E= 1500 E= 170 X L PCs, mobile Past follower In-house
notebooks product R&D,

innovation buyers
Group3 3
Capital goodstrmputs
for electronics

"Dong Yang 1981 US$15 million E=25 D L Testing and Follower In-house
Semiconductor 99 US$1.2 m. handling product engineering,
Equipment (8% of equipment for improvement, customers,

sales) semiconductors cost reduction supphers
**C&S Technology 1993 E=110 70 D L Semiconductor Fast, high Own skills,

product designs quality designs clients,
search

***3M 1980 E=680 69 D F Surface mount High quality, In-house,
equipment; new products plus 3M
tape, graphics from 3M companies
and opbial film I _ worldwide

Size of firm: ****Large Firms (including chaebol) above 3,000
***Medium Size Firms 300-3000
**Small firms 50-300
*Micro Enterprises 49 or below

15 Data not always available: T + turnover in US$ or Won: E = total employment in 2000/2001
16 For large firms, figures refer to those employed within R&D department and not elsewhere in the
organization as with employment figures, unless otherwise stated. For small firms without R&D labs,
figures refer to total researchers and technical staff employed.
17 Primary focus, X=Export; D=Domestic Market
8 F=Foreign; L=Locally-owned; JV=Joint venture
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Table 3.1: Company Sample by Industrial Grouping (continued)

Firm and Start Date Size of firm R&D Domestic Owner Main Product Current Source of
Industrial Sales and Spend/Em (D) ship Lines Technology Technology
Grouping Employment ployment Export Strategy

2000 2000 market
(E)

.G roup4 . . ._._._._._._._i_. ___.

Automobiles and
supply chain
****Hyundai - Kia HK- 2000 US$90 billion E=l1100 E (also D) L Automobiles Move to Mistubishi.

Motor Corporation HMC - product In-house
circa 1974 creation on engineering

global stage R&D; global
networks of
suppliers

****Mando 1962 (as US$800 E=398 D F Auto Imitate and Hyundai, in-

Corporation Hyundai million US$32 components: improve, fast house R&D
Intemat- E=3,300 million brakes, steering, follow, low and

ional 4% of sales motors cost engineering

***Doowon
Precision Industry .

***Korloy 1966 US$40 million US$4.8 D (also E) L Tooling for Imitate and Clients, in-
E=400 million machinery improve, fast house R&D,

E=50 (autos, follower engineering
aerospace etc)

**Bosch 1991 E=70 E=64 D F ABS, electronic Fast Bosch parent
control units, introduction and other
fuel injection of Bosch group
systems, technology, companies
environment localisation
stds.

G roup 5__.___ .._ -. .5. ._ ,_ -._ - --

Foodstuffs
***Daesang 1956 E-3,000 E=100 D L Seasoning, Fast In-house

farina, citric follower, resources,
acid, food price, quality recruitment

___________ processing and speed of new staff

**Bolak 1959 US$20 million E=35 D (some L Food additives, New In-house
E=200 E) flavors, processes, R&D,

fragrances, low price, licensing,
_________________ __________ cacao products distributors

**Hanil Feedmill 1968 US$43.2 E=9 D L Animal Quality and Japanese
million foodstuffs for product partners, in-
E=85 chickens, cows, diversificatio house

pigs n efforts,
equipment

__________ _________ ___________ ~supp ier

Group6 6_ __ _ __ _ . . ;.

Start-up Micro-
firms ('venture
rums5')
*n-Shaper 2000 E=15 (US$ 2 E=12 D L Management Provide new Venture
Corporation million, start and financial start-ups funders, plus

up capital) support to new with local
start ups managerial network

I_sills
*Techovalue.com 2000 E=9 E=4 D L Business Rapidly Korean S&T

consultancy for learning network,
new start-ups intermediary including

universities
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Firm and Industrial Start Date Size of firm R&D DOMeM: 0.f O7r_x INI Lr0f.UCt Cureant Source c?
Grouping Sales and Spend/Empl ic (D) shFp 1L,s | TeeDnnlcgy Technology

Employment oyment Euport Str&y
2C$ 2C80 marletl

(E) l
Group 7 _ _

Other

****LG Cable 1947 US$160 E=400 D/E L Telecom cable, Product In-house
(Telecom and other million US$3.2 including optics, imitation and R&D,
cables) E=3,800 million per esp. ultra high improvemen foreign

annum prcssurc cable t, collaboration

****Korea Zinc 1974 US$7.9 billion E=55 D/E L Zinc, lead, silver, Scaling up Engineering
(Zinc and its by- cadmium and quickly from supported by
products) other metal lab to full- applied

scale R&D, and
production. intemational

network

'***LG Chem 1947 US$ 5 billion N/a D/E L Wide range of Fast Overseas
(Chemicals and pharmaceutical discovery, education,
related) products rapid early US science

development advisory
board, R&D

***Green Cross 1967 E=1,200 100 D LtF Plasma fractions, Fast process In-house
(Medicines and including hepatitis improvemen expertise,
related) B renal syndrome t, quality and and R&D

vaccines speed of
delivery

**Choonwae 1972 E=228 E=24 D/E L Incubators, X-ray Co- Foreign
(Medical Equipment) 5% of sales machinery, CAT development partners, in-

scanners, witl Hitachi, house R&D,
operating tables rapid in- collaboration

house projects
_____________________ ______________ ________ ~~~~lea mning

**Kuk Dong Co 1983 US$5 million 20(7 in D/E L Electric chain Move from Reverse
(Material handling E=65 R&D; 13 in hoists, chain price and engineering,
equipment) engineering bloclks and cranes quality to R&D,

new product university
development collaboration

TabRle 30 2: Sampe o t oTS. mc olr _.. ,, X $ 

Group 1: Telecom service providers
Group 2: Electronic products and components exporters
Group 3: Capital goods for electronics industry
Group 4: Automobiles and input suppliers
Group 5: Foodstuffs
Group 6: New start-up enterprises ('venture' companies)
Group 7: Other firms

3.5 Regarding technology strategy, KT had shifted away from in-house development
of hardware and software towards a far greater reliance on outsourcing to local and
foreign firms. It had built up new teams of researchers capable of future network
scenario analysis, and technology search and acquire capabilities. Organizationally, KT
had moved from a traditional, functional based organization to a project-led company
organized around clusters of customer demand.
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3.6 Systems were in place for knowledge capture and learning, and the company
worked closely with leading international suppliers of equipment and technology, such as
Lucent, Nortel and Ericsson, with which it had strong technological linkages. KT's main
task was centered on the integration of the various systems in order to deploy the new
technology effectively in the network and offer new services. In this move 'downstream'
towards systems integration (away from upstream product and system technology) the
company was following an international trend, and was forced to develop new
capabilities to offer novel 'solutions' on the network. Overall, the firm was approaching
the world technological frontier, strategically very capable (in the higher band of level 3
overall) but perhaps not yet in the world leading 'creative' class which some
telecommunications operators have achieved in the US.

3.7 SKT provided an interesting contrast to the more traditional KT. SKT began as
part of KT in 1985 and in 1995 was sold to the SK Group and, in effect, privatized and
free to compete in mobile. It had grown to become a highly successful technologically
advanced mobile service supplier. In all eight key technology areas, SKT scored very
highly and 'creative' in most. It was first in the world to implement several new mobile
internet services and had a strategy and vision firmly fixed on the future, a future
increasingly dominated by internet mobile services. Around half of its 400 staff worked
on mobile internet services.

3.8 SKT had moved progressively downstream from technological involvement in
systems and products to network service solutions and associated research, which
involved searching out, and helping to define, new systems for the network based on the
latest technologies (e.g. switches, routers, base stations, customer care software), and
testing these out in the Korean market. Being a relatively small operator worldwide it
had found that the major international vendors (e.g. Motorola and Lucent) were less
responsive to its need (e.g. in terms of speed of delivery) than local firms. It had
therefore switched to local suppliers such as Samsung and LG who were prepared to
work more quickly and give more attention to SK's particular needs. In these activities it
had helped pull local suppliers forward technologically and, in many cases, had been
involved in the co-specification and development of the vendors systems.

3.9 In the area of technological learning, SKT demonstrated highly advanced
knowledge management systems, similar to those found in leading firms in the US and
Europe. SKT had close links with universities in Korea and abroad. It employed around
20 PhDs and 150-200 Masters holders in its R&D division, which constituted a strong
source of innovation. In the areas of learning and review, the company also scored very
highly as it did in each of the categories running from awareness, to search, source,
implement and build capability. Overall this was a creative, highly ambitious company
which benchmarked itself, quite rightly, against the world leaders in mobile service
provision.
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3.2 GROuP 2: ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS AND COMPONENTS EXPORTERS

Box 3.1: Samsung: A World Leader in Electronics

Samsung is the leading, most advanced electronics producer in Korea. It spent around US$500
million on R&D in year 2000, within its 900 strong corporate lab (SAIT), more than the entire
Korean Government spent on basic research. It had a sophisticated portfolio of R&D activities
across a range of technologies. The corporate lab used a technology roadmap with a 5-10 year time
horizon to support new product development and associated research in the business divisions, which
tended to have 3-5 year time horizon. The 1997 crisis reduced R&D spending by 10%, which led to
equivalent staff reductions. However, the company's technology strategy remained the same as
before the crisis. SAIT produced 200-300 patents per annum, indicating an internationally strong
technological capability. It was also to point to many specific in-house technological developments
(e.g. DVD, DVDR, new generation DRAMs) which had gone on to become major new businesses
for the company. It recently introduced a promotions/incentive scheme (amounting to around 10-
20% of salary) based on performance, responding to labor market competition and the 'lure' of new
start up firms. At least eight new companies spun off in the past two years, focusing on developing
applications from Samsung's new technology. Teams of SAIT engineers regularly left to join the
business divisions, taking their skills and knowledge with them. Looking to the future, Samsung
believed that nano-technology and perhaps other materials could challenge the silicon basis of
electronics, once silicon reaches its physical limits. Overall, Samsung had reached or was
approaching the world technology frontier in many areas related to its core manufacturing business.
It had also invested in overseas R&D facilities to access leading edge technology (e.g. in the, UK the
Samsung Electronics Research Institute employed 80 or so British engineers to develop the 2.5G and
third Generation internet mobile telephone chips for the European market).

3.10 The second cluster of firms, electronics goods and components, represented the
largest exporting group of firms in South Korea. Together, the sample firms interviewed
employed more then 260,000 workers, boasting annual sales of more than US$160
billion, mostly for export. In some major export areas (e.g. DRAMs, LCDs, TFT-FPDs,
DVD/DVDR'9 ) these companies were international leaders, although they tended to
compete in lower price ranges than their Japanese and European competitors. Each firm
had large, highly advanced internal technological resources. Together they spent around
US$1 billion on R&D per year within their corporate labs. Samsung alone spent US$500
million per annum in year 2000 within its corporate R&D laboratory, Samsung Advanced
Institute of Technology (see Box 1 for details of Samsung).

3. 11 Regarding the technology audit, in the areas of technology awareness, search and
capability, these firms mostly scored highly, in the upper band of strategic level 3,
although most were not yet at the 'creative' level 4 class. Research was still based on the
central or corporate lab model, which leading US firms have tended to replace, or
integrate within a network model which is able to access highly advanced technology

19 These are respectively dynamic random access memories (a semiconductor product), liquid crystal
displays (a component), thin film transistor-flat panel displays (an advanced display used in notebook
computers and PCs), digital video disk player and DVD recorder.
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actively from many sources around the world (lansiti and West, 1997;2 Gassman and
Zedwitz, 1999).2' However, each of the firms had begun international technology
networking, in countries such as the US, UK, Russia and Israel, making strategic
investments in key groups such as the NIlT's Media Lab.

3.12 In terms of product, these firms had not yet moved far 'downstream' to
knowledge-intensive services and 'solutions', as had many leading US manufactures (cite
HBR article). Nor were they yet very strong in international brand image, distribution or
marketing, all of which are important value-adding activities. While some had reached
the technology frontier in specific product areas, in key areas of electronics and
information technology these firms were not yet capable of defining advanced complex
systems, or contributing to the world frontier in terms of new materials or radical new
product designs. They tended to lag behind the major Japanese firms in consumer
electronics, US firms in computing technology and European firms in
telecommunications.

3.13 However, in the mass production of relatively simple hardware products (e.g.
DRAMs as opposed to microprocessors, and telecom handsets as opposed to telecom
switches and base stations) they were clearly world leaders. R&D was largely oriented to
support next generations of hardware products (e.g. consumer electronics and
components) rather than complex systems, services or capital goods. Nevertheless,
within their hardware domain these firms were extremely effective, well-organized and
internationally competitive. They were increasingly bringing new product generations to
the world market place (e.g. in DRAMs and TFTl-FPDs) in the way Japanese firms had
done a decade or so earlier, but had yet to create radical new products.

3.14 Regarding technology strategy, most were making a transition from competitive
advantage based on process capability to one based increasingly on product innovation
capability. Samsung, was looking forward 5 to 10 years to the emergence of nano-
technology products and had a broad technology program in this particular area.
Regarding selection and sourcing, again firms scored highly mostly in the upper band of
3 'strategic'. However, the interviews revealed continuing weaknesses in capital goods,
both within the firms themselves and within the Korean economy more generally (see
Chapter 4 below). In many areas, electronics producers remained heavily dependent on
Japanese suppliers for capital goods and key components, imposing a high import cost
structure on the firms.

3.15 Finally, in terms of learning, review and implementation, firms again scored
highly in the upper band of 'C' (strategic). Most were not yet utilizing advanced
knowledge management techniques and some worked along traditional functional or
matrix lines. However, in the mass production areas they compete in, these firms had

20 lansiti, M. and West, J. (1997): 'Technology Integration: Turning Great Research Into Great Products',
Harvard Business Review, May-June, pp6 9 -8 2.
21 Gassman, 0. and Zedwitz, M. von (1999): Organizing Virtual R&D Teams: Towards a Contingency
Approach, Conference Paper Presented at, PICMET-99, July 25-29, No378.
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robust routines for new project specification, evaluation, monitoring and review. Some
were aware, and were deploying, the latest management techniques deployed in the US.22

3.16 Regarding overall strengths and weaknesses, electronics firms core strengths still
centered on manufacturing process technology, with firms benefiting from worldwide
growth in demand for mobile telephony, consumer electronics, no§ebook corfnputers and
so on. However, firns were not yet at the 'creative' stage where they are able to re-
define markets, contribute radical new products and servlces through advanced R&D.
Nor were they able to challenge existing business moeels (e.g. by moving downstream
into services). They tended to follow behind the leaders with innovative, lower cost
follower designs. There was also still a significant proportion of production carried out
under OEM sub-contract arrangements with market leaders in Japan and the UJS, placing
Korean firms behind the leaders in the international division of production.

3.17 In their efforts to move beyond process innovation to product creation, electronics
firns could also be threatened by the new trend in tne US and Europe, which began in the
early to mid-1990s, towards CEM, where leading cormpanies such as IBM, Lucent, BP
and Ericcson have outsourced their production to new C-T1 specialist partners based in
the developed countries (e.g. SC1, Flextronics, Celestica and Solectron). These CEMs
develop new process technologies in close partnerships with the major buyers and orient
new processes towards latest generation products. If this trend continues (it represented
around 18% of electronics production in the US in 1999, growing at 25% per annum) it
could restrict the technology advance of Korean firms in cortain areas, by limiting their
direct access to IBM and other purchasers (Hobday, 2C00). "Potentially, the CEM trend
could force Korean firms into a subordinate position within the international division of
labor, restricting them to less advanced processes and designs for foliower products.

303 GROUP 3: CAPXTAL GOODS AND INNUT UIP?LiJf, hITGO TE s ; iHS¢
fNDBUTRY

3.18 Group 3 contained three suppliers of capital goods and high technology design
services, as well as basic equipment for the large electronics firms. The group included
three very different types of firms: C&S Technology was a high technology design
supplier, which had spun off from Samsung; 3M was a foreign supplier of equipment
and technology, operating in Korea for 20 years or so; and Dong Yang was a traditional
SME, supplying basic capital goods to the semiconductor industry.

3.19 C&S Technology (see Box 3.2) was an example of one of several highly capable
SMEs which spun off from the chaebol to supply high technology services (in this case
new product designs) to Korean exporters. Overall, the company scored highly on the
audit (3 or 4 in most areas), situated between 'strategic and creative'. Like mnany other

22 Seeley Brown, J. and Duguid, P. (1996): 'Organizational Learning and Communities of Practice:
Towards a Unified View of Working, Learning, and Innovation', in M. D. Cohen and L. S. Sproull (eds),
Organizational Learning, Sage Publication, California; Davenport, T.11. and Prusak, L (1998): Working
Knowledge: How Organizations Manage What They Know, Harvard Business School Press, Boston MA.
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small spin-off firms, its advantages were in speed to market and improvements on

existing designs rather than creative new designs.

3.20 By contrast 3M was an example of an early foreign entrant (circa 1980) into

Korea, supplying equipment and components (e.g. surface mount technology and optical
products). Of its 680 employees, around 10% were engineers or technicians, working
with local buyers on new equipment requirements, modifying 3Ms products, and
providing support and maintenance services to users in Korea. Like other foreign

subsidiaries in Korea, the majority of its technology links and sources were with other
companies in the group (in this case 40 or so overseas 3M divisions).

Box 3.2: C&S Technology: Designing Chips for Major Electronics Producers

C&S is a creative SME which span off from Samsung with just four engineers in 1993. It supplies
chip design technology (one of four or five such firms in Korea). Today, C&S offers around 100
designs, employs around 110 people, and serves ten or so different clients. Its technological
environment and its company fortunes are largely shaped by its largest customer, Samsung. C&S has
a clear strategic view of technology management and a well articulated vision. It receives a good
supply of engineers from SNU, KAIST and other Korean Universities who are then trained, mostly
'on the job'. The firm's core capabilities lie in rapid time to market and ease of implementation,
rather than creative new design offerings. It is an innovative, 'behind the technology frontier'
company. C&S has a clear view of its special technology advantages, as important to small as to
large firms.

3.21 3M Korea engaged in regular conferences and meetings with group companies

and frequently sent staff abroad for training. The company had few links with

govemment research institutes, but some connections with local universities where most
of the technical staff were from. While the firm had a strategic five year plan, it tended to

support other 3M products rather than develop its own goods locally. As far as the audit
was concemed, the company was generally a '3', technically competent with well-

developed search and acquire capabilities, strong in process technology, efficient at

technology absorption, and adept at leaming and competence building. It had a

professional approach towards project management, human resource development, cross
functional integration of project teams, and knowledge management systems. Overall,
this was a technically competent firm able to transfer technology from other 3M locations

to Korea.

3.22 Dong Yang was an example of a small, more traditional capital goods supplier.
Established in 1981, it employed 99 staff in 2001. The company began by importing and

re-engineering testing and handling equipment for semiconductors, and later moved into
3D automation systems and visioning equipment. Like many SNIE capital goods

suppliers in Korea, its strategy was based on low pnrce, high quality offerings, rather than
new product innovations. Most of the key components were imported and other firms in
the region offered similar products. In terms of the audit (generally scoring mid-level 3),

the company had well-developed intemational search capabilities and a coherent
technology strategy, which involved continuing up the technology ladder towards higher
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value, more complex products. This, in turn, required more R&D capability within the
firn. Dong Yang's strategy was 'import, improve and adapt' to local needs, making it a
valuable niche player in this sector.

3.4 GROUP 4: AUTOMOBILES AND INPUT SUPPLIERS

3.23 The automobile industry was the fourth cluster. The leading auto producer
Hyundai-Kia Motor (HKM) Corporation was included, along with four suppliers of auto
components, capital goods, technology and design services, ranging in size from the
Mando Corporation, with around 3,300 employees, to Doowon Precision (1,000 staff), to
Korloy (with 400 staff), to the foreign Bosch Technical Support Center with 74
employees in 2001. Individually, each of these finns performed well against our audit,
revealing well considered technology strategies, impressive and growing technological
competencies, and well-honed search and acquire capabilities.

Box 3.3: Hyundai - Kia Motor Corporation: Becoming a Global Competitor

HMC was established around 25 years ago with investment and technical assistance from Mitsubishi.
Since then it has transformed from a low cost assembler to having ambitions to becoming one of the
top five global producers within the next five years. As a result of the crisis, HMC recently merged
with Kia to create the largest Korean auto producer and the company is still going through a process
of assimilation. For example, there are currently around 24 platforms but the eventual aim is to
concentrate down to seven. Similarly, there is considerable effort going into R&D, as well as
component parts rationalization and facilities integration. The firm has R&D facilities in several
locations in Korea and also in the US, Japan and Europe. HMC company has a high commitment to
R&D with around 1000 MSc and 100 PhD researchers in the main Technical Center alone, and many
other R&D staff employed in other parts of the company. The company is strong across a broad
technology frontier, ranging from product design (e.g. new concepts for fuel and engine options),
styling and design technology (such as 3D CAD and simulation). There is also extensive work with
the local supply chain to move to a shared approach to component R&D. The company scored
highly on the innovation audit in almost all areas. Strategically, it planned to move further 'up the
technology ladder' towards product and technology creation, involving special purpose facilities
such as the new wind tunnel. Mechanisms for technology intelligence include a variety of R&D
collaborations and joint ventures, as well as co-operation agreements with key component suppliers
such as Delphi to ensure that the firm is kept close to the international frontier. HKM recognizes the
problems it has had in the past in transferring technology from R&D into production and has
developed a number of mechanisms to reduce delays, including new cross-functional teams and the
use of a pilot plant facility to provide an opportunity for learning and product/process development.
Current technology priorities include new fuel sources and IT integration into new car concepts.
Currently, the company has around 50 collaborative projects with universities in Korea and 40 with
government institutes, spending around US$15 million per annum on these activities. Most of these
projects are feasibility studies, concept elaboration and software development. One major
development is the Next Generation Vehicle Project, a company established for the purpose of
developing a university-linked (Seoul University) program. In addition, HKM runs training courses
to promote new skills development, with 300 people so far having completed the program. Overall,
this is a strong company which has survived the crisis and is now in a strong position to increase its
market share. Its past technological strength come from the classic 'copy and improve' approach.
HKM is now at the technological frontier and intends to move more fully into product and process
creation. The commitment to R&D supports the view that this is a feasible ambition.
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3.24 Overall, the automobile industry presents a similar picture to the electronics
industry. The leading international exporters have reached the stage where they wish to
move beyond manufacturing process towards new product design as their core
competitive advantage. However, like the major electronics producers, firms such as
HKM are poorly supported by the local capital goods industry and rely heavily on foreign
imports.

3.25 Beginning with HKM, this firm boasted a wide range of strong technological
capabilities (see Box 3.3) and had collaborations with major R&D and component
suppliers around the world. With ambitions of becoming one of the five largest
producers worldwide, the company had recently absorbed the ailing Kia Corporation
which went into receivership following the economic crisis. As Box 3 shows, HKM was
a technologically strong company which had survived the crisis and was preparing to
further develop products for the international market. In the past, its technological
strengths derived from the 'imitate and develop' approach, common among Korean
exporters. However, HKM had now caught up with many international producers and
was able to operate at the technological frontier. Its next stage was to move more fully
into a mode of new product creation, supported by a major commitment to R&D.

3.26 Bosch Technical Center Korea (TCK) was a small but impressive technical
support center for the German Bosch, supplying car components to Hyundai and other
local car producers. TCK began in 1991 when deregulation allowed Bosch to by land.
The Center had gradually built up a range of technical capabilities by transferring
technology (e.g. for software) from the German parent, where at least one of the directors
had worked for many years. Although small, Bosch TCK was an important specialist in
capital goods and services, supporting Hyundai's efforts to enter advanced markets (e.g.
by providing emissions technology and environmental standards consultancy). Like
many other foreign suppliers (e.g. 3 M), the company's technology environment and
strategy was largely defined by its parent and the other companies in the Bosch group. It
had few connections with universities, and none with government research institutes as
these were not seen as relevant to the advanced applied technology required by industry.

3.27 Mando, by contrast, was originally set up in 1962 as Hyundai International, a
manufacturer of car components. In 1999 it was sold to a consortium of UBS and Chase
Manhattan and renamed Mando. Mando employed 3,300 people and sold around
US$800 million in 2000. The company produced brake, steering, suspension, motors and
other components, but since the buy-out had concentrated on chassis parts only. Like
many other local component suppliers, it was heavily dependent on Hyundai-Kia, and
almost all production was for the domestic market (only 4% was exported). As with
other Korean manufacturers, the technology strategy has been one of copy, develop and
improve. Mando employed 398 people in R&D, with 210 in a central facility at Asan and
the rest allocated across divisions.

3.28 While there was a division between product and process development, the
company had retreated somewhat from the technology frontier (e.g. on ABS), finding it
difficult to compete with high R&D spenders such as Bosch and, as a result, decided to
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continue their follower strategy, focusing on quality and price rather than product
sophistication.

3.29 In terms of searching for new technology, Mando was extremely capable at
assessing competitor activities, making extensive use of the Internet, and using visits and
exhibitions to their advantage. The company had worked on the scientific basis of NVH
(noise reduction) with Seoul National University for the past six years. Miando's core
competence was in integrated chassis components where it enjoyed some competitive
advantage. Despite being a medium-sized company, Mando boasted more than 3,300
patents, placing it among the top 15 patent holders in the country.

3.30 Like other firms reaching the technology frontier, Mando was at a crossroads.
The strategy of being a fast follower, quiclcly reproducing and improving on new
products had worked in the past and, although wishing to progress further, the company
realized the risks and difficulties of becoming a product creator: "if you create a new
technology within Korea then who will be the customer?" At the same time, its capacity
for low cost product imitation could be challenged by larger players with similar
strategies, for example from China, as they enter the field.

3.31 This vulnerability was also present in Doowon which had built a strong market
position by staying close to local customers, especially FIyundai. In conventional
products (e.g. mechanical fuel injection systems for diesel engines for cars, trucks and
agricultural vehicles) Doowon boasted clear price and quality advantages and had some
success into third markets (e.g. China). However, in new generation higher technology
products the options for copy and develop/imitate were constrained by the reluctance of
technology holders (such as Bosch and Lucas) to license. Doowon's ability to develop its
own variant products (e.g. for electronic pumps) was further constrained by the
significant cutbacks in R&D which followed the crisis. In the short-term, Doowon was in
a strong position to supply products for the growing vehicle industry. However, in the
long-term it could become increasingly difficult to match lower cost Asian competition in
conventional products, while defending strategic moves to higher technology areas.

3.32 Korloy, which faced similar difficulties, had managed to develop a s,rong position
in the design and production of tooling for machinery used in the automotive, aerospace
and machine building sectors. The company ranked itself 2 0th in the world in terms of
technology, including powder metallurgy and surface treatment (especially PVD
coating). Its distinctive competence lay in a mixture of price and quality, combined with
good service and fast delivery. Like other Korean capital goods suppliers, Xorloy
pursued a strategy which was neither a 'blind follower' nor a technology leader. Korloy
estimated that it was between one and five years behind the new product capabilities of
very advanced companies, but it had significant time-to-market and price advantages.
Overall, this firm had a good track record in technology and whilst it adopte-d a follower
approach it did more than simple imitation. By mastering process technologies such as
sintering and surface treatment, it had developed a distinctive competence. Again,
however, in the longer-term, the company faced a growing competitive threat from China
and other regional players. In its view, this trend could only be counterbalanced by a
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stronger internal commitment to technology which would enable the firm to move up the
technology ladder, towards more proactive product innovation.

3.5 GROuP 5: FOODSTUFFS

3.33 Foodstuffs, the fifth group, was included as it appeared to represent an example of
a traditional low technology (albeit important) Korean industry. The sample included
three firms, Daesang, Bolak and Hanil. In fact, these firms utilized new technology in
their processes and had fairly well-developed capabilities for search, acquire and
implementation of technology, scoring around the mid-band of Type D (strategic) against
most of the technology criteria. Their problems and strategies were remarkably similar to
those highlighted by domestic market suppliers in the other groups.

3.34 Daesang, established in 1956, was an example of a medium to large company
with around 3,000 staff producing a range of foodstuff, including seasonings, farina, and
citric acid. Like other firms in the foodstuffs industry, the company was 'caught in the
middle' between lower cost Asian producers (especially China) and product leaders in
Japan and the West. Upgrading via R&D (e.g. on micro-organisms for fermentation) was
seen as a means of competing via quality improvement, but the crisis had reduced the
funds available for R&D, exposing the firm to low cost competition and posing a major
problem to the strategy of technology upgrading.

3.35 Bolak, which began in 1959, was a small supplier (with 200 staff) of food
additives, flavors, coloring and processed cacao. Like Daesang, it had an internal R&D
department, capable of searching, acquiring and improving the quality of products and
processes, as well as reducing costs and introducing product modifications to suit the
local market. Also like Daesang, the firm was surprisingly technology-intensive, in this
case with 35 staff (18%) devoted to R&D and a portfolio of 30 patents. Bolak had an
impressive process for strategy formulation and problem brainstorming as well as highly
developed international and national search and acquire skills. The company maintained
good links with 20 or so professors, mostly in Korea, in order to identify and assess
future (five to ten year) technology requirements. It also had good basic systems for
project introduction, evaluation and learning.

3.36 Finally, Hanil was a small firm with 85 employees, nine of 'whom worked in
R&D. As Box 3.4 shows, R&D had increased in recent years and the company was
capable of following international trends and developing its own products. The company
worked closely with two Japanese partners to produce new mixing technologies for the
local market. Although small, Hanil also worked with firms in the US, Mongolia and
Indonesia. Like most other companies in this sector, production equipment tended to be
imported from either the Japan or the US.
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Box 3. 4: Hanil Feedmill Co: Improving Product Quality with Japanese Partners

Hanil, established in 1968, manufactures an assortment of animal foodstuff (primarily for chickens,
dairy cows and pigs). It employs 85 people and has a turnover (in 1999) of around US$43.2 million.
It is the largest domestic producer, with a 10% market share. The firm competes on the basis of
product quality rather than price and most of its R&D effort is dedicated to improving its products.
Regarding technology strategy, Hanil is continuing to diversify from cow feed to chicken feed and
up-dates its knowledge base through visits to Japan, internet searches and the scientific literature. Of
the 85 employees, nine work in R&D. The company faces difficulties in recruiting specialists from
local universities. However, R&D projects enable Hanil to follow trends in the market and develop
new products based on the management's strategy and competitor analysis. Hanil works closely
with two Japanese companies to produce new mixing technologies for chicken and cows. Like many
Korean firms, it relies on Japanese firms for new product ideas as well as technology transfer.
Although a small company, Hanil collaborates with firms in the US, Mongolia and Indonesia, as well
as a local university. Most testing is carried out in-house, with some contracted out to the Korean
Science Analysis Center (a private company). Like other firms, most capital equipment is imported
and quality, fast product introduction and competitive price constitutes the strategy, rather than new
product creation based on advanced R&D.

3.6 GROUP 6: NEW START-UP ENTERPRISES ('VENTURE' COMPANIES)

3.37 Group 6, the two micro enterprises, were examples of the many new high
technology start-up firms. In Korea these are called 'venture' firms. Although they are
generally not venture capital suppliers, some do perform this function. These firms
represent a new 'breed' of mostly small start-up companies which have emerged in the
last three or four years. They now constitute an important 'innovation experiment' within
Korea's traditionally, large-firm dominated industrial structure.

3.38 As Lee and Kim (20 00 )fl show, the number of venture companies expanded from
only 304 in May 1998 to over 6,000 in March 2000. Their output in 1999 amounted to
around 4.8% of GDP and employment stood at 180,000. The plan of the Korean
Government was to increase their share in GDP to 18% in the medium-term. Their
emergence coincided with the upswing in the Korean economy in 1999, which
experienced a 9% growth in GDP. The growth of new firms was partly in response to
policy measures such as the Special Law on the Promotion of Venture Companies and
various incentives, including tax benefits. This all occurred under the policy goal of
moving Korea from a chaebol-led to a venture-led economy (Lee and Kim, 2000).

3.39 The Office of Small and Medium Sized Enterprise promulgated a five year plan
for the vitalization of venture companies. To qualify as a venture company there were
four criteria: (a) venture capital must represent at least 10% of the total capital; (b) at

2 Lee, K. and Kim, S. (2000): Characteristics and Economic Efficiency of the Venture Companies in
Korea: Comparison with the Chaebols and other Traditional Firms, Seoul Journal of Economics, Vol 13,
No. 3, pp33 5 -3 6 0 .
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least 5% of sales should be allocated to R&D; (c) at least 50% of revenues must derive
from products based on new patents or new technology; or (d) the firms passes a special

review or inspection.

3.40 The Kosdaq stock market, another encouragement, was established in 1996. This
grew rapidly and at the end of 1997, 359 firns were listed. By July 2000 this had grown
to 479 of whom 202 were classified as venture companies. The value of the Kosdak
grew from Won 7,068 billion (around US$ 5,890 million ) at the end of 1997 to Won
54,271 billion (US$45,226 million) in July 2000, equivalent to around 21.2% of the
entire Korean Stock Exchange.

3.41 Many firms emerged from universities and government funded research institutes.
Others span out of the chaebol and other large firms, spurred on by new opportunities.
So far the venture sectors has proved to be highly dynamic and profitable (Lee and Kim,
2000). However, many are very young and are still at the start-up experimentation stage.
Our two case examples provide insights into the nature of some of the activities
performed by the new companies.

3.42 Technovalue, with 9 employees, was a one year old start-up. This particular
company span off from a government research institute (STEPI, the Science and
Technology Policy Institute under the Ministry of Science and Technology) and had
continued to benefit from STEPI's wide range of contacts in the Korean S&T
community. Its strategy was to assist new .S&T start-ups by providing management,
business, technology and financial services. Support services included the development
of business plans, on-line management education, and techniques for competitor analysis.

3.43 Like many others, Technovalue emerged as a response to new government policy
schemes and incentives which had begun two years ago and in response to the dynamism
created by the growth of the Kosdaq. The company learned rapidly through its network
of contacts, about management services and consultancy. It was still at a very early stage
of development, covering a broad range of sectors including bio-technology, information
technology and the environment. It was searching for its own particular niche and had
not yet focused down on any particular sector or service offering. The case indicated that
public sector organizations can be a source of competent spin-offs, which can then
benefit from the network of S&T specialists open to them. It also revealed the demand
for management and business services among the many micro-enterprises now in the
economy. Companies and support agencies providing advice and training appear to be in
short supply in Korea. While Technovalue indicates that recent government policies
have stimulated entrepreneurial innovation in Korea, it was unclear why recent policies
succeeded so dramatically while earlier policies had achieved far less success..

3.44 The second case, N-Shaper, revealed further dimensions of the new start-up
industry in Korea. N-Shaper began in 2000 and employed 15 staff in 2001. Like
Technovalue, it provided management services. It also provided financial services and
venture capital packages to other new start-ups. Unlike Technovalue, N-Shaper was
initiated by three large Korean companies attempting to benefit from the new technology-
based opportunities in Korea. This firm focused on information and communications
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technology start ups and has already received more than CO0 new business proposals in
search of consulting assistance and funding. The company directors believed that the
venture company explosion was primarily a response to support from the capital market
and private sector firms. Most large firms had experimented in this area through spin-
offs and financial investments in other companies. However, many had failed and there
was some doubt over the success or otherwise of the many hundreds of other start-up
firms. Most were following business models developed abroad (e.g. e-commerce,
internet and IT support offerings), rather than developing new products and new business
models. N-Shaper had developed a framework for its consultancy services based on a
risk management approach, which incorporated technology, market, financial and
personnel risks. Services also included identifying financiers, financial advisors and
experienced managers to complement the technology-driven approach of many of the
new firms.

3.7 Gasoauii'7: (L):. z:

3.45 In addition to the six groups of firms above, six other firms from a wide range of
other sectors (including cable production, metal processing, medical equipment,
chemicals, medicines and loading equipment) were interviewed to gain additional
perspectives on innovation processes within Korean firms and to see if the findings were
consistent with other types of firms and sectors. Selected findings from these firms are
presented in Annex A3.
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4. RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

4.1 Chapter 3 focused on the innovation within Korean firms, examining capabilities
and strategies, strengths and weaknesses. This chapter presents the wider issues arising
from company interviews together with implications for firm strategy and government
policies in Korea. Policy recommendations are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.1 OVERALL RESULTS FROM THE KOREAN AUDIT

Figure 4.1: Korean Sample Firms According to Technological Capability

Awareness of
Technology

x x
x x x x x

x x x x TypeD
Type C Firms: x x Firms:
Strategic Creative

x x xx x x
x x

x x x x

Type B
Firms:
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.Una ware'
Passit e

Effectiveness in practice

4.2 Figure 4.1 presents the results of the individual firm audits, clustering them
according to their technological capability. The majority of the sample of 25 firms were
spread around the lower, middle and upper band of Type C ('strategic'), beyond 'passive'
(Type A) and 'reactive' (Type B). In applying the audit tool, it became clear that within
the 'strategic' category, there was a great deal of difference between barely strategic
firms and firms which had mastered strategy formulation and execution. It is likely that
there is also a wide spread between the upper and lower performers in each category.
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Also, given the subjective nature of the data collected, small differences between firms
within and between overall categories cannot be considered significant in any way.

4.3 Within the Korean sample, only two firms scored hignly enough to be in the
'creative' (Type C) category and a further two were in the Type B 'reactive' category.
Therefore, 23 of the 25 firms were not yet capable of contributing to the world
technology frontier through R&D or new generation high value products. Chapter 5
provides a policy analysis and suggestions for this category of firms based on the OECD
experiences.

4.2 AN INNOVATRION 1DLEMMAo IRom PROCEES HNN0VA N 'fG hRODUCU CREATRON

4.4 In some respects Korean industry finds itself in an 'innovation dilemma' as a
result of its own success. The catch-up model which has served industry well in the past
is reaching limits in some areas, challenging firms to move beyond process innovation to
new product creation.24 In the area of new product creation most Korean firms, in most
sectors, have yet to make their mark, particularly in higher price, more complex products
and capital goods and services.

4.5 While most firms highlighted this dilemma, they also recognized that faster
moves towards product creation poses serious risks and costs. But without these moves,
firms will increasingly confront lower cost competition from other highly capable Asian
economies, especially China. In other words, firms are 'squeezed' between higher
technology leaders in the US, Japan and Europe and lower cost competitors elsewhere in
Asia.

4.6 The strategic move to product creation from an 'imitate and improve' strategy
faced many companies in our sample. However, to move in this direction successfully,
firms will require greater direct support from leading capital goods producers (including
foreign suppliers), as the more complex capital goods, components and services sectors
are weakly represented in the Korean economy, as indicated by both users and producers
of capital goods.

4.7 The move to product creation also requires far greater investment in fundamental
R&D, capable of the capacity to produce new product generations based on new
materials, radical designs and advanced information (especially software) technology.
Unfortunately, while this requirement is widely recognized in industry, the recent crisis
led to cut-backs in fundamental research and a move towards shorter tenn R&D in
support of current and near-term business. In many cases, firms have yet to recover from
this re-orientation, forced upon them by financial constraints.

24 Note that from an historical perspective this view could be challenged. It has been widely expressed in
previous phases of Korean industrial history by academic observers and industrialists. However, it could
well be that, as long as international markets for low cost, high quality hardware continues to expand (as
they are likely to do, for example in electronics) Korean firms may well continue their repeated cycle of
'behind the frontier' catch up product innovation, with leading US, Japanese and European firms remaining
ahead in new product creation, especially in higher price, design-intensive, complex products and systems.
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4.8 Firms also feel, rightly or wrongly, that Korean universities and government-

funded research institutes are not 'in tune' with their short, medium, or long-term needs.

In particular, in government policies for more 'basic research' in the public sector,

industry felt that this mis-specified and over generalized real needs. Most of our

interviewees felt that the public sector could be far more effective in: (a) supporting

industry's moves towards product development and creation; (b) formulating strategy

with industry, rather than for industry; and (c) supporting the large R&D activities in the

private sector with relevant investments in universities and government-funded research

institutes. The latter did not link well into industrial innovation needs, according to many

of the firms interviewed.

4.9 Equally, policies to encourage more basic research within industry were also

criticized for being 'out of touch'. Firms felt that the real needs were for nearer-term,

more focused and applied research which supported their strategy of moving towards new

product development. In other words, more attention needed to be given by policy

makers to firms as major suppliers of technology, and as major 'demanders' of

technology. Firms believed that they represented the 'heart' of the national system of

innovation within Korea, but that their needs were less well serviced than in competing

economies such as Taiwan, Japan, the US and Europe where they pointed to large joint

programs of technology development and shared facilities, funded by government.25

4.3 TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS AND THE CRISIS

4.10 Over the past decade or so, many leading Korean firms have caught up further

with Japanese competitors, building up their process capabilities and reducing, to some

extent, their dependence on sub-contracting, licensing and OEM. They have

strengthened their R&D capacity and broadened the range of export products in which

they occupy a world leadership position. This represents a continuation of the catch-up

model described by Amsden (1989)', Kim (1997)27, Hobday (1995)28 and others, which

has led on to greater competence in product design and associated R&D.

4.11 However, the crisis which began in 1997 resulted in a number of difficulties and

continuing repercussions and setbacks to the broad strategy. Several firms reported a

'retreat' from basic, towards more applied research in support of business divisions,

caused by the loss of revenues and cut-backs in long-term and non-essential operations.

One very large firm had been forced to re-orient its entire corporate R&D laboratory from

a basic research, science-led center (with programs defined, in the main, by scientists), to

25 While it could be argued that firms were merely representing their own interests in putting forward these

kinds of arguments, other studies also point to a continuing disconnection between the needs of industry

and the activities of government-funded institutes, universities and the major national R&D projects (see

World Bank, 2000, Chapter 5).
26 Amsden, A. (1989): Asia's Next Giant: South Korea and Late Industrialization, Oxford University Press,

New York.
27 Kim, L. (1997): Imitation to Innovation: the Dynamics of Korea's Technological Learning, Harvard

Business School Press, Boston Mass.
28 Hobday, M. (1995): Innovation in East Asia: the Challenge to Japan, Edward Elgar, Aldershot, England.
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a strategy in which 70% of spending was in direct support of the shorter-term product
needs of the business units. This company regretted the move, and had been forced to
lose around 30 scientists in the first wave of cut-backs. This event, and many others like
it, illustrates how upstream moves toward knowledge-intensive basic research activities
are highly sensitive to industrial shocks and business cycles. Many other firms had
reduced their recruitment of doctoral-level researchers and had been forced to curtail
investments in new research areas.

4.12 These moves towards shorter-term R&D were not generally viewed as desirable,
and went against the espoused strategies of most major firms. In some cases the firms
planned to move back to more science-led research when circumstances permitted.2 9

4.13 In other cases the strategy of basic research remained in place, but budgets had
been cut for the first time in recent memory (e.g. by 10% in the case of one leading firm,
which had also experienced redundancies in R&D for the first time).

4.14 It is also important to note that the impact of the crisis on technological
innovation is still ongoing and not only confined to R&D. For example, the major
automobile producer Hyundai-Kia is still in the process of reducing it quantity of
automobile platforms from 24 to five, a rationalization partly caused by the talke over of
Kia, following its collapse as a result of the crisis. Considerable rationalization is also
still occurring in the purchasing of parts and components, as described earlier.

4.15 In the past, Korea has remained fairly closed to foreign direct investment and
Korean firms have not formed many equity partnerships with foreign firms within the
Korean economy. Business with foreign firms has tended to be conducted under CEM
and licensing deals, with some partnering and acquisition abroad. Certainly, when
compared with the economies of South East Asia, Korea has relied extremely heavily on
locally-owned firms for export, rather than the subsidiaries of foreign investors. This
reluctance to engage with foreign firms within Korea may have closed off possible
strategic and innovation options (e.g. partnerships for capital goods' production) in the
past.

4.16 The recent crisis, however, has forced some firms to rethink their 'go it alone'
strategy and, in some cases, has demonstrated the potential advantages of carefully
planned complementary joint ventures within Korea. In other cases, the crisis had forced
companies in search of investment funding into joint ventures with foreign firms which
otherwise, almost certainly, would not have occurred. One extremely successful foreign

29 Note that similar trends occurred in the US in the early-1980s when firms such as ATT, DEC and IBM
were forced to rethink their 'Central Laboratory' model of research. Eventually, this led to a
reconfiguration of R&D, in favor of more applied research, networked in smaller units across countries,
with more responsiveness to business divisions. See for example, lansiti, M. and West, J. (1997):
'Technology Integration: Turning Great Research Into Great Products', Harvard Business Review, May-
June, pp69-82.
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alliance was the case of LG-Philips which was established in 1999 in response to

financial difficulties caused by the crisis. LG provided Philips with advanced

manufacturing process know-how for liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors for PCs and

notebooks, while Philips (the Dutch electronics maker) provided access to financial

capital and its fundamental research facilities in Eindhoven.

4.17 The combination of LG and Philips enabled LG to recover quickly from a one-

year delay in investment in new production facilities, and then to forge ahead to a world

leadership position. In 2000 the joint company achieved a world number one market

share in some major product areas (e.g. a 15% share in LCD monitors for notebooks).

The LG-Philips venture, with sales of US$26 billion and profits of US$0.5 billion in year

2000, enabled LG to gain a leading world status in product and well as process

technology, backed up by fundamental research in support of new product generations.

This case points to some of the potential advantages of foreign collaboration.

4.18 In other cases firms were taken over because of the crisis. The Mando

Corporation, for example, was sold off in 1999 to a consortium of UBS and Chase

Manhatten Bank. Also, Green Cross, was in the process of downsizing and selling off

divisions to TNCs. These types of restructuring also occurred among other firms and in

other sectors (e.g. automobiles) opening up the strategic 'mindset' of Korean companies

to some of the benefits and, no doubt, difficulties of large scale foreign partnerships,

previously avoided in the past. Indeed, one potential 'way out' of the process innovation,

catch-up business model, could be more extensive partnerships with foreign firms within

Korea, where Korean companies trade their strong manufacturing process advantages for

access to capital, new markets and fundamental research capability. This strategy could

also counter the potential threat posed by the emergence of contract electronics

manufacturing within the leading economies. 30

4.5 OTHER DRIVERS OF ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE

4.19 Most firms had responded to the crisis in one way or another. However, other

factors had also produced major industrial changes in the recent past. For example, in the

case of telecommunications, service providers had undergone radical restructuring in the

past four years as a result of new regulations governing mobile services and new

opportunities offered by digital technology and the internet.

4.20 In the case of the main landline operator, KT, these drivers for change had

affected virtually all areas of technology search, strategy and competence. The new

strategy had led to a far greater involvement of small firm as suppliers to KT and close

co-working with leading international vendors, such as Lucent and Cisco, leading to

30 Korean firms' strong position in process technology could be challenged by a new breed of 'contract
electronics manufacturers' (CEMs) based in North America and Europe (e.g. Solectron and Celestica).
Although international trends towards CEM are not entirely clear, as more firms such as IBM, HP and

Ericsson move towards services and complex products they, in turn, have outsourced their internal

manufacturing to the new CEMs with whom they work in close partnership. This trend could exclude
Korean firms from first-tier participation in some new hardware markets, as the CEM innovate with the

most advanced process technology (Hobday, 2001).
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stronger technology channels with US telecommunication technology suppliers in this
important area. On the negative side, total revenues had declined, along with budget
allocations for R&D forcing a rationalization of strategy and a more open approach to
technology sourcing and partnering, demanding increased foreign participation.

4.21 Similarly, SK, the private mobile service provider, had also re-structured
radically. In this case the company had grown rapidly as a result the burgeoning
expansion in the use of mobile telephony in Korea. Again, innovation activities were
shaped more by market growth and regulation than the crisis. ln KT and SK, both
companies had successfully moved downstream towards service and solutions supported
by new network R&D, in line with leading trends in the US, Japan and Europe.

4.6 EMERGENCE CDoF NIEW IHaXG1 7iECNoL'OGY ¢1\Hd-ENT1r?EB

4.22 Other forces for change include the growth of the NASDAQ and new strategies to
encourage the start-up of high technology small firms, both on the part of major firms and
the Korean Government. These strategies have led to a burgeoning of entrepreneurial
technology-based firms, inconceivable even a decade ago.

4.23 The evidence from the small firms in our sample indicates that new technology
based firms can be successful but it can take a considerable period of time for firms to
become established as niche suppliers (e.g. eight years in the case of C&S). Success
often depends on support from the major buyers of services and technology. However
some, but not all, of Korea's large firms enthusiastically accept the venture firm
experimentation currently underway. In other cases, major firms have already benefited
from the focus, flexibility and speed that highly motivated, high technology SMEs can
bring to the market place.

4.24 The two micro enterprises examined were examples of the new high technology
start-up 'venture' firms. These firms represent a new breed of entrepreneurial companies
in Korea, most of which emerged in the last three or four years. They now constitute an
important 'innovation experiment', contrasting starldy with the hierarchical, large-fimn
dominated model of development in Korea.

4.25 The number of these start-up firms expanded from a very small base in 1998 to
more than 6000 in 2000, with employment approaching 200,000. These firms emerged
partly in response to the downsizing during the crisis, and partly to new opportunities as
the economy recovered in 1999. Many focused on new information and communications
technologies, including internet and web services. Start ups were also encouraged by
new policy measures and incentives for the promotion of venture companies, and the
opportunities opened up by the Kosdaq stock marlcet which began in 1996 and by July
2000 was valued at Won 45,226 million (US$37.8 million).

4.26 Many of these firms originated from the universities. Others span out of the
chaebol and other large companies. So far, they have proved to be highly dynamic and
profitable (Lee and Kim, 2000). However, as with any start-up companies, it is to be
expected that many will fail in their first five years or so, especially if there is a slow
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down in the growth of the Korean economy, which itself is highly dependent on the

health of the US economy for exports. In addition, many of the new start-ups were led by

scientists and engineers without a great deal of management experience and expertise.

However, some of these companies are likely to grow rapidly and become large firms in

their own right. Regardless of the fortunes of individual firms, there can be little doubt

that the new venture phenomenon is an extremely important, unpredictable new feature

of the innovation landscape in Korea. If the experiment is successful on a sufficient

scale, the new upcoming firms could considerably strengthen the Korean economy which

for decades has suffered from a small and weak SME sector and an underdeveloped

entrepreneurial start up culture.

4.7 WEAKNESSES IN CAPITAL GOODS

4.27 In electronics, automobiles and other export sectors, our analysis exposed severe

weaknesses in the supply and integration of capital goods within the Korean economy.

From the point of view of the motor industry, wishing to move towards a full service

supply chain approach, an estimated 5% of Korean firms were capable of meeting

requirements. The rest were weak in standards for quality, technology and service. As

large electronics and auto firms move further towards the product design frontier for

global markets there will be increasing pressure on local capital goods and components

suppliers within Korea. Lower technology suppliers currently in the domestic market

may well be supplanted by international investors with higher technology (e.g. Bosch in

autos).

4.28 From the major exporter perspective, capital goods weaknesses included: (a) a

lack of direct access to capital goods' technology and their producers within Korea,

important for the next stage of product development; (b) heavy dependence on Japanese

and, to a lesser extent, US suppliers for capital equipment, expertise and technology; (c)

ambiguity in terms of strategy towards capital goods. Some firms had considered entry

into capital goods, by integrating backwards into their design and production. However,

they also realized this could incur very high costs and risks, not least due to the likelihood

of conflict with existing foreign suppliers. Electronics producers were concerned that

capital goods' production 'was not their business' and would extend their competencies

into yet more domains at a time when they needed to curtail diversification. Others firms

were concerned that developing local capital goods capacity could cause delays in

accessing the latest generations of process equipment needed for mass production.

4.29 However, in some cases (e.g. mobile telecommunications) purchasers within

Korea had used their buying power to bring on the capital goods capacity of firms such as

Samsung and LG in areas such as switches, routers and base stations because they found

that the major international vendors (e.g. Motorola and Lucent) were less responsive to

their needs for co-development and fast delivery. In this case, the buyers had acted to

'pull' local technologically forward, engaging with suppliers in co-design and

specification of fairly complex systems.

4.30 Some firms had co-working arrangements both within Korea and overseas with

leading capital goods producers. Some, in electronics, had acquired the capability to co-
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design and develop important production and testing facilities. However, equipment
import costs remained a heavy burden on these firms. Some argued that the import duty
on capital goods was too high, being higher than the average import duty, imposing
unduly high costs on exporting firms.

4.31 From the viewpoint of traditional, local capital goods producer within Korea (e.g.
for autos and electronics) some found that as they approached the technology frontier
they found it became increasingly difficult to compete with the capability and R&D
spending of international competitors such as Bosch and Lucas. As a result, some had
pulled back to lower technology options (e.g. mechanical as opposed to electronic
components for automobiles) where they had proven advantages in terms of price and
quality. In the higher technology areas, unable to match the high technology investments,
they had retreated to a follower strategy. The same producers also felt threatened by the
likely emergence of a low price capital goods and components emerging in China.

4.32 Overall, in cases such as automotive and electronics, as the major product
exporters approach the technology frontier, the trend is for them to source globally in
search of the highest technology suppliers. Increasingly, this will involve forming
partnerships with foreign capital goods producers abroad, relegating local producers to
low technology fields and small niches.

4.33 For example, with the introduction of electronic diesel pumps by the international
technology leaders, the share of local firms in the market had fallen considerably. Local
firms believed that the domestic car makers will place much more emphasis on new
product technology and that the main competition will center on electronic pumps.
Several small local capital goods producers felt they suffered a credibility problem even
if they were able to master the technology. By contrast, international suppliers boast a
strong reputation supported by clear technological strength. In new product technologies,
reputation and credibility are important for getting acceptance by the major Korean
manufacturers. Whilst in the short-term, China and other lower cost regional suppliers
may not yet be capable of producing complex mechanical products, being 'sandwiched'
between lower cost regional producers and the high technology leaders poses a serious
challenge for 'behind the frontier' capital goods makers in Korea.

48 TIHE ROLE OF UN1IVEERSITRES AND GOVERNrENT DEND T EAECI ARCIE RNURII'ES

4.34 Most large firms collaborated extensively with universities and had strong links
with individual professors in several of the top universities in Korea, which they valued
considerably. The Korean Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (LAIST) was
frequently cited as an excellent source of research and know-how. Universities were
viewed chiefly as the main source of graduate and post graduate recruits for industry.

4.35 However, most firms felt that overall university r.esearch was overly disconnected
from the needs of industry. Some argued that the policy emphasis on basic research in
universities was misplaced, and that university reseach should be more closely
connected to the more applied research needs of firms, in support of their progress
towards higher technology new product creation activities. Firms believed that university
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research in Korea did not link up well with either the corporate supply or the corporate

demand for technology, which they viewed as the driving force of the 'national system of

innovation'. Many firms felt that key policy questions remained unanswered. These

included: in which specific areas should universities conduct basic (and applied)

research? and why? how much research should be undertaken by universities? what were

the respective roles of universities and industry, given the technology strategies of

industry? Partly because these questions were unanswered, it was unclear to private

companies how the basic research activities of universities contributed to economic

development or competitiveness.

4.36 Regarding human resources for research, some firms felt that is was very difficult

to attract PhD-level researchers because they preferred to remain in universities where

they received greater job security and more work freedom. Two interviewees felt that

universities were actually draining human resourcesfrom the private sector, and that the

flow of personnel in recent years had been from the private sector to universities, which

offered attractive, less pressurized positions.

4.37 Although major firms had many links with universities, they were less aware of,

or connected to government-funded research institutes or national technology programs.

These institutes and programs were often viewed as too remote or unresponsive to be

directly relevant, although there were some exceptions. Some companies felt that

government laboratories tended to be staffed by academic types, with little industrial

experience. Some smaller firms had received funding for collaborations with government

funded institutes but had found a major gap between their own applied work and the

more basic research of the labs. Several firms were concerned that both government

funded institutes and university research lagged behind the work of equivalent groups

around the world.

4.38 In relation to government R&D policy, the view of most major firms is that

government does not properly recognize or support the technology developers in the

private sector. By contrast, they argued that Japan and Taiwan did provide infrastructure

and support for future technologies, linked to emerging and prospective competitive

strengths.

4.39 Government collaboration programs, such as ESPRIT in Europe, might help build

bridges between the research community in Korea, breaking down barriers and

misunderstandings between government, academia and industry. However, they would

not satisfy calls for major programs of future-oriented technological developments,

targeted in areas of private sector interest.

4.40 Overall, firms perceived that government policy was formed in isolation, rather

than with the major industrial actors, despite the existence of various industrial

consultation exercises performed, for example, by MOCIE. Not surprisingly, when

asked, firms argued that government should align public sector research with the needs of

industry and 'back up' corporate R&D with infrastructure, including shared facilities,

government-funded joint programs and improved human capital. Suggestions for

improvement included: (a) improve access to information about university and
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government funded research; (b) begin government supported international missions or
visits to centers of excellence abroad, comprising teams of industry and academics (as in
the UK); (c) track technology and market trends via research funded or supported by
government, on behalf of smaller firms; (d) place public sector research activities within
a strategic, long-term framework which accounts for the medium and future needs of
business, rather than the general production of knowledge via basic research.

4.41 While some of these views could be treated as 'special pleading', reflecting the
interests of private firms, there is clearly a highly critical view within some elements of
business concerning a lack of coherence in current strategy for public sector research,
combined with the need to improve the contribution of public investments in R&D to the
national science and technology agenda.
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5. POLICIES FOR SUPPORTING TYPE A AND B FIRMS

INNOVATION BARRIERS FACING TYPE A AND B FIRMS

5.1 To develop suitable policies that support innovation among firms of all

categories, a full and detailed analysis of current policies and their effectiveness, not

possible here, would need to be undertaken. However, it is possible, using the framework

and tools developed in Chapter 2, to outline the main innovation problems which tend to

face firms in Type A and B categories and to point to typical policies, focusing on

apparent best-practices world wide. This section presents typical policy approaches using

the nine dimensions of capability referred to in the model of technological capability

development illustrated in Figure 4.1 above. In addition, section 5.2 provides an

approximate 'roadmap' of current Korean innovation policies in case the Korean

Government wishes (a) to assess their effectiveness and (b) consider any new policy

options based referred to in Section 5.1.3'

5.1 TYPE A FIRMS: PROBLEMS AND POLICY RESPONSES

5.2 Focusing first on Type A firms, it is possible to outline typical problems faced

and policy solutions delivered by government agencies in OECD countries. Since these

companies are ill-prepared in all major areas of technological capability a systematic

improvement program is needed. Outside assistance of various kinds can help these

firms: (a) recognize the need for improvement (the 'wake-up call'); (b) develop a strategic

framework for manufacturing and other activities; (c) identify the relevant and

appropriate technologies needed; and (d) acquire and implement the required

technologies.

5.3 Type A firms are likely to require assistance in order to sustain any improvement

over the long-term, otherwise the gains from initial improvements could soon be lost. In

manufacturing, firms are probably most concerned with assembly and have not yet

progressed on to production engineering. Their need is to improve existing assembly

capabilities and to begin developing new engineering skills in order to improve

productivity and to prepare for developing deeper manufacturing innovation abilities.

5.4 Policies to enhance technological capabilities of firms in categories A currently

considered to be 'best-practice' around the world can be aligned with the specific

31 It would also be wise for Korean policy makers to analyze in some detail the apparent 'best practices'

presented here, as very few rigorous evaluations of program costs and effectiveness exist. Most evaluations

focus on benefits and positive outcomes, rather than cost, effectiveness, efficiency and value for money.
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weaknesses in the nine capabilities referred in Chapter 2, or packages of services can be
provided which address some or all of the nine dimensions of capability. Table 2
provides a list of policies and programs often cited as best practice in this area. It is
helpful to consider policies first in relation to the nine dimensions of capability.

1. Awareness

1. Firms in this category, typically, 'don't know that they don't know' and need to
become aware of the challenges facing them in order to begin a process of improvement.
Sometimes, such a process occurs because of an external crisis (e.g. loss of market share).
In others cases, firms may become aware because of the negative reactions of customers
or buyers or suppliers. Under these conditions, firms need a 'wake-up call', as well as
assistance in establishing a strategic framework for improvement which identifies
immediate priorities. These firms will probably need help in working through a strategy
and in its implementation.

2. Sometimes 'outreach' or 'missionary' services are provided where firms are
approached by field agents or counselors to help them recognize and identify
improvement needs (e.g. in 1lEP, IRAP and TEKE$, Table 5.1). Sometimes these types
of agencies provide benchmarking and other measurement techniques to help the
targeting of manufacturing priorities.

2. Search

5.5 Search capabilities include the ability to explore the range of technological
options available (there may be several competing solutions to any particular problem
including alternative machines, different technologies and alternative supplier options).
Category A firms tend to suffer from a very limited understanding of which technologies
are available in the wider environment. In such cases, consultancy and other forms of
support for awareness raising is required, as in the case of 'awareness' above.

5.6 Various countries operate 'technology brokerage' arrangements relying on third
party agents or consultants who are skilled in targeting priorities and dealing with
enquiries effectively. One example would be the TEKES Networks program in Finland
(Table 2).
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Table 5.1: Examples of Policies for Technological Capability Building for
Type A and B firms

Delivery option Example of provision

1.Outreach/ 'missionary' services where firms are MEP USA
approached by field agents or counselors to help them IRAP Canada

recognize and identify needs for change Steinbeis Foundation Germany
CIM Centers Switzerland
TEKES Finland

2. Benchmarking and other measurement/comparison New Brunswick Research and Productivity Council

processes which enable targeting of manufacturing (Canada)
development IRAP Canada

3. Strategic development process which enables firms CIM Centers. Switzerland
to create a framework within which change will be New Brunswick Research and Productivity Council

located TEKES Finland
Competitive manufacturing, and Making IT pay. UK.
DTI

4. Support for technology search - where problem is Real services centers - e.g. CITER, Italy

not clearly articulated Canadian Technology Network
German Manufacturing Technologies Support
Program

5. 'Technology signposting' - facilitating access where Canadian Technology Network

problem is clearly articulated Inside UK Enterprise Scheme (DTI)

6. Facilitating access to funding for specific projects TEKES Finland

7. Access to demonstration projects Technology Diffusion Programme. Australia

._______________________________________ .CIM Centres Switzerland

8. Support for technology transfer - short-term Canadian Technology Network

access/consultancy CIM Centers Switzerland

9. Support for long-term technology transfer (e.g. from CIM Centers Switzerland

local universities or technology institutes) Real services centers - e.g. CITER. Italy
UK Teachin,g Company Scheme, DTI

10. Access to specialist equipment on occasional basis Real services centers - e.g. CITER. Italy

- e.g. specialist test services Fraunhofer Institutes - Germany

11. Facilitating experience-sharing, networking with Quality Support Network, Germany

best practice examples, and learning Ottawa-Carleton Manufacturers Network
UK Industry Forum 'Masterclass'32

12. Assistance with training and development Real Services Centers (e.g. CITER. Italy)

13. Major technical project/ contract research33 Fraunhofer Institutes - Germany
Materials and Manufacturing Ontario
UK Teaching Company Scheme, DTI

Source: Amended from Hoffman et al (1997).

32 In this case a group of firms and business professionals focus on global manufacturing competitiveness

and productivity. The forum provide events, a newsletter, job opportunities, and manufacturing-related

activities for firms in the Ottawa-Carleton Region.

33 This includes various research, training and industry-university programmes.
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3. Build competence

5.7 Type A firms often fail to appreciate how the building of a 'distinctive
competence' can improve a companies competitive performance. Many rely on cost-
based, 'me too' strategies regardless of their potential value added contribution.
Consultants sometimes provide support in re-defining market and competitive priorities,
and help to bring a degree of strategic focus to Type A firms. Again these firms would
benefit from basic counseling in strategies for technological improvement.

4. Technology strategy

5.8 Unaware firms are often dominated by a repeated pattern of 'crisis management'.
They need to shift from short-term behavior to strategic and planned business
development. Advice on how to formulate technology strategies and how to link this
with wider business strategy can assist. Comparisons with the behavior of more strategic
firms can also assist in formulating strategies with technology priorities. Examples of
strategic processes include the 'Competitive manufacturing' and 'Making IT Pay',
programs in the UK.

5. Assess and select

5.9 To assess and select the appropriate technology, involves comparing the available
options professionally. Type A firms often lack the capability to make a critical
assessment of available options and may well have a poor record in selecting
appropriately. They may 'follow fashion' or invest in ineffective systems because they
lack a shared and well-understood rationale for adopting a particular solution. In these
cases, the scope of exploration is often limited. For example, in manufacturing the
preference may be for purchase of new machinery without considering how to make
better effective use of existing equipment or alternative plant layout. Similarly, the firm
may invest in new information technology systems without first considering precisely
what management information is required to compete effectively.

5.10 'Technology signposting' can help select a technology but only when the problem
or opportunity is clearly articulated. Demonstration projects (e.g. the 'Inside UK
Enterprise' scheme) are used in several European countries to allow companies to explore
technology with successful users, rather than simply try and evaluate concepts or sales
proposals. Assistance with feasibility studies and evaluations can also assist. For
example, the German Manufacturing Technologies Support Program offers firms public
funding support, on the condition that they develop (with a designated consultant) a
feasibility study and detailed implementation plan.

6. Acguisition

5.11 Acquisition of technology can occur through mechanisms such as direct purchase,
licensing, in-house development, learning under a contractor arrangement (e.g. OEM) or
a joint venture, or a mix of these. However firms in category A often lack finance, skills
and other key resources needed for technology acquisition. They may also lack
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assessment capabilities and are probably disadvantaged by a lack of skilled human

resources. Type A companies tend to be weak at negotiating the terms of a technology

transfer deal and license clauses, and they may see the objective as primarily a

purchasing task rather than a central issue of how to absorb and make effective use of the

technology in order to achieve the goals of the business.

5.12 Given sufficient resources and a will to improve, in some cases Type A firms can

be upgraded with the support of funding for specific projects aimed at technology transfer

(e.g. the financing of short-term access to expert consultancy services). However, further

assistance may well be required to ensure the firm engages actively in the transfer process

and allies the process with the strategic goals of the firm.

7. Implementation

5.13 Implementation of the technology within the firm often requires extensive project

planning and management skills, involving both the configuration of the technology and

changes to the organization to ensure maximum benefits. However, Type A firms lack

basic project planning and management skills. Under these conditions, firms often run

into delays, costs escalate, and projects fail to meet original targets. In addition, during

implementation unexpected problems often 'emerge' requiring further specialized (e.g.

testing) equipment or skills. Without these implementation capabilities expensive
projects can be abandoned during the implementation phase.

5.14 If there are particular weaknesses in this area, the firm may benefit from support
in project planning and management as well as training and skills development. One

example of support for long-term technology transfer and implementation capability is

the UK Teaching Company Scheme of the DTI, which provides part of the funds for an

employee to study. at a center of expertise at a university, usually in the field of

engineering or science. Also, specialist equipment can be made available, along with

consultancy expertise, on an occasional subsidized basis (e.g. specialist testing services)
as occurs in the Hong Kong Productivity Council (HKPC) in Hong Kong.

8. Learning

5.15 Learning is the central process by which internal capabilities are developed in

order to sustain technological development in the longer-term. However, Type A firms

tend to be crisis driven and constantly engaged in 'fire-fighting'. Under these conditions
there is little scope for learning either by managers or technical staff. Type A firms tend

to repeat mistakes and fail to gain the productivity advantages of systematic learning in,

for example, engineering or production.

5.16 Type A firms may benefit from assistance in developing a 'continuous
improvement' learning capability, aided by measurement frameworks, interchanges with

other more successful firms, training and advice. Learning depends upon reflection,
review and planning within a strategic framework, and managers can be trained to

introduce these skills into a company. Experience-sharing and learning are provided, for

example, by the UK Industry Forum 'Masterclass'.
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9. Linkages

5.17 Firms in the Type A category tend to be inward-looling and have limited access
to players in the wider environment. Many lack the resources to make the necessary
connections with the technological infrastructure and a demand-led process of
improvement is unlikely to occur. Under these circumstances, the benefits of access to
external resources (e.g. via networks or innovation consultants) need to be communicated
clearly and simply, probably as 'bottom line' profit advantages. In order to develop
demand, actors on the 'supply side' of the NSI may need to be pro-active and seek out
Type A firms.

.2 TYPE 3 P]LMS: PROBLEMS AND POLICY EESIPN93S

5.18 Reactive firms also need to develop a framework or strategy for technological
improvement to address key weaknesses and build on strengths. These firms may require
outside support to search for technological solutions to problems, to explore new
technologies and to acquire and implement new process and product capabilities. In the
longer-term, reactive firms could be expected to develop an intemal techno-managerial
capability for upgrading and therefore require less and less support over time.

5.19 In manufacturing, these firms may already have progressed beyond assembly and
have technician and engineering capabilities upon which to build. The next stage of
development for this group of firmns could well be to develop the capabilities to innovate
with process technology.

1. Awareness

5.20 Type B firms are generally aware of the need to improve but are unclear how to
proceed, cannot identify priorities and probably confuse urgent with non-urgent
problems. These firms need strategic support to develop a framework (e.g. for
manufacturing improvement) and assistance in following this through. Such assistance
might include outreach services where trained consultants help firms recognize their
difficulties and identify priority needs for change. Benchmarking techniques may also
enable the targeting of manufacturing improvements (e.g. or TEKES) as in the case
of Type A firms.

2. Search

5.21 Effective technology searching requires proper exploration of the range of
technological solutions available and the ability to select among options. There may be
competing machines, technologies, suppliers and so on. Type B Firms are aware of the
need to address technology challenges but often search within familiar territory and
suppliers. These firms need support in expanding the range of technology options and in
ensuring there is a good strategic 'fit' between planned changes and the core objectives of
the business.
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5.22 Another challenge facing Type B firms is how to build up a network of

technology supply sources. Because awareness of what is available is often rudimentary,

they need to access additional sources of technological knowledge and support.

'Technology signposting' can provide access to technology where problems are clearly

articulated. Agents and consultants offer various technology brokerage arrangements, in

order to target enquiries (e.g. the TEKES Networks Program in Finland). These

programmes provide access to networks to help firms extend their range of search

options.

3. Build competence

5.23 Type B firms usually understand that their particular activities need to be focused
around some form of distinctive competence. However, they may lack the guidance

needed or framework for planning a series of next steps. There is perhaps a need to

understand 'order winning' vs 'order qualifying' criteria, and how to move towards a more

defensible competitive position using technology (e.g. by moving from a low cost

supplier strategy to a more flexible or higher quality supplier).

5.24 Type B firms require support in identifying which competencies are needed, and

in building these up in order to improve market success. Government and private sector

consultants can provide strategic development support to enable firms to create a

systematic framework within which improvement paths can be located in relation to

business goals (e.g. the UK programs on 'Competitive manufacturing' and 'Making IT

pay').

4. Technology strategy

5.25 Firms in category B recognize that technology strategy can be central to

competitiveness, but they need a framework to gauge their existing position to plan an

improvement program, including key priorities. Benchmarking and other

measurement/comparison tools can enable progress and provide useful measurements for
management. An example of the provision of these-strategic development services is the

UK's 'Competitive Manufacturing' initiative, which promotes the adoption of best

practices in product development.

5. Assess and select

5.26 Firms in category B usually understand the need for a specific type of solution but

do not appreciate the alternative routes available. They may be locked into patterns of

behavior driven by prior experience rather than strategic planning and there is a risk that

sub-optimal solutions are adopted because of an absence of selection skills. 'Technology

signposting' can help where problems are clearly articulated, as can access to

demonstration projects. For example, the 'Inside UK Enterprise' scheme, which has been

replicated in several European countries, provides a wide range of opportunities for firms

to explore technology solutions with successful users, rather than to try and evaluate

concepts or sales proposals in isolation. -Assistance with feasibility studies and

evaluation can also be provided (e.g. the German Manufacturing Technologies Support
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Program offered firms public funding support for developing, with an expert consultant, a
detailed feasibility study and implementation plan).

6. Acguisition

5.27 Type B firms are often disadvantaged by a lack of skills and experience in
acquiring technology in the forn of knowledge, physical systems, skilled people, and/or
software and IT. They are often weak at negotiating with suppliers or potential partners
because of their lack of experience. As a result, they find it difficult to absorb and make
effective use of the technology being acquired. Under these conditions government may
wish to provide partial assistance with finding and funding relevant technology and, at
the same time, ensure expert involvement in the transfer process either through
demonstration programs or access to experienced consultants. Several schemes and
programs which offer this kind of assistance are highlighted in Figure 5.1.

7. Implementation

5.28 The task of implementing technology often requires adaptation of both the
technology in question (e.g. a business information system) and the organization to
ensure a 'workable fit'. Type B firms frequently lack the basic organizational and
managerial skills needed for effective project planning and management. As with Type
A companies, there is a high risk of both cost overruns and a failure to meet business
objectives. During the implementation process, firms may need to quickly resolve new
difficulties and may need to access further specialized equipment and skilled people.
Various options for support are available, including funding for long-term technology
transfer or capability building (e.g. the Teaching Company Scheme in the UK), support in
project planning and management, and assistance with training internal staff.

8. Learning

5.29 Much can be gained by systematic learning during technology acquisition, both in
terns of productivity gains and in developing the internal capabilities needed to sustain
further improvements in the future. Although firms in category B tend to be reacting to
crisis and other circumstances, they have some experience upon which to build.
However, they need to develop a long term plan to go beyond the 'fire-fighting' mode of
operation. To do this they need to create space for learning activities in both
management and technological spheres.

5.30 Long-term support in reviewing and in developing continuous learning
capabilities can be made available, for example, through the use of measurement
frameworks, facilitating interchanges with other firms, and via methods for reflection,
analysis, training and human resource development. To ensure learning is sustained in
the long term, Type B firms need to carry out leaming within a strategic development
framework. Programs which support learning include thcse provided by the 1?C in
Hong Kong and IRAP in Canada.
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9. Linkages

5.31 Typically, firms in this category, as with Type A firms, tend to be inward-looking,
having limited awareness of policy organizations, consultancy firms, universities or other
players in technology system. Whilst there is a recognition of the need for change, Type
B firms lack strong connection to the NSI and beyond. The need here is for network-
building to establish new connections. Facilitated access to resources via networks or
innovation consultants acting as intermediaries, can often assist.

5. 2 KoREA'S POLICY SUPPORT SYSTEM

5.2.1 The Range of Policies

5.32 As the environment and capabilities of industry's technology development
activity change, Korea's technology policies have also changed. Until the early 1980s
when R&D investment from private enterprises was negligible, government policies put
most emphasis on inducing private R&D investment by establishing incentive measures
such as tax exemption and financial subsidy for private enterprises' technological
activities. When, afterwards, R&D investment from private sector increased and
exceeded that from public sector, and private sector's technological capabilities grew,
government policy changed to strengthen such infra-structural measures as training
technical personnel, linking industry to academia and government-funded research
institutes (GRIs), and enhancing technology transfer.

5.33 The underlying principle for infra-structural technology policy is to promote
private enterprises' autonomous technology development activities by the government
with necessary supportive measures. Currently, Korea's industrial technology policy is
changing to enhance the effectiveness of policy measures with a special focus on
nurturing venture business or new-technology-based firms (NTBF). The list of recent
policies includes the following. 1) Assisting venture business; 2) refining tax incentive
schemes; 3) solving SME-specific problems, particularly focusing on inducing more
SME into technology development; 4) refining technical personnel training program; and
5) releasing regulatory measures in foreign direct investment in a way to activate R&D
and technology transfer.

5.34 Government's technology policy can be reviewed from two perspectives: 'direct'
technology development programs, or National Research and Development Programs
(NRDP), and 'supportive' measures to induce more innovative activities from national
innovation actors such as private enterprises, universities and GRIs.

5.35 NRDP is structured in a decentralized manner: ministries have their own
programs needed for, or related to, ministry-specific missions. The National Science and
Technology Council (NSTC), chaired by the President and composed of all ministers that
have technology development programs, is the highest governmental body that evaluates
and coordinates various NRDP at the program level. As of 2000, the Ministry of Science
and Technology (MOST) took the largest share of NRDP, 28%. This was followed by
Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy (MOCIE), 18%; Office of Prime Ministry
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(OPM), 12%; Ministry of Information and Communications (MIC), 11%; Ministry of
Education and Human Resources (MEHR), 9 %; and Small and Medium Business
Administration (SMBA), 3%. OPM's budget mostly flew directly into R&D programs of
GRI.

MFgure ¢ §i The Share of? RD1P by Mfilmrie$a, 2023
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Source: data from NSTC (2001).

5.36 While NRDP are directly targeted for scientific research and technological
development, supportive measures try to create conditions conducive to enhance
innovative performances of various innovation actors; and most of these measures
presume private enterprises as the main focal points. Such measures can be broadly
grouped into 6 categories. 1) Tax incentives; 2) financial support; 3) information
provision; 3) technical personnel training; 4) cooperative R&D promotion; 4) specific
measures targeting SME; and 6) others such as procurement assistance, standardization,
merit awards for excellent technology, and the promotion of industrial research
laboratories. Below are brief descriptions on some of these measures. The list of
reviewed measures is selective and, as mentioned in the introduction, the effectiveness of
these measures is an important subject for further study.

5.2.2. pecif Measures for gthening Firs 7Tr< :.D:6co2 CopMufHes

SBC's Technical Information Provision Service (TIPS)

5.37 SBC publishes two monthly periodicals: Gi-uup-naa-ra, or 'business country', and
TECH TIMES. The former covers broad management issues common to SMEs, and the
latter focuses on industrial technological issues such as technology trends, introducing
new products and success cases in innovation. In addition to these periodicals, SBC
publishes occasional reports relating to SME management and technology. Some
examples on technology reports are the following: Mvlanual for CNC Program,
Introduction to cost-effective production system, Preventing failure in factory
automation, and so on. Subscription of the magazines is effective through annual fees,
and the number of subscription is about 12,000.
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Technology Foresight (TF)

5.38 Korea has exercised Technology Foresight two times: the first one was completed
in 1994, and the second result was published in 1999 as Korea's Future Technologies:
The Second Technology Foresight, 2000 - 2025. The second exercise was based on
Delphi survey on the future development prospective in the 15 science and technology
areas, where about 1,800 Korean scientists and engineers participated. Technology
Foresight exercises in general try to envision the long-term development paths of various
scientific and technological fields; but, in addition, Korean exercise puts a specific
emphasis on articulating the gap between advanced countries and Korea. This has helped
establish national strategies to catch up with forerunners. The results of technology
foresight are used as a guiding-post both for policy makers and business strategists. In
particular, private companies are invited to establish their own technology strategies in
line with government's long-term policy goals.

Technical Information Provision Service (TIPS) by KISTI

5.39 Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI), a key institution
of national knowledge information infrastructure, was established in January 2001 by
merging KINITI (Korea Institute of Industry and Technology Information) and KORDIC
(Korea Research and Development Information Center). KREONET (Korea Research
Environment Open Network), with its 15 regional network centers, is one of the nation's
core computer networks, and it provides information infrastructure to researchers who are
working for about 300 GRIs, universities and industrial R&D centers. The list of KISTI's
services provided to private company users includes industrial and technology
information analysis, technology transfer and evaluation and intellectual property
analysis. KISTI these years tries to use more information technologies in their consulting
activities. For an example, KISTI established an on-line consulting portal system for
technology and management.

Techno-Net http://techno.smba. go. kr

5.40 Techno-Net is a comprehensive on-line information source for Korean SMEs.
Using Techno-Net, run by Small and Medium Business Administration (SMBA), Korean
SMEs are offered basic information on technology-related issues such as where to find
the needed technologies, how technologies to be transferred from public research
organizations and where to find assistance for technological development. In addition to
all the available information on SMBA's program for assisting SME's technological
efforts, Techno-Net also provide useful information on the sources of technology
development fund, human resources, and tax assistance offered by other government
ministries and agencies.

TBI

5.41 Korea's Technology Business Incubator (TBI) program aims to nurture new-
technology-based start-up companies. TBI program focuses on pre and initial stages of
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commercialization of new technologies. Government, with the funds for facilities and
equipment, designated about 40 universities and GRIs as TBI Centers. The TBI fund is
financed jointly with central government, local governments and hosting universities or
GRIs. TBI Centers are roughly evenly distributed across regions. Most of users of TBI
programs are those who have new ideas or technologies flowing from research activities
at universities or government-funded research institutes. Therefore, 'residents' at TBI
Centers need practical guidance on how to commercialize. T3I Centers provide offices
and facilities, and consult on technical and business matters. TB3 centers test these ideas
or technologies into the initial stage of commercialization. Hf tney pass the test, TBI
centers help to attract investment fund for commercialization. For those who
successfully graduate from the incubation stage, T1BI Centers can then help to start the
business.

Special Researcher Program (SRP) & In-Company Technical College (ICTC) program

5.42 Among various Training and Providing Research Personnel (TPRP) programs in
Korea, two are directly related to the needs of firms. Special Researcher Program (SRP)
aims to supply researchers to private companies and research institutes. Private
companies that employ at least five (two for SMEs) researchers with a masters degree in
science and engineering qualify for using this program. With the approval of the Military
Manpower Administration, young scientists and engineers with a masters degree or above
are hired as special researchers and they are exempt from three-year army service for
five-year employment. Special researchers are treated as the same as other employees.
SRP is very useful, particularly for SMEs, for securing capable researchers.

5.43 In-Company Technical College (ICTC) program aims to link the specific needs of
firms to the formal education system. Some companies feel the necessity to upgrade the
technical capabilities of their workers and engage in the retraining of workers.. The main
tool for assisting ICTC is to allow tax-exemption on retraining costs. Five percent (15%
for SMES) of income and corporate taxes are exempted, and 90% of custom tax are
exempted for educational equipment imports. The workers who graduate from ICTC are
awarded BA or MA degrees which are accredited as normal university degrees.

UNITEF (University Industrial Technology Force) http://alaza.snu.ac.krl vnitef

5.44 TN1TEF is an association composed of about 1,800 professors from 105
engineering colleges. Established in 1996, UNITEF aims to link professors to SHE
technology development activities. UNITEF receives SIME requests on bottleneck
technologies and arranges a research team led by the university professor. UN[TEF's
technical fields are divided into ICT, machinery, chemical, medical engineering and
industrial engineering. UNITEF conducts contract research for commercialization and is
remunerated only after successful implementation and commercialization. UNITEF's
research is targeted at problem-solving and in-site technical assistance for SMEs.
Regarding coverage, UNTEF has 7 regional branches and 105 university offices across
the nation. Although UNITEF's activities are centered around technological assistance; it
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also helps its members to raise funds for commercialization and assists its member
professors and enterprises to manage intellectual property rights.

KITECH (Korea Institute of Industrial Technology) www.kitech. re.kr

5.45 KITECH was established in 1989 with a specific mission of supporting SME's
technological needs. Many of KITECH's laboratories are open for SMEs as 'Rental
Labs', where SMEs can use R&D facilities and equipment for a small fee. Among the
other activities of KITECH, the following are worth noting. The Production Technology
Research Program (PTRP) focuses on developing capital goods related technologies. For
those SMEs with no capacity for R&D investment, the costs for joining PTRP are
waived. In other cases, 50% of total costs of R&D is subsidized. The Technology
Realtor Program is a technology business incubator for start-up companies. Also, the
Technology Helper Program dispatches KITECH engineers to resolve on-site problems
faced by SMEs.

Small Business Corporation (SBC) www.sbc.or.kr

5.46 The Small Business Corporation (SBC) was established in 1979, based on Small
and Medium Enterprises Promotion Act. As a non-profit government agency, SBC's
mission is to foster small and medium-sized businesses by providing support in such
areas as financial assistance, technical consulting, training and international industrial
cooperation. SBC analyses the management and technology problems faced by SMEs,
and can dispatch domestic or foreign consultants to companies. SBC's consulting
services cover the following areas: 1) managerial consulting; 2) technical consulting in
assembly technology, automation design, information, system diagnosis, product design,
and other R&D matters; 3) certification consulting in equipment requirements, factory
refurbishing/retooling and ISO certification. The New Product Development Assistance
Program provides special assistance for the development of new and high value-added
products. The program offers various services ranging from the design of products to the
setting up of development systems for new products.

5.47 Within the SBC, the Small & Medium Industry Technology Transfer Center
(SMITlTC) supports technology transactions between technology suppliers (mainly
research institutes, companies, universities and personal inventors) and 'demanders' of
technology (mainly SMEs, entrepreneurs and venture capitalists).

5.48 BC founded the Small Business Training Institute (SBTI) in 1982 to help SMEs
cope with world's rapidly changing industrial environment and to train managerial and
technical workers to achieve higher productivity and international competitiveness.
Specialist Training Program is 2-year specialist cultivation course for enhance
technological skills. The program aims to assure a stable supply of technically trained
workforce for SMIEs. The program emphasizes the practical applicability of theory in
realistic settings. In addition, there are various kind of short-term training programs for
the needs of SME in technology, quality and administrative management.
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5.49 Also within the SBC, the Small and IVedium Industry Certification Center
provides guidance to firms seeking international quality assurance standards (ISO 9000).
SBC evaluates companies that have developed quality assurance systems using ISO
guidelines. After an internationally accepted quality assurance certificate is issued,
periodic reevaluation is carried out every 6 months.

5.50 Finally, the Korea Technology Transfer Center (X=IC) and Technomart also
function within SBC www.Aa.or.&r. Based on the Technology Transfer Promotion Act,
KTTC was established in March 2000 with joint contributions from government,
financial institutions and venture business organizations. As a public organization, KTTC
aims to facilitate the industrial and commercial use of technology by playing a leading
role in technology transfer, brokering and assessment. SBC is also providing similar
services to SMEs by arranging and brokering technology transfer. Technomart, annually.
organized by SBC, functions as a market where prospective technologies are to be
displayed and transacted.

Industry-Academia-Research Institute Technology Developrment Consortium (ZAR-TDC)

5.51 SMBA's IAR-TDC program allows SMEs utilize R&D facilities and human
resources at universities or public research institutes and, thereby, resolve on-site
technical problems. The program also promotes cooperative research networks among
innovation actors. The budget is shared by central government (50%), local governments
(25%), and participating companies (25%). A consortium is usually initiated by
universities or research institutes; but it is required to include at least 7 SMEus . The
consortium is managed autonomously according to contracts among the partners, but
participating companies are entitled to have exclusive right to use consortia R&D results
for five years. The number of consortia and participating companies are rapidly
growing. When the program started in 1993 the numbers of consortia and participating
companies were 19 and 328, respectively; in 2000, the figures were up to 146 and 1,870.
The number of patent registered by the consortia is also rapidly growing: from 23 in 1993
to 654 in 2000.

Industrial Technology Research Association (ITRA)

5.52 ITRA is a non-profit organization for cooperative industrial technology
development. An ITRA can be organized with an initiation of at least three qualified
private companies. When accredited by the government, HiRA member companies can
apply for tax-exemption, financial assistance and favorable procurement treatment for
their R&D activities. At the end of 2000, there were 62 TiRLAs, with on average 26
companies per ITRA as members. The main activities of ITRA are to participate in the
government's National R&D Programs (NRDP) and to carry out indepenident R&D
projects suggested by member companies. iTRA also assists member companies in
various technology-related management issues such as co!m-mercialization of R&D
results, technical guidance and training, and the pooling of R&D equipment and facilities
for common use. For some member companies, 1T1RA is also an importan. forulm for
infornation exchange and learning.
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Figure 5.2: Policies and Programs
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Inter-Business Exchange (IBE) Program

5.53 IBE programs aim at developing new products by fusing different technologies
and/or know-how of different businesses, but the activities of IBE groups are mostly
centered at sharing business information. Drawing from Japan's experience, the Korean
government in 1990 initiated IBE as one of key policy tools for nurturing SME. As IBE
became active among SMEs , members opted for establishing an independent
organization, the Korean Federation of Inter-Business Groups, in 1995. As of 2001, there
were twelve regional IBE Associations, composed of 417 groups with 6,455 members
who pay membership fees. Most of IBE members are from SMEs, but some of them are
professors and professionals such as lawyers and tax accountants. IBE groups mostly
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function as a forum for mutual learning and information sharing, but some groups share
managerial resources and develop new products. The Annual Plaza for Technological
Exchange is l[BEs biggest event. The Korea Federation of IBE groups maintains sister
relationships with counterparts in Japan, Taiwan and Singapore. International IBE
Symposium is one of cooperative activities jointly organized by the four institutions.

5.2.3 The Scope and Effecgiveness of Cn?reng Fo§zZs

5.54 It is quite clear even from the above, selected examples of policies and programs,
that Korea already has in place an extensive range of technology support mechanisms.
Figure 5.2 maps existing policy institutions and programs against the framework
developed in Chapter 2. As the figure shows, most of the nine technology areas are
covered, and most types of firms, in one way or another.

5.55 However, what is less clear from the above examples and existing policy studies,
is the effectiveness of current policies and programs. It is not yet possible to say whether
the programs target priority areas or whether or not they are successful in achieving their
firm upgrading goals. Nor is it possible to impute 'strategic coherence' to the range of
policies. Indeed, it could be that they have emerged historically in response to different
issues, rather than having an overall 'strategic architecture' or design by which Korean
industry is supposed to progress to higher stages of development. It is not clear, for
example, whether there is unnecessary overlap or duplication of programs. Also
important are questions concerning value for money and efficiency, not covered in this
document. Above all, it is desirable to know whether the current polices are 'demand-
driven' (i.e. capable of meeting the real needs of industry in an efficient way), rather than
'supply push' (ie. policies initiated, for example by ministries, in response to perceived
needs and which may or may not be capable of fulfilling real industrial demands.

5.56 Therefore, it would be very useful (a) to examine the effectiveness of current
policies and (b) to use the capability audit tool presented in Chapter 2 to analyze the real
demands of SMEs and other lagging sectors of industry in order to match these demands
against the current policy structure. With this micro level data on technology demands, it
should then be possible to develop new policy initiatives for upgrading SMEs and other
Type A and B firms in Korea.
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6. POLICES FOR UPGRADING TYPE C FIRMS

6.1 INNOVATION CHALLENGES FACING TYPE C FIRMS

6.1 Within the Type C band various categories of firms at significantly different
levels of technological competence were identified during the audit (Hobday et al, 2001).
The categories included large electronics and automobile exporters, small capital goods
and machinery suppliers, food processing companies, and chemical and pharmaceutical
producers.

6.2 Regarding innovation problems, the small capital goods and machinery producers
(in the lower band of group 'C') generally supplied large manufacturers within Korea. In
the past these firms had successfully copied and improved on imported products. Their
next stage was to create new, more technology-intensive products and systems and
thereby move towards the upper levels of Type C and eventually on to Type D by
creating radical new products. These firms needed stronger R&D facilities, as well as
substantially improved financial and human resources. These firms found universities
and Korean Government funded institutes (GFIs) largely disconnected from their needs,
although some did have joint projects with GFIs and universities.

6.3 By contrast, the large electronics and automobile companies were generally in the
upper band of Type C 'strategic', incorporating large R&D facilities and having mastered
incremental new product development. They too needed to move to more original and
radical product design in order to become world leaders in hardware production. For this,
they needed to secure improved access to capital goods supplies and technology within
Korea. Most had reached the stage where they were sourcing capital goods globally from
some of the most advanced suppliers worldwide with whom they worked closely on new
generations of capital equipment.

6.4 In order to move beyond Type C 'doing things better' to Type D 'doing new
things' these firms needed to overcome the legacy of the past, especially the highly
successful catch up formulas in the mass production of hardware. In moving on to create
new markets, their core mass production competencies had become core 'rigidities'.
Other detailed research also shows that, when confronting new uncertain markets where
flexibility, experimentation with users and creative technology collaborations are
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required, the chaebol performed poorly because their distinctive skills and structures
were based on the needs of high volume hardware production (Hwang, 1998)34.

6.5 Other Type C firms, such as food producers and pharmaceutical processors also
needed to interact more with leading foreign technology partners and suppliers in the US,
Europe and Japan to move up the Type C band and to have any prospect of attaining
Type D status. Type C firms also needed to learn new marketing skills in order to
capture post-production value added associated with marketing, distribution and brand
development.

6.6 Type C firms which hoped to become more creative, confronted several
difficulties within Korea:

z first, the shortage of world class engineering, scientific and managerial staff. In fact,
one of the two creative Korean firms mentioned above had suffered a transfer of
engineers from the company to the academic sector as individuals sought a less
pressurized working environment and the prestige of being a professor at a top
Korean university.

a second, a key feature of many Type D firms is the lack of hierarchy which favors
organizational flexibility and the rapid implementation of creative ideas for new
product markets and technologies. However, within Korea many firms operate within
traditional hierarchical structures based on seniority, age and qualifications, rather
than innovative capability. These ways of working often stifle creativity. This
problem, to some extent, reflects Korean culture and history. There are relatively few
industrial leaders and manager with experience in fast moving, agile companies. This
contextual and resource problem faces both existing Type D firms and Type C firms
hoping to become more creative in products, technologies, markets and organization.

third, the historically successful strategies of Type C firms, based on incremental
improvements to large scale manufacturing operations ('doing things better'), runs
counter the needs of Type D firms ('doing new things') based on experimentation,
and creative combinations of different technologies within and across firms and
sectors (Hamel, 1999)35. Under these conditions, it is very hard for Korean firms to
replicate or even compete with, for example, the innovative experimentation which
occurs naturally in Silicon Valley, or the creative outsourcing ol new product
development and R&D as practiced by Cisco Systems or Dell (examples of US
category D firms) (Hamel, 2000)36. Korean companies are limited in their
exploitation of virtual R&D networks, (Gassman and Zedwitz 1999). They also find
it difficult to move 'downstream' into high value added services from hardware and

34 Hwang, H. R. (1998): Organizational Capabilities and Organizational Rigidities of Korean chaebol:
Case studies of Semiconductor (DRAM) and Personal Computer (PC) Products, unpublished D.Phil thesis,
SPRU, University of Sussex, England.
35 Hamel, G. (1999): 'Bringing Silicon Valley Inside', Harvard Business Review, Sept. to Oct., pp7 1 -8 4 .
36 Hamel, G. (2000): Leading the Revolution, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, Mass.
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systems, as carried out by IBM and other US and European leaders (Wise and
Baumgartner, 1999)3'.

fourth, the university-industry links, often important for the creation of radical new
products and industries (e.g. information technology and bio-technology) are-
particularly weak in Korea due to a catch up model based on the importation and
improvement of foreign technology and the traditional values of Korean universities
which, in the past, worked against involvement in industry and technology.

6.2: POLICY CAVEATS IN THE KOREAN CONTEXT

6.7 At the present time, most policy instruments and objectives in Korea are not
conducive to the emergence and promotion of Type D firms. The latter require a great
deal of operational freedom.

6.8 By contrast, one of the key aims of policy is to curb the freedom (and perceived
excesses) of major privately-owned companies, especially the chaebol, which have
sometimes been accused of lacking in good standards of corporate governance, profiting
from monopoly and cross-subsidizing weaker operations from more profitable ones.
Under these circumstances, a central and proper aim of policy, especially since the crisis
of 1997, has been to ensure greater corporate transparency and, in particular, the
reduction in the heavy debt of the chaebol. This, in turn, requires greater transparency
between financial institutions and the chaebol. Understandably, this has been the focus on
much recent competition policy and financial regulation (World Bank, 2000).

6.9 By contrast, Type D firms require a policy environment where they are free to
experiment within a highly de-regulated policy context, where regulation is either self-
imposed or imposed 'lightly' by regulatory bodies. Only in exceptional cases of alleged
abuse of competitive position or standards (e.g. the current Microsoft anti-trust law suit,
or the US Department of Justice anti-trust suit IBM of 1969 against IBM, which was
eventually withdrawn in 1982), does government become involved in scrutinizing the
operations or strategy of firms. In Korea, however, government is heavily involved in
ensuring competition, improving standards of corporate governance, and preventing the
abuse of monopoly power in the domestic market, rather than allowing more freedom to
firms within the economy.

6.3: THE PROBLEMS POLICIES NEED TO ADDRESS

6.10 The technology audit showed that most leading Korean firms were not yet capable
of contributing to the world technology frontier through basic research or the generation
of new high value products. It also identified several major challenges confronting
Korean firms wishing to move from the Type C 'strategic' to the Type D 'creative',
knowledge-intensive category. Key problems included:

37 Wise, R. and Baumgartner, P. (1999): 'Go Downstream: the New Profit Imperative in Manufacturing,
Harvard Business Review, September-October, ppl3 3 -14 1
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1. the risks and costs of faster moves towards product creation;
2. the impact of the financial crisis, causing a retreat from basic to near-term applied

research;
3. a shortage of world class engineering, scientific and managerial talent;
4. the need to develop more flexible organizational structures and become less

hierarchical;
5. weaknesses in the supply and integration of capital goods within Korea.

The audit also demonstrated new opportunities, including:
1. crisis-induced, successful technological partnering between Korean and foreign firms;
2. organizational restructuring leading to improved service capabilities (e.g. in digital

telecom);
3. a rapid growth in high technology SMfEs in Korea.

6.11 Furthermore, the audit revealed at least two significant problems with current
public sector support for Type C firms. First, although major firms collaborated
extensively with universities and government-funded research institutes, most felt that
publicly-funded research was overly disconnected from the needs of industry. Some
argued that the policy emphasis on basic research in universities was misplaced, being
poorly defined and not justified by local needs. There was a similar sense of
'disconnection' with govemment-funded research laboratories.

6.12 Second, most firms in the sample believed that government technology policies
were formed without sufficient consultation and input from major industrial actors.38 Not
surprisingly, when asked, firms argued that government should provide more direct
support for their activities by aligning public sector research investments more closely
with their needs and, in effect, 'back up' corporate R&D. Suggestions included
subsidized, shared research infrastructure, sponsored research consortia and an improved
supply of human resources (see below for details). Firms also pointed to S&T policies in
OECD countries, asking for similar types of support as received in the US (e.g. Sematech
in semiconductors) and Europe (e.g. research consortia such as ESPR[T) and Japan (e.g.
subsidized major collaborative research programs).

6A4: FVE IPOLICY SUGG$ETHN

6.13 Even if policies were successful in achieving the corporate reform objectives
described in Section 6.2, Korea's leading firms would still confront the cultural and
historical problems described, as well as the short supply of world class scientists and
engineers, and the difficulties of creatively combining deep competencies across
organizational and technological boundaries.

6.14 As and when the Korean Government becomes less concerned with corporate
governance, at least four policy measures for promoting creativity suggest themselves,
based on the experience of OECD countries.

38 This is surprising given the various consultative exercises conducted (e.g. by MOCIE).
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Policy Recommendation I - largefirmn research consortia

6.15 Potentially, subsidized large firm research consortia could address: (a) the need
for more expenrmental and basic research; (b) some of the risk and high cost of faster
moves to upstream R&D activities; and (c) the need to increase the supply of world class
R&D talent.

6.16 During interviews, several Korean firms expressed interest in govemment support
for setting up advanced research consortia (e.g. in the area of nano-technology) with
shared technical facilities. Such consortia have been widely promoted by governments in
Europe (e.g. ESPIRIT, JESSI and Eureka), in the U.S. (Sematech) and in Japan in earlier
phases of development (e.g. the VLSI program for DRAMs, and the ICOT 5' Generation
Computing Program). These programs seek to combine the capabilities of member
corporations to develop future technologies. In the case of Korea, the government may
wish to design programs which include leading foreign corporations, given that many
Korean firms could learn from the most advanced foreign companies. Foreign firms
could be attracted by the local market or the advanced process technologies of the
Chaebol.

6.17 Government, however, would need to be convinced that the potential benefits (or
'positive externalities') likely to emerge from such consortia could justify any financial
subsidies. The government would also need to be satisfied that: (a) it had the competence
to monitor and evaluate such programs; (b) potential problems of abuse could be
prevented or penalized; (c) any consortia did not undermine policies to promote more
transparency and competition. Furthermore, Korean policy makers might also wish to

look critically at the benefits vs the costs of consortia type programs in other countries, as
these initiatives have not always led to unqualified improvements to innovative or
competitive performance (Hobday, 1997)39.

Policy Recommendation 2 - promoting inbound FDI

6.18 As the audit showed, foreign direct investment (FDI) can provide considerable
partnering benefits and a 'pacing horse' (i.e. demonstrator) effect for local competitors.
Foreign TNCs can inject new resources and capabilities into the technological
infrastructure and potentially play a more important role in stimulating innovation in
Korea, as it has done in many other countries. By deliberately targeting certain kinds of
FDI, local Type C firms could be encouraged to climb the innovation 'staircase'
described earlier. For example, in the R&D consortia suggested above, the government
may wish to involve specific foreign participants with strong, complementary
capabilities. This kind of policy has worked well in Singapore. By contrast, several early
European programmes which excluded FDI could well have benefited from non-
European foreign collaborations (Hobday, 1997).

3 Hobday, M. (1997): 'The Technological Competence of European Semiconductor Producers',
International Journal of Technology Management, Volume 14, Numbers 213/4, 1997, pp401-414
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6.19 In Singapore, Scotland and Ireland, governments have encouraged TNC
subsidiaries to go beyond current production and set up advanced process and product
research. Foreign firms in some countries (e.g. Singapore) have also begun to set up
R&D facilities naturally as a consequence of their upgzading over the years and their
appreciation of the high quality of the infrastructure (Wong, 1995)4.

6.20 Unfortunately, until very recently Korea has been viewed as 'closed to FDI' and
this perception has been confirmed by the very low levels of FDI until 1998 (Woo and
Sul, 2000; Choi and Kang, 2000). A process of lDI-driven technology upgrading may
therefore take several years to take root and a concerted effort to overcome the
perceptions of foreign governments and businesses would be needed. Active government
promotion of FDI, along the lines of other countries (e.g. Scottish Enterprise) could
perhaps overcome initial hesitancies in developing 1I;orean-based partnerships between
foreign investors and Korean firms.

IPolicy Recommendaido 3 poromging oven,secas $9&[ F z'vlv s

6.21 Problems identified during the audit included a disconnection between the needs
of firms and the public sector S&T system and an insufficient supply of world class
talent. As well as reforming current public sector research activities (as described in
World Bank, 2000), the government may also wish to consider a new type of policy
designed to promote overseas technology networks for Type C firms. ln order to
overcome limitations of domestic universities, the government could encourage the
Chaebol to invest more intensively in foreign universities and other overseas public
sector S&T groups. Through its embassies overseas, the government has contacts with
and knowledge of key S&T resources and might be able to facilitate access to these,
helping Korean firms move further away from the current centralized R&D model,
towards a more collaborative internationally networked approach, more typical of large
Type D firms. This new class of policy to support outward bound foreign technology
investments could complement the inward bound foreign technology investments into
Korea.

,Policy L1ecommendadon 4 imaproving gZe strppLly offa9g a cgv ago goods

6.22 To compensate for weaknesses in domestic capital goods, the government may
wish to encourage more FDI within the capital goods sector to meet the needs of the large
exporting chaebol. An increased local presence of leading capital goods suppliers would
assist Type C firms to raise the level of their joint work with foreign firms on the design
of equipment needed for new product creation, and h'elp local firns master the use of
advanced capital goods. If successful, this would also lower the high import bill for
capital equipment and services.

40 Wong, P.K., (1995): Technology Transfer and Development Inducement by Foreign MNCs: the
Experience of Singapore, paper presented at the International Conference on Industrial Strategy for Global
Competitiveness of Korean Firms, Seoul Korea, 10 January.
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6.23 While foreign investment in capital goods already occurs to a limited extent (e.g.
with the location of companies such as Bosch and Siemens), it might be accelerated by
the targeting of capable foreign suppliers and the provision of the kinds of incentives to
locate often found in other countries (e.g. the UK, Ireland, Malaysia and Singapore). For
this policy to succeed, the image of the past ('closed to FDI') would need to be dispelled
by the Korean Government in collaboration with business leaders. Such policies would
need to go beyond passive acceptance or toleration of FDI, towards a pro-active targeting
of specific firms, supported by political groups, trade associations and regional
governments, as occurs widely in the UK (e.g. via Scottish Enterprise and the DTI's
Invest in Britain Bureau). Such strategic targeting would probably exceed the current
mandate of organizations such as KISC (the Korean Investment Services Corporation)
which was recently set up within KOTRA (Korean Trade Promotion Corporation).

Policy Recommendation 5 - support for clusters of local capital goods producers

6.24 Several weaknesses were identified among locally-owned capital goods' suppliers
including the need to upgrade product development skills and the lack of support
received from the public sector S&T base. These smaller Type C firms also complained
of difficulties in accessing marketing and technological information. In response, the
government might consider supporting networks or regional 'clusters' of machinery firms
by part subsidizing technology networks, consultancy services and improvement 'clubs'
of various kinds (as provided by the U.K. Department of Trade and Industry).
Consultancy services could be provided by private companies, competent government
research institutes and/or talented university groups. 'Benchmarking clubs' could be set
up to assess various new product development processes, compare relevant new
technologies, and evaluate alternative overseas marketing strategies. However, as

stressed above, the government may first wish to undertake a critical assessment of
current support mechanisms within Korea, and gain information on the effectiveness and
value for money of overseas programs of this kind, prior to introducing any new policy.
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a. Trf ROLE OF HEHYW©lN E L ITRMKIHF©
§ERVICES

1.1 Network-enabled services are electronic information services that can be provided
remotely using the Internet and other communications networks. As a recent World
Bank-OECD report on Korea notes-

1.2 The knowledge-based economy is highly dependent on a competitive services
sector. The more inter-linked the provision of goods and services, the more
technologically advanced the products and the greater the capacity to satisfy increasingly
sophisticated consumer demand. Furthermore, as incomes rise, the demand for services
tends to increase faster than the demand for goods. The production of services is less
standardized and less capital-intensive (but typically not less knowledge-intensive) than
the production of goods.'

1.3 Korea is already a global e-leader. Its high level of Internet penetration is a strong
foundation in a global economy dependent on networked services. But other emerging
economies, favored with lower It is the core recommendation of this report that the
labor costs and other e-Transformation of business in Korea should be led

capitalize on their comparative by two leading-edge network-enabled services:
advantages. India and Ireland Market Information and Promoting Creativity.
are often cited as the most successful examples of the use of network-enabled services to
transform a nation's economy. By satisfying the needs of major global corporations to
outsource call centers, back office operations, and medical transcription services, and by
taking steps to develop vibrant software industries, these two countries have raised
employment and boosted exports.

1.4 Other emerging economies are also developing strategies to deliver e-business
services with the goal of stimulating their national economies. Hlong Kong aims to be the
Asian e-trading hub. Jordan and Egypt are striving to develop strong software industries.
However, as noted in a recent report on emerging economies in the networked world,
"emerging economies and their business partners tiiat want to take advantage of the

Korea and the Knowledge-based Economy, Making the Transition, World Bank and Organization for
Economic Co-Operation and Development, 2000.
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opening created by the economic slowdown must move with uncharacteristic speed

toward a more open environment. Only a few will be successful in this attempt."2

1.5 Without action, Korea will squander its lead. Effective action has two

characteristics. First, it must be fast-at Internet speed. Second, it must be focused,

building specifically on Korea's strengths and eliminating principal obstacles. Results,

not activity, must be the measure of success.

The Export Trap

1.6 Many emerging economy governments focus on identifying, developing, and

promoting network-enabled services for export. India's aggressive stance in aligning

with the global marketplace for network-enabled services is expected to give it an

increasing portion of a $150 billion market by 2008.3

1.7 In actuality, network-enabled services can contribute to economic development in

two ways: by increasing exports and by improving efficiency and equity in the domestic

economy, particularly in core industries such as heavy manufacturing. The benefits of

such internal, domestic use of network-enabled services are three-fold-

* The development of indigenous domestic capacity creates a cadre of skilled

information society professionals, an essential complement to the physical and policy

infrastructure.

* Service-generated increases in productivity can decrease the costs of production for

all goods, including exported goods, thus contributing indirectly to export growth.

* Focused delivery of network-enabled services can provide direct benefits to poor and

underserved populations, consistent with the World Bank's mission. It can increase

these populations' ability to participate as producers and consumers in the digital

economy.4

The general hypothesis of this study is that network-enabled services can benefit

Korea both domestically and via increased exports, but that domestic benefits will yield

greater advantage in the near term. Promoting domestic e-services should be the

principal focus of the Korean government.

2Ready? Net. Go! Partnerships Leading the Global Economy, p23. The report can be viewed at

http://www.mcconnellinternational.com/ereadiness/default.cfm.
3 Study performed for the National Association of Software and Service Companies (NASSCOM) in India.

4 For example, a farmer can create or visit a virtual marketplace to learn current price information or to buy

or sell goods directly. This can increase his profits by saving travel time and improving his negotiating

position over the middlemen who normally operate on the basis of superior information.
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1.8 This approach is in contrast with countries that have focused primarily on export-
led services. An effort by the Korean government to replicate these countries' export-led
successes would be short-sighted. As described in detail in the appendices, a variety of
factors have led different countries to adopt appropriately different strategies to network-
enabled services. India and Ireland, for example, share three important qualities that
favor an export-led strategy-

• A population with strong English skills that have permitted them to serve the
U.S. market.

• Low labor costs.
o A weak internal market for network-enabled services that limits the benefits to

domestic productivity and equity.

1.9 In many ways, Korea's situation is more like that of the U.S. Korea has a strong
potential internal market by virtue of its high connectivity and its net-savvy population.
Its relatively high labor costs mean that it can export only high value-added services.
Therefore, with the exception of a few leading companies, Korea should successfully
establish domestic service offerings before engaging in a campaign to market them to the
rest of the world.

The Current SAtuntfon

1.10 Korean businesses, government, and society are moving rapidly into the
networked century across a broad front. The principal obstacles that many developing
countries face in introducing information and communications technology (ICT) have
been largely overcome. Twenty-one million Koreans, about 45 percent of the population,
have access to computers and use the Internet, placing Korea among the world's leaders.

1.11 Korea's ICT sector has grown swiftly. A large part of the growth has come from
the hardware side of the ICT sector and from a dramatic increase in the mobile
telecommunications market. Korean companies are market leaders in many segments of
the hardware and telecom equipment markets.

1.12 Korea also has begun to develop its own software programming capacity, in part
by liberalizing immigration policies easing the entry of skilled Indian and other foreign
programmers. The Korean software industry grew from $380 million in 1996 to $740
million in 1999. This growth is promising because the future challenges and
opportunities for economic growth lie primarily in the service side of the ICT sector.

1.13 These major accomplishments are not yet widely recognized nor appreciated
elsewhere in the world. Korea is underestimated in the world economy as a knowledge
provider and participant in the global knowledge-based economy. Being underrated has
both positive and negative implications. On one hand, it provides an opportunity for
continued progress without excessive scrutiny. On the other hand, companies seeking to
outsource the provision of network-enabled services may overlook Korea.
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1.14 Korea aspires to be a knowledge-based nation powered by creativity and

innovation. In early 2000, the government of Korea prepared a blueprint for creating an

information society - Cyber Korea 21. In December 2000, it issued White Paper 2000,

The Informatization Vision for Constructing a Creative, Knowledge-Based Society. To

further the goals set out in those documents, the government has followed with a series of

implementation strategies. The most relevant to the current analysis is the April 2001 e-

Business Initiative in Korea, which lays out an ambitious and comprehensive action

program to support the "e-Transformation" of Korean businesses, including specific

target dates for achievable goals. The initiative recognizes that the next step to build on

Korea's strong infrastructure is to deepen the connection between Korean businesses and

the Internet. Since network-enabled services are essentially business services, this

initiative serves as a useful benchmark for evaluating Korea's current strategy.

1.15 Current government plans and a high level of Internet access are not sufficient to

transform Korea into an information services-based economy. While the average Korean

citizen is highly educated about the availability of information technology and aware of

the potential of the networked world, there remains a low level of integration of network-

enabled services into daily business activities, particularly in SME's. As noted in the

April 2001 report, for example, although the majority of Korean SMEs are already

connected to the Internet, they do not yet use the computer to manage their business or

manufacturing processes. Firms in key competitors such as Japan, Germany, Italy, and

the U.S., on the other hand, are experiencing higher adoption rates. A survey conducted

by the Korean government in early 2001 concluded that "the extent of the informatization

of Korean SM[B]s was evaluated as only 47.8 out of 100 points."5 In its preliminary

survey of the informatization of 25 SMEs conducted in July 2001, the KDI found that

only 5 firms offered order placement and modification through their company web sites,

and only one firm's site facilitated order tracking and the exchange of delivery and

payment data (see Annex B3). Eighteen firms were found not to engage in e-commerce

sales at all, citing lack of integration between network access arrangements and internal

information technology systems.6 Thus, the government's real challenge lies in

pinpointing the obstacles that are causing the slower than desired adoption of network-

enabled services.

Moving Forward

1.16 Many countries are trying to increase their participation in the networked

economy. In some countries, the rapid pace of technology change and the continuing

addition of new players both inside and outside government lead the national e-society

team to confusion, resulting in multiple, uncoordinated initiatives.

1.17 The experience of the most successful e-society to date, the United States, is

instructive in this regard. While the private sector and market forces have been the

principal drivers in U.S. e-society development, the government has played an important

role as a facilitator and catalyst. The most organized initiative began under President

5 Annex B3.
6 See Annex B3, table B3.4.
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Clinton. In 1993, he designated the Secretary of Commerce as the chairman of the
Information Infrastructure Task Force (IITF), a coordinating group that brought together
all relevant government departments and agencies. The T's goal was to articulate and
implement the Administration's vision for a national information infrastructure. As
discussed in Chapter 4, the IITF was very successful in some areas, and less successful in
others. Based on the direct experience of this consultant, the degree of success in each
area related directly to the ability to set priorities and focus actions.

1.18 Numerous areas of action have also been identified by the Korean government.
However, unless further steps are taken to prioritize actions for implementation, the
objectives of the program will be at risk. The Government of Korea should manage that
risk by deciding which areas are the most important to address first. A clear process is
needed to assure that financial resources are allocated and that clear timetables are set,
and met. An aggressive global branding campaign to raise awareness of Korea's
capabilities will be needed in parallel with domestic promotion of the knowledge-based
economy.

1.19 Korea must take stock of its strengths and base its course of action upon them.
With respect to network-enabled services, Figure 11.1 depicts the desired relationship
among the government's many initiatives to promote a knowledge-based economy.
Korea is pursuing action in three areas, e-government, e-society, and e-business.
Network-enabled services are a critical component of e-business and "e-transformation."
While action is needed across a broad front, including development of the legal and
regulatory infrastructure, market and financial openness and reform, human capital
development, etc, it is the core recommendation of this report that the e-transformation of
business in Korea should be led by two specific leading-edge network-enabled services.

1.20 There are a great number of network-enabled services from which to choose. To
select among these, decision criteria are needed. As discussed in detail in Chapter 4, the
recommended leading edge services to be promoted by the Korean government satisfy
the following criteria-

a Build on Korea's core strengths.
o Address the principal obstacles facing Korea in its advance toward the

knowledge-based economy.
E Involve key segments of Korean society who will help lead the rest of society.
D Can be implemented relatively quickly because there will be a positive

appetite for these services among the participants.
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Figure 1.1: Initiatives to Promote the Knowledge-Based Economy
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Leading the Way to the Knowledge-Based Economy

1.21 The two specific recommendations that emerge from this analysis, Business

Information and Domestic Logistics, are stated in terms of what the Korean government

should do. This approach reflects that the government of Korea is the client for this report

and has requested specific action recommendations. However, the primary engine of

change must be the private sector. Government's role is to facilitate and encourage

action by the private sector, not to supplant it.

1.22 Recommendation - Market Information: The Government of Korea through

the Ministry of Commerce, Industry, and Energy and the Small and Medium Business

Administration should benchmark the business information services needs of Small and

Medium-sized Businesses (SMEs), identify SMEs that have successfully utilized ICTs to

grow, and encourage the development of business information services portals to

propagate these successes across Korean SMEs. Within this context, encouraging the

creation and promotion of domestic logistics information services portals should be the

first priority.

Organization

1.23 This report contains five chapters and four accompanying annexes contained in

Part C of this report.

1.24 Chapter 2 describes the global marketplace for network-enabled services and the

competencies needed to provide them competitively. Chapter 3 discusses Korea's

position and capacity in the network-enabled services environment. Chapter 4

recommends a strategy for using network-enabled services to lead Korea into the

knowledge-based economy, and explains the costs and benefits of the recommended
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approach. Chapter 5 outlines the implications of Korea's situation for other emerging
economies.

1.25 Annex B1 gives details about the marketplace for network-enabled services, and
discusses the prospects for Korean providers. Annex B2 describes the status of a selected
countries' provision of network-enabled services, and assesses the impact of each on
Korea. Annex B3 presents the results of a small survey of Korean firms inquiring about
the level of integration of NES into daily operations and constraints faced in doing so.
Annex B4 includes an approach for surveying Korean SlEs to determine their business
information needs and to identify best practices for promotion.
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2. NETWORK-ENABLED SERVICES: FUTURE OF E
BUSINESS

NETWORK-ENABLED SERVICES

2.1 Network-enabled services are business functions and services that can be
performed remotely and delivered electronically using telecommunications and computer
networks. They vary from simple data entry to complex customer interaction, covering a
range of labor-intensive and knowledge-intensive activities. Network-enabled services
are the most important emerging market in the global ICT industry.

2.2 Examples of network-enabled services include call centers, medical transcription,
animation and online games, distance education, -telemedicine, and back office
operations. Internet sites, such as web portals, which offer a broad array of resources and
facilitate the provision of businesses services, are an emerging example. Each service
requires a different mix of capabilities in firms desiring to provide the services
commercially, and different kinds of national infrastructure to support those firms.

2.3 Simplified versions of many of these services are delivered today using voice
telephone or fax alone. This report focuses on services that require Internet connectivity
in addition to basic voice and fax service. The Internet provides unprecedented cost
savings and improved efficiency. At the retail level, it permrits a customer service
representative anywhere in the world to have access to a customer's records, and can
empower the customer to work along with the service representative. For business-to-
business communications and transactions, the Internet provides a ready-made
environment where multiple players can participate at various levels of openness and
control.

Network-Enabled Service Marketplace

2.4 Businesses use network-enabled services for a variety of reasons. The use of such
services is a primary avenue of "outsourcing" parts of a firm's operations. Decisions to
outsource a particular business function are usually made on the basis of three criteria-

• Will outsourcing reduce costs or increase productivity?
a Will outsourcing increase predictability or reduce risk?
* Will outsourcing enable greater focus on the firm's core business and enhance the

firm's comparative advantage in the marketplace?
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2.5 As globalization and improved market information increases competition in one
industry sector after another, firms turn to outsourcing first to reduce costs and increase
productivity. The emergence of low cost, high quality software engineering firms in
India exemplifies the market's response to the need for major U.S. software companies to
become more efficient. Indian firms write large portions of the computer code that is
then incorporated into U.S. commercial and custom software products.

2.6 Firms increasingly use network-enabled services to cope with fluctuations in
demand. For example, locating customer service call centers in multiple jurisdictions
permits load balancing when a particular region generates unusually high demand. Calls
are automatically routed to an alternative site that shares full access to corporate customer
databases.

2.7 Many firms are finding that the sheer complexity of modern business dictates
shedding operations, such as payroll processing or printing, that are not central to the
firm's comparative advantage, enabling focus to be on the core business. Ultimately this
trend can lead to a new kind of organization, one which "will appear almost edgeless,
with permneable and continuously changing interfaces between company, supplier, and
customers," with some suppliers and customers spending "more time in the company
than some of the firm's own workers."'

2.8 Multiple scenarios all suggest that the prevalence of network-enabled services
will continue to increase. As the digital economy demands higher and higher levels of
efficiency and cost-effectiveness, the necessity of delegating business activities only
peripherally related to a company's core competencies will grow. Quality of service
must increase and costs must be reduced. Successful companies will come to depend
increasingly upon the high-skilled, quality workmanship available globally to support
their key functions.

2.9 Today, however, the global marketplace in network-enabled services is in its
infancy. Although reliable data are therefore in short supply, data from South Africa, for
example, indicate that telecommunications, financial, and information services exports
have grown at an annual average rate of 29 percent since 1994, almost 15 percent faster
than exports of goods over this period.8 The most current available global data on
numerous types of network-enabled services comes from a study conducted in India
(Table 2.1). These forecasts support the projection that network-enabled services will
proliferate.

7 William Davidow and Michael Malone, The Virtual Corporation, Harper Business, 1992.
S Union Budget 2000-2001, Government of South Africa.
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Table 2.1: The Global Network-Enabled Services Marketplace

1998 2008 Cumulative
Service Revenues Revenues Annual

($ billions) ($ Growth
billions) Rate (%)

Call Centers 6.5 33.0 18

Finance and Accounting Services 1.5 15.0 26

Animation 1.3 2.0 4

Engineering and Design 0.4 5.0 21

Transcription, Translation, and Localization 0.3 1.2 29

Human Resources Services 0.2 44.0 71

Data Search, Integration and Management . 18.0 -

Remote Education 15.0 -

Network Consulting and Management 5.0 -

Website Services 3.0 -

Market Research 1.0 -

TOTAL 10 142 30

Adapted from: The Indian IT Strategy, NASSCOM-McKinsey, 1999, page 4.5.

2.10 From Table 2.1 it is apparent that significant growth is expected in network

enabled services. Human resources (i.e., payroll and personnel management) and finance

and accounting services represent the largest growth area with revenue projection for

2008 of about $59 billion. Today these services tend be performed within organizations,

as sensitive data and unique procedures are still closely held by companies. The market

for these services will open up as companies (and their employees) have greater trust in

the Internet and take advantage of the cost savings of having specialized firms in distant

countries perform these services. Other sizeable markets include call centers (projected

at $33 billion dollars in 2008), data search, integration and management (including

geographic information services), and distance education. As the chart shows, these

markets are expected to have cumulative annual growth rates of nearly 20 percent or

more. Lastly, although animation, transcription, consulting, web services, and market

research are the markets with least projected market growth, there is still a viable market

for these services. With projected revenues in the billions, early movers into these areas

can establish themselves as innovative leaders and may be able to secure the majority of

these revenues. These services are discussed in more detail in Annex B 1. Web portals,
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which consolidate a variety of processes and resources, are the most important emerging
method of delivering network-enabled services. Many of the services in Figure 2-1 and
Appendix A will be delivered or supported by lnternet portals.

2.11 Korean firms are already offering many of these services domestically and for
export. Appendix B provides examples from other market leaders, including India,
Ireland, Japan, Jordan, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and the United States.

NationalD C2paitifies Needead to IDeliveir Netwo1 ;t -ii'.. . I-J J-1 servn¢ea

2.12 While individual firms deliver network-enabled services, they can only do so
successfully from within a national business and technical environment that makes it
possible to deliver those services efficiently and profitably. A nation's "E-Readiness" is
the baseline from which firms launch their quest to be competitive in delivering network-
enabled services. By measuring E-Readiness at the national level, govermments can take
the steps necessary to support firms in the global network-enabled services marketplace.

2.13 At the national level, there are five key E-Readiness attributes-

o Connectivity: Are networks (including transportation networks) easy and affordable
to access and use?
o E-Leadership: Is E-Readiness a national priority?
o Information Security: Can the processing and storage of networked information be

trusted?
o Human Capital: Are the right people available to support e-business and to build a

knowledge-based society?
o E-Business Climate: How easy is it to do e-business today?

2.14 These attributes are described in more detail in Figure 2.2. Evaluating these
attributes helps measure a nation's overall capacity to participate in the networked
economy. Appendix B provides a rating of the E-Readiness of selected countries with
respect to these attributes. The E-Readiness ratings combine a dynamic evaluation of the
relevance and accuracy of quantitative data with an understanding of myriad cultural,
institutional, and historical factors relevant to the actual situation in each country.
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Figure 2.2: Summary of E-Readiness Attributes

, I,

Availability of wireline d wireless communication services, community access centers (free and paid),
and networked computers in businesses and homes.

* Affordability and- reliability of network. access, including the cost of service, downtime, and the
prevalence of sharing access among individuals.

* Reliability of electrical supply for business-critical computer operations; and the ease of importing and
exporting goods and of transporting them within a country.

a Priority given by government to promoting the development of an e-society on a national level.
* Extent of demonstrated progress on e-govemment, including efforts to automate governmental processes,

offer services to business and citizens electronically, and create national portals.
* Quality of partnerships between industry leaders and government to improve E-Readiness.
* Level of effort to promote access for all citizens.

* Strength of legal protections and progress in protecting intellectual property rights, especially for
software.

* Extent of efforts to protect electronic privacy.
* Strength and effectiveness of the legal framework to address and prosecute computer crimes, authorize

digital signatures, and enable public key infrastructures.

Hunlani Capital - Are the rig/ht people available to slupport e-buisiness and to build a knowledge-based
society?

* Quality of and participation levels in the education system, with an emphasis on efforts to create and
support a knowledge-based society.

* Penetration of ICT in schools and ability of educators to use and teach in accordance with the
technologies.

* Culture of local creativity and information sharing within the society.
* Skills and efficiency of the workforce, and strength of efforts to retain skilled managers and

technologists.

* Existence of effective competition among communication and information services providers.
* Transparency and predictability of regulatory implementation, openness of government, rule of law, and

general business risk (e.g., political stability, financial soundness).
* Openness to financial and personal participation by foreign investors in ICT businesses.
* Ability of the financial system to support electronic transactions.
* Sponsorship of science and technology parks as hubs of innovation and support for new enterprises.

Source: Ready? Net. Go! Partnerships Leading the Global Economy, McConnell International LLC, May 2001.
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Conngent E-Readinnes AttRilDutes

2.15 E-Readiness analysis can be "tuned" to shed paticular light on the competencies
and infrastructure required to enable the provision of specific network-enabled services.
While all five attributes are important to the delivery of these services, for the purposes of
this analysis they are grouped into two categonies: contingent attributes and independent
attributes (see Table 2.2). The degree of E-Readiness required in the contingent
attributes varies depending on the specific service that is to be offered. In contrast, the
independent attributes cut across all network-enabled services and are gauges of the
general environment, both present and potential, for the conduct of e-business. That is,
the degree of E-Readiness required in these attributes is, in general, independent of the
type of network-enabled services offered.

Tsible .2- 2Contingent endI Thmdir 52:a ' Aetari utez

| Contingent | Connectivity, Infonmation Security, Human Capital
Independent E-Leadership, E-Business Climate

2.16 For example, in the Human Capital dimension, firms offering distance learning
need skilled subject matter experts to provide content and supervise courses, while firms
providing claims processing services need less skilled employees. On the other hand,
strong E-Leadership and a favorable E-Business Climate are necessary for the successful
provision of any of the network-enabled services described. 9

2.17 This section analyzes the contingent attributes. It begins by discussing
Connectivity, Human Capital, and Information Security, and then displays the capacity
necessary for successful provision of typical network-enabled services.

¢onnecgtMvty

2.18 Network-enabled services depend on the same Connectivity that is needed for e-
business in general. A basic level of reliable bandwidth is common to all services, and
many countries in the world do not have even this basic level. However this report
focuses on the variation required among services that require more than the basic level of
Connectivity. For these purposes, we have established three levels of Connectivity.'°
Table 2.3 displays the three levels.

9 Specific legal aspects of the e-business climate can, of course, make a difference. For example, if the
legality of providing medical advice across jurisdictional boundaries is unclear, as is the case among the
various states in the United States, then telemedicine services will be slow to develop. A specific analysis
of the legal requirements for offering the various network-enabled services is beyond the scope of this
study.
1° This taxonomy is adapted from the Oregon (U.S.) "OTFC Toolkit" developed by the Oregon
Telecommunications Forum Council. The toolkit was designed to assist Oregon communities in using
networks to enhance the delivery of education, health care, government services, and the development of
business.
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Table 2.3: Connectivity Levels for E-Businesses

Level Available Telecommunications Services Examples of Network-Enabled
Services Supported

Reliable basic phone service Small office/home office
Single party calling operations
Touch tone dialing Various professional services
Call. waiting. Call forwarding Computer consultants
Multi-line access Small marketing consultants
Three way calling Graphic designers
Voice mail Writers
Local call internet access

Level I + Software and multimedia
ISDN (voice and data) developers
56 K/Tl Value-added internet service

H Frame relay providers
Local points of presence for facilities- Light manufacturing
based long distance carriers Telemarketing operations
Guaranteed service reliability

Level II + Back office operations and call
Optical carrier tariffed service centers (credit card processing,
Fiber optic route diversity technical support, telemarketing)
Disaster recovery Disaster recovery/data archiving
Service available from at least two local Online media development
access providers including audio and video
Local points of presence available from at streaming
least two facilities-based long distance Large Internet service providers

Digital image processing
Health care and health maintenance

Information Security

2.19 Information Security comprises three elements: intellectual property rights (IPR)
protection, privacy protection, and systems security. Systems security includes
reliability, availability, protection of confidentiality and the infrastructure for digital
signatures and prosecution of computer crimes. Each network-enabled service requires
different levels of E-Readiness in each element. For example, call centers, which are not
very vulnerable to attack by hackers, require only routine levels of authentication, but

must be operational around-the-clock. They therefore require a low-to-medium level of

systems security. Telemedicine, on the other hand, deals with highly sensitive personal

information that must be transmitted reliably at all times, and thus requires a high level of
systems security.



2.20 As noted earlier, Human Capital requirements for delivery depend significantly
on the type of service. In general, all services require a computer literate, cost-effective
workforce. Cost-effectiveness is particularly critical for countries interested in competing
in the global network-enabled services marketplace, since they will be competing against
established, low-cost players such as India. A variety of specific Human Capital
competencies are required for each service, as shown in Table 2.4.

Requisite Levels of Condnngeint Aft rnbutes

2.21 The Connectivity, Information Security, and Human Capital requirements for
network-enabled services are summarized in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Leveas of Cofliingenft Attalbutes, lby Servu¢e

Sre'vice Conneeivity llSoormatfolln IE3nmman Capfta
ecurity

Call Centers Level I-II IPR: Low Fluency in language of target
Privacy: Low- customers
Medium Customer-oriented attitude
Systems: Low- Excellent hearing and
Medium listening skills

Medical Level I-II IPR: Low Fluency in language of target
Transcription Privacy: High customers

Systems: Medium Excellent hearing and
listening skills
Knowledge of medical
terminology

Animation Level f-Ill PR: Medium Programnming skills
Privacy: Low Creativity and design skill
Systems: Medium

Geographic Level I-II IPR: Low-Medium Programming skills
Information Privacy: Low
Systems (GIS) Systems: Low

Back Office Level fl-Il IPR: Medium Some fluency in language of
Operations Privacy: Medium target customers

Systems: Medium- Knowledge of customer's
High business practices

Programming skills

Distance Level n-III IPR: Medium Academic background
Education Privacy: Medium

Systems: Medium
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Service Connectivity Information Human Capita
Security

Telemedicine Level 11-III IPR: Medium Medical training
Privacy: High
Systems: High

Tele- Level mll IPR: High Engineering training
Engineering Privacy: Low

Systems: High
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30 K©EA9 § CAIPACETYArJ IDM DR(DG©IES

3.1 This section begins by describing the status and progress of Korea's journey to
become a networked economy, using an E-Readiness framework. It then focuses on the
current provision of network-enabled services in Korea. Finally, it evaluates Korea's
capacity to provide network-enabled services.

3.2 Korea has made remarkable progress in laying a foundation for a knowledge-
based economy. Korea's ICT sector has grown rapidly, rising from roughly five percent
of GDP in 1992 to 11 percent in 1999. Its contribution to GDP growth is substantial,
growing over the same period from 4.5 to 38 percent of GDP growth in 1999." The
primary reasons for this growth are--

Leadership. Korea's leadership has supported this growth through heavy
investment in infrastructure and by providing vision from the top.

Affordable Infrastructure. Korean firms are cost-effective providers of
telecommunications services and information technology hardware, making these
core building blocks affordable and available within Korea.

Population Density. Korea is a densely populated country of 47 million people.
Its population density, and in particular the fact that increasing numbers of
Koreans live in apartments, have made it relatively inexpensive to provide large
numbers of Koreans with high-speed connections to the Internet.

E-Rea&iness: Korea's Capactty to lFairflepate in the etorksed Worlrd

3.3 Korea's E-Readiness is among the highest of emerging economies. Although
challenges remain, high Connectivity requirements are generally not a major barrier to
Korean network-enabled services providers, and E-Leadership is strong. However, in the
areas of Human Capital, Information Security, and E-]Business Climate, challenges are
more evident.

Conneetivity

3.4 Korea has very high electronic connectivity. That 45 percent of Koreans are
connected to the Internet is but one indicator. Fifty-five percent of Koreans have cellular

" "Information Technology Overview of Korea: Statistical Profiles," Ministry of Information and
Communication, January 2001.
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phones. Five million households now have high-speed network access. Twenty thousand
"PC Parlors" around the country enable almost anyone to enter cyberspace. Internet
access costs are comparatively reasonable, from $12-30 per month.' 2 Korean Internet
users spend more time online than users in most other countries, and 50 percent of stock
trades are conducted on the Web. Moreover, the installation of the EAC undersea cable
is providing Korea with a 2,500-gigabit per second connection to its principal trading
partners. Korea was the only emerging economy given a top rating in connectivity in the
E-Readiness report. Two areas critical to future growth deserve attention, however:
SMEs' internal integration of ICTs and the transportation and logistics infrastructure.

3.5 Small and medium businesses constitute the vast number of companies in Korea
and are an important source of job creation. Korean businesses already have an excellent
start on connectivity. According to a survey conducted by the National Computerization
Agency in July 2000, 85 percent of firms with five to nine employees have Internet
access. For larger firms the figure is 91 percent. Although government-led campaigns
have been successful in promoting Internet usage, much progress is needed in integrating
network activities such as online transactions into the mainstream. Most of these firms
have not yet taken the next step to integrate technology into their internal business
processes. They will not be ready for e-commerce until they do.

3.6 Strong electronic network connectivity is not enough for e-commerce to grow.
Physical goods, as well as electronic goods, must move quickly and efficiently. Korea's
transportation and logistics industry is dominated by thousands of unconnected small
businesses that move goods from farm and town to city and port. This process is
fragmented and slow, driving up shipping costs and causing delays. The broad benefits
of e-business will not be available without substantial investment in transportation
infrastructure. Left unaddressed, Korea's logistical inconvenience will likely hinder the
growth available from network-enabled services.

E-Leadership

3.7 Leadership is another area of national strength. The government's efforts to
promote a knowledge-based economy are among the most comprehensive in the world.
President Kim Dae-Jung has advanced a vision of a knowledge-based society that has
been elaborated on by the public and private sectors. Few governments can claim to have
such broad and serious programs in this area.

3.8 Strong policy and programmatic leadership comes from the Ministry of
Commerce, Industry and Energy, the Ministry of Information and Communications, and
their supporting institutes. Other ministries have specific programs to support their
industries, ranging from the two-floor Internet game production center built by the
Ministry of Culture and Tourism at a cost of $10 million, to an electronic marketplace for
farm products operated by the Ministry of Agriculture. However, additional concrete
action, and a more coordinated approach among ministries, will be needed for Korea's

12 All figures are in U.S. dollars unless otherwise noted.
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progress to continue. Chapter 4 suggests certain areas for coordination among ministries
and setting of priorities to further strengthen this ongoing effort.

RnfoirnatiAon Securiity

3.9 Strong information security is essential to nurture the development of knowledge-
based industries, the engines of future economic growth. As stated in Chapter 2,
information security comprises three aspects: the protection of intellectual property, the
protection of data about individuals (privacy), and the protection of information systems.
Korea is becoming a global leader in the last of these. Rts planned public key
infrastructure (PKI) is one of the most advanced and ambitious in the world, and,
properly implemented, can be an important aid to advancing e-commerce in Korea. With
respect to privacy, strong laws are in place prohibiting the transfer of personal data
without consent. Some enforcement efforts are underway-the Mvinistry of Information
and Communications ordered 500 companies to revise their privacy policies last year and
fines have been levied for violations.

3.10 Intellectual property protection-the first aspect of information security-is more
complicated. As is the case in many Asian countries, Korea has historically exhibited
minimal enforcement of laws protecting intellectual property rights. Paradoxically,
intangible cultural assets, such as traditional song, dance, and culinary customs and
rituals, have been afforded a high level of respect, designated by law as national cultural
assets. If this tradition of respect is not translated into adequate legal protection for
intangible goods associated with the high-tech industry, Korea may continue to
experience less than optimal levels of domestic innovation, foreign investment in the
technology sector, and technology transfer allowing Koreans access to the latest advances
in global technology. Without a guarantee that illegal reproductions of creative works
will not be reproduced without consequence, creators may experience decreased
incentives to produce or engage in entrepreneurial activities. While skeptics continue to
question that these benefits arise from legal protection being assured for intellectual
property, experiences from other nations have shown that the creation of legal
frameworks protecting intangible assets associated with technological innovation is a key
stage in economic growth. Switzerland, for example, did not have a patent system until
late in the 19th century, when the onset of industrialization created a domestic industry
with innovations worth protecting.

3.11 The Korean government has had underway for several years a campaign to reduce
the rate of piracy for copyrighted software. According to the Business Software Alliance,
the percentage of pirated software in Korean firms has dropped from 75 percent in 1994
to 50 percent in 1999, but increased in 2000 to 56 percent.' 3 These figures place Korea
on a much more successful plane than countries like China, Vietnam, and Indonesia,
where piracy levels are at or above 90 percent. Korea's progress is similar to that of
Taiwan, which decreased piracy rates from 70 percent in 1995 to 53 percent in 2000.

13 The comparable U.S. figure is 24 percent. See, Sixth Annual BSA Global Software Piracy Study,
Business Software Alliance and Software and Information Industry Association, May 2001;
http://www.bsa.org.
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More success in lowering piracy has been exhibited in Japan, however, where piracy has
fallen from 55 percent in 1995 to 37 percent in 2000. Korea's overall reduction lays a
promising foundation for the more difficult effort that will be necessary to make services
a valued commodity in the minds of Korean businesses. However, changing a culture
that has historically undervalued intangible assets will require leadership and time.

3.12 While the Korean government's anti-piracy campaign will help to instill the
notion of concrete consequences for the illegal use of pirated software, it should be
considered as simply one aspect of a multi-faceted program to boost the incentives for
creativity, including reform of the traditional rote learning educational system, and the
provision of additional funding for creative pursuits. Much more effort is needed before
copyrighted materials and digitalized information will enjoy a level of protection that will
encourage e-business to flourish.

Human Capital

3.13 The quality of its people is another of Korea's strengths. A 98 percent literacy
rate forms a solid foundation. The strong industrial base of computer hardware
manufacturing and assembly, and the surge in 1999-2000 of new Internet companies
(many affected by the subsequent global "dot.crash") has created a market for technical
skills. The Net is being used as a tool to expand these skills via distance education.

3.14 Two important shortfalls are holding Korea back, however: the shortage of
skilled, creative software programmers, and the still inadequate command of English
among Korean Internet business people. Despite English language instruction beginning
in primary school, Koreans do not enjoy the same level of English competency as other
network-enabled services powerhouses, such as India, Ireland, and the Philippines.

3.15 Creativity is of particular interest. The knowledge-based economy requires the
synthesis of new approaches from among the old, taking into account a rapidly changing
environment. Traditional Korean education, however, tends to focus on repetition and
rote learning over originality. This area will become increasingly important as Korea
moves forward.

E-Business Climate

3.16 With respect to the E-Business Climate, Korea has begun to open up its economy
and make the business environment more transparent and predictable. Regarding
deregulation, the privatization of Korea Telecom, the dominant, state-controlled
communications services provider, is in process, and Korea is strengthening the role and
independence of the regulator, the Korea Communications Commission, in order to
assure fair competition. Wireless markets are relatively open.

3.17 Policies to promote foreign investment and foreign entrants into ICT markets are
also progressing. A ceiling of 49 percent remains on foreign ownership of facilities-
based communications service providers, but there is no ceiling on value-added service
providers. A more open environment for foreign investment, enabling investment and
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participation from foreign firms interested in forming strong local partnerships would
maximize competition and increase consumer welfare.

3.18 Transparency in business procedures and regulatory decisions remains a rather
new concept, and the legal infrastructure needed to create certainty in the validity and
legal effect of electronic transactions is still under construction. Although Korea enjoys a
relatively high country credit rating, ranking number 33 out of 145 countries in a recent
survey conducted by Institutional Investor magazine, " many executives who conduct
business in Korea still perceive the business environment to suffer from high level of
opaqueness in both regulation and practice.

3.19 Ranking number 42 in Transparency International's recent poll of the degree of
openness in business and government activities, as perceived by business leaders, risk
analysts, and members of the general public in 91 countries,'5 Korea must continue to
promote transparency in business and government transactions.

3.20 The application of law to electronic transactions is generally murky throughout
the world. Questions about jurisdiction (i.e., which court can adjudicate a claim
regarding an action that occurred in cyberspace), about the ability to authenticate the
identity of a message sender, and about the ownership and legal validity of electronic
documents are vexing lawyers everywhere. Increasingly businesses find that the
uncertain legality of electronic transactions delays their implementation and keeps costs
high. In the first stage of e-business, during which firms are transformiing their internal
operations, such issues are more easily dealt with because the parties to transactions are
all employees of the firm. In the second stage, where suppliers become involved in
transactions, many issues can be dealt with by private contracts between parties. Such
arrangements are relatively easy to negotiate because there is already an underlying trust
relationship based on prior business dealings. In the third stage, domestic arms-length
transactions, and particularly in the fourth stage, international transactions, the
transaction costs of arranging bilateral agreements become prohibitive. Thus, law is
required, and clear law-creating predictable outcomes in electronic business processes.

3.21 As in other areas, Korea has a strong foundation, having passed several electronic
commerce laws in recent years.'6 The lengthy list of work areas mentioned the April
2001 e- Business Initiative in Korea shows an understanding of the broad impact of
moving business online. Particularly as more Korean firms emerge as offerors of
network-enabled services, they will need the protection provided by clear laws affecting
all areas of business practice.

14 Survey available at: htto://www.iimagazine,com/iDremium/rr/countrycredit/ccr/2001.htm.
15 Poll results available at: http://www.jwdg.de/-uwvw/icr.htm.
16 Examples include: Framework Act on Telecommunications; Enforcement Decree of the Framework Act
on Telecommunications; Telecommunications Business Act; Enforcement Decree of the
Telecommunications Business Act; Framework Act on Information Promotion; Enforcement Decree of the
Framework; Act on Informatization Promotion; Act on Expansion of Dissemination and Promotion of
Utilization of Information System; Radio Waves Act; Digital Signature Act.
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3.22 Encouraging the widespread use of online transactions will be a major stepping-
stone in addressing this issue. The process of revising Korea's commercial laws to take
into account the complexities of e-commerce has not yet been completed. This creates
uncertainty in the e-business environment. As illustrated in several examples below, a
variety of other challenges will inhibit the spread of network-enabled services if action is
not taken. A lack of product quality standards makes online buying and selling difficult.
Without clear service and product quality standards, domestic consumers will remain
hesitant to purchase goods online and damage may occur in Korea's branding as a high-
quality network-enabled service provider. For some goods, entrenched consumer buying
habits, and a lack of public confidence in a new system, also delay uptake.

Korea's Status in Network-Enabled Services

3.23 Network-enabled services are included in Korean statistics in a category called
"software and computer-related services." As Table 3.1 shows, compared with
telecommunications services and information technology manufacturing, this industry is
currently relatively small, amounting to less than five percent of the ICT industry total
output. This figure is considerably lower than in the U.S., where in 2000, the percentage
of the ICT industry comprised of software and related services topped 30 percent."

Table 3.1: Korean ICT Industry Revenues

ICT Industry Sector, 1999 Revenues Percentage of CAGR18

($ billions) Total Revenue (%)

Telecommunications Services 14.9 19.9 13.6

IT Technology Manufacturing 57.4 76.5 24.3

Software and Computer-related 2.7 3.6 25.0
Services

Source: Ministry of Information and Communication, Government of Korea.

3.24 It is likely that the contribution of network-enabled services is greater than these
figures suggest.'9 There are already significant providers of various services in Korea,
and examples of leaders that are extending their benefits to small and medium businesses.
Below, four case studies explore some of the leading network-enabled services currently
being provided in Korea. The following examples were selected for their innovative
means of attracting new users, such as fishers, farmers, and artisans, to the information
economy. The first two examples highlight basic business information services that are
being offered in the context of e-marketplaces while the third case study discusses more

17 Statistical Abstract of the United States, U.S. Census Bureau; 2000, p.5 65 .
18 Cumulative Annual Growth Rate.
19 In every country, statistics for emerging industries tend to lag reality by several years, both because of
outdated statistical categories and difficulty in collecting results from new companies.
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advanced logistical solutions involving ICT. Each provides a glimpse of the types of
services that should be expanded and encouraged by the Korean government, with
consideration given to Korea's current level of national E-Readiness. The examples are
followed by a summary assessment of Korea's network-enabled services potential in each
of the five E-Readiness components.

lFarmers Jfoinn the ll nfoirmation Soeaelty

3.25 The Ministry of Agriculture's Korea Information Center for Agriculture, Forestry,
and Fisheries (KICA) is conducting a project to provide network-enabled services to
small farmers in order to raise productivity and increase profitability. The project, which
operates two websites and delivers information via wireless networks, is an important
extension of KICA's longstanding mission to provide information to Korean farmers.

3.26 The AFFIS site, www.affis.net, provides farmers with real time wholesale prices
at central markets nationwide. Such price information increases farmers' leverage with
the middlemen who buy and move produce from the farms to the central market.
Weather forecasts, agricultural news, and advice are also provided. Price information is
also available via telephone (including mobile phone), using menu-driven access to voice
recordings. At this point, 111,000 farmers (out of 4 million) are now using these
services.

3.27 A more ambitious effort involves the creation of an electronic marketplace that
permits farmers to sell agricultural products directly to consumers. The site, www.a-
peace.com, offers both processed and unprocessed goods for sale. Consumers can
compare prices and quality before making their selections. The site opened late last year
and is in its early stages. As of May 2001, some 500 producers were participating in the
project. The results are promising, however, as participating farmers are receiving 20
percent higher prices for their products, and consumers are paying 10 percent less than
normal retail prices. The program's goal is to have 4000 farrners participating by 2004.

3.28 KICA's initiative takes place in the context of a growing presence of agricultural
websites in Korea. A recent survey of 150 agricultural websites showed that the majority
of sites belonged to "cyber-mall" companies and included processed agricultural products
among their wares. As shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the sites carry a wide variety of
goods.
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Figures 3.1 and 3.2: Agricultural Product Portals
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3.29 The KICA-sponsored websites provide a successful example of citizens' need for
business information being met. Government support for additional market information
websites, catering to small and medium-sized businesses in other sectors, such as
manufacturing, traditionally neglected by information technology advances could
augment Korea's current strengths in Connectivity and E-Business Climate.

Traditional Marketplaces Open Their Eyes to E-Commerce

3.30 Two of Seoul's largest traditional wholesale and retail markets are creating
electronic marketplaces where their members can sell products both locally and globally,
expanding sales and reducing costs.

3.31 Namdaemun Market, founded in 1414, is the oldest traditional wholesale and
retail marketplace.in central Seoul. Ten thousand small shops sell textiles, clothing,
crafts, leather goods, kitchenware, appliances, etc. Many of the merchants also own
small workshops where they produce some of the goods they sell. Namdaemun Market's
management has installed high-speed (ADSL) lines throughout the seven-hectare maze of
shops and stalls. Shop owners are taking advantage of this high quality connection.
They are using the Net to check the prices of wholesalers and web retailers, enabling
them to immediately offer their customers competitive prices.

3.32 In addition, through its e-business agent the market has created a retail e-
marketplace for member merchants. For about $35 per month, a merchant can list up to
10 products in an electr6nic catalog. Some 200 merchants now sell directly to consumers
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using this service. A business-to-business service for wholesalers is planned, with a goal
of 500 users by next year.

3.33 Across Seoul is the Dongdaemun Market, one of the largest wholesale markets in
the global fashion industry with annual turnover of $11.7 billion. Founded originally in
1905, this market is also entering the digital age. One supply chain management
company has created an electronic marketplace where 27 of the market's 27,000
merchants are advertising and selling their wholesale fashion wares. It charges
merchants a five percent transaction fee to handle all aspects of the electronic
transactions.

3.34 In developing countries, many e-markets are limited in their growth by low
acceptance of credit cards by merchants and online buyers. Both of Seoul's e-markets
are partnering with an electronic service company, which facilitates payments for buyers
and sellers who choose not to use credit cards. Dealing directly with the buyer's bank,
the company guarantees payment to sellers, enabling electronic purchases to proceed
smoothly and quickly. Its one percent transaction fee is lower than the three-to-four
percent credit card companies charge, and payment is guaranteed.

3.35 Although this service removes a substantial obstacle to e-commerce, other
challenges remain. The legal infrastructure to support e-markets is still under
development, creating uncertainty and risk. And, the Korean logistics infrastructure
remains fragmented and slow, thus driving up shipping costs.

3.36 These challenges notwithstanding, the e-markets of Seoul are creating substantial
opportunities for small businesses to reduce costs and increase profitability. By
providing better price information and creating access to new customers, they are
increasing the likelihood that Korea's trading industry will stay abreast of the changes in
the digital age. The growing success of Korea's new electronic marketplaces provide yet
another example of the latent demand for online business information services. These
services should be encouraged and promoted by the Government of Korea.

E-ausinenss PcrtzRls

3.37 E-Business portals are electronic marketplaces where buyers and sellers meet to
conduct business. Cyber marketplaces create a meeting place for buyers and sellers, and
enable buyers to buy directly from the sellers, eliminating the middleman, the chain store,
and the re-seller. Some are like village markets, where transactions are negotiated and
secured among participants, person-to-person. Others have more structured and formal
prices and processes.

3.38 One major Korean corporation has created a set of these portals, often in
cooperation with other industry participants. Table 3.2 describes three of these.
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Table 3.2: Electronic Marketplaces

Industry Service Description

Seafood Enables buyers and sellers to search, communicate, offer,
trade, manage, and participate in auctions in the seafood
industry.

Chemnicals Connects global buyers and sellers to a portfolio of strategic
business-related services that specifically address chemical
industry needs.

Steel Serves registered buyers and sellers of steel and offers an
open and competitive negotiation process. Provides users
greater control over the costs associated with international
steel trading.

Example: Seafood Industry

3.39 One prominent example of a business portal designed for a leading company in
Korea's seafood industry was developed with participants from around the globe and
relies upon network-enabled services to manage a chain of delivery that spans several
continents. Fish that are caught in the northern Asian seas off the Russian coast are
processed in Chinese factories before being shipped to and consumed in Asian, Western
European, and U.S. markets. By placing digital cameras in factories, allowing complete
start to finish processing visibility, the portal enables customers at each stage of the value
chain a high level of quality assurance. Information on the primary sellers' plants and
raw materials are provided to buyers in advance of auctions, and secondary producers are
able to monitor the activities effecting the processing of their orders. Even cargo tracking
and shipping management services are available. Minimal fees based on a percentage of
the value of the transaction, 0.5 percent for buyers and 1.0 percent for sellers, are charged
for the service. Overall, the company's one-stop service offering makes it easier and
more convenient for buyers and sellers to engage in transactions and reduces costs.

3.40 The dynamic e-marketplace is enabled using three different types of auction
platforms: standard, sealed-bid, and auto-creasing. Standard auctions allow buyers to
view previous bids and to place multiple bids, ensuring that the highest bidder receives
the products. While buyers may make multiple bids in a sealed-bidding process as well,
using this auction format, participants may not view one another's bids. The highest bid
is then selected by the auction creator. In an auto-crease auction, product pricing is set in
motion by the auction creator and is either raised or lowered depending upon the actions
of buying and selling parties. This unique process creates a progression through which
neither buyers nor sellers are affected by adverse bidding.

3.41 To facilitate payment for goods that are transferred via its network, the company
has begun to add financial services such as an escrow service that guarantees transactions
for buyers and sellers who lack a history of mutual trust. Other financial services planned
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for the future include credit at competitive interest rates and insurance offerings. Letters
of credit are not yet planned as no international standard for handling these electronically
has yet emerged. Finally, another service offering enables its members to coordinate cost
effective and timely transportation of products. Booking status and documents also can
be accessed and checked online.

3.42 Logistics information portals, such as the seafood industry example, are an
attractive method of integrating additional SMlEs at various stages of firm-level E-
Readiness along numerous links of products' supply chains. The importance of
government efforts to ensure that more widespread logistical information services are
delivered online is explored more fully in the next chapter.

Korea'a Capacity to lDeRnveir Network4Ena%bRed eurvicea

3.43 Table 3.3 summarizes Korean firms' current capacity as network-enabled service
providers. Existing advantages and challenges are highlighted.

Table 3.3: Ko¢rens Advantages amd C iRenges nm NetwoirEnnabled $eirvices

Attribute Advantages C- ( enges

Connectivity Broadband communications Integrating SMiEs
infrastructure widely available Transportation and logistics

infrastructure

E-Leadership Strong top-level leadership Coordination among ministries
Need for focus

Information Public key infrastructure Valuation of intangible assets
Security Systems security policies

Privacy policy

Human Capital Well-educated population English language skills
Customer-service attitude Software programming skills

Fostering creativity

E-Business Strong entrepreneurial spirit Transparency in business and
Climate Emerging competition in regulatory transactions

communications and Internet Market openness
services Legal infrastructure still unclear

Lack of product quality standards

3.44 Table 3.4 summarizes the potential of Korea to provide network-enabled services
listed in Table 3.1. Additional detail is provided in Appendix A. An analysis of leading
nations providing these services and their positioning relative to Korea's is provided in
Appendix B.
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Table 3.4: Summary of Korean Market Potential

Network-Enabled English Competitive Potential for Korean
Service Language Labor Costs Businesses

Necessity

Call Centers High Low Domestic uses.

Medical Transcription High Low Low market potential.

Animation Low Low Decreasing market share due
to high cost labor.

Geographic Low Low Low market potential.
Information Services

Back Office None - High Medium Opportunity to promote
Operations domestically. Website content

development and hosting
could be promoted
internationally.

Distance Education None - High High Domestic uses.

Telemedicine Medium High Domestic uses.

Tele-Engineering None - High Opportunity to promote
Medium domestically and to export to

Korean's living overseas.
Long-term international
market potential.

3.45 Because several of Korea's competitors, offering lower labor costs and other
advantages such as strong English language skills, are better positioned to export many of
these key network-enabled services, it is essential that Korea focus instead on building
domestic capacity. Encouraging an environment in which Korean firms readily recognize
the, benefits of interacting electronically should be a primary goal of the Korean

government.

3.46 Korea's high connectivity and net-savvy population indicate that strong potential
exists for domestic consumption of network-enabled services. By focusing on
encouraging Korean firms to increase domestic service offerings before engaging in a
campaign to market them to the rest of the world, the Korean government will solidify
the foundation necessary for sustained growth in the global knowledge economy.
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. §IREAS ]iITE GY LEADHNG 7 l l J IT V EW GTE

4.1 Korea has identified the promotion of e-business as the next stage of becoming a
knowledge-based economy. As discussed earlier, network-enabled services are the most
important area of e-business growth. This chapter examines Korea's strategy to
encourage the use of network-enabled services by Korean firms and makes
recommendations, intended as a starting point for debate and consultation with the
private sector. Government's principal role is to create an environment that encourages
private sector use of network-enabled services, while protecting and empowering
consumers. As explained in Chapter 1, a domestic rather than export-led focus is more
likely to produce near-term results for Korea.

E=-BusAinesa 'Thae Neat IFirouner

4.2 E-Business-at all levels-will be the driver for emerging economies' entrance
into the networked century. The need for the promotion of e-business was recognized in
the Mfinistry of Information and Communication's December 2000 White Paper, which
envisioned support for the informatization of critical industries and of small and medium
sized businesses as a key component of the development of Korea's knowledge-based
society. This emphasis is correct for three reasons.

4.3 First, sustainable progress toward a knowledge-based society requires the
financial incentives that only business can provide. Only the private sector can make the
investments to improve the capabilities of networks and of people who will sustain such a
society. Bringing the network into the mainstream of business life will create strong
pressures among Korean suppliers of ICT services to reduce costs. The ensuing price
reductions will benefit all Korean Intemet users.

4.4 Second, Korea's core industries are at a critical stage. They must keep up with
the B2B process improvements that their competitors in China, Germany, Japan, and the
U.S. have made and are making, or they will lose their position in the global
manufacturing economy. Businesses must now take on the process of "e-
transformation." Information and communications technologies must be looked at as
tools that enable a business not merely to automate its procedures, but to change the very
ways it operates. The electronic marketplaces discussed earlier, where suppliers and
buyers get together directly, eliminating many parties and their associated transaction
costs, are one example. Old lines of communication via captive supply chains give way
to open markets. To flourish in this new environment, companies must move to just-in-
time inventory management, share information across company divisions, and otherwise
break down old practices. This e-transformation can be painful, but it is essential.

4.5 Third, to ensure inclusion of all parts of Korean society in the knowledge-based
economy, small and medium businesses are critical partners. SMs are at the core of the
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Korean economy in terms of job creation and as suppliers to large firms. These
businesses, which constitute over 99 percent of all Korean firms and employ the majority
of the Korean workforce, must become involved in the B2B e-transformation if the
initiative is to create a sustainable knowledge-based economy. In this regard, two
elements are critical-better integrating the Net into SME activities, and improving the
knowledge and skills of small business employees and owners so they can benefit from
B2B services.

A Strategy of Strength that Recognizes Challenges

4.6 In April 2001, the Korean Government released e-Business Initiative in Korea,
the results of the Sixth Information Strategy Meeting of some 16 government
organizations, including the Ministry of Commerce, Industry, and Energy, the Ministry of
Information and Communication, the Ministry of Finance and Economy, the Ministry of
Construction and Transportation, and the Ministry of Planning and Budget. The report
argues correctly that the last ten years have laid a foundation for Korean e-Business by
creating an underlying infrastructure, promoting the ICT industry, and beginning to
optimize manufacturing through the use of digitally controlled manufacturing
technologies. This report followed on the heels of the December 2000 White Paper,
which had included many provisions to improve Korea's E-Business Climate. For
example, the Commerce at Light Speed (CALS) pilot project was highlighted as a means
of "connecting the information network between large companies and small and medium
subcontracting companies in each business sector."' While the December 2000 White
Paper included relatively fewer target dates for its proposed accomplishments, the April
2001 strategy sets clear, measurable goals, including specific time frames for the
completion of initiatives, in many areas. Figure 2.8, taken from the report, summarizes
the situation.

Table 4.1: Past and Future Goals for Korean E-Business Progress

Past 10 Years Next 10 Years

Core Strategy Building IT infrastructure E-transformation of industries

Way To Proceed Separate development of off-line E-transformation of traditional
and on-line industries industries

Main Task Improving business processes at Improving business processes at
individual firm level intra- and inter- firm levels

Expected Effects Cost savings Higher value added

4.7 The report points out that, in order to move to the next stage, all industries must
transform the way they work, and that the boundaries between traditional and ICT
industries must be removed, thus permitting more efficient logistics management and

20 White Paper 2000, Ministry of Information and Communication, p34.
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increased value from network-enabled services. It lays out five areas of work for
stimulating these changes:

Increasing security and reliability by reforming the legal and policy infrastructure.
C Improving e-business communications networks, technology, and human capital.

Promoting the computerization of the public sector (e-government).
D Promoting business-to-business (B2B) services, especially among small and medium

businesses and in technology parks.
a Promoting the electronic trading of imports and exports.

4.8 The report underscores the urgency of the problem, raising the fear that without
significant progress by 2003 Korea will lose its global competitiveness. To oversee
implementation of the work, a committee of ministries will continue to meet. l[n addition,
an e-Business Roundtable, chaired by the head of the Federation of Korean Industries,
will work with the government, drawing on the examples of Japan and Canada.

4.9 The report identifies four principal challenges in promoting e-business-

o Lack of a cooperative culture among firmns.
o Lack of confidence in e-business and low investment capacity among SMEs.

Slow progress in management innovation and in increasing transparency of
business practices.

o Need for more progress on standardization, human resource development, and
electronic payment systems.

4.10 The report envisions Korea as an "e-Hub" for Asia, and sets numerical goals for
the integration of ICTs into Korea's core manufacturing industries-electronics,
automobile, shipbuilding, steel, machinery, and textiles. With respect to ShIfEs in these
sectors, it acknowledges that, although already connected to the Internet, they do not yet
use the computer to manage their business or manufacturing processes. A pilot program
will begin to address this issue by assisting 30,000 SIviEs through 2003 to improve their
Internet connections and integrate computing into their business practices. The report
acknowledges that this is a small proportion of the 2.8 million SMEs in Korea, and calls
on larger firms to push their suppliers to modernize and to create electronic supply
networks. The example of Covisint (www.covisint.com), the electronic network created
by GM, Ford, and Daimler-Chrysler for their suppliers is noted. This "e-logistics" focus
will be given particular attention in Korean industrial parks, in addition to providing
electronic business services, management advice, and upgrading the currently inadequate
connectivity in those locations, building towards the creation of a "e-Industry Complex
Network."

4.11 For industries such as agriculture, fishing, health care, and construction, that are
not as far along as manufacturing, the report proposes creating electronic marketplaces to
reduce transportation and middlemen costs, automating the medical claims and
interconnecting health care providers, and sharing construction documents electronically
particularly for government construction projects.
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4.12 The electronic government proposal echoes the highly successful "Works Better,
Costs Less" motto of the U.S. Clinton-Gore electronic government initiative, beginning
specifically on electronic procurement for government contracts. It also proposes that
government attempt to use the market power of its procurement to promote the adoption
of standards by Korean businesses.2 ' Attention is also given to human capital,
including-

* Expanded deferments from military service for technical personnel.
* National certification for e-business training institutes.
* Further lowering entry barriers for Indian and other foreign software engineers.

4.13 The strategy proposes continuing work to create new laws covering electronic
commerce and information security, with emphasis on extending existing laws in detail
into the e-business space, so as to clarify their applicability and reduce uncertainty.
Areas mentioned include foreign trade, government contracting, intellectual property
rights, privacy, and consumer protection. Particular attention is given to establishing a
system to handle payments for low value B2C (business-to-consumer) transactions, and
creating an e-business scorecard for each industry and selected countries as reference
service for firms.

4.14 To promote exports, electronic export marketplaces, such as Silkroad 21
(www.silkroad21.co.kr, or www.silkroad2l.com), will be expanded to cover 20,000
SMEs and 100,000 products by 2002. Participation in global organizations, and bilateral
and regional cooperation, particularly with China, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and
Singapore, are also emphasized.

Many Challenges, But Is the Focus Right?

4.15 The Korean government's ambitious strategy misses none of the major areas that
need to be addressed. All aspects of E-Readiness are treated, and the emphasis on e-
business is appropriate. The April 2001 strategy succeeds in setting clear, measurable
target dates for the completion of goals in many areas. Yet the strategy's breadth and,
paradoxically, its business focus, are also two sources of weakness. First, an even clearer
focus and set of priorities would be helpful if the intended results are to be achieved in a
timely manner. Second, a more inclusive view of the affected population is critical to
support the overall leap into the knowledge-based economy.

4.16 With respect to focus and priorities, one is reminded of the adage, "less is more."
This consultancy's direct experience with information society initiatives in other
countries, as summarized in Box 4. 1, teaches that any broad, comprehensive program has
three major drawbacks.

21 It should be noted that this approach was attempted by the U.S. and European governments in the 1980s
and 1990s respectively, failing spectacularly. For example, the U.S. attempted to promote the so-called
Open Systems Interconnection standards for computer communications, and X12 standards for Electronic
Data Interchange transactions. These efforts led to delay in government computerization and a lack of
interoperability, as the market went to TCP/IP and EDIFACT standards, respectively, ignoring the
government's policies.
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D Breadth can mean that there is too much to monitor. lEn some cases the
committee that oversees the effort is burdened with complex tracking systems that require
and deliver more information than can be digested. lEn other cases the coordinators
receive only anecdotes from projects with strong promoters. Drift sets in, and the
integrated and systemic vision is lost, replaced by an uneven mix of accomplishments and
failures.
a When the task list is long, often the easier or more glamorous projects are
given undue attention, regardless of stated priorities and real needs.
Di Breadth creates high expectations among constituents. Because some goals
will not be met, important stakeholders could become disappointed and disenfranchised.
It is prudent to manage expectations early in the process.

Bnox 4.1: I° rorldties anIdi Focus iEn DeveRoping a%n 0nIonnOfi Soniety - the U.S. ExLS nieune

While the private sector and market forces have been the principal drivers in U.S. e-society
development, the government has played an important role as a facilitator and catalyst. The most organized
e-society initiative began in 1993 when President Clinton created the Information Infrastructure Task Force
(IITF), and designated Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown as its chairman. The IITF brought together all
the agencies that play a major role in the development and application of information and
telecommunications technologies to articulate and implement the Administration's vision for a national
information infrastructure. (The conclusions herein derive from direct participation in the Task Force's
work.)

The IITF was organized into three principal sub-groups:
a The Telecommunications Policy Committee led the Administration's effort to enact

telecommunications reform legislation.
a The Information Policy Committee developed policy in the areas of electronic privacy (data

protection), intellectual property protection, and government information.
a The Committee on Applications and Technology coordinated Federal efforts to promote applications

of information technology in manufacturing, education, health care, government services, libraries,
environmental monitoring, and electronic commerce.

The IrFF was very successful in some areas, and less successful in others. The degree of success
related directly to the ability to set priorities and focus actions. For example, the telecommunications
policy committee was highly successful in working with Congress and enacting the Telecommunications
Reform Act of 1996. This occurred because of unusually strong White House leadership that brought the
various agencies together and assured that this task was of the highest priority. The information policy
committee had a more mixed success. In the intellectual property area, clear tasks and timetables were set
out to analyze copyright laws and suggest revisions. This was accomplished in less than 18 months. In the
data protection (privacy) area, however, no clear tasks were set out nor responsibilities assigned, resulting
in long debates. After three years, only a set of principles had been produced. A similar result occurred in
the applications area. Although many interesting public-private discussions took place, the lack of a clear
focus and priorities, coupled with no connection to the budgetary and funding process, meant that the
committee had little actual effect on the development of Internet applications.22

4.17 With respect to inclusion, the strategy makes a brief mention of the "digital
divide" that affects small businesses, but does not give strong emphasis to involving

22 More about the IITF can be found at http:Hwww.iitf.nist.gov/committee.html. This consultant served as
principal White House staff liaison to the IITF Information Policy Committee.
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underserved populations. The strategy's business emphasis, while it is absolutely

essential, should perhaps be tempered with a vision that reaches more broadly and deeply

into Korean society.

4.18 These shortcomings can be overcome by giving strong emphasis to a few key

areas. Once those areas are selected, setting out a clear sequence of actions, and

establishing sound processes to accomplish them, will greatly increase the likelihood of

successful outcomes. Industry and government must look for new ways to forge

relationships that are mutually beneficial and that promote sustained e-business growth.

This chapter provides recommendations for the Korean government to stimulate private

sector activity in this regard.

Leading Edge Services

4.19 In order to promote e-business and the growth of a knowledge-based economy in

Korea, two NES need focus. The two services are Business Information and Domestic

Logistics services. As explained below, these priorities are based on Korea's current

strengths and were pinpointed because they address specific obstacles to continued e-

business growth that were brought to this consultancy's attention during its mission in

Korea. They may serve to boost productivity and overall participation in the

knowledge-based economy. These services are discussed below, along with the leading

participant groups for each. Further rationale for choosing these particular services is

discussed under "Strengths and Challenges" at the end of this chapter. Ultimately,

however, these services are presented as examples of actions that could be encouraged,

subject to further discussion and dialogue among stakeholders inside and outside the

government. Figure 4-3 summarizes the recommendations.

Table 4.2: Summary of Priority Network-Enabled Services

Service Leading Providers Leading Users

Market Information:
a) Business Information Private firms with government a) SME suppliers to core

Services encouragement manufacturing industries

b) Domestic Logistics b) SMEs in trucking and
warehousing industries

Market Information

4.20 Both the United States and Korea understand the importance of promoting ICTs

in business and in using ICTs to improve their competitiveness. For example, KTNet

(www.ktnet.com) was set up by the Korean government as a trade facilitation initiative in

1991. KTNet's online service enables businesses to handle import and export

transactions electronically without additional investment in software, and provides

import/export statistics upon demand.
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4.21 The Korean government's commitment to helping SMEs in particular is evident
through its outreach via such portals as Inno-NET (www.innonet.net), which is jointly
managed and operated by the Small and Medium Business Administration (SMBA), The
Korean Institute of Science, Technology, and Information, and the Mvinistry of
Commerce, Industry, and Energy. In addition, the Zi.-2A and its related institutes and
public corporations operate numerous information services for SMhEs, including Venture
Net, Techno Net, Start-up Net, Small Business Net, Consulting Net, Export Support Net,
Foreign Exchange Net, and Regional Specialization Net.

4.22 The U.S. government has also demonstrated a strong conmuitment to assisting
SMEs; its unique "one-stop-shopping" business advisory portal www.business.gov.
allows SME's to gain access to a variety of market information. Figure 2.5 details some
of the services available to American SMEs.
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and governmental forms and information on laws and regulations governing
SMEs are available.

4.24 Most small Korean firns, however, remain unaware of constantly changing
market information, are dependent on large suppliers of raw materials, and are engaged in
passive relationships with their large customers. For example, a small manufacturing
company that supplies disc brake components to an automobile manufacturer has
relatively few supply sources for the materials (steel, asbestos, fasteners) that go into the
parts, and even fewer customers for its specialized products. While these arrangements
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served adequately in an earlier era, they are no longer suitable. The situation is critical.

As one well-informed researcher notes-

4.25 Most Korean SMEs are in great peril indeed. Their ultimate competitiveness

bases-sheltered markets, subcontracts with leading domestic companies, and low-cost

production-will erode fast, facing a set of adverse forces such as market liberalization,

globalization of parent companies, and relentless catching-up of the newly-industrialized

economies, especially China. Surely, there are some favorable changes for SMEs such as

increased demand for differentiated products and availability of new low-cost

information technologies. But most Korean SMEs simply lack the abilities to capitalize

on them.23

Recommendation: The Government of Korea through the Ministry of Commerce, Industry,

and Energy and the Small and Medium Business Administration should benchmark the

business information services needs of Small and Medium-sized Businesses (SMEs), identify

SMEs that have successfully utilized ICTs to grow, and encourage the development oj

business information services portals to propagate these successes across Korean SMEs.

Within this context, encouraging the creation and promotion of domestic logistics information

services portals should be the first priority.

4.26 This recommendation has two parts, business information services and domestic

logistics portals.

Business Information Services

4.27 Easy access to market information is essential for businesses to make sound

investment, production, pricing, and other business decisions, and to participate in an

increasingly competitive marketplace within Korea and in global markets. As mentioned

above, current, objective market information is available in Korea through a variety of

media. Nonetheless, perhaps due to the myriad of channels of information distribution,

SMEs generally suffer from limited uptake of such market information. An exception is

information about agricultural commodities, where, like many national governments,

Korea provides free wholesale pricing and sales information, which is widely used by

farmers.

4.28 Thus far, government-initiated campaigns to raise SME awareness of the benefits

of the Internet have been successful to a degree. As noted above, over 85 percent of

23 Cheonsik Woo, "Innovation Challenges to SMEs in Korea." Paper delivered at the Policy Seminar on

Technology Readiness and Innovation, the 3rd Asian Development Forum, June 2001. The paper notes

further that SMBs are falling further behind. In the machinery and equipment sector, total share of value-

added increased between 1985 and 1995 from 30.6 percent to 45 percent, while among SMBs, the share

went from 25.4 to 35.7 percent.
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Korean SMEs have an online presence. However, what is still lacking is an integration of
networks into daily business activities beyond basic functions such as email and file-
sharing. For instance, as noted above, only 10% of S$IEs surveyed by the KDI
conducted higher-level functions such as processing orders and conducting e-commerce
on their websites.

4.29 Small business owners cite insufficient in-house expertise in terms of technology
and skills as barriers to greater integration. Also since SMEs cannot conduct all activities
in-house and consequently outsource, issues relating to information security and
intellectual property rights regime also affect NES deployment (see Annex B3 for SME
survey details).

4.30 Perhaps it is simply not enough to encourage citizens, particularly business
owners, to go online and to assume that they will navigate for themselves among the
wealth of informational sites available to help them improve their businesses. Without
concrete examples of what they stand to gain, busy small business owners will not take
the time to truly embrace the Internet. A promotional campaign centered on testimonials
from SMEs regarding the benefits they have accrued from integrating the Internet into
their daily business practices could help pinpoint concrete measures to improve the take-
up of intemet-related services.

$76gegy

4.31 The Ministry of Commerce, Industry, and Energy (MOCE) should lead this
initiative, in cooperation with the Korean Development Institute (KDI) and the SMIBA. It
can bolster its current campaign to raise awareness of the benefits of ICTs and promote
business information services portals for SMEs by:

C Benchmarking the current E-Readiness of Korean _ /Es by expanding the recent
work done by the KDF4. Recent work by KD1 could be expanded to include a much
larger, cross-sectoral sample of SMEs5. The survey will serve a dual purpose-
o To pinpoint key market information services that are needed and could be consumed
online by SMEs.
o To identify success stories and acquire testimonials of SMhEs that have experienced
growth due to the use of online business information services.
a Encouraging the growth of portals, targeted to S$AEs, offering priority business
infonnation services, as determined by the results of the survey.
o Publicizing these SME success stories as best practices and lessons-learned for less
network-integrated SMEs.

4.32 It is important that government involvement be held to a minimum. The
government's "market-making" activity should be designed to remove structural barriers

24 A summary of which is found in Annex B3.
25 Including more participants in the survey would simultaneously serve two purposes. First, it would
facilitate the identification of SMEs needs according to industry. Second, it would assist in locating best
practices that can, in turn, be used in a new marketing campaign aimed at demonstrating to others through
the use of example, how and why ICTs should be integrated in daily business activities.
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and inefficiencies as opposed to displacing activity more appropriately conducted by the

private sector. For this strategy to be successful, the government needs to take action on

multiple fronts simultaneously, incorporate evaluation sessions into each phase, and re-

focus efforts based on uptake as it proceeds. By engaging the private sector, and

demonstrating that the needs of multiple stakeholders are addressed, the government of

Korea will foster a sense of ownership of market information portals among firms, thus

leading to greater sustainability and improved E-Readiness.

Phase 1: Select priority market segments (one month)

4.33 In order to quickly implement this strategy, an initial focus on a particular market

segment is needed to keep the scope manageable and to demonstrate and build on

successes. Consistent with the government's priorities, the initial focus should be placed

on the provision of online market information for the electronics, automobile,

shipbuilding, steel, machinery, and textiles industries. These firms are selected for two

reasons.

4.34 First, these firms are critical to Korea's global competitiveness. ' The market

information will enable these key SMEs to increase the number of firms from which they

buy and sell, causing positive reverberations throughout the economy. This will be

particularly true if the market information is-

* Pertinent for greater leverage in interactions with large firms.

* Creatable and deployable quickly with a limited investment in software and hardware.

* Easy to use and not requiring an extensive security infrastructure.

4.35 Second, the major manufacturers have already begun to require their suppliers to

come online. -It is likely that the large firms will provide assistance to their suppliers in

this area, because they expect to benefit from the SMEs increased productivity and from

the reduced costs of transactions. Indeed, the large firms recognize that they cannot

succeed alone in e-transformation; they need their suppliers to be active participants..

Because larger firms have already initiated the process by which SMEs will be

encouraged to engage in additional network-related activities, further encouragement

from the government in promoting market information services will serve to supplement

the message of the SMEs' most important customers. Promotion of market data to those

SMEs will assist them in becoming "smart partners" of the large firms they supply.

26 According to the Small and Medium Business Administration, SMEs in seven main manufacturing

sectors - machinery and equipment, fabricated metal products, textiles, apparel and wool products, food

and beverage, and rubber and plastic goods - represent 55.7% of all manufacturing firms in Korea and are

responsible for nearly 43% of Korea's total exports. "Of total SME exports, electronic and electric

products account for 27.1%, textiles 23.5%, machinery and transportation equipment 17.0%, plastic,

rubber, and leather goods 6.5%, iron, steel and metal products 6.6%, and others 19.3%.

http://wwwl.smba.go.kr/human/english/korea_smes 1 .htm
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Ph2ase 2: Be'5chmar&i infmadion rneeds (ZFree rnanth s)

4.36 A survey is the best means to benchmark the current information needs of ShEs
in order to pinpoint strengths of existing providers, identify gaps, and determine
bottlenecks. Gathered survey responses should be validated through interviews with
respondents, supplier businesses, and government officials who work with these
industries. It is important to have independent, substantiated results in order to base
decisions on the data. This extra step will also build buy-in for the results and for the on-
going promotional program.

4.37 Moreover, validating responses will help to evaluate and shape the direction of
this initiative. Face-to-face interaction with these firms will allow MOCIE to determine
the level of enthusiasm compared to anxiety and risk aversion each business has for using
and exploring ICTs. If interest levels are high, then the government can encourage its
private sector partners to proceed with greater haste. If interest is moderate or low, the
government would need to proceed more cautiously, putting greater emphasis on the
marketing phase.

4.38 Examples of the types of business information services that address the SMEs'
needs and could be consolidated for provision via portals include--

o Business Development
• Financial Assistance
o Legal and Regulatory Information
3 Diagnostic Services
0 Networking Services
u Consulting and Technical Support
a Continuing Education
D International Outreach

4.39 The exact length of this phase will depend on the number of industries surveyed,
the fieldworkers available to validate answers, and the response rates of the businesses. It
is the recommendation of this paper that sufficient staff be available to answer any
questions posed by the surveyed businesses and to ensure complete, accurate and verified
response.

Phase 3: Idenuty providers andpromogers of frey boS $ A ogfoo srvies Vk

portals (one month)

4.40 Following the SMEs' needs assessment, MOCW should explore the capabilities
of information services providers to design or expand business information portals. It is
important that MOCIE's role be as a facilitator, to engaae members of the private sector
to establish new or consolidate existing portals that provide core industry market
information services into a "one-stop-shopping" model.
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Phase 4: Piloting of business information services portals (three to six months)

4.41 The plan for rolling out these services needs to be considered carefully. A select
group of businesses, e.g., those that responded enthusiastically during the survey, should
be identified as a test market to pilot any new or restructured business information
services. It is important that these pilot users have a clear mechanism to give feedback.
If the reaction of leading SMEs to the new information services portal and promotional
campaign is favorable, the government can proceed to announce and implement the
portal's launch according to schedule. If the reaction of leading SMEs and the
information services industry is unfavorable, however, adjustments will be necessary to
ensure that needs are met.

Phase 5: Promote SME successes using ICT-related testimonials (ongoing)

4.42 Before the launch of the enhanced business information services portals, the
Korean government should design a campaign to educate SMEs on the successes
demonstrated by their peers. As discussed above, part of the benchmarking survey
should be designed to collect success stories of businesses that have prospered as a result
of their utilization of online informational resources. These SMEs can be publicized in a
promotional campaign focused on leaming by example, as they will be the best "sellers"
of the new technology.

4.43 Without an awareness of the concrete types of benefits -- time saved, efficiency
improved, profits increased-- that can be gained from utilizing ICTs, Korean SMEs will
continue to disregard the wealth of information at their fingertips once the enhanced
portal is launched. Therefore, this campaign must be thorough and well targeted. It will
take at least six months for a promotional strategy to be effective.

Domestic Logistics

4.44 The creation of a domestic logistics infonnation services portal is the second part
of the Market Information recommendation. Currently, a large impediment to cost-
effective e-commerce in Korea is the slow and expensive domestic logistics2" system.

4.45 Much of Korea's situation has been caused by rapid urbanization. As the Fourth
Comprehensive National Territorial Plan 2000-2020 notes, the population share along the
Seoul-Busan axis has grown from 44 percent in 1960 to 74 percent in 1995.
Manufacturing firrns have seen parallel urbanization, with the percentage of companies
located in the same region rising from 56 percent in 1960 to 80 percent in 1995. The
Korean government has already recognized that "distribution systems are inadequate ...
[as] is the linkage among transportation networks." In addition, the report estimates that
the cost incurred by traffic congestion has already topped 18 trillion won (4.4 percent of
GDP) with expected growth of as much as 22.4 percent per year. According to the report,
"The shortage of transportation facilities not only makes the daily life of citizens
inconvenient but also hinders the nation's economic progress by causing staggering

27 Here logistics refers to the domestic cargo transportation infrastructure (primarily trucking), and the
institutions and information systems that support that infrastructure.
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socio-economic costs.... All this points to a greater need to create conditions on the
nation's territory that could accommodate future growth industries in the 215 century." 2
Creating such conditions presents a challenge, as Korea's transportation sector is
currently dominated by numerous independently-operated SMlE's. Figure 4.5 provides
data on the fragmented transportation sector. 29

Riguire 4: KS o rearn SMIEs in the Tr sjpoirX ian lundusairy

Industry Total Number Small Firms by the Number of Total Small
of Firms Employees Firms

1-4 Employees 5-9 Employees

Transportation 188,111 181,356 2,444 183,800

As shown above, over 96 percent of Korean transportation firms employ between one and
four employees. A further one percent employ between five and nine employees.
Overall, nearly 98 percent of the industry is comprised of SMEs.

4.46 Korea's logistics infrastructure situation is exemplified by the experiences of a
popular Seoul department store during a recent lunar holiday. Because so many
customers took advantage of new online purchasing service offerings, the store was
inundated with orders requiring timely delivery. Due to lack of adequate delivery
infrastructure, the store was forced to pull hundreds of employees from the store floors to
hand deliver goods at the last moment. The resulting transportation costs negated any
efficiency gains from e-commerce. This is just one example of how Korea's
disaggregated logistics industry is negatively impacting future e-commerce growth.
Numerous interviews conducted with both private and sector suggested that difficulty in
getting goods to purchasers is one of the most significant barriers to successful
implementation of e-commerce initiatives.

4.47 Other countries have similar problems. As one U.S. e-logistics provider notes,
"E-commerce has changed the way companies do business. lHLowever, the cost savings
and efficiencies promised by e-commerce often evaporate when it's time to deliver the
goods."30 Nevertheless, U.S. finns reduced logistics costs by 33 percent from 1983 to
1997, according to the U.S. Council of Logistics Management.

4.48 To stay competitive, Korea must make similar improvements. Currently, a
number of Korea's large trucking and logistics companies offer information services to
facilitate export and import transactions, yet few companies offer logistics information
services over the Internet to assist domestic transactions. Where information services are
offered to domestic shippers, they are generally limited to rate information. By contrast,
larger firms, which dominate the U.S. market, offer online services such as order

28 Fourth Comprehensive National Territorial Plan 2000-2020; p. 20, 23.
291Data extracted from "Statistics on Korean Firms", httn:Hlwwwl.smba.go.kr/human/english/
introduction.htm.
30 See http://www.nistevo.com.
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placement and door-to-door tracking, and industry-wide portals have featured load

matching and sharing.

4.49 While the Fourth National Territorial Plan acknowledges Korea's "weakening

competitiveness due to inadequate infrastructure" and proposes numerous traditional

measures to alleviate the problem, more emphasis could be placed on using technology to

overcome structural obstacles. "Intensifying investment in facilities for high-efficiency

transportation" has been identified as a goal, but without naming what form these

facilities might take. Furthermore, "heighten[ing] the efficiency of logistics facilities

through informatization and standardization" has been presented as an idea. The

suggested method is to "build a database that includes electronic document exchange,

facilities, and intermediary information plus a cargo transport information system to

materialize vehicle tracking and remote control using wireless communication." This

concept is an excellent idea and can be made accessible to the logistics community at

large through the creation and promotion of a domestic logistics services portal.3"

4.50 Such a portal should cater to SMEs from the trucking and warehousing industry.

Delivering goods efficiently is particularly challenging in Korea because trucking is the

most disaggregated industry in Korea, with, as noted above, 98 percent of firms having

from 1-9 employees, and 96 percent from 1-4. (The U.S. numbers are 76 and 62 percent,

respectively.) Increasing the efficiency of Korean trucking firms would be of major

benefit to domestic e-business in Korea, particularly for other SMEs in the agriculture

and garment sectors. Truckers would also become excellent ambassadors of B2B

services throughout the Korean countryside.

4.51 In this arena, a number of useful lessons can be learned from the recent failures of

several "dot.com" logistics portals in the U.S. While a full exposition of the lessons-

learned from the U.S. experience is beyond the scope of this report, the situation can

generally be characterized as follows.

4.52 In the late 1990s a number of ventures attempted to create automated scheduling

systems across multiple trucking companies. Two niche approaches were of particular

interest, exchanging loads and cooperative buying services. The theory behind the first

approach was that, given the long distances in the U.S., a truck going from San Francisco

to New York could meet a truck going from New York to San Francisco and exchange

loads, sending the truckers back to their home territories and avoiding costly "dead-

heading"-retuming with an empty truck. These ventures generally failed for several

reasons-

* Concern from cargo shippers about accountability for transport.
* Lack of interest from large carriers.
* No systems for sustaining price levels (small truckers bidding too low).

* Lack of established infrastructure for settling inter-company payments.

31 Fourth Comprehensive National Territorial Plan 2000-2020; p. 1 1, 113, 129-130.
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4.53 With cooperative buying services, the business model attempted to aggregate
loads and then find carriers to transport them. These generally failed to reach critical
mass-too few shipments to interest large carriers, and too little capacity among
participating small carriers to satisfy the demand that was generated.

4.54 In both cases these models were hampered by other important factors, including-

D Lack of time among small truckers to interact and manage within the system.
a Lack of IT penetration among small truckers.
o Great distances involved.
o Weak ability to communicate with trucks while they were en route.

4.55 An integrated model involving the sharing of shipment information among
competitors, known variously as collaborative logistics or synchronized supply chains, is
emerging based on lessons leamed from these experiences. Under this model, companies
collaborate with supply chain partners and synchronize operations. 3oth the technology
and business models are moving very quickly in this area. Therefore, the solution will
need to be flexible and the solution provider agile. This is a challenging task, and should
involve the best Korean and international ICT companies. However, Korea cannot afford
to wait until an inefficient logistics system renders it uncompetitive. In addition, Korea
has certain advantages over the U.S. and its Asian competitors in moving forward in this
area-

o Smaller distances and dense population create greater liquidity in logistics exchange
markets.
Robust wireless communications infrastructure makes real-time communications
possible.
Korea can benefit from the U.S. experiences.

Strategy

4.56 The government should follow a combined strategy of encouraging the
commercial provision of the service and promoting the service to the trucking community
with the goal of stimulating collective action among firms.

4.57 First, within three months, the government should specify the functionality for the
service using a Request for Information (RFI) process to gauge industry interest. The
RFI should-

o Specify that the service must provide an easy means for buyers, shippers, and truckers
to collaborate on deliveries.

C Stipulate that the government will support the initiative by assisting the winning
offeror in acquiring start-up capital, and by assisting in reaching out to the truckers
(see below).

4.58 Based on the responses to the RFI, the government should craft a Request for
Proposals (RFP) that requires responses in three areas-
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* Technology and management plan describing the functionality and operation of the

proposed solution and how the offeror will assure success.
* Deployment and marketing plan to connect with the communities of interest (buyers,

shippers, and truckers).
* Business plan to make the operation economically viable within three years.

Selection of the service provider should be completed within nine months and should be

based on a balanced evaluation of the three areas.

4.59 Second, the government should promote the project through the 50 SMBA

support centers nationwide and MOCIE's Electronic Commerce Resource Centers.

Outreach to Korean trucking associations will also be critical as will coordination with

other, ongoing initiatives. This outreach should be coordinated with the publicity

campaign recommended as part of the Business Information Services strategy.

4.60 As mentioned above, Korea stands to gain important lessons-learned from the

failure of many U.S. logistics information services, as well as from the best practices of

players who succeeded in maintaining their competitive edge. A useful avenue to gain

key insights from the U.S. experience would be for Korean officials to visit American

logistics enterprises, as well as major trucking companies, trucking and shipping

associations, and universities such as the University of Maryland's Supply Chain

Management Program offered through its business school, in order to formulate more

concrete ideas of how the U.S. system could be best adapted to suit the Korean market.

Although the domestic logistics information services recommended above cannot and

should not be offered by the government, knowledgeable government representatives
should act as catalysts.

Strengths and Challenges

4.61 Why choose these services as priority? Increasing access to market information

and logistics satisfy the following criteria-

* They build on Korea's core strengths in Connectivity, E-Leadership, and
Human Capital.

* They address the principal challenges facing Korea in its advance toward the
knowledge-based economy.

* They involve a key segment of Korean society -- small businesses -- who will

help lead the rest of the society forward.
* They can be implemented relatively quickly because there will be a positive

appetite for and sense of ownership of these services among the private sector

stakeholders.

4.62 This section discusses the first two criteria. The subsequent section, "Costs and

Benefits" discusses the second two. A final section discusses process and coordination.
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BuflDing OiD Core Stregfths

4.63 The E-Readiness analysis of Chapter 3 identified a variety of Korean strengths in
its move towards a knowledge-based economy. These strengths include the broadband
communications infrastructure, strong top-level leadership, high level of network
awareness, and a strong entrepreneurial spirit.

4.64 The selected leading edge services build on all these strengths. Xn particular, they
require the strong foundations of infrastructure, network awareness, and entrepreneurial
spirit. They will increase the international competitiveness of Korea's manufacturing
sector.

4.65 They will also depend heavily on continued high-level leadership. Because of its
importance, this aspect is discussed separately in the "Process and Coordination" section
at the end of this chapter.

Adres$sng the Puin&ep Challenges

4.66 The selected services address, either directly or indirectly, the principal challenges
that Korea faces in creating a knowledge-based economy. These challenges are of two
kinds, those specific to e-business/e-transfornation, and more general E-Readiness
challenges. The relationship between the selected services and the challenges is
summarized in Table 4.3.

4.67 While the selected services address each challenge in some way, they are not by
themselves enough. Areas such as increasing market openness and clarifying the legal
infrastructure are proceeding on separate tracks. Strong links between the people who
direct this program and those with primary responsibility for other relevant areas are
essential. The absence of such links could lead to duplication of effort or working at
cross-purposes, detracting from the effectiveness of the focused approach. This issue is
discussed further at the end of this chapter.
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Table 4.3: How the Recommended Initiatives Address Recognized Challenges

Market Information

Business DomesticChallenge Informatio Logistics

n Services

E-Business Challenges (as listed in April 2000
initiative)

- Need for cooperative culture among firms. D D

- Improving confidence in e-business and increasing D D
low investment capacity among SMEs.

- Slow progress in management innovation and D D
increasing transparency of business practices.

- Need for more progress on standardization, human D D
resource development, and electronic payment
systems.

E-Readiness Challenges (from figure 3.5)

- Need to integrate network services into SME D D
processes

- Transportation and logistics infrastructure I D

- Coordination among ministries I I

- Need for focused approach D D

- Valuation of intangible assets D I

- Transparency in business and regulatory D D
transactions

- Market openness I

- Legal infrastructure unclear I I

- Need for product quality standards I D

Key: D = addresses the challenge directl. 1.- contnbutesi ndlifetIy to meeting the' challenge |

Costs and Benefits

4.68 The services are also recommended because they will produce the maximum
strategic benefit at the least cost. Least cost, however, does not mean no cost. In general,
significant weight has been given to the strategic benefits of these initiatives as flagship
examples. Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 provide an overview of the costs and benefits in the
priority areas.
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4.69 Costs may derive from a wide variety of sources, the most important being-

Investment costs to improve E-Readiness at national and firm level. 32

o Opportunity costs from delays in implementation."
0 Frictional costs of overcoming resistance to change.

TablRe 4.4: Cosls iEn lrnirity Areas

Leading- lvesftmenft Costs (natioznal Likely C)Gjpotun¢ly YFririlormR Costs Not
Edge and Firm level) Coses from 1Delny 1ilrectRy

Service Compeonted for 1by
Perceived Participant

l3enefnts

Business Low. Korean national E- Medium. Preparing Low. Utilization of the
Info. Readiness is adequate in all five and implementing a survey method to assess

Services areas. 85 percent of firms in the promotional campaign and respond to SMEs'
core industries already have that publicizes best needs will create buy-in

(for Core Internet connections. practices will require from SME stakeholders.
c Industry time for foresight and
. Suppliers) planning.

E Domestic Medium. Connectivity remains Medium. Uptake will Medium. Substantial
' Logistics a challenge in remote areas. be slow and some resistance to change is

Firm level Internet access is considerable outreach likely from existing
| (Domestic unknown, but our estimate is and education will be middlemen. This must be

Trucking) between 30 and 50 percent. 35 required. See countered with a strong
sequencing and process public education
discussions below. campaign to the two most

direct beneficiaries-
primary producers and
end consumers.

32 One approach to firm-level cost, is analyzing the total cost of ownership (TCO) for firms not presently
connected or not using the Internet fully. TCO is a calculation of the expense involved in deploying,
maintaining and troubleshooting computer resources in the enterprise. In the words of Intel (Japan)., "It's a
slippery concept to define and estimates vary widely. But everyone agrees that, over its lifetime, a
computer system will cost your company far more than you paid for it." Many reputable Korean and
international consulting firms offer TCO analysis services.
33 Delay is particularly costly when dealing with rapid technology changes and, in Bill Gates's words,
"Business@ The Speed Of Thought."
34 Firm connectivity information in Figure 4-5 comes from a June 2000 survey by the National
Computerization Agency, contained in its Internet White Paper 2001.
35 According to the NCA survey, only 30 percent of agricultural firms have Internet connectivity, and fewer
than 70 percent of all very small firms (1-4 employees) have connections. The domestic trucking industry
is comprised primarily of small firms.
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4.70 Possible benefits may also come from several areas, the most important being-

• Higher domestic productivity in core industries served by market information services

and benefiting from streamlined logistics services.

• Strategic leverage from increased participation in the knowledge-based economy by

underserved portions of Korean society, and from creating strategic examples to

inspire other participants.

Fully realizing these benefits depends on a host of other reforms and changes that will

enable network-enabled services to make their full contribution to the Korean economy.

Table 4.5: Benefits in Priority Areas

Leading-Edge Domestic Productivity Benefits Export Benefits Strategic Leverage from
Service Increased Participation

and Leadership by
Example

Business High, based on the experience in Indirect, via High. A large number of
Info. U.S. manufacturing industries. increased firms and individuals are

Services productivity in affected at the core of the
C . leading export Korean traditional
ti (Core industries. economy.
E Industry

0
Suppliers)

Domestic High, as this is will help clear a Indirect, via High. By reaching SMEs in
> Logistics major production and economic increased remote and rural areas, the

bottleneck. economic initiative will spread
(Domestic efficiency. participation to currently
Trucking) unconnected populations.

4.71 It is worth noting the implications of these proposals for market structure in

Korea. Notwithstanding the Framework Act on Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises,
which limits the activities of large firms in order to protect SMEs, competition in

domestic markets remains restricted.36 Thus there is a strong possibility that the exercise
of market power by large conglomerates could inhibit the development of a flourishing

domestic network-enabled services sector. The Market Information services are designed

to give immediate and direct support to SMEs in the most critical sectors. It is expected
that this action would have a useful distributional effect as well. By attacking the "digital

divide" at the small business level, it will stimulate new sources of wealth creation and

improve living standards among underserved and rural populations.

36 In the longer term, the Act may need to be amended to cover network-enabled services activities
explicitly. However, that legislative effort is not recommended as a priority here for two reasons. First,
efforts to legislate in the early stages of an emerging industry usually wind up creating unintended rigidities
and can even distort the normal growth of the market. Second, such legislation would likely take several
years to enact and longer to have its effects, considerably slower than the currently adopted time frame.
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4.72 These objectives are key to stimulating increased participation in Korea's
information society, an important means by which to fuel the domestic economy. The
economy cannot rely upon the export of network-enabled services to predominantly
English-speaking consumers, particularly when forced to compete with countries which
have established a well-branded presence in the provision of low-cost services as a result
of low labor costs. By focusing instead on its existing strengths, Korea will succeed in
engaging an increasing number of national stakeholders.

IProcess 2nd Coordinatfion

4.73 As with any process of social change, creating a knowledge-based economy
requires the buy-in of those who will be affected. The Korean government has strong
relationships with the private sector. Recently the government moved to formalize and
strengthen these relationships by establishing an e-Business Roundtable of Korean
business leaders. Because the knowledge-based economy will create winners and losers,
buy-in from opinion leaders in the affected economic sectors is essential. Wlithout buy-
in, there will be limited adoption of the technologies, and few benefits. A coordinated
public information strategy to promote these initiatives will be essential to success. More
critical will be the creation of partnerships with the private sector. It is for this reason
that private sector participation and consultation is emphasized in the discussions of each
of the leading edge services.

4.74 Collaboration among ministries will be an equally important part of this strategy.
For example, a large number of programs already exist to assist SMEs. These programs
need to be evaluated for their effectiveness and consolidated or eliminated where
necessary. A streamlined program should be established that responds to market needs,
targets specific industries, and creates synergies rather than wasteful duplication and
overlap. The recent decision in June 2001 to clarify responsibilities among the various
rninistries working for the knowledge-based economy gives the lead for non-
infrastructure matters to MOCIE. This clarification is a welcome development, which
paves the way for focused initiatives in the area of network-enabled service.
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5. IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES IN THE REGION

5.1 Consistent with the spirit of the Knowledge Partnership between Korea and the
World Bank, this report is designed to enable other Asian countries to build on the
Korean experience. The example of Korea's strong position in many aspects of the
knowledge economy, the prospective benefits of network-enabled services, and the
analysis of the competencies required to provide them will offer a sound basis for
evaluation, planning, and action by the governments of these countries.

Evaluation

5.2 Before a country can undertake any sort of transformation towards a knowledge-
based economy, it is vital to first take stock of what progress has already been made in
order to obtain a keen understanding of what the next logical step would be. Thus,
countries need to assess their current position in terms of their "E-Readiness." All five
attributes -- Connectivity, E-Leadership, Information Security, Human Capital, and E-
Business Climate -- need to be explored to capture the broadest picture of a country's
strengths, weaknesses, and gaps. E-Readiness as a whole should be evaluated first. Once
a broad sense of a country's current state of'progress has been gained, only then should
the specific competencies needed for network-enable services be examined in further
detail. A closer examination of individual E-Readiness components will enable specific
target areas to be pinpointed, thereby prioritizing where action is to be taken. Korea's
experience in this process is instructive.

Planning

5.3 Governments need a vision that aligns with their strengths and with global market
needs. As mentioned earlier, Hong Kong wants to be an e-trading hub, Jordan a regional
leader in software development, and India the home of outsourced services. Each of
these countries has a plan to achieve their goal that examines their society from all
aspects of E-Readiness, and then prioritizes actions to be taken and deadlines. As
recommended for Korea, the more specific a country can be the better. For example,
Latvia also wants to be a leader in software development, but is being crowded out by its
Central European neighbors, such as the Czech Republic and Hungary. In response,
Latvia has decided to focus on security software as its "niche" product and seeks to be a
global leader in developing this service. Once established, Latvia can branch out and
offer other types of software development. It is important when planning to choose one
or a lirmited number of network-enabled services that are a natural match for the country's
level of E-Readiness.
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Acflion

5.4 As developed countries cope with a temporary economic slowdown, emerging
economies' governments, and their private sector partners, now face a great opportunity
to narrow the gap between themselves and the global leaders. It is a time for action to
remove barriers and move forward, learning from the policy development experiences of
developed countries, and standing on their shoulders to leapfrog the old technologies.
Strong partnerships, led by the private sector, and enthusiastically supported by all levels
of government and by non-governmental organizations, are the best way for countries to
improve the business climate for entrepreneurs and make the difference in future global
position.

5.5 Sharing information across borders enables neighbors to learn valuable lessons
and avoid making costly mistakes. Focused, well-managed, and action-oriented public-
private networks, regional collaboration, and global exchanges on the knowledge-based
economy are the most effective means for valuable discourse and collaboration.

Piromoftion

5.6 Korea's successes should be promoted both nationally and across the globe.
Promoting achievements realized from careful evaluation, planning, and action will help
to spur additional action and will increase the level of understanding and acceptance
among all people.
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PART C: SKILLS THAT MATTER IN THE WORKPLACE

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Korea has attained remarkable achievements in education over the past three
decades and the quality of its basic education has been internationally acclaimed. Total
education expenditure has increased from 8.8% of GDP in 1966 to 13.3% in 1998, the
highest share for any country at this level of development.

1.2 Illiteracy reached near zero in 1997, primary school enrollment has been 100%,
and secondary school enrollment is almost universal. Drop-out rates from schools are
also very low: 2.1% for high school, and 2.5% for higher education. At the same time,
class sizes are smaller and while pupil teacher ratios in Korea remain higher than the
OECD average of around 20 for secondary education, they have fallen from 40 in 1970
to around 25 in 1997.

1.3 At the tertiary level, Korea ranks third among OECD countries in the
educational attainment of its population with 84% of its high school graduates entering
a university or college in 1998. Although countries like the United States, Australia, and
Finland are ahead of Korea in terms of enrollment rates, it is noteworthy that Korea has
overtaken Japan and the UK. Female tertiary enrollment has also surpassed Japan and
Singapore. Korea also boasts the highest growth rate in scientific publications among
the OECD countries..

1.4 Student performance has consequently improved. According to the TIMSS
study, Korean students at the 4h and 8 'h grades performed significantly better than the
OECD average. In mathematics in particular, Korean students obtained the highest
scores among all participating countries, followed by Japan. Results from the most
recent OECD Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) also show that
Korea's 15-year-olds have scored very high in scientific and mathematical literacy,
followed by Japan among 32 participating countries'.

1.5 There are however a few issues of concern. While public expenditure per student
as a percentage of GNP per capita in Korea has increased for primary and secondary
education it has been stagnant for tertiary education. It is only recently that the
government has launched an ambitious project, known as Brain Korea 21, which
provides competitive grants to tertiary institutions (WBI, the Korea Knowledge Report,
2001). Also, while total education expenditure has been increasing, only 4.4%. of its
share is publicly financed which is lower than the OECD average of 4.9% for 1995,

' Knowledge and Skills for Life: First Results from PISA 2000 (http://www.sourceoecd.com/data/cm/
00003527/9601 141e.pdf).
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despite the government's proclaimed commitments to education and human resource
development'.

1.6 A number of factors have recently exacerbated these concerns. First, slower
population growth rates have resulted in the population aged 15-24 years to decline
forcing something to be done about the quality of labor. Second, following the
economic crisis of 1997, the government urged corporations to liquidate unprofitable
businesses and to proceed with mergers and acquisitions to accelerate corporate
restructuring. As a result, many workers were laid off and Koreas long-practiced life-
long employment customs came to an end. Since then, the economy has recovered
quickly, and the employment rate which now stands at 3.6 percent (pre-lvilF crisis level)
has again been on the rise with ongoing restructuring. Currently, South Korea's labor
market is relatively rich in human resources with a higher selection standard due to an
economic recession and corporate restructuring. Finally, the demands of a knowledge-
based economy have placed special emphasis on the ability of a nations workforce to
bring about industrial and organizational innovation which are becoming the
cornerstone of maintaining competitiveness.

1.7 Several industrializing and industrial countries share similar concerns. In fact, in
the US there is growing recognition of the fact that the skills necessary in the current
workplace -- which is increasingly characterized by continuous change in a global,
competitive environment -- are drastically different from those taught in schools and
colleges. Evidence from other countries also suggests that the new knowledge-based
economy requires a different type of organization of production, which calls for changes
in the relationship of worker to work, worker to worker, and worker to consumer, and
seeks to stimulate continuous improvements made by workers. To maintain relevance,
education and training institutions need to become more market-orientated; i.e., meeting
the needs of employers and students alike. However, in reality, whereas the workplace
has undergone exponential change, education systems are undergoing only incremental
changes. This mismatch between the rates of change in industry and education has been
attributed to a number of factors including lack of private industry's participation in
shaping education reform.

1.8 Part A of this report has documented that Korean firms are still lacking both
upstream and downstream capabilities and as such remain in a catch-up mode of
development. To overcome these weaknesses would require, among other things, good
quality scientists/engineers and better communications between academia, industry and
policy groups. Part B goes on to strongly suggest promotion of creativity as a strategy
to transform the Korean economy into a knowledge-based one. In essence, both chapters
bring attention to education reform. The next logical step towards tailoring and speeding
up education reform is to understand the direction and magnitude of change that has
already taken place in the workplace. This study attempts to take this first step for Korea

2 This year, the government has upgraded the Ministry of Education to be headed by a deputy prime
minister and also changed the name of the Ministry from the MOE to the Ministry of Education and
HRD. In addition, the government took several measures to increase education budget by for example
earmarking 13% (formerly 1 1.8%) of the internal tax revenue for K-12 education.
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by investigating the hiring, retention, training and reward practices of high performing
firms. By doing so, this study corrects for the fact that the views of the private sector
have been largely absent from past policy discussion and reform efforts at the secondary
and tertiary levels.

1.9 The format of this paper is as follows: Section 2 identifies the major changes
occurring in the workplace that have significant repercussions for workers and
employers. Section 3 then identifies the skill requirements for both market entrants and
existing workers. It also examines the relevance of school education for high
performing firms. Section 4 discusses the implications of these changes for education
reform policies for the government.

METHODOLOGY

1.10 The design of the work is to backward map from what employers say are
important skills and attributes for workers across a variety of positions. The
establishments in the sample come from the both the manufacturing and service sectors.
While there continue to be many low skill, low wage jobs in the Korean economy, this
study focuses on the frontier by selecting firms that are characterized by high
performing work practices. For the purpose of this study, a firm is considered a high
performing workplace if it is ISO certified or it can clearly articulate the process by
which it selects workers using a formal test instrument, and continues to invest in
worker development through formal training(in-house and outside); or it has a
structured quality program and continues to invest in worker development through
formal training(in-house and outside). It is expected that global pressure will require
others to gradually emulate many of these practices3.

1.11 The sample includes major establishments with more than 300 workers. Sectors
represented include telecommunication, automotive, electronics, distribution, tourism,
and banking. The instrument was designed to include both open-ended questions with
follow-up probes as well as a number of more structured questions that required the
respondent to rank their response to certain questions using a Likert scale ranging from
a response of 1 (not important) to a response of 5 (very important). Interviews were held
with the general manager, a supervisor, the director of human resources, and the training
manager at relevant establishments. In some(smaller) firms, often the general manager
and a supervisor responded to all questions as there was no formal head of human
resources or training. Most questions focused on recruitment, selection, worker qualities
and training. Employers were also asked to discuss the characteristics of outstanding
workers.

1.12 In addition to conducting face to face interviews, company documents related to
recruitment, selection, training and evaluation were collected and reviewed. For each
establishment, a full narrative case study was developed.

3 The firms were identified by peer referral to ensure a sample representative of leading human resource
practices.
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(DRGANIZATIONAL CHlANGE WRl=V N ]FiuMS

2.1 There is some evidence that high perforning firms are rapidly changing the way
they organize work, make decisions, carry out functions, and produce goods and
services. To remain competitive, these firms are moving towards a decentralized flat
organization, knowledge intensive production and quality management.

2.2 Less hierarchical, team work and quick decentralized decision making. Since the
economic crisis of 1997, many Korean companies have been forced to change and
restructure their business practices. In particular, the companies surveyed have
systematized and restructured their internal organization in order to deal better with
rapid changes in industries and new macroeconomic instabilities in the global economy.
The organizational structure of high performing firms has become more horizontal than
ever before through various efforts to simplify previously complicated decision making
processes.

2.3 One common trend is that traditional hierarchy is being replaced by task/project
teams through delegation of authorities and networking. In the past, Korean major
companies were organized around a pyramid type of management structure with multi-
level decision-making. Now, many companies have introduced the team system,
eliminating many middle-management positions. Traditional divisions and departments
still exist but they are renamned based on their jobs and duties. Smaller companies,
service firms and newer companies are quicker to adopt new management structures. In
the new system, reporting channels have been streamlined and simplified. For
production workers, the pattern is: worker-technician-team leader-head-director. For
clerical workers: worker-deputy manager-head-vice chief-chief-director-CEO. The
current four to five layers replaces a previous system of eight to nine layers between
worker and head of the organization.

2.4 Another important trend is that computerization has reduced the time gap
between decision-making and implementation, and as a result new methods are quickly
adopted to work sites. For instance, the adoption of on-line approval system at L
Distribution, S Telecom, C Hotel and H Bank has eliminated all excess paperwork4.
The work processes has been computerized to the extent that notices, communication
between workers, complaints, suggestions and grievance procedures are processed on-
line for horizontal information sharing. In addition, innovative activities along
production lines, including 6 Sigma and FI-10 at L Electronics and Win2l and Line-
Stop systems at H Automotive are examples of new effort to "flexibly control" the work

4 Establishments have been coded for confidentiality reasons.
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process. At L Distribution, a detailed manual has been instituted through MCS 2001 for
customer satisfaction.

2.5 Knowledge-intensive production. Manufacturers are increasingly standardizing
and automating production procedures and quality control methods for acquisition and
maintenance of standard certifications set by international organizations. Thus, workers
are required to understand and follow the new rules and regulations. Work process
reports and errors are submitted on written forms to related teams or workers. For the
service industry, workers are asked to attain comprehensive knowledge of their field,
standardize and raise the quality of service, while following all regulations and
improving their language skills. These work skills are constantly checked and evaluated.

2.6 In the case of H Automobiles, managers predict increased demand for
knowledge in electronics and computer utilization skills as automation increases.
Managers at L Electronics point out the increasing requirements for problem-solving,
knowledge-acquiring skills, and IT skills with more adoption of new technologies. In C
Hotel, service related professional knowledge and skills are stressed. In the case of H
Bank, managers point out the reduced need of calculation and bookkeeping functions
and services. Leadership skills and analytic ability are more emphasized for senior
managers.

2.7 Increasingly workers are expected to have more comprehensive knowledge
relevant to their job area. H Automotive, for example, expects its new workers to be
familiar with electronics and computers as production lines are being automated, while
L Electronics focuses on problerm solving, academic and IT skills. H Bank notes that
calculating and accounting skills are less important, and consulting skills and customer
relations and service skills are more important. Survey results reporting skills used at
work in order of importance are depicted in Figure 3.2.

2.8 Quality product/customer oriented management. South Korean companies in the
past have found their niche in the international market with mass exports of low cost
products. However, since the 1990s, domestic wage hikes and increasing competition
with newly industrialized Asian economies, has forced companies to realize the
importance of innovation and quality advancement to maintain competitiveness in a
global market. As a result, Korean firms have in recent years paid more attention to
producing higher quality goods with investment in infrastructure, technology and
people.

2.9 Most companies surveyed are certified with ISO 9000 and 14000 from
organizations abroad. An ISO certificate proves standardized service and quality, and is
widely required by international consumers as verification means. It also contributes to
improving productivity and quality while lowering manufacturing cost. Companies are
enthusiastic about ISO certification programs and require that workers perform their
work with a sense of duty and participate in the education programs that companies
offer. At H Automobile, workers are given qualifications with training of skills required
to perform tests and inspections required under ISO.
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2.10 In addition, companies also set target production volumes and evaluate their
goals with quality control teams. Quantitative goals for production volumes are agreed
to and production line workers are required to sign off on each product produced to
insure a sense of accountability. Quality is controlled and checked by accurate
measuring equipment and also by customers' feedback. At L Electronics and H
Automotive, it is mandatory to check work processes before and after work begins and
ends, and to have outside suppliers subject to evaluations and provide skill guidance
periodically. S Telecom carefully reviews customers' comments and complaints and
deals with them in order of importance.

CHANGES IEN HMAN LESOURCE MANAGE14ENT

2.11 High performing firms are also moving away from year-old practices of human
resource management. This emerging trend is seen at every stage of human resource
management from recruitment to the rewarding system, the main focus being on
reinforcing competence and performance.

2.12 Flexible and decentralized recruitment. The patterns of employment and
recruitment have rapidly changed in major enterprises in Korea, since the economic
crises of 1997. In the past, firms recruited a large number of workers through once-a-
year regular employment season. The economic crisis has forced firms to turn to
"quality approach" to human resource management. Efficient use of existing workforce
is perceived to be more important than a large scale new recruitment, and firms tend to
prefer to fill up vacancies whenever necessary, instead of fixed seasons as in the past.
They also tend to prefer more experienced workers who are ready to be assigned to
work immediately. In this regard, several trends are noteworthy.

2.13 The first trend is that companies hire workers based on occasional demands and
vacancies. This has caused firms to do 'just-in-time' hiring - as and when a need arises
rather than the old practice of hiring during fixed periods of the calendar. L Electronics
and H Automobile fill vacancies seasonally, as these companies have large numbers of
employees, while S Telecom, C Hotel, H Bank and C Distribution hire their employees
whenever there is a need.

2.14 A second trend is that human resource management has moved towards
shop/front-line managers and away from personnel department. While the personnel
department is still responsible for overall recruitment process, the actual recruitment is
determined by shop managers. These front line managers also decide the kind of skills
or competence that candidates should possess and they actually conduct the interview.
At L Electronics and H Automotive, production line workers that occupy 60-70 percent
of the entire workforce are hired and managed by front line units or local offices.

2.15 A third trend is that the terms of employment are also changing and new entrants
should increasingly expect to be offered contractual employment instead of tenure-track
positions: a feature of post-economic crisis which placed emphasis on promoting
flexible employment and lowering labor costs. Managers interviewed were mostly
hesitant to reveal the level and proportion of such employees, only to say that they
maintained at "a certain level."
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2.16 Upskilling, and pursuit of competences/worker attributes. The survey finds
that high performing firms with exception of production workers are no longer hiring
high school graduates, and instead they prefer workers with college or above level
education. S Telecom, H Bank, and C Hotel presently are not hiring any high school
graduates. In the case of banking establishments, business high schools were frequently
hired before. But, hiring of these graduates are "quite rare" these days, says one
manager. The same is true with manufacturing companies which used to hire graduates
of technical high schools. Automation and computerization appear to have eliminated
comparative edge of VOTEC high school graduates.

2.17 Managers of high performing firms insist that education level and occupational
skills were not viewed as the sole critical part of their recruitment decisions. Most firms
are also concerned about other characteristics of workers. The company managers tend
to demand greater attention for basic character education and etiquettes, no less weight
on major/concentration of worker's education background. Many managers point out
that while the younger generation of workers has exhibited improved proficiency and
creativity, they seem to lack spirit of sacrifice and patience. Additionally, some workers
seem to enter with excellent IT skills but lack practical language skills. Most notably,
desirable competences and worker attributes are examined and assessed through in-
depth interviews and aptitude tests.

2.18 In-depth interviews are more often employed to sort out the candidates because
interview tools are thought to be better suited for assessing worker traits such as
creativity, problem-solving and teamwork abilities. Interview panels are often
composed of executives, personnel managers, and the relevant department manager.
The sample survey results indicate that group interviews tend to be used for clerical
positions and individual interviews for production workers. Interviewers ask questions
about each candidate's special skills and personality while checking them against their
application form. The typical checklists are: the prospective employee's communication
skills and logical skills (L Electronics), attitude toward work place (S Telecom), and
good manners and hospitality (C Hotel and L Distribution). As for H Bank, interviewers
participate in a 2 day training camp and evaluate participants' social skills, creativity
and cooperation through games, discussions and debates. Interviewee's personal
opinion on the company and its corporate goals are also frequently asked. At L
Electronics, for instance, they ask questions like "What would you do if your boss asks
you to do something improper?" Clear and logical answers are likely to get more points.

2.19 Results of aptitude tests are widely used in place of language and basic
knowledge tests. The test comes in a standardized questionnaire form and is designed to
evaluate the prospective employee's intelligence, creativity, organizational suitability
and so on. S Telecom conducts personality and aptitude tests with 345 and 150
questions, respectively.

2.20 Less job rotation and better rewards for new ideas, training and
performance. Most companies surveyed do not enforce job rotation but place efforts to
train and encourage workers to acquire core skills and competence. The survey confirms
that companies normally do not conduct job rotations except for some particular cases.
Instead, they attempt to equip workers with specified and yet multi-facet skills. At L
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Electronics, job rotation rarely happens in order to provide employees with
opportunities to specialize in their area of expertise and gain comprehensive knowledge.
Even in the cases of some occasional relocations, OJT and training sessions are
provided at all times to allow employees to adapt to new technologies and working
environments.

2.21 A closely related trend is that the firms surveyed have a systematic way of
rewarding new ideas. Worker Suggestion Programs (WSP) are widely practiced.
Workers voluntarily participate in WSP at L Electronics, H Automotive, S Telecom and
H Bank while it is obligatory at M Distribution and C Hotel. L Electronics, for example,
has a WSP in which employee's ideas are solicited such that workers are encouraged to
come up with new ideas on improvement of working condition, and neglected matters.
The aim is to improve while motivating them to be creative and interested in their
workplace. The companies are quick to take action on issues raised by workers'
suggestions. Submitted ideas are reviewed and companies notify the workers of the
results or actions taken. Good suggestions are monetarily rewarded and reflected into
performance appraisal in companies such as S Telecom, H Bank and C Hotel.

2.22 In addition, training and the resulting increase in competence are well rewarded
by the high performing firms. Most employees can expect to be continuously evaluated
rather than the old practice of once a year evaluations. Employees are rewarded for
undertaking proactive measures to improving their job skills. To that extent, workers are
more tuned in to the advice and comments from co-workers as well as senior workers.
At H Automotive and L Electronics, promotion tests and other special programs are
undertaken during these courses. Companies commonly grant generous educational
benefits for long-time serving employees. Sometimes, these employees become in-
house trainers. In some companies, employee's course performance level is rigorously
evaluated through tests and the course credits obtained are strictly managed. For
instance, the 6 sigma program motivates workers by awarding them with different belts-
- from green belt to black, master belt -- to those workers who are aware of the program
and actively participate in it. Many of the workers themselves are also enthusiastic
about improving their job skills. This is because employee's efforts are actively
considered in performance ratings. Improving job skills is also a motivating factor
which increases self-esteem. With the current atmosphere job insecurity, workers
recognize the importance of promoting self-improvement, competency and the like.

2.23 Workers' compensation structure in Korean firms has been based on seniority
payment system. Recently, companies have started to introduce annually-based
compensation system based on employee's abilities and performance 5. The companies
in this survey adopted an annual salary system mostly for their managerial workers, but
have plans to expand it to lower level worker groups. Some are also considering
introducing production line workers based on their performance.

2.24 H Automobile runs an annual salary system for its managerial workers and time
payment for production line workers. L Electronics does the same for managerial

5 An 'annual salary system' is a performance-based compensation system where a line worker can be paid
more than his immediate manager. The term 'annual salary system' is used because it is value-neutral.
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workers but applies serial payment to its production line workers. H Bank compensates
its managerial workers based on output payment, and pays other workers by the salary
class system. At C Hotel, deputy managers or above receive an annual salary.

2.25 Workers on an annual salaries program get a 200-700 percent bonus depending
on their performance and evaluation results while other workers receive a fixed amount
for their regular bonus. In cases of an outstanding increase in profit, workers are
additionally compensated at year's end. Individuals or groups also receive incentives
upon the realization of significant performance. At L Electronics, workers are
irregularly compensated in cases of outstanding performance while S Telecom disperses
incentives individually. H Bank pays 20 percent of the worker's salary as a bonus, and
H Automotive and C Hotel pay in groups or individually. These practices are intended
to equitably compensate the workers in a manner commensurate to their performance.

2.26 Increasing investment in OJT for competences. For high performing firms,
training cost has risen enormously compared to past standards. It had reached 8 billion
Korean Won(KRW) for H Automotive (= 6 million USD), 16 billion KRW (=12 million
USD) for L Electronics and 8.5 billion KRW (6.4 million USD) for S Telecom. These
companies also provide specialized training programs to develop professional skills of
workers.

2.27 Most companies surveyed have created, in addition to personnel departments,
separate divisions and officers for education and training to develop a variety of training
programs for their workers. Examples include: Learning Center of L Electronics,
Human Resource Development Team of H Automobile, Human Resource Center of S
Telecom, and Cyber Learning Center of L Distribution, H Bank and C. Hotel.
Companies with multiple business units and factories also have independent education
programs on sites where the head office provides the guidelines for education and
training, support them and, when necessary, delivers training programs directly.

2.28 OJT is provided to all employees: office workers, production and sales workers
and executives and managers. In the past, managerial workers were excused from these
sessions, but nowadays, they too are attending courses. Training programs for
leadership skills, counseling skills, managerial skills and motivating skills are offered to
managerial workers. L Electronics, H Automotive and S Telecom are all active in
providing training to mid- to senior managers.

2.29 The skill areas covered by OJT for workers is very diverse: job and skill
training, service skills training, language or IT training, attitude training and
management training. There are also retraining and improvement training by various job
areas. Job skills training is divided into office work, administration, sales and
production line training. For instance, H Automotive offers leadership programs to
office workers; service and sales skills to salespersons and telecommunication
personnel; and automotive classes to production line workers. In addition, ICT,
language and self-development programs are made available to all workers regardless of
their duties or level of position.
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2.30 OJT is delivered through various modalities including on-line lectures,
traditional training programs and courses at external institutes. Occasional OJT sessions
are also offered by senior workers and visiting instructors. Most importantly, however,
firms have started to provide e-learning. High performing firms use internal intranets to
deliver online lectures to employees of all ages(20 to 40) and even to production line
workers. In the service-oriented companies surveyed, in-house instructors (senior
managers or experienced trainers on the payroll of the firm) play an important role in
the education departmnent. In-house instructors have been proven to motivate workers
and are able to effectively introduce new tactics and knowledge. C Hotel features
instructors in 20 different fields including marketing, accounting, finance, management
and hospitality and they are well received by trainees.
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3. SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES REQUIRED FOR HIGH
PERFORMANCE

3.1 Changing workplaces have required a new set of skills for both market entrants
and existing employees. The focus has been placed on learning new skills continuously.
Relevance of school education is questioned.

SKILLS FOR ENTRY LEVEL WORKERS

3.2 For market entrants, it becomes increasingly important to possess foreign
language and solid basic/generic skills or learn-to-learn skills. Also critical is to build
good personal traits such as team work skills and communication skills.

3.3 Changes in workplaces have obviously created demand for a new set of skills for
labor market entrants. Rapidly changing technologies require workers to possess strong
work-related specialized knowledge and skills, noticeably with a higher component of IT
related skills. However, it is nearly impossible for workers inherent skills to match up
with the needs of the changing workplace, hence the trainability of workers by the firm
has become an important factor. Managers define trainable workers as those that possess
some "soft" skills such as foreign language or problem-solving skills.

Figure 3.1: Skills needed for entry level workers (1 to 5 scale)

Service

Manufa-cturing

Sales

Clerical

Production MP_

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

* Computer skills * Writing and reading skills

O Basic knowledge 0 Foreign language skills
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3.4 Firms surveyed believe that much of what an employee applies towards a task is
largely learnt on-the-job, hence are trying to gauge the level of 'trainability' of a
prospective worker. Figure 3.1 above shows the order of important skills for the selected
firms. Note that the scores for foreign langue skills and writing and reading skdils are
consistently high across all industries. The practice of using an aptitude test coincides
well with the trend of skill requirements.

3.5 In order to foster an innovation-prone work environment, the ability of workers to
get along, communicate with other team members, and cooperate in the face of radical
organizational and technological changes is key. Managers of high performing firms tend
to select workers with sound character because it translates into a good work attitude and
performance. Managers assert that workers with good attitudes are more 'trainable' even
when they lack professional skills.

SKILLS FOR EXIISTXNG WOEMOS

3.6 By the same token, existing employees are also seeing changes in the way their
performance is measured and rewarded. This places an even greater emphasis than before
on continuous upskilling or lifelong learning, and also on teamwork and the ability to
coordinate minute processes among different members. Employees are encouraged to
share knowledge and learn from each others mistakes.

3.7 When asked about skills and competence used at work, workers responded in the
order of general clerical skills, computer/information processing skills, and teamwork
skills. Figure 3.2 shows the importance of different skills across occupation type. General
clerical skills, and computer and information processing skills are being widely
recognized as a basic work skill for most workers. However, there are some variations in
response by occupation type: production line, clerical, and sales workers. Problem-
solving skills and academic skills are also considered important. The basic pattern is
similar to market entrants since general clerical skills can be regarded as generic job
skills. Compared to market entrants, computer skills are seen more important than foreign
language skills for existing workers. Also notable is the importance of team-work skills.
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Figure 3.2: Skills needed for existing workers (% of
respondents)

Sales

Clerical

Production I. 

Total Frequency

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

*1 Computer & information processing skills * General clerical skills

O Sales and counseling skills 0 Customer order and related duties

* Foreign language skills M Problem-solving skills

* Co-work or team-work skills

3.8 The trend seems to be consistent with the new management practices which
focuses on quality control, error detection and avoidance in manufacturing. This places
new demands on employees. Whereas previously an employee did his/her job and passed
it on to the worker at the next stage, now each frontline employee is expected to
participate in the full process by learning the mechanics. as well as the business
consequences of manufacturing decisions.

RELEVANCE OF SKILLS ACQUIRED THROUGH SCHOOL EDUCATION

3.9 Regarding the usefulness of schooling, survey results indicate that many workers
feel what they learned in schools is only partially utilized and hence not adequately useful
in the workplace. Workers felt that computer and ICT skills were inadequately taught at
school; English and foreign language at medium to low; basic knowledge and skills
including mathematics, logical skills, composition and problem solving at medium to
low. Interviewees said that they were not able to apply their knowledge of foreign
language or mathematical skills, because they had inadequate training in these. Since
problem-solving and teamwork skills are quite useful, more training in these fields in
school is suggested by workers.

3.10 Managers also warn that while the demands for education become greater, the
existing school curricular are becoming less relevant to the world of work. In a separate
survey, managers and workers were asked to rank the level of mismatch of skills acquired
in school and required in the workplace. Table 1 presents the results which point to a
majority of workers and managers perceiving the discrepancy to be quite high.
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Tab[ e 3.1: Managers and workers raning of the diiiereEne betweenm SME/ comlpetences
ac¢uiremd k urnnversities and those requkeed at worMsitas (iercemt of responmdents)

I indicates no discrepancy, S indicates highest discrepancy

No 2 3 4 Big Total
diff. (1) diff.(5) (# respondents)

Personnel 2.2 13.4 43.6 34.5 6.2 100 (417)
managers

College 1.6 9.5 23.5 53.4 12.0 100 (442)
graduated
workers 

Source: Korea Research Institutefor Vocational Education and Training (KRIVET), 2000. A study on the
businessfirms' satisfaction of university education (in Korean). p. 105.
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4. CONCLUSIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION
REFORM

4.1 By listening to employers and workers in high performing firms, a number of
issues become underlined for reform if Korea is to make the transition to a knowledge-
based economy and compete globally. Some important trends have emerged from this
survey of high performing firms:

* These firms are rapidly changing their organizational arrangements towards less
hierarchical, more team work, quicker decentralized decision making, more
knowledge-intense production and quality product oriented management;

* Human resource management is also moving towards 1) flexible and
decentralized recruitment, 2) upskilling and pursuit of competences rather than
mere academic credentials, 3) better rewards for ideas, training and performance,
and 4) increasing investment in OJT for competences;

* Most needed skills and competencies are the general skills such as ICT skills, and
ability/adaptability to work in a group and a changing work environment;

* Skills learned at school education are becoming less important or irrelevant while
newly required skills are learned while on the job, especially through OJT.

4.2 Reform is most needed in K-12 curriculum, pedagogy and assessment.
Workers report a mismatch between what they have learnt in school and what they need
in the workplace (table 1). There is an urgent need to change curriculum content to
reflect what is sought for at work. While basic conceptual and technical subjects need to
form a cornerstone of any good education, Korean schools could benefit from shifting the
focus away from the rediscovery of facts towards the application of analytical concepts
and technical knowledge. For instance, national curriculum could focus on a few core
subjects that deal with basic learn-to-learn skills and foreign language skills while
providing local education authorities and schools with more discretion in terms of
choosing other subject matters that lead to building characters and good attitudes. This
would require a massive drive for deregulation and decentralization of curriculum policy.

4.3 Also required is the change in the practice of pedagogy and student assessment.
To better perform in an ever changing knowledge-intensive environment, individuals
need to possess problem-solving/team working skills as well as good
personalities/behaviors. Desirable pedagogy would encourage a learner centered
experimental learning, group learning and team work. Methods of student assessment
also need revamping: moving away from examinations and measurement of student
knowledge towards an ongoing evaluation of performance. Policies should attend to
incentive mechanisms for teachers to boost the desirable practices in classrooms; and for
students to build good/employable cognitive as well as behavioral skills. This would
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entail an overhaul of teacher policies including teacher training and teacher incentives.
Also important is college adrmission policy that has traditionally emphasized cognitive
achievement over behavioral development.

4.4 HIhgh sch¢oD vcafonllnR and fethmicaD edadncouz n meedl X be alHnmed wMh
demaand shifts The case of high performing firms indicates that most jobs are now filled
with graduates from tertiary institutions and that production line is becoming more
knowledge based. Managers are seeling workers who are more amenable to training and
learning. Broad-based general knowledge appears to fare better in high paying
professions. Policies are thus required to restructure upper secondary education to attune
to the demand shifts. It may be time for traditional vocational high schools such as
business and technical high schools to change their specialization into new skill areas
including ICT and languages. On the policy side, more could be done to provide
incentives to vocational schools for their transformation including teacher policies for
retraining and redeployment.

4.5 Pufelic investment nm hgheir edcacon shoi incirease to =Ea.e At more
afiloudable to both workers and employers. The survey results show a strong demand
for continuous learning by workers and for training by employers. It turns out that
workers are willing to take further education and training as they are increasingly
recruited and evaluated by competence and performance. The firms are augmenting their
spending on retraining workers and changing their managerial practice to reward ideas,
knowledge and training. Korea has been successful in privatizing higher education and as
such spends relatively less on tertiary education than on lower level of education. While
reversing this trend may not be feasible, alternative means of financing such as student
loans could be considered to increase participation of adult population and workers in
various learning opportunities offered by universities and colleges. To make the system
more responsive to market, performance-based funding or/and competitive financing
schemes could be considered. To induce spontaneity on the part of the tertiary
institutions, deregulation process needs to be further expedited.

4.6 The goven'mmenft needs X strengthen Its role to 7 :- sta eholdeir pnitieraniDp
oir a new socWia compact for lfelDong learuning New skills that matter at workplace
would not be trained, acquired and utilized unless those who have important stakes are
not working together to meet the challenges and opportunities set by a knowledge
economy. Under the present scenario of rigid and largely irrelevant school curricula,
Korean firms will need to undertake some training for their workers, almost on a
continuous basis. This would entail a huge investment over and above formal schooling
which will eventually erode firm's competitive edges. lHfowever, schools may not be
attuned to teach all the specific skills needed by the firms but broader/generic skills. A
balance needs to be worked out between general vs specific education/training in a
formal education system. Role division and partnership is also critical to increase
learning opportunities of all kinds including distance education and e-learning by
deploying network enables services (NES). In order to build partnerships through
stakeholder dialogue between teachers, trade unions, NGOs and business firms, the
government should act as a convener or facilitator rather than a regulator of the education
and learning system.
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PART D: ANNEXES

Annex Al

USING MICRO-LEVEL DATA TO BUILD ON KOREAN POLICY AND SURVEY STUDIES

There are several recent surveys of industry and policy studies in Korea which this report

builds upon by using micro-level data to explore, in more depth, firm-level reactions to policy

and especially the impact of the recent crisis on firm technology operations. For example, the

R&D surveys published by the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) in Korea show how

the rate of growth of R&D spending overall fell immediately after the crisis from an average of

10% per annum in the period 1992-1997 to 5% in 1999 (MOST, 2000, p69). This survey also

shows that R&D spending as a proportion of overall GDP fell from 2.55% in 1998 to 2.4% in

1999. The findings in the present study show how the general trend in R&D spending impacted

severely on some leading firms' R&D strategies and reveal how these firms re-structured their

R&D, focusing on short-term at the expenses of longer-term investment.

There are also important studies which examine the impact of policies on Korean firms.

For example, Kim (1998) provides useful tools for analyzing Korean policies, deriving important

lessons for other developing countries. The present study confirms Kim's argument that most

Korean firms remain in a 'catch up', learning mode of development and shows how various

categories of Korean firms differ in their ability and achievements in catching up with the world

frontier. The present study also notes how recent joint ventures with foreign companies have

rejuvenated the prospects facing some leading Korean exporters, but have threatened lagging

firms in the capital goods sector.

Other studies analyze the overall 'architecture' of Korean industrial policy making,

placing current policies within both an historical and international context, for example,

comparing Korean policies and outcomes with those of OECD countries (e.g. Woo and Sul,

2000; World Bank 2000, Chapter 5). Woo and Sul show how closed Korea was to FDI prior to

the crisis and illustrate how FDI began to increase rapidly following the crisis, partly due to new

policy measures undertaken. The present study shows how important FDI has been to specific

individual firms in the form of joint foreign ventures undertaken for the first time within Korea.

It also shows the motivations of Korean firrns in collaborating with foreign multinational

investors and explains the difficulties confronted, as well as new Korean corporate strategies

towards FDI.

The present study also draws upon major recent surveys of Korean firms. For example,

Choi and Kang (2000), provide a survey-based analysis of the crisis, recovery and subsequent

industrial restructuring. This study surveyed 850 firms over the period November 1998 to

February 1999, focusing on output, employment, investment, FDI and profitability. Surveys also

show the 'most important bottlenecks' confronting production and technological improvement

facing firms across all sectors of the economy, ranking 'high interest rates', 'red

tape/bureaucracy' and 'corruption' as the three most significant barriers to improvement (World

Bank, 2000, p129). In addition, an innovation survey based on the European CIS-2 (Community

Innovation Survey-2 ) was sent to 5,852 manufacturing firms (2339 replies) and 727 service
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firms (192 replies) in 1998-1999 (English summary translation, provided in June workshop in
KDI). This survey covered the main sources and types of innovation, showing that improving
product quality was the main goal of technological investment. The present study also
complements these surveys by examining the processes of technological change within firms,
and the strategies adopted by firms to cope with crisis and exploit the recovery. It also
'benchmarks' individual firms against best practices at the international level.
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Annex A2

AUDIT TOOL FOR MEASURING INNOVATION CAPABILITY

Using the framework presented in Part A (Chapter 2) we can generate a series of
questions to ask of firms to help assess how well-developed is their technological capability. For
example, a firm which makes no effort to scan its environment for signals about threats and
opportunities is likely to be much weaker than one which has in place sophisticated mechanisms
for spotting and evaluating g signals about relevant changes - such as the emergence of new
technologies. We can apply this approach to the whole of the above process and, in response to
the questions posed, put some kind of score against the firm in each of the dimensions of
technological capability. Table A2.1 gives an overview of this approach.

Table A2.1: Overview of Assessment Approach

1. Awareness
2. Search
3. Building core competence
4. Technology strategy
5. Assessing and selecting
6. Acquiring technology
7. Implementing
8. Learning
9. Linking to external sources

We can use this score in each dimension to give an indication of where the firm has
strengths and weaknesses in its technological capability and where further development is
needed.

Using the assessment

This kind.of assessment is useful to several groups:

* To the firm itself, as a simple form of feedback on how well it is doing and where it
might usefully concentrate its development efforts

* To agencies concerned with providing various kinds of technological support, to help
identify where and how the firm may have difficulties in accessing their services. For
example, the firm may not be very strong in linking technology to its business strategy
and so a technology support agency might be able to help with advice on business
planning. Or the firm may have limited capability to scan the environment so the
technology agency could look at different channels for communicating what they can
offer.

* To policy-makers concerned with developing focused ways of linking supply of
technological expertise with the demand side.
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lDeveRoping suftabRe neasridng instren~ne s

In order to enable the assessment process we have developed three complementary 'tools'
which can be used by the firms themselves, by technology support agencies, by policy-makers,
by researchers, etc. These are outlined in Table A2.2.

Table A2.2. TonDs %oir IExpDorinEg Te noioecll CpalbiMy

Simple survey tool Quick assessment Uses a small number of questions and
Self-assessment by the firm thus has advantage of speed.
Postal or email survey Main disadvantage is that it does not

explore deeply and can only provide
an overview assessment.

Interview tool More detailed assessment, based on a Provides opportunity to explore issues
schedule of questions which can guide in greater depth and to follow-up on
an interview (1 hour) with senior and particular themes. Interview format
informed technical and strategic allows for examples and other material
management to corroborate the answers to key

questions.
Depends on gaining access and on the
skill and experience of the interviewer.

Case study Very detailed assessment based on Provides in-depth review of
wide range of questions which explore technology management within the
aspects of the technological change firm and allows for case examples to
process. Involves multiple interviews illustrate and clarify the assessment.
with managers across the organization Requires time and access and some

measure of researcher/interviewer
skills.

lo Simple survey tool

Company Name ......... Date.
Number of employees/turnover.......................................................
Products/market ..........................................................................

Technologies required...................................................................
Name/s of interviewee/s.................................................................

Please anEswer ehe following quesgiovs aecording eo thle s c sdesenged - e,etePr 1,2,3, or 4, foa
each qteesion1

Ideally, several people from different departments and the various levels of seniority should fill in the
questionnaire to gain a representative view from inside the company. Sometimes, differences in perception between
different groups within the firm can be very interesting and informative.
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INL YCTIVIT\' R'F*A* |Key Questions Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly N/A
Disagree Some- Some- Agree

mi+e,vr'¢ . 4'~t wo-r what what
Assessment Score 2 3 4
1 Technology plays an important part in my
company's business strategy .___:...
2 My company is well aware of the technologies most
important to its business ._.:.___ _____-

3 My firm is well equipped to assess technological
opportunities
4 My company can assess technology threats without
difficulty ._._;._.-
5 My company has special technological strengths
which it is able to exploit .:...--..
6 My company knows which technologies to
outsource and which to develop internally
7 Our management is skilled at formulating a.
technology strategy to meet business goals . :_____;_;
8 Our firm knows its main technology priorities i -
9 Our firm has a well developed technology 'vision' ____._-

10 Our firm knows how to select the technology
needed for its business ___.--_-

11 Our company knows which are the best sources of

technology _____

12 Our company is effective at acquiring technology
from external sources
13 Our company has good links with important
external suppliers of technology .. ______

14 Our technology activities (e.g. engineering and
R&D) are organised effectively within our company .... -- ___ _ _

15 We have clear processes for carrying out
technology projects -__:_--__-
16 Our company has a good system for assessing
technology projects.

17 Our firm carries out post-project reviews .___j___
18 We are able to learn from one technology project to
another . ._.__a.-_

19 Government policies encourage us to invest in
technology _ .__._.__ _

20 We use external organisations (e.g. consultancy
firms) to assist us with technology assessment . . ___r____ _______

21 We use outside bodies to help us develop .
technology :.-:_K.

22 Exiernal organisations help us assess our
technology performance
23 We work wit:i uni'ersiiies in key technology
projects
24 We work tvith gc:%ernment research institutes in
important technology projects . . . . _.
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Assessing Your Company'9s Capability Level

From the above scores you can now (Step 1) calculate your company's current overall
technology capability level and (Step 2) identify detailed strengths and weaknesses according to
various important categories of technology activity.

Step 11: CalCnfuing your comnpany's overalll capa1bty llevell

Add up your total score (total possible score is 96) and enter in the table below, where
your overall organisational capability level is described:

Capabfiifty Your Totl Possible (Dverall Auilt lResult
Level (l-4) Score Score

1 24 Your company is weak and ill-prepared in all major areas of
technology acquisition, use, development, strategy and so
on; a major improvement program is urgently needed

2 25-48 Your company has poorly developed capabilities in most
areas of technology strategy, search, acquisition and
capability building. However, there are some strengths upon
which to build

3 49-72 Your company has strong in-house capabilities and takes a
strategic approach to technology. In some areas, the firm is
behind the international technology frontier but has many

___________ important s upon which to build
4 73-96 Your company has a fully developed set of technological

capabilities and is able to help define the international
technology frontier. In many areas it takes a creative and
pro-active approach to exploiting technology for competitive

Iadvantage.

Step 2: Assessing your pardtcular stirengths and weaEmnesses

Now enter the detailed scores from your quesgionganare o arive at your own profige of
technological strengths and weaknesses. 7The questons you have completed relate o 9 maMin
categories of technological capabiy descrdied below:

IL Awareness - refers to the ability of senior management to recognize the role of technology
in competitiveness and the dangers of 'standing still' in today's highly competitive environment.

Questions X and 2
A: Total possible score/ |: Youir score %(IR/)

best practice 

8

2. Search - is the ability of the company to scan or monitor external technology events and
trends, which might affect the company or provide opportunities for growth or competitiveness.
Large, advanced, companies often have a group of individuals permanently working on this task.
In smaller companies, the managing director or a senior engineer may be responsible.
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Questions 3 and 4
A: Total possible score/ B: Your score % (B/A)

best practice
8

3. Building a core technological competence - this category refers to the success of a company

in defining its individual technological strengths and building up a unique advantage in specific

areas. A company with a strong technological competence will understand how its distinctive

technological strengths differ from its competitors and how to further develop its skills and

knowledge to remain competitive. It will have well-developed methods for protecting and

exploiting its intellectual property.

Questions 5 and 6
A: Total possible score/ B: Your score % (B/A)

best practice
8

4. Technology strategy - formulating a technology strategy is a key part of the overall business

strategy of any leading firm. This is the process by which visions, objectives and priorities are

set and communicated within the company. Even the best-resourced organization cannot do

everything with respect to technology, so part of the strategic challenge lies in choosing which

technology activities to conduct in house and which to outsource to technology partners.

Questions 7, 8 and 9
A: Total possible score/ B: Your score % (B/A)

best practice .
12

5. Assessing and selecting technology - leading companies are able to gather information on

the range of technological options available, chose quickly among competing solutions (e.g.

different machines, approaches or suppliers) and identify the most appropriate source which

'fits' with their needs. A leading firm is able to make a comparison between (or 'benchmark')

the various options available and can reliably select the most appropriate option, based upon this

comparison.

Questions 10 and 11
A: Total possible score/ B: Your score % (B/A)

best practice
. 8

6. Technology acquisition - once a new technology option is decided upon, a firm needs to

deploy the resources to exploit it (e.g. by creating technology via in-house R&D, or by acquiring

it through a joint venture or technology licensing etc.). In some cases, this may be a simple

matter of buying off-the-shelf, or it may involve exploiting the results of research already carried

out. In other cases it might require extensive search and research to acquire the technology.

Most leading firms have well-developed skills in negotiating for the transfer of technology from

external sources and for developing technology in-house.
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Qilnestions 22 and X3
A: Tota possible score/ B: Your score %OB3IA)

best practice
8

7. ]mpemening and absorbing technology - having acquired technology, a firm needs to
implement the technology within the organization, which may involve various stages of further
development to final launch, as in the case of a new product or service in the external market
place, or a new manufacturing process or method within the organization. This often involves
further innovation as the technology is adapted and reconfigured. As well as in-house
knowledge and skills, a leading firm will usually need well-developed project management
capabilities to ensure implementation is effective and efficient.

QueStGonS 4 and 25
A: Total possible score/ B: Your score % 03A)

best pracdtce
8

0. Learnning - an important part of building technological competencies involves reflecting
upon and reviewing technology projects and processes within the firm, in order to learn from
both successes and failures. In leading firms this leaming process can become conscious and
formal, leading to continuous improvements in effectiveness, efficiency and strategy
formulation. In order to learn how to manage the above technology processes better, a firm
needs to systematically capture relevant knowledge from its own (and other firms') experience
and act on this knowledge.

Quoeslonns 26, 17, 2$
A: Tot possible score/ B: Yogr score %(B/A)

best practice 
12

9. Expaoi irg exteal he1agus ad incenzves - in each of the 8 key technology activities
above, firms can and, in some cases, should make use of external suppliers of technology and
related services. These five questions (19-24) concern the different kinds of organisations which
might supply your firm with services (e.g. consultancy companies, government research
institutes or universities). As well as giving an indication as to the level of technological
sophistication and openness of the firm, the answers can also give an indication of how well-
developed is the external support system for technology development (sometimes called the
'national system of innovation').

¢QuestRons 19, 20, 22, 22, 23, aund 24
A: TotlW possible score/ B: Your score % (/A)

best rpractice
24

For each key area of capability, look at how wen yom compare wigh best practice (Le. the total possible
score). You may wish to identify the lowest three scores (technology weakness areas) and the top three scores
(technology strengths). This information can help lead on to the development of an improvement programme
(please turn overfor a guide to improvement).
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2. Interview tool

This is a more elaborate form of the previous tool and can be seen as a guide or schedule to help

interviewers steer a discussion with the management of the firm around key issues in technological capability.

There are nine sections, corresponding to the model in Figure 2, and the interviewer may find that some sections

are more relevant than others. Within thisformat there are key and supplementary questions which can be used

to elaborate on particular themes - some guidance on this is given in the tool below.

For each section there is a short surmmary score which indicates the extent to which the firm has

developed capability in this area.

Section 1: Awareness - this refers to the ability of senior management to recognize the role of

technology in competitiveness and the dangers of 'standing still' in today's highly competitive
environment. Key questions here would be:

1. In what ways does technology Technological change is constantly If the firm has no clear idea of how

affect the competitiveness of your taking place and will affect technology affects their competitive

business? competitiveness in terms of product position they are in a very weak
(new or improved products coming position. You might wish to
on to the marketplace) and explore further the kinds of change
processes (new or improved ways which could have an effect on the
of producing the products which firm and challenge them as to why
may be lower cost, faster, higher they feel that technology is not an
quality, etc.) important factor.

If they are aware of the potential
role technology plays try and get a
sharper focus on this - see question
2.

2. In what ways might technology It is important to recognize that If they are only focusing on product

affect the competitiveness of your technology can affect both products or process it may be useful to

products? and processes. Simply being able to challenge their thinking and suggest
match competitors on price, quality the need for a broader view.

Andyourprocesses? or speed (process characteristics)
may not be sufficient if they come If they are aware of the specific
up with a new product design. implications for products and
Firms need to be aware of the processes, try and explore the extent
challenge of change across a broad to which the firm is aware of the
front. 'technological frontier' - see

question 3.

3. Where wouldyou say the Technological development makes If they are not aware of the frontier

technologicalfrontier is in your possible a range of new products they may need to extend their

business - and howfar awayfrom and processes but these do not search behavior (see next section) to

it are you? diffuse ovemight. Firms need to be make sure they are not surprised by
aware of where the 'frontier' is and new developments.
how fast it is moving - and most
important, where they stand in If they appear to be clear about
relation to it. where they stand and the major

developments in technology they
are probably in a reasonably strong
position as far as awareness of the
need and direction for change is
concemed. Move on to next
section.
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Summary score:

On the basis of the answers to these (and other) questions where would you position the
firm on this scale?
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Section I: Se-rchig - the ability of the company to scan or monitor external technology events
and trends, which might affect the company or provide opportunities for growth or
competitiveness. Large, advanced, companies often have a group of individuals permnanently
working on this task. In smaller companies, the managing director or a senior engineer may be
responsible.

1. What factors affect whether Markets are increasingly demanding If they don't know who their customers are
or not people buy from you? a range of price and non-price or what they want they are in a very weak

factors (like quality, design, position. There is unlikely to be a clear
customization, etc.) - and strategic base for choosing or using
technology affects these. technology to help them compete.

2. What are the key order Markets increasingly require some If the list has only one factor - price - this is
winning and order qualifying factors - low prices, reliable quality, often a high risk case
factors in your business etc. - as a qualifying condition. This Given the difficulties of sustaining

does not mean that the firm will win competitive advantage in a world where
orders, simply that it can play in the price competition is increasing this can be a
game. Technology plays an risky position. It suggests a limited view of
important part in enabling order- how competitiveness is built up and
winning characteristics to be probably means that their idea of
developed and competitive technology - if they see this as useful at all -
advantage to be obtained. is confined to cost saving - often through

simple replacement of machinery.
Products/services are seen as simply cost-
competing and there is no attention to
adding other features
If they have some sense of there being
multiple factors affecting competitiveness -
and if they have some sense of which are
the most important they are in a much better
strategic position to see how technology
might help and to look for specific tools to
help.

3. How do these vary across Markets are increasingly segmented If they do not understand the need for such
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your different products and and the requirements for one may separation they risk having an unfocused
markets? differ widely from another. change strategy.

Technology can help provide A more sophisticated understanding would
customized solutions to differing mean they recognize different
market requirements - but its customers/markets have different needs and
effective use depends on technology needs to be linked to these.
understanding the marketplace.

4. How do you know what is Successful firms scan widely and If the firm says that it is well aware it would
going on in thefield of deeply to ensure they are aware of be useful to get them to list the various
technology development developments which might have an mechanisms which they employ, and to
relevant to your industry? impact on their business. They explore where they see the gaps in their

make use of multiple channels - for 'intelligence' network.
- in your country? example, visits, exhibitions,
- Internationally? conferences and seminars, the

Intemet, etc.

Summary score

On the basis of the answers to these (and other) questions where would you position the
firm on this scale?
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Secflonni 3: BuRlling a coire technological- competeunce - this category refers to the success of a
company in defining its individual technological strengths and building up a unique advantage in
specific areas. A company with a strong technological competence will understand how its
distinctive technological strengths differ from its competitors and how to further develop its
skills and knowledge to remain competitive. It will have well-developed methods for protecting
and exploiting its intellectual property.
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1. What is your Firms need to build and sustain some form of If they don't know they are in a very
particular and distinctive competitive advantage and technology weak position. And at risk from
distinctive competitive provides a powerful resource for doing so. Being competitors who may use technology
edge? able to offer something no one else can or to to create more distinctive advantage.

offer something faster, cheaper, of higher quality, If they do, go on to question 2.
etc. are examples of distinctive competencies
which derive from technology.

2. Which factors affect If price is their only concern they are
whether or not people probably looking at technology - if at
buy from you? all - in terms of simplistic cost

savings , often through investments in
replacement machinery

If the list has more than one factor
and they seem to understand the need
to develop a competitive edge which
can be protected, go on to question 3.

3. What are you doing If they see competitiveness as being
to sustain and protect made up of more than price they are
this advantage? probably reasonably aware of at least

how technology might help - though
they may not know where or how to
get it
If they are not actively aiming to
protect their advantage, they risk
someone else moving in and eroding
it. Ways of protection include legal
protection (patents, copyright, etc.)
but also keeping the process of
creating specialist knowledge (e.g.
through R&D) going so as to stay one
jump ahead of potential competitors.

4. What are you doing If they are not actively seeking new
to create future sources of advantage they risk others
advantage? catching up with them, or the

emergence of substitute products and
processes which eliminate their
advantage. If they are actively trying
to create and sustain advantage they
will probably be looking to use
product and process technology to
help. They should be able to give
examples of where and how

5. How do you decide
which technologies to
develop/retain in -
house and which to
outsource?

SUMMaray score

On the basis of the answers to these (and other) questions where would you position the firm on
this scale?
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Sect.on 4: rehnoogy stretegy - formulating a technologf ty is a key part of the overall

business strategy of any leading firt. This is the process by which visions, objectives and

priorities are set and communicated within the company. Even the best-resourced organization

cannot do everwthing with respect to technology, so part of the strategic challenge lies in

choosing which technology activities to conduct in house and which to outsource to technology

partners.
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1. What are the key strategic Firms need a clear If they only see price as important

targets for the business? business strategy to then this is likely to skew their
- ~~~provide the framework view of technology. and what it

within which decisions, . can offer - at best this results in a
about technology can be lirm'ted approach.
located. If they are able to explain their

strategy and the particular ways in
which they see themselves
competing then go on to question
3.

2. What are the main technology Successful firms have a If they have no clear idea of

priorities for the company? clear and shared priorities it may be that they are
understanding of the ways not thinking about technology in
in which technology can strategic fashion but rather as a
provide strategic reaction to what others in the
advantage - and the market are doing.
relative priorities
associated with different If they are they are probably aware
options. of their distinctive (core)

competence and how to develop
this - see next question.

3. What are your core Firms need to be aware If they are not aware of their
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competencies - and how are you of the ways in which competencies they risk either
using them to create strategic they can offer trying to compete on a 'me-too'
advantage something distinctive in basis (because they have no

the market-place - distinctive competitive edge) or
products or processes missing out on market
which are better and opportunities (because they don't
which are in some way exploit their strengths).
difficult for others to
copy If they do, go on to question 4.

4. How do you deploy your Firms need a process for If they do not understand the need
business strategy to provide a discussing and for such specific strategic
framework for change in your communicating frameworks they risk having an
products and in the ways in technology strategy. overall sense of direction for the
which you make them? Typically this begins with business but no way of connecting

an overall set of business change programmes to it.
objectives and then If they do go on to question 5.f
involves a top- they can link their business
down/bottom up process objectives to targets for change in
of exploring the ways in products and processes there is
which technology can help likely to be a coherent search for
to fulfill these business technology
objectives

5. What is the strategic vision for
technolo within our company?

Summary score

On the basis of the answers to these (and other) questions where would you position the
firm on this scale?
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Section 5: Assessing and selecting technology - leading companies are able to gather
information on the range of technological options available, choose quickly among competing
solutions (e.g. different machines, approaches or suppliers) and identify the most appropriate
source which 'fits' with their needs. A leading firm is able to make a comparison between (or
'benchmark') the various options available and can reliably select the most appropriate option,
based upon this comparison.

LUuiderlyiug ilhiuies IfoWv lo interpret the responise

How do you go about Successful firms have a clear If the firm has no clear framework or is
assessing technology? framework and criteria against governed only by the cost and availability

which to assess technological of the technology there is a risk that they
options. will choose inappropriately.

How do you selectfrom Successful firms consider a Firms with a high degree of technological
different technological wide range of factors when capability will have a clear process for
options? assessing different assessing and selecting technology and

technological options may make use of different formal
including the long-term costs techniques to help them in this.
of supporting and extending
the technology, their ability to
absorb and make effective use
of it, etc. - in addition to short-
term considerations like price
and availability.

How do you know you
have selected the best
sources of technology?

Summary score

On the basis of the answers to these (and other) questions where would you position the firm on
this scale?
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simple matter of buying off-the-shelf, or it may involve exploiting the results of research alreadycarried out. In other cases it might require extensive search and research to acquire thetechnology. Most leading firms have well-developed skills in negotiating for the transfer oftechnology from external sources and for'developing technology in- ho'use.

How you manage the- Successful- firmrs'.recognize- Jf the'firm 'has no.clear. process for acquisitionproces of acuirin that hey ar likey to heed-to, it 'is' likely 'to., risk: acquiring the' 'vrongtechnology from ,outside build -,technological.. strength, technology.or else being unable to'absorb andI
through y c6nbjnation of use technology transferred in.*,

intrnl ad external -sources,..
They-~hav~e d v -pe'skills in
managinig 'the -acquisitio"n ..

process -ahd, have -good'
absorptiv"e c'apacity..within the''

-irm

What mechanisms do Succ'essfu fIr'ms recognise If the fr ssfwmcaim o-you use to bring, in tat. there are'multiple 'example16 relying 'nl on euimnoutside sources of mechianisms Wfor outsourcin ' purhases'it risks becoming dependent .onknowledge? technology (for example, outside -sources 'without ' building internal
joint R&D projects, capability. Successful firms develop skills in

licensing or direct purchase negotiation and the use of a portfolioof equipoment) and operate a approach to acquiring technology.
portfoiho approach to the

problem.
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How do you ensure you Outsourcing decisions are If the firm emphasizes short-term acquisition
capture knowledgeform made not simply on the basis only there is a risk that the development of
your externally of price but in terms of other technological competence will be
acquired technology? factors such as the degree to constrained. Successful firms place emphasis

which there are learning on the ability and opportunity to capture
opportunities. knowledge and learning from technologies

acquired from outside - for example, through
negotiating conditions in licensing or in
operating joint R&D ventures.

What proporion of your
technology do you
sourcefrom outside?

Summary score

On the basis of the answers to these (and other) questions where would you position the firm on
this scale?
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Section 7: llmplementing and absorbing technology -having acquired technology, a firm
needs to implement the technology within the organization, which may involve various stages of
further development to final launch, as in the case of a new product or service in the exteral
market place, or a new manufacturing process or method within the organization. This often
involves further innovation as the technology is adapted and reconfigured. As well as in-house
knowledge and skills, a leading firm will usually need well-developed project management
capabilities to ensure implementation is effective and efficient.
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How do you manage the Successful firms have skills If the firm is inexperienced or incapable of
process of implementing and experience in project project management there is a high risk that
technology-based management. projects will run over time or budget.
projects?

How do you manaage Successful firms operate some Without a suitable risk management
risk in development form of risk management - framework the firm may find itself unable to
projects? such as the use of a 'stage- monitor progress or to stop projects which

gate' framework to guide have run into difficulties or no longer fit the
product development strategy.

How do you ensure co- Successful firms are able to If the firm is unable to bring different
operation and engage cross-functional functions together during the project there is
communication between expertise (e.g. marketing, a risk of costs and time problems.
differeat functions in production, quality) to create
the firm - R&D, new products/processes.
engineering,
production, marketing,
etc.?

Summary score

On the basis of the answers to these (and other) questions where would you position the
firm on this scale?
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§ectdon 0: Leaairiing - an important part of building technological competencies involves
reflecting upon and reviewing technology projects and precesses within the firm, in order to
learn from both successes and failures. In leading firms this learning process can become
conscious and formal, leading to continuous improvements in effectiveness, efficiency and
strategy formulation. In order to learn how to manage the above technology processes better, a
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firm needs to systematically capture relevant knowledge from its own (and other firms')
experience and act on this knowledge.

How do you know how Successful firms make use of If the firm does not monitor its
wel you are doing - 'benchmarking' and other performance against external standards
with respect to approaches to monitor their it risks being isolated and unaware of
competitors? competitors and to search out the need or direction for change.

opportunities for learning
about products and processes.

How do ensure you Successful firms take steps to Without an active approach to
capture learningfrom ensure that learning is capturing learning there is a risk that
projects and avoid 're- captured and shared across the firms will continue to repeat the same
inventing the wheel' organization, to build both mistakes.
next time? technical and managerial

.competence.

What mechanisms are Successful firms make strong
in place to enable efforts to build 'learning
learning and organisations' - through
continuous training, workforce
improvement within the involvement in 'kaizen'
firm? programmes, process mapping

and codification, etc.

Summary score

On the basis of the answers to these (and other) questions where would you position the firm on
this scale?
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Section 9: 1ExpRoithiog exteirnal linkages an~d imcentives,.~- in each of the 8 key technology
activities above, firms can and, in some cases, should make use of external suppliers of
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technology and related services. These next questions concern the different kinds of
organisations which might supply the firm with services (e.g. consultancy companies,
government research institutes or universities). As well as giving an indication as to the level of
technological sophistication and openness of the firm, the answers can also give an indication of
how well-developed is the external support system for technology development (sometimes
called the 'national system of innovation').

Which Successful firms have a If the firm has little or no awareness of
sources of strong 'external' orientation external resources it is likely to be limited
external and are open to ideas and in its ability to undertake innovation
expertise are support from a wide variety projects.
you aware of? of sources beyond the firm

Which There may be barriers to wider access to
external external resources which can be resolved by
sources have changes in the policy environment or the
you made use composition of the national system of
of? innovation.

What are the
main barriers
to your using
these and
other
sources?

Summary score

On the basis of the answers to these (and other) questions where would you position the firm on
this scale?
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Overall assessment

Take each of the scores you have allocated at the end of each section and put them in this
summary table.

1. Awareness
2. Search
3. Building core
competence
4. Technology strategy
5. Assessing and
selecting
6. Acquiring
technology
7. Implementing
8. Learning
9. Linking to external
sources

You can also plot a simple profile, which gives a picture of the relative strengths and
weaknesses in technological capability in this firm, as depicted in Figure A2. 1.

Figure A2.1: Profile of Technological Capabilily

Awareness

LnkageXac

orecompetence l-Best practice model

-U /Company x profile I

Implcen en trategy

Acqui Assess/select

3. Case studies

The third level of assessment would involve a detailed set of interviews across the
organisation and with several different people. The purpose would be to collect on a systematic
basis and'with example information on the firm's performance at each of the stages in the model.
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To accomplish this the same framework can be used and the questions in both the survey
and interview tools will be a helpful basis for the study. In addition there are some structured
tools which can be used to help explore particular issues in depth. Examples might include
competitiveness profiling, competence mapping and strategy analysis.
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Annex A3

OTHER FIRMS (GROUP 7) IN THE CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT SAMPLE

Six other firms in additional sectors were included in the audit (LG Cable, Korea Zinc,
LG Chemicals, Green Cross, Choonwae and Kuk Dong). Sectors covered included cable
production, metal processing, medical equipment, chemicals, medicines and loading equipment.
These interviews provided some additional perspectives on innovation processes within Korean
firms. However, as the following selected evidence shows, the findings were broadly consistent
with those from other types of firms and sectors. The six firms were, in the main, examples of
technologically competent firms, with strong process technology, attempting to improve on their
product creation skills through increased R&D.

Several firms continued to feel the repercussions of the crisis, having been forced to cut
back on R&D against their better judgment and preferred strategy. At least one company was
selling off parts of its business to TNC investors as a result of the crisis and increased
competition resulting from an opening up of the domestic market.

1. LG Cable: focusing on product quality via process technology

LG Cable produced a wide range of cables in different materials and were particularly
active in advanced telecommunications products. The company as a whole emnployed around
3,800 people in 2001 and around 200 researchers within its research institute including 30 PhDs,
120 Masters level graduates, and the remainder bachelor level graduates. Including the operating
groups, which increased the overall research manpower to around 450 people, around 12% of the
overall LG workforce were involved in research and/or applications development.

New technology projects covered cables, optics, machinery, electrical power, and product
manufacturing technology. Being a global player, LG Cable increasingly faced foreign rather
than domestic competitors, as it exited lower value product areas and moved into more
specialized technology-based products. Lower-end competition tended to be domestic while
high-end competitors were mainly from Japan and Europe, including Alcatel, Lucent, and Pirelli.

The firms scored highly in the strategic level 'C', but had yet to become a new product-
based market leader. "I have to say we are not a real global player - as compared with the Korean
semiconductor industry for example - we are still a long way from the frontier - we are still in
the process of catching up and focusing primarily on improving quality". The company's
competitive advantage was essentially one of a fast follower with low-cost, high quality offerings
and, increasingly, new technology developments. More than 70% of its R&D was focused on
optical and ultra high voltage cables and a small proportion on advanced materials. As with
many Korean firms, leading-edge customers helped 'pull' its technology forward.

The firm looked ahead via technological forecasts and roadmaps, including an annual
technology roadmap process which drew on emerging market and technical data. In terms of
technological intelligence the company searched widely, both in Korea and especially overseas
and made use of a number of foreign co-operations. They also had a number of co-operation
projects with Korean universities and with government research institutes. The challenge for LG
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Cable was to move away gradually away from a follower strategy and increase its capability to
create new products.

2. K/•orea Zinc: using tacit skils to domiiate a small gloa niche

Korea Zinc was a strong company in a small niche where it had achieved a dominant
position. A high commitment to R&D had enabled the firm to remain close to worldwide
developments and quickly capitalize on them. Like other large Korean firms in our sample,
Korea Zinc was highly competent and technological strong, scoring highly within strategic level
'C' against the dimensions of awareness, search, acquire, improve, learn and capability building.
The company's main strengths lay in applied, rather than basic research. In particular, it was
adept at process technology and the skills in scaling up quickly from laboratory to full-scale
production. These were essentially tacit skills and a source of protectable competitive
advantage.

Korea Zinc was a recognized world leader in the production of zinc, lead and a variety of
other metals which mainly derived from the refining of the first two. These included silver, gold,
bismuth, cadmium and also sulphuric acid. The company was the only producer in Korea and
exported between 30% and 40% of its output. It was a large global player in this niche having,
for example, the largest zinc refinery in the world capable of 400,000 tonnes a year and
subsidiaries in Australia and the US. Total turnover in 1999 was around US$7.9 billion and its
market share was in excess of 9% of the total world production of zinc.

Korea Zinc's main technological focus was to reduce costs via the development of new
processes and also to introduce new processes developed elsewhere in the world. The
company's main skill was to speed up the time taken to introduce new production technology.
Competent in technology intelligence activities, information gathering and strategy formulation,
Korea Zinc concentrated on the mainstream of applications initially developed in laboratory
scale. The company's long-term technology vision saw increasing environmental friendliness as
central, with the ideal of clean waste capable of going straight into landfill. Overall, the firm was
a technologically strong global player in a market which, although commodity-based, required
consistent and continuing investment in technology in order to maintain a competitive edge.

3. LG Chem: internagioral science-ased cospegoe, shIaped by regraoa

LG Chem was established in 1947 and had an annual turnover of US$5 billion in 2000. It
was the largest chemical company in Korea and in the 1960s had diversified into electronics, oil
and other sectors. From the 1st April 2001, it was divided into three companies: chemicals
(US$4 billion turnover), household goods (US$1 billion) and life sciences (US$200,000). The
firm had several R&D centers which employed around 1,000 scientists. In life sciences (the
focus of the interview) LG Chem specialized in two areas (1) new drug discovery and early
development and (2) bio pharmaceuticals (this began in 1983 and related mainly to proteins and
growth hormones).

Sales were mostly to developing countries, due to restrictions and regulations on new
drugs in the US and Europe. The firm had strategic alliances on both these continents and
competed largely on the speed of discovery of new drugs. This was a highly technologically
competent company, with most of the in-house scientists having been educated abroad in the US
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and Europe. Recent changes in management systems had placed several technical and scientific
staff in HQ, assuring a close link between business and technology strategy.

As far as the audit was concerned, this was an extremely impressive company, scoring
Type D, creative against many of the eight categories of technology. The firm kept up-to-date
information on the latest technological trends via conferences and two scientific advisory boards
in the US and Europe. The company also encouraged expert panels and informal study groups in
emergent technology areas. In the past, business strategy depended on the analysis of external
technological trends and the initiation of follower projects. The firm recently moved to a system
by which strategic reviews each year looked five to ten years into the future. The business
strategy was then prepared, supported by a technology strategy, using international specialists
and management consultants to help with processes and advise on regulatory affairs.

4. Green Cross: developing new products for an international market niche

Green Cross was established in 1967 and began to manufacture plasma fractions in 1970,
and Ukrokinase in 1973, mainly for hospitals within Korea. It created a central research
laboratory in 1980 and had major successes with the manufacture of Hepatitis B Vaccine in
1983, the development of the world's first Hemorrhagic Fever with Renal Syndrome Vaccine in
1988, a genetically engineered recombinant Hepatistis B Vaccine in 1988, and a Varicella Zoster
vaccine in 1993. It obtained most of its raw materials from China and processed them in Korea
for export to Germany. The firm had also established subsidiaries in China and Indonesia.

The opening up of the local market to TNC competition will create considerable
competition in the next five years. Rather than price competition Green Cross offered high
quality and speed of delivery. Technologically the company scored at the higher level of
strategic band 'C' in most of the eight categories of technology activity. It used technology and
patent road maps to determine future technological directions and collaborated extensively with
firms abroad. Green Cross had two research centers, which together employed around 100
scientists of whom 20% had PhDs and the rest had Masters degrees. The core competence of the
company was in the downstream of biotechnology, in the areas of fermentation and purification
technologies and in research related to the manufacture of products from novel technologies.

As a result of the crisis, the company, which employed 1,200 people, was in the process
of being split into two. The owner had divided up the businesses and was in the process of
selling off divisions to TNCs. The vaccine part had already been sold to Rhine Biotech which
purchased a majority shareholding. Green Cross's awareness of competition had led the firm to
try and maintain a high level of R&D even during the crisis period. as well as after. Although the
company believed it needed to engage in more fundamental research because of the crisis this
was not financially possible.

5. Choonwae: catching up in medical equipment technology

Choonwae, a producer of CAT scanners, ex-ray machinery and other medical equipment
was established in 1972 and employed 228 staff in 2001. Its initial strategy was to import
foreign equipment and provide local support to purchasers. A gradual accumulation of
technological capability had moved the company into a strong market position. It exported to
over 20 countries in 2000 and had developed a significant brand image as a supplier of
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incubators and x-ray machinery. Choonwae's main competitors were Japanese, US and
European firms and its market advantage lay in a combination of low price and high quality.
Incubators were sold in 22 countries and operating tables in over 30. Its ambition was to be in
the global top five suppliers of these kinds of equipment (it was in the top 20).

With respect to the technology audit, this firm scored highly within the strategic category
'C'. It was a highly competitive firm with a strong emphasis on technology learning and
development. Hitachi, for example, was willing to view Choonwae a co-development partner and
engage in a two-way technology collaboration. Exposure to export markets had kept the firm
close to the technology frontier. However, most products were still follower brands with price
and quality advantages. The company's longer-term strategy was to exit lower technology
segments such as theatre lamps and move increasingly into higher-technology products like x-ray
machines. The ability of Choonwae to achieve its goals will depend on sustaining its R&D
commitment in order to master key technologies such as medical electronics.

6. Mak DoTg Co: movfigfror mainfarErnig g0 zew pF&C&I deve& e

Kuk Dong was established in 1983 as a manufacturer of material handling equipment
such as electric chain hoists, chain blocks and cranes. It exported to numerous countries around
the world and boasted a range of certifications including ISO 9002, S mark (Korean Safety
Standard) the European Union CE mark (Certificate of Conformity for product quality), and the
NT mark (from the Ministry of Science and Technology and lXITA for the development of new
technology). The company had an annual turnover of approximately US$5 million and
employed 65 people, 20 of whom were involved in technical services (seven in R&D, and the
rest in the factory in quality improvement). This finrm competed well in international markets
and exported to a wide range of countries. It had about 50 competitors and spent the last five
years developing a new product in which only two other firms have similar machines. The firm
was highly capable in strategy development for a small firm, using a three to five year time
horizon. Competitive advantage lay mainly in design, price and the ability to respond rapidly to
customer needs. The firm faced various problems, ranging from accessing good sources of
information on R&D trends through to skill shortages on the shop-floor. Kuk Dong used its
links with universities and government labs as a means of improving quality.
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Annex BI

NETWORK-ENABLED SERVICES OVERVIEW

A comprehensive list of business services that could be delivered over networks would be
overwhelming, as almost any business service involving the storage or processing of information
can potentially be a network-enabled service. The services discussed in this report represent the
principal network-enabled services delivered today and provide a basis for evaluating the
potential for future services.

Summaries of eight key networked-enabled services: call centers, medical transcription,
animation, geographic information systems services, back office operations, including website
content development and hosting, distance education, telemedicine, and tele-engineering are
provided below. Under each of these topics, a definition of services is followed by market
information, including a highlight of national leaders where possible, and an assessment of
market potential. For network-enabled services where markets are relatively mature, available
data is presented regarding market size and leading countries. In the case of more recently
emerging services, however, the marketplace is not well defined and little market data is
available.

Call Centers

While a call center can be a simple telephone-based shared service center for specific
customer activities, today's modem call centers integrate traditional telephone-based services
with e-mail, Web collaboration, trained consultants, databases, and online information support
structure to interact more efficiently with customers. A center enables customer support to be
provided around the clock, 365 days a year.

Call centers provide customer-related functions like marketing, selling, information
dispensing, advice, and technical support. As such they are examples of synchronous network-
enabled services. That is, they require real-time interaction with the customer. While traditional
voice telephone call centers are now supplementing or replacing their voice interaction with
instant messaging style Internet interaction, the requirement that the interaction occur in real-
time remains. These can be best understood as inbound services, outbound services, or a
combination of the two.
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llnbound serv¢ces: (D?undoumd services:

Customer Support Center/Help Desk D Telemarketing and Product Launches
Technical Support 0 Market Survey and Research
Reservations D Credit Verification

o Query Handling Bill Collection
Claims Processing and Support Relationship and Account Management
Fax/Voice Mail

o Dial in Polls
Contests/Event Registration

Warket TiRguore 1JU:
EzKnmpRes of C%ll Centeir lrmdustry

The market for call centers is large, as
most businesses and organizations require some o ry sCOeamAcy erve
level of close customer (both internal and Telesales
external) interaction and transaction. Industries Singapore Compaq Product/solution
that are leaders in outsourcing or outlocating inquiry
call centers include: airlines, banks, insurance, Database analysis
financial services, legal services, RegistrationAssistance
communications services, ICT technical Technical support
support, tourism, hotels, etc. Figure B 1.1 Philippines AOL Account and billing
provides examples of the use of call centers by assistance
these kinds of companies. Reactivation of

cancelled accounts
While emerging economies are rapidly Computercustomer

entering the call center industry, it remains Ireland IBM service
dominated by the developed countries. Ireland
and India are two major emerging call center Morgan Credit-card customer
providers. Figure B1.2 provides details on call United Stanley service
centers worldwide. Kingdom Dean

Witter
Assessment _ _

The global market for call center lFESre BR.2 Lo Cemters WoirRdwMe (X99
services will grow, but will become more C C
integrally linked with other network-enabled RJCouiloy Tolul Center i tpe
services, especially back office operations as Canada 70,500 44%
these centers merge to form business process United States 69,500 43%
centers. For example, GE Capital Services, Euro _ 12,750 7%
which opened India's first international call Other 7,250 4%
center in the mid-1990s, now employees over WId*d ________

5,000 specialists to collect money from
Source: Call Center News Service
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delinquent credit card users and perform data-mining.

Despite this potential market growth, Korea is not well positioned to engage in the
provision of call center services. Major constraints include low English language competency
and high labor costs.

Medical Transcription

Medical Transcription is converting sound-recorded medical information into written
text. Doctors dictate medical information into sound recording devices, and the recorded
information is sent to transcription services via data lines. A medical transcriptionist transcribes
the information into standardized report formats. After the work is checked, the information is
returned to the doctor or hospital through data lines. Information includes patient assessment,
therapeutic procedures, clinical courses, diagnosis, and prognosis. Medical transcription services
are an example of asynchronous services. That is, the information is sent in one form, processed,
and returned at some later time (usually overnight).

Market

The market for this service is limited as issues of security and trust restrict the amount of
work that can be outsourced. In addition, the current market may be saturated, as indicated by
the tough competition that is driving down profits in India. According to a recent report released
by Stevens International Consulting, India has approximately 200 medical-transcription firns,
indicating a sharp rate of growth over the previous years' total included below, that employ
nearly 10,000 transcribers. The global market will grow, however, once greater security
measures are introduced and the public becomes more comfortable with medical data being
transmitted overseas. While medical transcription continues to be performed primarily in the
United States, India has become a significant player and other nations may follow. Figure B1.3
provides country detail for this services industry, where U.S. doctors remain the primary
customers.
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Figure IB1.3: Medical Transcripionm Companies Worldwide

Country Number of Companies Market 

United States 383 74%

India 89 17%

Pakistan 21

Canada 14

Australia 3 9%

Bangladesh 2

United Kingdom 2

Nepal 1

Philippines 1

Saudi Arabia 1

South Africa 1

Total Companies 518

Source: Medical Transcription Networking, 1999-2000 data.

Assessment

Some doctors are taking advantage of sophisticated voice recognition software (VRS) for
transcription work. VRS allows a doctor to record and manage information on a desktop PC,
thereby reducing the need for medical transcriptionists. VRS developers are currently
contending with significant problems in the technology. Complex medical terms such as
"cryoglobulinemia," dictated hurriedly by a doctor who is eating lunch, challenges the capacity
of even the best VRS. These problems must be overcome before VRS can be seen as both cost-
effective and practical for the average doctor.

Although demand for medical transcription services will grow, dominated by the
American medical community, Korean firms are not well positioned to engage in the provision
of this service globally. As with call centers, major constraints include low English language
competency and high labor costs.
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Animation

Animation is the process of simulating movement created by displaying a series of

pictures, or frames. The process of hand drawing each frame has largely been replaced by

computer-aided animation after the initial frames are hand-drawn. Although some of the final

products of the animation process, such as entire cartoon shows, are often too large to be

delivered over the network, drafts and portions are routinely exchanged electronically. More

limited applications, such as animated characters for use on websites, fit clearly into the class of

network-enabled services. Computers also assist in creating two- and three-dimensional

characters and backgrounds, repeating designs to create herds or crowds, and synchronizing

voices with images.

Market

Animation services can be relatively simple products, such as animated image files for

use on websites as banners or pictures, and the design of three-dimensional logos. Computer-

aided animation can also involve more complex three-dimensional modeling of human activities

for instructional and diagnostic purposes, and modeling of industrial processes. Beyond

entertainment, computer-aided animation is used in a wide variety of professions including

science, engineering, education and training, and medicine. While little public data is available

on this service, firmns from China, India, Korea, the Philippines, and Vietnam are competing in

this space, along with those from the U.S. and other Western countries.

Assessment

Animation is a global industry. Animation industry experts estimate that the value of

worldwide commercial computer animation production totaled $25 billion at the end of 1999,

with forecasts of a $40 billion market by 2002. Crest Communications estimates that U.S.

companies can save 50 percent of their revenues from outsourcing this work to cost-competitive

environments.

Korea was once a major player in
the global animation industry. Over the Figure B1.4: Types of Back Office Operations

past few years, however, much of the
market for animation work has migrated to Skill Level Administrative Technical

competitors offering lower labor costs. If Low Data entry clerical Transcription; indexing

Korea wants to continue to be a player, it & abstracting

will have to move up the value-chain and
now produce original creative works with Medium Secretarial; data Website design &

international appeal. capture & management; records
processing; management; rule-set

Geographic Information Systems mailing lists processing

Services High Accounting; Software development;

A Geographic Information System payroll; electronic data-mining, problem-

(GIS) is a computer-based tool for publishing solving and

mapping and analyzing geographic analysis/prediction

features and events. GIS is a computer
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system that assembles, stores, manipulates, and displays geographically referenced information.
The technology integrates database operations such as query and statistical analysis with
visualization and geographic analysis benefits offered by maps. A G1[S integrates spatial data
with other data resources and can even use a database management system to organize and
maintain sales, marketing, and product data. The informnation is then displayed visually to assist
in decision-making.

Geographic data can be collected in-house or purchased from a commercial data
provider. Data collection, storage, interpretation, conversion, and integration (including
scanning and digitization) as well as digital publishing are being performed out-of-office, both
synchronously and asynchronously. The most common type of outsourcing of network-enabled
services that is used in the creation of GIS is data entry, which is necessary to digitalize paper
maps.

market

GIS is has a large potential market as it is being applied to areas such as agriculture, business
marketing, electricity/gas, environment, forestry, geology, government, hydrology, land use
planning, site planning, transportation, water/wastewater, etc. Products include both paper and
electronic versions of:

Base Maps and Data -- e.g., streets and highways, boundaries for census, postal and
political areas, rivers and lakes, parks and landmarks, etc.

o Business Maps and Data - e.g., census/demography, consumer products, financial
services, health care, real estate, telecommunications, emergency preparedness, crime,
advertising, business establishments, transportation, etc.

o Environmental Maps and Data - e.g., environment, weather, environmental risk, satellite
imagery, topography, natural resources, etc.

Assessment

The market for commonly produced "maps" (either paper or electronic) will increase in
demand as companies move from text data to spatial data and maps become more accurate and
up-to-date.

Although the non-necessity of English language skills may mak.e the provision of GIS
more appealing to Korea, achieving a significant market share would require extremely low labor
costs. Data entry for GIS is a low-end network-enabled service, above which Korea ought to be
positioning itself.

1Back Gll Ice Operatfions (incRuding Website Oonftenft 1evelopmrent and IHsftng)

The so-called "back offices" of organizations perform two basic functions: first,
processing transactions and second, compiling, analyzing, and supplying needed management
inforrnation. Common back office activities that can be included in the network-enabled services
definition are accounting services, check and security processing, claims processing and
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payment, personnel processing, mail, and inventory control. More advanced services include

rule-set processing, in which a worker makes judgments based on rules set by the customer (e.g.,

airline upgrades), and data-mining, situation analysis, and problem solving. Claims processing is

an example of a back office service that is increasingly centralized. Insurance companies have

standardized rules and formats for managing insurance claims, and this standardization has

allowed for claims processing to be performed at any location.

Website content development consists of compiling and developing digital content for

intra-organization dissemination, cross-institution usage, collaborative projects, public domain

information, programs for public/specialized education, web content development and

management, and developing animated movies. Website hosting involves operating a server on

which multiple customers' websites are maintained. Internet service providers may provide

Website hosting as a feature to individuals and small businesses. Larger businesses generally

require a more individualized level of service than Internet Service Providers (ISPs) usually

offer.

Market

Back office operations are often provided by Application Service Providers (ASPs).

Although the term is used commercially to cover almost any kind of service that involves

software, in this context, an ASP may be defined as a company that hosts and manages business

applications (e.g., accounting, personnel management, customer relations management) from

remote locations on behalf of a client. ASPs host applications at a remote data center and deliver

the applications to the customer via the Internet or a private network. Human interaction with

the client is minimal. ASPs offer companies the means to outsource their information

technology needs.

Assessment

Many large businesses have established "shared services centers" to conduct back office

operations. These are facilities that provide centralized operations to several divisions or entities

within a corporation. Shared services centers may utilize call center technology as well as

sophisticated Internet, video, and data links to perform services. These centers are the way of the

future. According to Dun and Bradstreet, $200 billion of "business-process outsourcing" is

farmed out each year. This is a large market that will grow.

Opportunity exists for the government of Korea to promote the growth of back office

operations in the domestic market. There is also great potential for a few of the components of

back office operations, such as website content development and hosting to be marketed

internationally.

Distance Education

Distance education or networked learning may be defined as learning opportunities

delivered remotely to individuals through the use of ICTs. Current use of information and

communication technologies has allowed traditional education institutions to improve the quality

of distance education programs, such as correspondence courses, that have been in place for a
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while. Many companies around the world offer training online, primarily through the Web, but
also via videoconferencing, CD-ROM and other technologies.

Malrket

Higher education is a prime growth area for distance learning. The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology recently put the principal content of its courses online for free use
without restriction. Of course, learning involves more than downloading course content. Some
examples of more comprehensive higher education service leaders are shown in Figure 1B 1.5.

:1.711gure ]31LS: incEdcatdon E&RInlaes

Couiatry nsftl tutdon $ervice

Korea EduNet (Korean Provides teachers and students at all educational levels with
Education and Research online content. Allows primary school teachers to share
Information Service) lesson plans.

Canada Athabasca University Largest MBA program in Canada offered entirely via the
Internet domestically and internationally.

Jamaica University of the West Educational opportunities for students in 15 Caribbean
Indies countries.

Mexico Monterrey Institute of Offers almost 2500 courses to more than 80,000 students and
Technology and Higher 6,000 faculty members at 30 campuses in Latin America.
Education

United States National Technological 18 degree programs in engineering delivered via satellite, the
University Internet, videotape, and CD-ROM.

E1garnpla: lEduNcat

EduNet, the online information service, www.edunet4u.net, established by the Ministry
of Education in 1999 and sponsored by the Korean Education and Research Information Service,
provides a wide range of educational services. Offerings include lesson plans and the
opportunity to communicate with colleagues for teachers; study rooms, study aids, message
boards, and chat rooms for students in elementary through secondary school; job services and
information on study abroad opportunities to college-age students, and additional educational
resources for parents. The project continually develops up-to-date resources in an effort to
promote interactive learning through technology.

EduNet's goals are to become a comprehensive portal for a broad range of teaching and
learning resource and to develop a marketplace for the education community.
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Assessment

Distance learning is not a new concept as the examples above demonstrate. The World

Bank's Global Development Learning Network (GDLN), operates in partnership with countries

and learning institutions around the world serving 16 countries. The Network conducts learning

activities through high-speed access to the Internet and a fully equipped multimedia learning

room with computer workstations. It also provides videoconferencing services and manages the

space, infrastructure, and a program of courses and seminars. This includes local marketing and

promotion of the learning program and provision of administrative support.

Although Korea is hindered from promoting distance-education services in international

markets by its language base, many uses exist for this service in the domestic market. Firms

seeking to become market leaders in this area will need to focus on expertise and interactive

delivery methods rather than breadth and stature.

Telemedicine

Telemedicine is the use of
telecommunications and information Figure B1.6: Examples of Telemedicine Services

technologies to provide health
services, training, and information to Service Description
health care providers and consumers. Telemetry Real-time relay of medically important data

Telemedicine requires a to a central location for monitoring,

multidisciplinary approach involving permitting a patient to stay at home rather

telecommunications, information than be in the hospital.

technology, medical experts, general
practitioners, hospitals,, equipment Store and Asynchronous delivery of medical servlces.

suppliers, logistics companies, Forward Medical information is sent via a multi-

government agencies, social medw a e-mail to a consultant or specialist

workers, and universities. It draws who reviews material and replies

together a wider range of accordingly.

technologies including radio, analog Video Synchronous delivery of medical services

and digital communications lines, e- Conference through live video conferencing between a

mail, the Web, satellites, and remote medically qualified practitioner and a

sensors. Figure B 1.6 provides consultant or specialist who assists the

typical service types. practitioner in real time (e.g., during surgery'

Through telemedicine, health
care professionals are able to deliver
services to individuals in their own
communities where services may not
be otherwise available.
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market

While the need for these services is high, the ability of the remote and isolated in all
countries and the poor in developing countries to pay for them is low. Market growth will
depend upon donor and international assistance organizations' recognition of the potential
impact of such services.

Assessment

Telemedicine can range from being an extremely high-end service to offering more basic
services. For example, it was used extensively by United States arned forces during the Gulf
War, where U.S.-based specialists used video teleconferencing to assist surgeons who were
performing emergency surgery on the battlefield. In Cambodia, Massachusetts General Hospital
(U.S.) cooperated with Sihanouk Hospital Center for Hope in Phnom Penh to assist rural nurses
with conducting rural health clinics.

Rural Korean communities stand to benefit should the government chose to fund tele-
medicine projects in the domestic market.

TeRe-Eugn&eeeriirng

Tele-engineering or collaborative engineering combines shared documents and design
software to support engineering projects at a distance. Through the use of telecommunications
and multimedia platforms, engineering occurs both synchronously (video and audio) and
asynchronously (text, diagrams, and binary files.) Current technology allows for engineering
collaboration through: audio/video conferencing, whiteboard sharing, file sharing and transfer,
and joint file viewing.

market

Because of the high value of the information involved, most tele-engineering is
conducted within firmns. Market data for tele-engineering activities is not available.

Assessment

Tele-engineering is a high-end service which enables the maximization of technical
expertise and resources. In theory, the market for tele-engineering services should grow
enormously, especially as the cost of vital components such as video conferencing decrease.
Tele-engineering is an example of the kind of high-end network-enabled service of the future
that will replace many of today's face-to-face interactions. However, because of the high value
of transmitted inforrnation, such practices will tend to remain inside firms rather than be offered
in the open market.

Because of Korea's strong human capital, an opportunity exists to encourage the
utilization of this network-enabled service in the domestic market. Opportunity exists as well for
export of this service through overseas Koreans engaged in the engineering sector. Once a
sufficient overseas branding of Korean tele-engineering services emerges, Koreas will then be
well-positioned to capture a large share of the global market.
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Figure B1.8 provides a summary of the information provided in Appendix A, indicating

Korea's potential in promoting the growth of the eight identified network enabled services.

Figure B1.8: Summary of Korean Market Potential

Network-Enabled Service English Language Competitive Potential for Korean Businesses
Necessity Labor Costs

Call Centers High Low Domestic uses.

Medical Transcription High Low Low market potential.

Animation Low Low Decreasing market share due to
high cost labor.

GIS Low Low Low market potential.

Back Office Operations None - High Medium Opportunity to promote
domestically. Website content
development and hosting could be
promoted internationally.

Distance Education None - High High Domestic uses.

Telemedicine Medium High Domestic uses.

Tele-Engineering None - Medium High Opportunity to promote
domestically and to export to
Korean ex-patriots. Long-term
international market potential.
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In addition to deriving economic benefit from utilizing network-enabled services,
numerous countries around the world have actively engaged in the provision of such services.
Appendix B provides an overview of eight global leaders: India, lreland, Japan, Jordan,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and the United States and offers examples of what
activities have succeed and which services could be offered by Korean firms.

Each country's section begins with E-Readiness ratings for five national-level attributes
and concludes with a summary of the nation's capabilities. E-Readiness ratings measure each
country's ability to participate in the global digital economy by answering key questions:

o Connectivity - Are networks easy and affordable to access and to use?
o E-Leadership - Is E-Readiness a national priority?
O Information Security - Can the processing and storage of networked information

be trusted?
o Human Capital - Are the right people available to support e-business and to build

a knowledge-based society?
o E-Business Climate - How easy is it to do e-business today?

Assessing the capacity of nations to participate in the new economy is an art, not a
science. Existing statistical categories overemphasize the old economy and old technology, and
rapid changes in technology and markets quickly make relevant statistics out of date. Numbers
are blind to cultural differences. Because of these shortcomings in the data, a broad range of
qualitative and quantitative factors are taken into account. The E-Readiness ratings combine a
dynamic evaluation of the relevance and accuracy of available quantitative data with an
understanding of myriad cultural, institutional, and historical factors relevant to the actual
situation in each country. The ratings are by nature general, not definitive. They provide an
initial basis for understanding what is in each case a complex situation.

Using the networked approach, These assessments were developed with the assistance of
governments and in-country experts from private industry in the countries rated. The ratings are
based on the latest information available globally and locally and their conclusions are current.
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INDIA

"The Silicon Valley of Asia"

Figure B2.1: E-Readiness Rating--India2

Connectivity E-Leadership Informationl| Human E-Business l
Security. Capital Climate

India's economy is a mixture of traditional village farming, modem agriculture,

handicrafts, a wide range of modem industries, tourism, and a multitude of support services.

While significant economic growth over the past decade permitted a significant increase in real

per capita private consumption, a large share of the population, perhaps as much as 40 percent,

remains in deep poverty.

In the network-enabled services realm, a particular challenge facing India is its weak

telecommunications infrastructure. Reliability of telecom networks is below global standards on

domestic circuits. Bandwidth availability is poor. However, over the next two years, India will

develop a fiber-optic network that should greatly improve bandwidth. More than a dozen

companies will connect 200 cities, towns and villages through 400,000 kilometers of fiber-optic

cables. Total expenditure is projected to exceed $6 billion. To compensate for unreliable

connectivity, companies providing NES have invested heavily in contingency plans, often

buying power generators, with multiple, redundant backups to guaranteed 24x7 connectivity.

India has enjoyed strong growth in the ICT industry over the last decade despite these

obstacles due to three major factors:

* A large pool of low-cost English speaking, computer literate, skilled professionals.
While most people appreciate the cost value of Indians, major U.S. companies like
American Express are learning that not only have the saved costs (40-50 percent by

shifting work from the U.S. to India), but the quality of work has improved. For
example, eFunds International has cut the number of data processing errors for one

client by 90 percent. In terms of cost, hiring a college graduate in India is like hiring
a high school graduate in the U.S.

* Stable legislative and economic framework and special incentives for establishing

network-enabled services provided by federal and state governments.
* A virtual 12-hour time zone difference with the United States, facilitating overnight

service for asynchronous network-enabled services.

2Key: See Ready? Net. Go! Partnerships Leading the Global Economy, McConnell International, 2001.

The majority of conditions are suitable to the conduct of e-business and e-government.
| Amber ;..l Improvement needed in the conditions necessary to support e-business and e-government.

Substantial improvement needed in the conditions necessary to support e-business and e-government.
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As a result, widespread network-enabled services operations are opening across India
including call centers, medical transcription services, back office operations including credit card
processing, website content development, and animation. Geographic information system
services are also emerging.

Exangple: Crest Conmunesfons

Over a four-year period, Crest Communications, a Mumbai-based company, spent a few
million dollars to develop a graphic studio and train 40 people in animation techniques.
However, a major obstacle that Crest felt, like many of its fellow Indian-based networked-
enabled service providers, was market entry into the lucrative U.S. economy. To overcome this,
they partnered with an independent Hollywood filmmaker to market them abroad. This promoter
recently acquired a contract for a feature for Crest. While it will be written and dubbed in Los
Angeles, the Crest animators will do the majority of the production, for half the cost of a U.S.
firm, creating the look of the film from sketches sent to them from the United States.

llmpliadoon s for Korea

India will continue to be a major global player because of its provision of low-cost labor.
In June 2001, NASSCOM, India's National Association of Software and Service Companies,
announced an aggressive program to work with the government to promote continued growth in
network-enabled services. India is also making strides in moving up the value-chain, with the
growth of its software industry. Its unique combination of engineering skills and large labor pool
indicate that it will continue to be a global force. Korea should avoid the temptation to compete
with India's primarily low-end network-enabled service offerings, and should instead use
network-enabled services to improve its existing strengths, namely in the manufacturing
industry.

1RIlELAND

"The Celtic Tiger Economy"

FiAgure B2.2: E-Rezsiumess lheftigErelenil

1Htiinani

Ireland has experienced strong overall economic growth, particularly in the 1990s partially as
a result of its leadership position in network-enabled services. Whether it be call centers,
software programming, or back office financial services, Ireland's successes can be attributed to:

o Strong government support with a focus on partnership with industry. Strong growth can
be attributed to a long-term investment in education, and a policy decision by the
Industrial Development Agency (IDA) to target select areas of intemational service
activity, particularly financial services, software, and what was then known as
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teleservices-the forerunner of today's network-efiabled services. In addition, corporate
taxes are low.

* Responsive regulatory and legal environment.
* Long-term investment in education has. produced a large workforce of young, well-

educated, English speaking people.
* Excellent telecommunications infrastructure. Over the past ten years, Ireland has

invested more than $5 billion ilftelecorniufiications infrastructure. Ireland now has one
of the most advanced telecommunications systems in Europe offering a reliable fully
digital system.

As a result, in 1998 alone, over 60 companies chose Ireland for establishing call centers,
making Ireland a leader in pan-European call center industry, with the IDA claiming Ireland as
having 30 percent of all pan-European call centers in the European Union. Between, 1994 and
1995 alone, Telecom Ireland's international toll-fiee- traffic grew 600 percent. Current
companies operating call centers include: Best Western International, United Parcel Service, ITT
Sheraton, Rand McNally Media Services, Gateway: 2000, Lexmark International, Informix
Software Ireland, Siemens, Dell, America Online, American Airlines, and Oracle.

Two concerns face Ireland's network-enabled services industry in the medium-term. First,
the demand for skilled ICT professionals and the economic growth generally have created
upward wage pressure, which is beginning to reduce its competitiveness when compared with
countries such as India. Second, Ireland's network-enabled services industry has had an almost
entirely export-oriented focus. The industry began and has continued as an enclave within the
overall Irish economy. As a result there has been little diffusion of the benefits such as increased
efficiency of operations and improved supply chain management to Irish companies. This
threatens the sustainability of the Celtic tiger phenomenon.

Example: The International Financial Services Center (IFSC)

The IFSC was established in 1987, and is now a vital part of the Irish economy with
direct employment of more than 7,000 people. (www.ifsc.ie). The center is a leading worldwide
location for international banking, investment funds, corporate treasury, and insurance activities.
Companies involved with the IFSC include: Bear Stearns, Bank of America, Chase Manhattan,
Citibank, General Electric Finance, Sumitomo Bank, Deutsche Bank/Morgan Grenfell, and
Societe Generale.

With the current trends in global outsourcing of business activities, the IFSC is taking on
activities such as shared services centers, back office support, and customer support services. In
1999, the IFSC employed an estimated 2,500 people in these activities. The outlook for greater
opportunity is bolstered by the fact Ireland has seen a growth in international companies
outsourcing back office operations in Ireland.' These companies include AIG, Bankers Trust,
Citibank, Merrill Lynch, and Fidelity Investments.

Implications for Korea

Ireland benefits immensely from a populace of native English speakers. In the future,
however, higher labor costs will limit its ability to maintain its status as a major provider of low-
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end network-enabled services. Unless Ireland takes action now to move its offerings upward on
the value chain, it will face the danger of stalled growth. To avoid the same prognosis as Ireland,
Korea needs to make continued efforts to ensure that the benefits of information and
communications technology are diffused throughout society, particularly to SMBs and traditional
industries.
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Japan currently ranks as the world's third largest economy behind the United States and
China. While growth has been sluggish through the 1990s, Japan has built a technologically
powerful economy characterized by government-industry cooperation, a mastery of high
technology, and a strong work ethic.

The government of Japan has set a goal to connect all Japanese businesses, government
offices, schools and homes by 2010 through a "Fiber to HIome" project. Current investment in
telecommunications infrastructure is $33 billion annually and by 2007 is forecast to reach a
cumulative $500 billion.

EM11e° @Mwlrk

@Network (San Jose, CA), an intemet outsourcer, operates a call center in Tokyo to
serve customers targeting Japan's markets. The Tokyo facility also acts as a regional hub for
@Network's network, providing its main link from San Jose, CA, with Beijing, Shanghai, Hong
Kong, Seoul, and Singapore. Other facilities are being planned for Fukuoka, Nagoya, Okinawa,
Osaka, Sapporo, and Sendai.

Japan is not a major global provider of network-enabled services for several of the same
reasons that hinder Korea: low English language competency and high labor costs. To compete
with Japan, Korea must continue to concentrate on integrating technology into its core industries
in an effort to move its products and services upward on the value chain.
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JORDAN

Figure B2.4: E-Readiness Rating-Jordan

Connectivity E-Leadershlp Information -.Human Capital E-Buslness]
Security I _ Climate

Since the mid-1990s Jordan has suffered recession, debt, and high unemployment.
Economic difficulties can be attributed to the small size of the Jordanian market, the fluctuations

in agricultural production because of irregular precipitation, the lack of capital, political

instability in the region, and the presence of refugees. These factors have made it necessary for

Jordan to seek substantial foreign aid. In September 1997 Jordan and the United States signed a

third and final agreement to write off the country's debt of more than $1 billion to the United

States. Soon after, the World Bank announced another large loan to revitalize Jordan's economy.

While lacking an advanced telecommunications infrastructure, Jordan has begun a

serious effort to join the networked world. Under the leadership of the royal family, the Reach

Initiative has produced a detailed roadmap for Jordan to move forward in developing a software

industry.

As Figure B2.5 suggests, Jordan is attempting to model itself on the most rapidly

advancing emerging economies.
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Number of Software Services 500 600 300 50
Firms

Number of Employees 200,000 19,000 10,000 1,250

Total Sales of Software and IT $4 billion $5.2 billion $1.2 billion $22.3 million
Services

Number of Employees Per 340 32 33 25
firm

Total Exports of Software and $1.7 billion $4.9 billion $700 million 7.5 million
IT Services

Major Export Markets U.S. E.U. U.S. U.S.
E.U. U.S. E.U. E.U.
SE Asia
Japan/Aus
Other

Major Export Market Offshore E-commerce ASP Packaged
Activities programming Internet E-Commerce applications

Outsourcing applications development Custom
ERP Development tools applications
Consulting tools CAD/CAM Offshore
Data processing Localization Multimedia programming
Multimedia Call Centers Multimedia

Top Sources for Foreign U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S.
Direct Investment Japan U.K. U.K.

U.K. Germany France

Leading Multinational Microsoft Microsoft IBM None
Investors in Software and IT Novell Computer Sapiens
services Oracle Associates Cisco systems

Computer Novell Siemens
Associates Oracle 112fia!!
Adobe Informix SAP
Informix SAP Madge

Symantec

Adapted from The REACH Initiative: Launching Jordan's Software and IT Services Industry
(http://www. reach. io/documents/reach.Xdfl.
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Implications for Korea

Despite its efforts, Jordan will not succeed in creating a world-class software industry, as
it lacks the requisite critical mass of talent. One strategy that it may choose to pursue is to create
a niche software market, much as Israel has found success through its security products. Korea
should monitor Jordan's progress, viewing Jordan's experiences as a laboratory for creating a
niche software industry.

MALAYSIA

Figure B2.6: E-Readiness Rating-Malaysia
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Until 1997, Malaysia experienced over a decade of uninterrupted economic growth. The
country entered a recession in 1998 as the regional financial and economic crisis intensified. The
economy rebounded in 1999, and performed well during 2000. The government plays an active
role in the economy as investor, economic planner, approver of investment projects, and public
and private procurement decisions.

Malaysia's ICT infrastructure is sparse, with low telephone and computer penetration,
and is fairly limited to urban centers. A small number of ISPs and the absence of an
independent regulatory agency inhibit the spread of network access, although the cost of access
is moderately priced. Transportation and postal services mirror the ICT infrastructure; not robust
to begin with, it weakens to non-existent in the rural areas. Even between the Multimedia Super
Corridor in Cyberjava and Kuala Lumpur, the public transportation is poor and creates an
obstacle in attracting workers.

Example: Multimedia Super Corridor

The Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) is a state-of-the-art information technology hub
located outside Kuala Lumpur. Begun in 1996 under the management of the Multimedia
Development Corporation, the MSC strives to:

* Attract both world-class technology-led companies to Malaysia, and develop local
industries.

* Offer a productive, intelligent environment within which a multimedia value chain of
goods and services will be produced and delivered across the globe.

* Maintain excellence with multimedia-specific capabilities, technologies,
infrastructure, legislation, policies, and systems for competitive advantage.

* Provide a test bed for invention, research, and other groundbreaking multimedia
developments spearheaded by seven multimedia applications.

* Be a world of Smart Homes, Smart Cities, Smart Schools, Smart Cards, and Smart
Partnerships.
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While response has been favorable to the idea of the MSC, global companies have been
slow to establish a presence. To drive development of the MSC, seven primary areas, called
"Flagship Applications" have been developed. These applications are listed in Figure B2.7.

Figure l32.7:1 M§C Flagship Aplpicmtims

AREA PIO[E

Electronic Government To reinvent government using multimedia and information
technology to improve productivity, and create a
collaborative environment that fosters the ongoing
development of Malaysia's multimedia industry.

National Multipurpose Card To develop a common platform for a Multi-Purpose Smart
Card that will enable government and private application
providers to implement standard solutions without
duplication of effort and investment.

Smart Schools To help Malaysia make the critical transition from an
industrial economy to a knowledge-based one.

Telemedicine To provide greater and easier access to higher quality
healthcare for all Malaysians.

Borderless Marketing Centers To create electronic marketplaces that increase business
efficiency and service across different time zones.

World Wide Manufacturing To provide an environment for high value-added
Webs manufacturing activities to be pursued using multimedia and

information technology.

Research and Development To ensure that the MSC is an attractive location for
Clusters companies to develop next-generation multimedia

technologies and innovations.

Source: www.mdc.com.my/msc/flagship/index.html

The Telemedicine application, an example of network-enabled services, involves four pilot
programs:

Mass Personalized/Personalized Health Information and Education. This project
involves the sourcing and development of information and educational materials
followed by the construction of a generic database.

o Continuing Medical Education. This project will provide information and enhance the
capability of healthcare providers.

o Tele-consultation. This project will connect healthcare providers in a multipoint manner
to share opinions and provide mutual support.
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Lifetime Health Plan. This project will see the development of personalized lifetime
health plans, in which a person's health record will be maintained throughout the life of
that person, enabling health care providers to provide patient-focused and continuous
care.

Implications for Korea

Although Malaysia's Multimedia Super Corridor has not met with the success that was
once envisioned, Malaysia has retained its strong commitment to creating a domestic information
society. Korea stands to benefit from Malaysia's lessons-learned, particularly in the tele-
medicine field.

PHILIPPINES

Figure B2.8: E-Readiness Rating-Philippines
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The Philippine economy is a mixture of agriculture, light industry, and supporting
services. Through 1998 and 1999, the economy saw deterioration and subsequent recovery due
to the Asian financial crisis and poor weather conditions. While successive governments have
focused on economic reforms to help the Philippines match the pace of development in the
newly industrialized countries of East Asia, reform moves slowly. Corruption and recent
political turmoil have hindered the reform progress.

Poor telecommunications infrastructure in the Philippines remains an obstacle to the
growth of e-commerce in the country. Interconnection issues amongst the various
telecommunications players have yet to be resolved.

Network-enabled services in the Philippines include back office operations, call centers,
and customer services of companies like AOL, Caltex, and Citibank. . In addition to these
services described in Figure B2.9, the Philippines is competing with Korea for animation
services.
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Figure 32.3: Ner..rEnnL ei llrvite$ ¢Yed iiDn tDhe Dipnpimne

Cntegory Of Services EzEmple DlDescnpflnn

Corporate Back Office Caltex Treasury, human resources

Sealand Shipping documents
UPS Shipping documents

Data Processing Digitize library card catalogues
SPI TehDigitize technical manuals

Maintn U.K. voters' lists
Digitize archive for U.S. Dept. of Justice

Bechtel Blueprints, engineering designs
Engineering Fluor Daniel Blueprints, engineering designs

Parsons Blueprints, engineering designs

Internet Service Center Barnes & Noble Process Internet orders
AOL Answer customer e-mail

Medical Transcription Kumar Transcribe doctors' dictation

Corporate Shared Services Procter & Gamble Shared accounting functions

Corporate Technology Suppor Citibank Systems Development and Support

Website Center Asian Sources Medi Maintain large website

Source: http://www.rent-a-team.comn/philippines_as-center.htm

1mpiiatii¢Sons for Korea

The Philippines have been successful in attracting consumers of networked-
enabled services because of its low labor costs and the high level of English language
competency among its workforce. Korea should view the Philippines as a major provider
of low-end network-enabled services with which it cannot compete.
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SffNGAPO]RE

"The Itntelligent Island"

Figare 32.10: E-Readiness Rating--Singapore
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Singapore has a highly developed and successful free-market economy. The
business environment is open and corruption-free, prices are stable, and per capita GDP is
the fifth highest in the world. The government promotes high levels of savings and
investment through a mandatory savings scheme, and spends heavily in education and
technology.

Singapore's telecommunications infrastructure is among the world's best. To
promote the further growth of the information industry, the country has installed
Singapore ONE, the nationwide, high-speed, fiber optic broadband network that provides
multimedia applications and Internet services to all homes, schools, and offices.

ExampRe: iCall Systems lfne.

Established in 2000 and headquartered in Singapore, iCall Systems provides web-
based call center services through a network of partner call centers in China, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Pakistan, the Philippines, and Thailand. According to company
literature, iCall System does not require downloading of specialized software, and is fully
supported by major Internet browser software. Presently, online customer service is
provided via a text-based chat interface. iCall Systems is testing Voice-over Internet
Protocol (VoIP) services. In its first ten months of operation, revenues were $500,000,
mainly from local customers like Singapore Tourism Board, Holiday Inn, and Samsung.
(See www.internet-callcentre.com)

Implications for Korea

Singapore has set an ambitious goal of becoming Asia's premier information
technology hub. Thus far, the major pillars of the strategy have included creating a secure
infrastructure for e-business, formulating pro-business policies and legal frameworks, and
increasing user confidence in online transactions. Singapore offers Korea many lessons-
learned in the creation of a dynamic information society, particularly in the area of
integration of ICT into everyday life of students and citizens, and the successes of reform
of traditional rote learning methods.
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Despite the current economic downturn and prevalent uncertainty over the short-
term, the United States has the most technologically powerful, diverse, advanced, and
largest economy in the world. U.S. business firms enjoy considerably greater flexibility
than their counterparts in Western Europe and Japan in decisions to expand capital plant,
lay off surplus workers, and develop new products. At the same time, they face higher
barriers to entry in their rivals' home markets than the barriers to entry of foreign firms in
U.S. markets. U.S. firms are at or near the forefront in technological advances, especially
in computers and in medical, aerospace, and military equipment, although their advantage
has narrowed since the end of World War 1[. The onrush of technology largely explains
the gradual development of a two-tier labor market in which those at the bottom lack the
education and the professional/technical skills of those at the top and increasingly fail to
get pay raises, health insurance coverage, and other benefits.

Domestically, companies of all sizes are engaged in network-enabled services.
For example, there are 69,500 call centers in the United States, estimated to grow to
78,000 by 2003, employing seven million telephone agents. In the field of medical
transcription, annual revenues within the U.S. approach $10 billion.

ExsimpiRe: TeRemedicine

As shown in Figure B2.12, Telemedicine is enjoying a rapid growth in the U.S.
Early adopters of telemedicine include emergency medicine and mental health specialists.

FSgune IBl2.12: Tota lAlmB Tel-Comnftltnona (U.S.)
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Figure B2.13 shows some details of the increase in telemedicine services in the
United States. Officials at the Association of Telehealth Service Providers, the
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organization that produced the figures noted above, could not pinpoint factors driving the
increase in telehealth projects. However, the organization suggests one possible
explanation could be that significant levels of Federal Government funding gave rise to an
increase in telemedicine pilot projects.

Figure B2.13: Telemedical Activity for Most Active Clinical Specialties.

1996 1997 1998

Mental Health 2,886 7,404 11,974

Cardiology 2,282 6,839 3,469

Dermatology 1,958 2,345 3,278

Orthopedics 1,083 2,306 2,556

Neurology 555 699 801 .

Infectious Diseases 323 851 1,514

Internal Medicine 861 1,940 2,080

General Surgery 575 1,026 2,161

Pediatrics 371 572 1,161

Total .10,894 23,982 28,994

Implications for Korea

In relation to Korea, the United States is more trading partner than competitor in
the provision of network-enabled services. The U.S. can also serve as a useful example
of both successes and failures. For example, as discussed elsewhere, the rise and fall of
trucking and logistics portals provide useful lessons for Korea.
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SUMMAIRY oF LEAIDEIR$9 CAI IH1LHT:IE$

To enable cross-country comparisons, the E-Readiness ratings of all nine network-
enabled services leaders are summarized in Figure 132.14. Note that the attributes are
fully described in chapter 2 of the main report.

IFgure 132.14: E-Reaimess lRatings or $eleected CountrAes

Country Conneetivity | -Leadership | OrsMnftion Human E-lBuskmess
- ...$ecurity sCapil Clmate

l[ndia 

Ireland
Japan
Jordan
Xorea _

Philippines
Singapore
U. S. , , 

The general ratings do not provide sufficient detail to make determinations about
national capacity to provide network-enabled services in the contingent attributes
Connectivity, Information Security, and Human Capital. Accordingly, they are discussed
further below.

Conneecvity

The general rating measures primarily the infrastructure within a country. This is
important for the spread of information society and its benefits to all citizens. However,
since network-enabled services are likely to be both an internal and export marketed
service, it is useful to focus on external bandwidth.

A great deal of investment is currently occurring to increase connectivity around
the world. Firms such as Global Crossing are laying high bandwidth fiber optic cable at a
rate that is rapidly changing the balance among countries in terms of connectivity.

In particular, it is useful to note that Korea will be increasing its international
bandwidth to put it on a par with Japan and the U.K., outstripping other Asian nations and
other providers of network-enabled services.

Figure B2.15 shows the submarine cable bandwidth to selected countries as of
June 1999 and December 2001 (projected). Note the 10:1 difference in scale. Countries
discussed in this chapter but not shown in the figures have lower bandwidth than those
shown.
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Figure B2.15: Undersea Fiber Optic Cable Bandwidth
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Inforination Security

The ratings for Informnation Security combine all three factors discussed in
Chapter 3-intellectual property protection, privacy protection, and systems security.
Because different network-enabled services require different levels of security in each
factor, Figure B2.16 provides a more detailed. assessment of these areas in selected
countries.

Figure B2.-16: Components of Informationi Security Ratings

Country | Overall E PR Privacy Systems
Rafing Security

India .m -.. Medium Low Hfigh
Ireland .. High H figh H figh
Japan .. High High Highv
Jordan .. Low Low Low

Malaysia |-.,, r, .,|Medium Medium Medium
Philippines . Medium Low Low
U. S. . High Medium High
Korea | .- >;.[Medium Medium Hfigh

Of the nine countries identified as major participants in the global network-
enabled services marketplace, three have demonsfrated that the majority of infonmation
security conditions are suitable to the conduct of e-business and e-government, as is
indicated by the blue ratings. Tbree countries, includi ng Korea, have demonstrated that
improvements are needed before a high level of trust can be placed in the security of
digitalized information, as indicated by the yellow ratings. Two countries, as indicated by
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the red ratings, have demonstrated that substantial improvements are needed in the area of

information security.

In order to receive a high rating in the protection of intellectual property rights,

indicated by the IPR column, a country must be a signatory to numerous international

conventions, and have an enforcement mechanism in place to assure public abidance by

international law. A country will receive a high rating in the privacy component if

adequate legal protection is in place to ensure consumers' personal privacy. Systems

security ratings are determined by the strength and effectiveness of the legal framework to

address and prosecute computer crimes, authorize digital signatures, and enable public

key infrastructures.

IHiuman CapRilal

Finally, for Human Capital, the general ratings can be supplemented for the

purposes of network-enabled services provision by looking at three additional areas-

reputation as a high tech leader, English language prevalence, and education that is

relevant to providing network-enabled services. Figure B2.17 provides a more detailed

assessment of these three additional areas in the nine selected countries.

Figure 132.17: Components of Humam Capital RLatings

Country Human Htigh-Tech e English Relevant IEdkmftionm
___ Calpfital Reputaaion Elrevalence

India High Medium Medium
Ireland j _ High High High
Japan Hike Low High
Jordan Low -] .Low Low

rea ___igh Low lHigh

Malaysia Medium Medium Medium
Philippines Medium Medium Low
Singapore High Medium High
U. S. - Hig igh High

All nine selected countries received Human Capital ratings of yellow or above,

indicating that the majority of the three components necessary to participate in the global

network-enabled services marketplace are suitable. Countries were rated on their high-

tech reputation on the basis of their status as a technology producer and innovator.

English prevalence is rated according to the proportion of the population that has

achieved fluency. Finally, countries were rated on the basis of the level of training

reached by participants in the information technology sector.
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ANNEX B3

IT DEPLOYMENT AMONG SMALL FIRMS IN KOREA

Introduction

Since the financial crisis that occurred at the end of 1997, the Korean economy
has undergone a variety of fundamental changes. One of the most noticeable was the
increase in the importance of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in the economy
as the economic power and rationale of jaebols, Korean conglomerates, have weakened to
a significant degree.

For SMEs in Korea to accelerate their growth further, it is essential for them to
achieve a higher level of informatization, or processes involving the innovation of
business systems or any other solution-providing systems through the application of
information technology (IT).

In Korea, the informatization level of individuals reached 23.2% as of Jan 1 't,
2000, the highest among all OECD countries. By comparison, the OECD average marked
10.9 %. Despite this strong showing, the informatization level of Korean firms has
remained relatively low, as revealed in some indicators such as the relative number of
Internet hosts or the extent of E-business employment in their businesses (OECD, STI
Scoreboard, 2001).

The Korean government has made every effort to assist SMEs including
improvement of their information systems to enhance their ability to utilize the Internet
and other information networks. However, the IT deployment of SMEs in particular has
remained unsatisfactory.

The main purposes of this report are three-fold: First, to assess and analyze the
current situation of the utilization of IT, especially network-enabled services (NESs),
among small businesses, second, to identify the impediments to IT deployment, and
finally, to suggest relevant policy recommendations to expand SMEs' use of IT and
networks in business. To address these, the Korean team visited 25 Korean SMEs that
were utilizing a certain degree of IT, interviewing IT related personnel at each firm in
accordance with a structured questionnaire.

The organization of this report follows the structure of the questionnaire: Basic
data on the sample companies, inventory of IT system, IT applications, network enabled
business processes, IT deployment, and barriers to deployment of IT and network-enabled
services. Some policy recommendations are provided last.

Basic Information on the Sample Companies

The sample companies consisted of 25 Korean SMEs located in the Seoul
metropolitan area and were selected from the same industry, i.e., the electrical and
electronic equipment industry (SIC 36), in order to reduce any possible inter-industry
biases. The number of their employees ranged from 22 to 130, averaging 59. However,
the ratio of IT specialists remained as low as 3.2% of the total, representing 1.8 persons
per company on average.
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T11le B3.1: HNumber of EmIployees of the Sz.nge IF!rxms

Number of employees Canes lpercenle (%)
22 - 50 13 52.0
51 - 75 6 24.0

75- 100 3 12.0
101 -130 3 12.0

Tot l ___ __._

Source: KIET survey results, November 2001.

Their sales revenue for the most recent year reached US $ 12.7 million on average,
with the range between US $ 0.5 million and 123.1 million. In terms of revenue, their
major customers were large manufacturing firms (43.6 %) and other manufacturing firms
(19.9 %), revealing that 63.5% of their revenue was coming from the manufacturing
sector. In contrast, wholesalers and distributors, and government accounted for 17.7% and
14.0%, respectively. Retail customers occupied the smallest percentage of 4.8%.

The sample companies had invested a considerable amount in the IT area: the
average value of per company investment reached US $ 1.1 million. Of this amount,
64.0% was allocated in hardware and the remaining, in software.

faventoy of lIT System

The sample firms had purchased all their computers, and their average number of
computers per employee was 0.56. However, almost 60% of the computers had Pentium
m processors or more advanced models. All the sample firms, except for one located in
an isolated area, had a LAN and all had Internet access. As Internet access method, 88.0%
of the firms utilized leased line or DSL, while the remaining 12.0% relied on dial-up
modem. Therefore, it was concluded that the sample firms had a certain level of
infrastructure for their businesses' use of the Internet and iT.

E1T AppRicafons

The most commonly used applications turned out to be for word processing
(100% of the firms) and accounting and budgeting (96.0%), followed by network related
activities (72.0%) and others activities, ranging from 12.0% to 60.0%. Applications for
accounting and budgeting, and word processing represented the largest amount of
computer utilization: their approximate monthly use time per company reached 122 hours
and 105 hours, respectively, while the others were used for less than 100 hours.

The most popular operating system (OS) software among Korean SMEs was
Windows 98 (45.1%) for PCs, and Windows 2000 (33.3%) for mainframes. For word-
processing software, MS-Office (30.8%) followed by HWP, a Korean word processing
application, (24.4%) was the most popular for PCs, while APACHE (33.3%) was most
used for mainframes.
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Table B3.2: Purposes of Using Network Access Facilities (Multiple responses)

Cases Percentage (%)
E-mailing 21 21.9
Business information and business reseafch 15 15.6
Place orders 8 8.3
Make payments 6 6.3
Receive orders 10 10.4
Receive payments 7 7.3
Exchange business data 11 11.5
Submit requests 5 5.2
Receive approval 6 6.3
Web site administration 1 1.0
Printer sharing 1 1.0
File sharing 2 2.1
Information exchange 1 1.0
ERP system 2 2.1
Total responses 96 100.0

Source: KIET survey results, November 2001.

Network-enabled Business Processes

Network access was available to all the sample companies but one, and the most
popular type of network access facilities was the Internet (72.7%). Intranets were
established only by 18.2%. The most frequent use of network access facilities was for e-
mailing (21.9%), and obtaining business information and conducting research (15.6%).
So accomplishing basic business needs was the most important network use. However,
only 10%, or less, of the firns had implemented higher-level business functions such as
receiving orders and exchanging data with customers.

Table B3.4: Activities Possible by Visiting Company Home Page
(Multiple responses)

v ~~~~Cases Percentage(%
Obtain information about your products 25 45.5
Obtain financial and operating information about your company 13 23.6
Place and modify orders on your company 12 21.8
Track status of orders, production and shipment 5.5
Exchange delivery and payment data 2 3.6
Total responses 55 100.0

Source: KIET survey results, November 2001.

All the sample firms had their own company homepage. Over half of the firms
were outsourcing services such as designing, commissioning and hosting of the website
while 76.0% maintained their website in house. Websites were relatively well established,
but their functions were limited to a basic level. Activities that could be done by visiting
company homepages included obtaining product information (45.5%) and financial and
operating information (23.6%). However, order placement and modification through the
company website were available only on 21.6%. Moreover, order tracking and the
exchange of delivery and payment data were available on approximately 5%.
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This dearth of advanced functions is related to the lower degree of integration
between the network access arrangements, and the internal If systems and other computer
applications. Such integration was available on a full scale for only 24.0%. No integration
existed for almost half 50%, and the remaining 24.0% had partial integration.

The survey questions regarding utilization of e-commerce sales, (defined as the
whole order-fulfillment process from order booking to payment), also showed that
Korean SMEs are still at the beginning stage of e-commerce. As high a percentage as
72.0% of the firms were not engaged in e-commerce sales at all. Only one firm was
reaping all of its sales through e-commerce, while the remaining six firms had figures
ranging between 5% and 80%.

The effort to maintain network access entails expenditure for the If area. The
sample companies' expenditures on IT were revealed to be disappointing, with 84.9% of
the total spending less than 5%. The average IT systems maintenance expenditure by the
companies was 7.0% of their total expenditures. However, without two outliers that had
ratios of 80% and 30%, the sample firms' average would have been as low as 2.5%. Of
the IT expenditure, 54.4% was allocated for in-house activities, while 45.6% went toward
external purchases.

Table 33.5: AnnuaR lfT Systemnms Mntenamee Epediftun
(As percenta e of Total Expendiure)

Cases ftrcenmtse (%)
0% 1 4.2
0.1 - 0.9% 4 16.7

1.0 - 2.0% 8 33.3
3.0 - 4.0% 2 8.3
5.0% 6 25.0
10.0% or more 3 12.5
Total responses 24 X______

Source: KIET survey results, November 2001.

Outsourcing services were very popular among the SMEs. Many of them
outsourced a variety of IT services. Web page development and web page hosting, which
accounted for 26.1% of the total, were the most common, followed by systems and
software maintenance (15.9%), hardware acquisition (14.5%), and software design
(13.0%).
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Table B3.6: Types of IT Services that Companies Outsourced
(Multiple resonses)

Cases Percentage (%)
System design 1 1.4
Hardware acquisition 10 14.5
Software design 9 13.0
Hardware Maintenance 7 10.1
Systems and software maintenance 11 15.9
Data Processing 3 4.3
Web development and hosting 18 26.1
Services provided by ASPs 2 2.9
Others 8 11.6
Total 69 100.0

Source: KIET survey results, November 2001.

Barriers to Deployment of IT and Network-enabled Services (NESs)

Most of the sample firms were keenly aware of the need to utilize the Internet and
other networks in conducting their business, but at the same time they understood that
there were many impediments and barriers to their improved use of IT and network-based
services (NESs).

The twelve main impediments identified may be grouped into three categories:
The first category includes technological and expertise problems related to the lack or
shortage of relevant technology, expertise, and skilled manpower within the company.
The second covers cost and financing problems regarding the high cost and funds needed
to purchase and maintain necessary software, hardware and technology and to adapt and
integrate existing internal systems to IT and NESs. Finally, the third grouping includes
environmental and infrastructure problems involving the use of IT and NESs. Individual
problems in each category are as follows.

Technological and expertise problems

(a) Lack of in-house technological and business expertise to identify and
develop IT and network applications

(c) Technical difficulty in adapting and integrating existing business processes
to IT and networked enabled processes

(k) Shortages of trained and skilled IT personnel

Cost and financing problems

(b) Cost of adapting and integrating existing business processes to IT and
networked enabled processes

(d) Cost of running a dual system: a paper-based system and an e-commerce
system
(f) Lack of financing to deploy new technologies
(h) High cost of third party technology and consulting services
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1. Environmental problems
(e) Limited use of e-commerce among major customers
(g) Concerns about security and privacy
(i) Lack of secure payment settlement mechanisms
(j) Uncertainty about authentication mechanisms
(1) Lack of standards

Table 133.7: Barriers to DIeployment of lIT and Netwo rRenabled Services by Category

Number of cases (percentage)
Category Technological & Expertise Environmental

Problems Cost & Financg Problems Problems Total (%)

Item (a) (k) I Sub total ( d) (f (h) Sub total (e) (g) (i) () (I) Sub total
l he most
umportant 0 3 8 (34.8 _ 2 , 1 8 1 1 5 (21.7 23(100.0)
2nd most
iportant 4 _3_ 11(50.0) 6 1 11 - 7 318 1 1 1 3(13. 22 (100.0)
Tird most
important 1 6 ( 7 (31.8 4 1 4 8 (36.4) 1 2 1 1 1 6 (27.3 22 (100.0)

Total (%) 1' 9 . 26(38.8 14 4 __ 1 27(40.3) 4 ] 2 4 14 (20.9) 67 (100.0)
Source: KLET survey results, November 2001.

At the category level, the survey results shows that two categories, technological
and expertise problems, and cost and financing problems, both of which 34.8% of the
sample companies selected, were more important. Roughly speaking, over one third of the
companies were suffering from both kinds of problems in deploying IT and NESs. Next,
environmental problems related to the security, standards, and extent of IT use in the
industry was cited by 21.7%.

Putting the rmost, second most, third most important categories of problems
together, technological and expertise problems, and cost and financing problems assumed
higher importance among the sample companies: Their ratios turned out to be 38.8% and
40.3%, respectively, while that of environmental problems remained almost the same at
20.9%.

At the level of a single problem, (a) the lack of relevant in-house expertise to
identify and develop IT and network applications was cited as the most important
problem by 30.4% of the companies. The second most important (21.7%) was (b) the cost
of adaptation and integration of existing business processes to IT and NES processes, and
the third (13.0%) was (1) the lack of standards.

Putting the three most important problems together, (b) the cost of adaptation and
integration was cited by 22.4%, followed by (a) the lack of in-house expertise (17.9%),
(c) technical difficulty in adaptation and integration (13.4%), and (f) the lack of financing
to deploy new technologies (10.4%).

From the results of the ratio comparison above, it can be concluded that the most
important problems that Korean SMEs faced in deploying and utilizing IT and NESs
mostly involved lack of technology and expertise, and cost and financing.
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The in-depth interview conducted by the Korean survey team disclosed a more
detailed picture on the barriers that Korean SMEs-had encountered. In regard to the
category of problems of technology and expertise, many SMEs felt that they had
difficulty in finding and recruiting people fit for the specific needs of their companies,
despite the growing number of IT experts coming into the Korean economy from schools
and private institutes in recent years. In spite of the many education and training programs
available to SMEs, it was not easy for them to find programs offering the necessary
technology and expertise suitable for their needs.

Regarding the second category of cost and financing problems, these problems
mostly involved the cost of software and hardware acquisition, and the cost of the
maintenance of the acquired software and hardware such as ERP, MRP, and network
servers.

Some SMEs also indicated that there was discrepancy between their on-line
operations through the Internet and network use, and their off-line operations within the
company because of the prohibitive cost of establishing the relevant systems necessary to
connect these two kinds of operations. For instance, in fulfilling orders, the actual
delivery and distribution of products could not follow the on-line process in a timely
manner in many SMEs.

It was also shown that some SMEs had difficulty in maintaining IT personnel in
terms of cost efficiency unless they were fully engaged in e-business. That is why in
many SMEs, at early stages of IT, the main IT-related functions were e-mailing and file
sharing.

In regard to the third category of environment and infrastructure problems, many
SMEs were worried about the security of their internal information, i.e., that accounting
and customer information would be divulged to other companies when they expanded
their use of IT and NESs. Such concerns over security were more serious particularly to
SMEs that had outsourced these functions.

Also, other SMEs indicated that there is a lack of industry standards in the If
industry, e.g., in the area of high speed Internet networks. At the same time, SMEs'
internal business processes had not been standardized fully enough to expand the use of
IT and NESs, particularly ERPs.

In addition to these problems classified by category, many SMEs cited other
serious barriers such as the negative mindset of their CEOs to the use of IT and networks.
Since many SME CEOs were part of an older generation that generally did not understand
the necessity of new computer-based operations very well, they Qften showed aversion to
the introduction of new IT or NESs into the operation of their business.

More importantly, managers in many SMEs believe that cost saving, or achieving
efficiency through the utilization of IT and NESs, was realized in the long term, and thus
they thought they should focus on saving direct manufacturing costs that could be earned
in the short term.
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Policy Recommendations

The survey done by the Korean team also queried the' sample SMEs on the degree
of their satisfaction with the effectiveness of the Korean government's IT assistance
policies on a five-point Likert scale, from 1(very unsatisfactory) to 5 (very satisfactory). It
was revealed that the average degree of SMEs' satisfaction with the Korean government's
policies remained as low as 2.72 (out of 5 points), and no companies chose 'very
satisfactory.'

For its part, the Korean government, mainly through the Small & Medium
Business Administration (SMBA), has made every effort to assist SMEs in expanding the
deployment and development of IT and NESs, thereby enhancing their ability to utilize
the Internet and information networks.

The government's recent policies in this regard can be summarized as follows.
First, it has constructed a foundation for SMEs' information systems, including the
building of a model for evaluating the informatization extent of SMEs, their education
and training on IT, and assistance in website establishment. Second, the government has
created a comprehensive information network to provide information related to SMEs
through the SMBA's home page, enabling SMEs to collect, share and exchange
information among each other. Third, the government has supported the enhancement of
SMEs' operation efficiency by helping them develop information-based management
systems such as e-business, ERP and MRP.

Despite such efforts, the results have not been evaluated as satisfactory even by
the government. According to a survey conducted by the government in early 2001, the
extent of the informnatization of Korean SMEs was evaluated as only 47.8 out of 100.0
points. To cope with this situation, the government has recently accelerated its efforts,
e.g., by launching 'The Project for Informatizing 100,000 SMEs.'

While recognizing the large role the Korean government has played until now in
assisting SMEs, the following policy recommendations are suggested, based on the$
survey results, in order for the government policies to reap better outcomes.

First of all, schools and private institutes should provide education and trainingj
programs oriented to satisfy the direct IT needs of SMEs, thereby cultivating able IT
employees. Next, funding assistance from the government should include not only the
initial acquisition of software and hardware, but also their maintenance after purchase.
The government should also consider the off-line side of companies' operation when they.
assist SMEs' on-line operation through IT and NESs. In other words, for manufacturing
firms, IT is not an end, but only a means. Thus, timely off-line operation should follow
on-line operation. In addition, the government should improve the environment and
infrastructure regarding security in IT-based businesses, including strengthening relevant
laws so that companies can use IT without any security concerns.

While education and training programs have focused on middle-level managers, or
lower-level employees, who were directly engaged in IT- or network-related work, the
education of CEOs and other higher-level managers of companies should be conducted as
well. Finally and most importantly, government policies should encourage SMEs to
believe that investment in IT and NESs pays many dividends in the long run, thereby
prompting them to continue long-term investment.
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Annex B4

SUGGESTED ISSUES FOR SURVEY OF KOREAN SMBS

The following criteria are suggested considerations for the formulation of a survey

of Korean SMBs to determine how current business information needs are being met and

how informational service offerings (business information services portals) can be

improved to meet existing needs.

What services are currently being consumed. For example:

* Business Development
Starting, managing, or marketing a business

* Financial Assistance
Sources of capital and credit from public and private sector lenders

* Legal and Regulatory Information
Labor, environment, tax, health, and safety

* Market Information
Domestic and global business trends; price forecasting

* Diagnostic Services
Benchmarking SMB performances against industry leaders

* Networking Services
Contacting sub-contractors or suppliers

* Consulting and Technical Support
Government, university, or research institute-sponsored assistance

* Continuing Education
Technical training and distance education programs

* International Outreach
Export promotion, trade financing, and international partnerships

The provider(s) and medium of most frequently consumed services. For example:

* Government
* Private Sector
* Online
* Other sources

Best Practices

In order to identify key testimonials from SMBs regarding the positive impact that the

utilization of online business information services have made, for use in a promotional

campaign, key considerations could include:

* The length of time that an SMB has been connected to the Internet.

* Whether Internet connection has enabled interaction with suppliers and/or customers.

If yes, how this has changed customer/supplier relationships.

* Whether distance learning opportunities have been utilized.

If yes, how has the knowledge gained through such programs improved

business.
* How the Internet has helped an SMB to save time, improve efficiency, or increase

profits.
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